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Prologue
Thank you for reading this book. It is essential reading for all who watch in wonder as a
once great nation declines. Unfortunately that part of what is happening is not unique as
societies throughout history follow a predictable cycle from birth, peak, downfall and
demise.
The story of Project Socrates illustrates the genius in humanity, capable of changing that
cycle, but stymied by a seemingly built-in predisposition toward self-destruction. In net,
humanity has tended to move forward, but this resistant counterforce unduly prolongs the
process and makes it unnecessarily painful as societies come and go.
Keeping the book current is a constant process as the world rapidly changes while System
Socrates operates in real time. Recently, as I was getting the news of the day, I read an
article from Financial Times: Does size matter? China poised to overtake US as world’s
largest economy in 2014, by Jamil Anderlini.1
The article uses a report from the International Comparison Program of the
World Bank estimating that China will overtake the US as the world’s largest
economy this year, 2014. The article also states that the US has been the largest
economy since 1872, a fact that may surprise many.
China’s surge ahead of the US is several years ahead of previous estimates by
economic experts.
Many will say that this was inevitable and not to worry. Or it’s old news, so what? But
neither was it inevitable and there is definitely a need to worry. Our country must
continue to be the model for the world, not China or any other country, especially one
whose government is designed to “control” rather than “unleash” human capability.
I was at a neighborhood gathering not long ago and someone asked about my book. That
started a rather long discussion occupying most of the evening. Where I was not surprised
by some of the comments and reactions to one major topic of the book, US decline, the
acceptance and overall cavalier attitude about our countries demise continues to bother
me. This attitude toward our country by the people who stand to gain or lose is a major
threat discussed at length toward the end of the book in the section titled, “The Internal
Threat.”
US citizens must wake-up and go back to the job of being as much as we can be. Our
country was designed to unleash human capability, the essence of leadership. For US
citizens that design has made the country great, provided a safe environment and
opportunities no other society has ever had. This was a culture that thought nothing was
impossible. For the first time in the history of humankind, every individual throughout
our entire society at every level had the capability to fulfill his or her total potential. To
some, including me, that is the purpose of life. The capability of this country with that
design is unlimited, but I fear that the attitude needed to preserve that capability may be
considered passé in today’s America. I hope I am wrong but a recent poll published in
1
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CNNMoney suggest otherwise. The results of the poll conducted by ORC International
found that 60% of Americans believe the “American Dream is out of reach.”2 This
decline in the confidence of our citizens about the future of America did not have to
happen.
Socrates was the solution specifically developed and deployed during the Reagan
administration over three decades ago to ensure US leadership and the opportunity, we
call the American Dream, is here indefinitely. But as you will learn, Socrates was
unceremoniously terminated shortly after Ronald Reagan left office. Because of this
shortsightedness our country resumed its decline that started shortly after WWII and
which Socrates was specifically built to address.
Before you move on into the incredible story of Project Socrates, I have a disclaimer. The
editors have told me that what I am about to say next is not a good thing to do but it’s in
my nature, right or wrong. That is, I wish to apologize for not being a professional writer
and hope that my writing style does not detract from the messages in this book that are so
important for everyone to hear. With that said, I promise to continue to improve with
each update. And I am already preparing to write another book about the “second
founders.” The current plan is to support the deployment of Socrates Generation-3 around
the world and eventually in the US, as our country’s attitude about our survival becomes
more realistic. The second founders are those visionary leaders already beginning to
assemble around this undertaking, Operation US Forward. These committed souls will be
instrumental in leading the revival of our country, the second founding, through the
deployment of Socrates. In the meantime please read on:
Learn how a team of US patriots led by a young intelligence officer and physicist,
Michael Sekora, developed and deployed the system they called Socrates to save their
declining country.
Against all odds in a hostile environment of vicious US government officials bent on
protecting their personal political interests, Sekora and the Socrates team would usher in
the next evolutionary step for mankind, the Automated Innovation Revolution.
See how one key supporter, President Ronald Reagan, saw the power of Project Socrates
and set the process in place through executive order that would permanently establish the
US as the single superpower with ability to out-compete all competitors, commercially
and militarily, in any market or battleground, at will.
But Reagan issued that executive order late in his second term. The incoming Bush
administration immediately rescinded it, and Socrates, as Reagan and Sekora envisioned
it, was all but finished.
Understand though, how Sekora kept the vision alive and is once again leading Operation
US Forward with Socrates Generation-3 system at the center that will take on all
competitors and adversaries to power US and allies’ economic growth, job creation,
foreign trade, and national defense to unimaginable heights.
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Socrates Generation-3 goes beyond mitigation of current issues providing the way to win
the fight over world hunger, eradicate diseases, solve the world’s energy problems, avoid
wars, and uplift all of humankind.
What will anger Americans most and disappoint our allies who have depended on us for
leadership, is the fact that the tailspin in which we find ourselves today, is a prolonged
and unnecessarily painful process that would have been avoided if President George H.
W. Bush had only executed Reagan’s order.
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A Brief Primer
Synopsis
President Reagan’s Project Socrates did not start with a high level planning session in the
Oval Office. There was no gathering of those at the very top in a secret bunker to
construct an elaborate plan and grandiose solution to the world crisis we are in today that
was in fact developing even then. Like most major breakthroughs throughout history it
began with an irritation in the way things work, or do not work, which just happened to
involve the right people at the right time.
Project Socrates was born in this way. From a “skunk works” deep inside the US
intelligence community gaining support along the way as it was applied to top priority
projects producing results beyond anyone’s expectations except, of course, those of its
creator Michael Sekora.
As Project Socrates gained visibility in support of the highest priority projects of the
President, it earned the support of President Reagan and key members of his staff. By the
end of his second term the recognized value of Project Socrates had grown to the point
where President Reagan drafted an executive order creating a separate agency that would
establish System Socrates as a permanent national asset for use by all public and private
US institutions. In this capacity System Socrates would serve as the basis for achieving
and sustaining worldwide competitive advantage indefinitely, in every industry,
education institution, across all capital markets and government agencies.
Through this act the US would secure world leadership, for as far out as anyone could see,
economically, in foreign trade, job creation and for national security. The US leap in
industrial capability, education, world finance and national defense would be the model
for the rest of the world. That vision continued to expand as the true capabilities of
System Socrates were realized through its application.
But the incoming President, George H. W. Bush would scuttle Reagan’s order and return
us to our downward spiral.
This book is about the Story of Project Socrates and the efforts of Michael Sekora, his
supporters, and resistors as well, and the teams that have worked to resurrect System
Socrates for US survival. But before we get into the story it is important that we are
communicating from the same understanding of terms and concepts. The following will
help set that stage.

Key Terms and Definitions
Project Socrates opened the door and provided a system to manage the source of human
survival, growth and advancement: technology. Based on our understanding of how the
10

universe works, as dictated by the laws of physics, the US would now be capable of
systematic development, management and manipulation of all world past, present and
future technologies. With this capability the US would lead the next major leap for
humankind. The program to develop, test and deploy the system was named Project
Socrates.
With this breakthrough Project Socrates challenged the antiquated and obsolete
conventional beliefs and practices of planning and decision-making in the US. Basic
concepts like strategy, technology and competitive advantage had been distorted by the
inherent imprecisions of US style planning and decision-making based on economics and
finance. Sekora and team found it difficult to carry on constructive discussions as terms
for basic organization concepts had different meanings depending upon the situation. In
briefings Sekora would go around the table and ask for a definition of an important
concept like strategy for example. If there were ten people in the room he would get ten
different answers. This situation could not continue if Team Socrates hoped to convey an
accurate understanding of Project Socrates and the technology-based planning solution.
Project Socrates was a major breakthrough at the foundation level of planning and
decision-making. Socrates’ in-depth research and subsequent results of military and
commercial applications concluded that the natural foundation for all decision-making
was technology-based planning as opposed to the inadvertent adoption of planning and
decision-making based in finance and economics.
In just about every case these, what had now become “conventional definitions,” simply
did not fit with the true definitions of key concepts as required for accurate decisionmaking. As a result loosely defined conventional terms and subsequent uses of basic
concepts clashed with the application of these concepts in Socrates. But even worse, the
imprecision US organizations and institutions were operating under perpetuated a set of
decision-making beliefs and behaviors that were causing a systematic decline in ability to
compete and would ultimately lead to our demise.
Beyond the inability to understand Socrates was the distortions of important terms and
related concepts caused by decades of inappropriate use in planning and decision-making.
On the surface the definition of terms issue encountered by the Socrates team was
considered “knit-picking” but was later found to be so widespread that it fostered poor
decision-making, across all sectors, resulting in unwanted outcomes specifically in the
area of competitiveness.
That said; please do not get the impression that Project Socrates was simply a “redefinition of terms” project. Definition of terms was not even an objective of Project
Socrates but turned out to be important in accurately understanding this system that
would change conventional thinking and practices. System Socrates was such a precise
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solution that would provide the highest levels of accuracy in America’s decision-making
at every level and there was simply no room for ambiguity in the language.
The Socrates team determined that they would have to first re-establish precise and
accurate understanding of basic concepts so that meaningful discussions could take place.
These refined definitions would come from the in-depth research conducted in Project
Socrates and would be precise, accurate and unbiased. The resulting definitions were
regularly presented in documentation and at the beginning of briefings that followed.
Below is a list of some of those key terms and their meanings as used in Socrates. Having
these definition of terms will make it easier to follow the story of Project Socrates.

Planning
Effective planning and decision-making is the essence of viability for all human activity.
Individuals, organizations, institutions and nations must plan and make good decision to
survive and advance.
The ability to carefully and effectively plan is highly valued in the US. US organizations
spend billions of hours in the planning process annually. There are thousands of training
programs providing elaborate models designed to help decision-makers plan effectively.
US planners have an excellent reputation in executing the planning process. The problem
though is that we have learned to plan from the wrong foundation and even though we
spend enormous amounts of time and resources in proper execution of the planning
process, the decisions and actions that result are mostly flawed.
If planning is the essence of human viability, planning from the proper foundation is the
essence of the Socrates solution. Planning, decision-making and subsequent execution of
strategies that result from the planning process determine individual, organization,
institution and/or a country’s short and long-term viability. When the process is flawed at
the foundation the entire country in every organization and institution cannot maintain
viability. That’s where we are today and what Socrates was designed to address.
Project Socrates identified and fixed the problem during the Reagan administration but,
as you will see, the “fix” was aborted in the following administration taking away our
ability to compete and with it our long-term viability as the world’s economic and
military leader.
For over sixty years, with the exception of a relatively brief period during the Reagan
administration when Socrates was developed and deployed, the improper foundation for
planning, decision-making and resultant execution of strategy has been the root of U.S.
decline. As we will see, the foundation for planning as the source of effective decisionmaking and resultant actions is more important than the planning process itself.
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Planning is the process of organizing activities to accomplish an objective. Planning is
the starting point for decision-making at every level from an individual solving a problem
or setting personal goals to nations making decisions on economic growth or national
security. In the U.S. and among many of its allies, the planning foundation has shifted
from technology to finance/economics. As we will discuss throughout the book, this
foundational shift to finance/economic is the root cause of U.S. inability to compete
resulting in decisions and actions that cause decline.
Being effective at proper execution of the planning process, as US organizations are
considered to be, actually works against them for long-term viability. Exquisitely
navigating through the planning process, but from the wrong foundation, speeds US
organizations to actions that cause their eventual demise.
Socrates provided the proper foundation and tools from which to effectively carry out the
planning process enabling US individuals, organizations, institutions and the nation, as a
whole, to achieve and sustain competitive advantage in any situation at will. With this
capability our country would stop its decline, regain its ascendancy and secure world
leadership indefinitely. The re-education process starts with a precise understanding of
planning from the proper foundation and then to becoming proficient in a system that
automates that process.

Finance-Based Planning
Finance-based planning is the widely accepted but improper foundation for planning in
the US and with most of our allies. It is easy to distinguish between economies stuck in
economic/finance-based planning and decision-making and those that are technologybased simply by looking at their economic performance. The US and most of Europe are
finance-based and the prominent Asian countries are technology-based. The technologybased planning and decision-making economies maintain a significant competitive
advantage in every respect resulting in visibly superior economic performance.
The driving principle in finance-based planning is efficient allocation of funds to carry
out organization strategy, guide decision-making and measure performance. The critical
flaw in finance-based planning is that to efficiently allocate funds, the primary focus of
finance-based planning, an operation must first be capable of establishing competitive
advantage required to generate the funds.
The ability to generate profit is dependent on establishment of competitive advantage.
Planning for competitive advantage is a critical precondition absent in finance-based
planning. Since the finance-based planning process is not designed to establish
competitive advantage it has no concrete basis for properly allocating funds. But
regardless of this inherent lack of logic, finance-based planning is erroneously used in
that way, almost without question, as we will see throughout the book.
13

The planning process for establishing competitive advantage to generate profit,
technology-based planning, must be the starting point or foundation for planning, which
then dictates proper allocation of funds for competitive advantage and everything else.
Financial planning though, as opposed to finance-based planning, is an important
secondary process enhanced, guided by and dependent upon a technology strategy to
establish competitive advantage.
Finance and/or economic-based planning are taught in all US universities as the accepted
foundation for planning, decision-making and measuring performance. Finance-based
planning is used interchangeably with economic-based planning in this book to describe
the foundation for all planning as erroneously practiced in US institutions and
organizations. Finance-based planning is the term generally used in business and the
term, economic-based planning, is more commonly used in government. But the basis for
each is monetary.
The difference between finance vs. technology-based planning is like a tennis match
where one participant expects to win by watching the scoreboard (financial spreadsheet)
while the other participant plans and executes competitive moves on the court
(technologyspace3). The result obviously favors the participant planning and executing
competitive maneuvers on the court or field of play. In any organization, it is the planning
and conducting of competitive maneuvers that determines the numbers that result and
recorded in the financial spreadsheet.
Socrates was originally deployed in government to address national defense during the
“Cold War” and economic development during a recession, both under President Reagan.
As a results, the Socrates team was initially biased toward using the term “economicbased planning” to describe the traditional government planning approach. But as the
system was deployed in both industry and government, traditional planners and decisionmakers related better to the term finance-based planning. Both economic and/or financebased planning describe US conventional planning methods for decision-making.

Technology-Based Planning
Technology-based planning is the natural foundation for planning and decision-making
throughout history. In a world of perpetual change the basic human need to survive
requires continuous growth and advancement. Our world is also one of limited resources
in which survival, growth and advancement depends on our individual and societal ability
to generate competitive advantage. Like it or not the ability to effectively compete is a
fundamental requirement for our existence and the starting point for planning and
deployment of resources.
3

Technologyspace is a term used in Socrates to define all technologies, past, present and
future, in the universe based on the laws of physics.
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The source of all competitive advantage throughout history has been the ability to acquire
and utilize technology better than competitors to satisfy human needs. The human
capability to survive, grow and advance through technology acquisition and utilization is
natural and intuitive. Some societies have mastered this process better than others.
The US practiced technology-based planning throughout its formative years until the end
of WWII. In technology-based planning the objective is to achieve and sustain
competitive advantage, which in turn delivers desired results including financial. The
driving principle in technology-based planning is to satisfy customer needs better than
competitors (the advantage) through superior acquisition and utilization of technology.
Performance can be measured in various ways including the tracking of traditional
market and financial indicators.

Competitive Advantage
The ability to satisfy human needs better than alternatives is a competitive advantage.
Competitive advantage then, is simply the capability to acquire and utilize technology
that satisfies one or more customer needs better than competitors. System Socrates was
developed and deployed to enable the US, its organizations and institutions to carryout
technology-based planning for competitive advantage in any situation.

Competitiveness
Competitiveness is the degree to which an entity, individual, organization, institution or
nation is capable of satisfying human needs. The needs can be those of an individual
customer, a group of customers or, on a national level, the social, economic and political
needs of a country.
Degree of competitiveness is another measure, in addition to the traditional financial
measures, that can be evaluated by assessing competitive advantage actually achieved in
satisfying a particular human need. This capability was built into the Socrates system.

Technology
Defining technology in its broadest sense opens up literally all technology, present and
future, low-, mid- and high-tech that exists in the universe. This definition may seem
obvious but the Socrates team encountered many instances in which otherwise very
bright people understood technology in a limited way. For example, to some technology
consisted only of information technology (IT). To others it was only breakthrough
technology.
The correct definition of technology is: Any application of science to accomplish a
function. The science can be "hard" or soft, leading edge or well established. The
function it accomplishes can be very critical, highly visible or it can be mundane.
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The use of the broadest definition of technology in Socrates removes the
compartmentalization effects of market segmentation imposed in the market-oriented,
finance-based planning process. The ability of technology-based planning to define, view
and treat technology in its broadest sense with no boundaries supports technology-based
planning as the natural foundation for all planning in every situation.
Over the past thirty years Sekora has had a standing challenge to anyone who can provide
an example of competitive advantage being acquired that did not involve technology. As
in Socrates where technology is defined in its broadest sense, the challenge is in tact.

Strategy
Where planning from the proper foundation is the essence of the Socrates solution,
strategy is the result that guides proper execution of the plan.
Strategy is the critical factor in all planning and decision-making. Properly planned and
executed, strategy dictates all resource deployment for either successful or failed
outcomes. To understand Socrates there could be no questions about what strategy is and
is not.
But the Socrates team found that strategy was perhaps the most misunderstood concept of
US leaders including those in the military. Like all Socrates definitions, strategy was
thoroughly researched. Focusing on the area where strategy has been most studied and
used throughout history the Socrates team examined, end-to-end, the over 2,500-year
history of military science. The strategy definition below4 was the result and has been
vetted over the past thirty years by the best minds, in industry, academia and government.
Many of those who have weighed in on the Socrates definition were originally
adversarial but in all cases the definition below has been accepted. Following the
definition of strategy presented next are examples of what strategy is not but still
commonly used in U.S. culture as being strategy.

Strategy is:
A coherent set of concrete action for offensively and/or defensively acquiring and
utilizing a limited resource more effectively than a rival organization to bring about a
specific objective relative to the rival organization.
Note that strategy is an ongoing process of initiating actions to acquire and utilize
specific resources for an advantage and/or countering competitor actions designed to give
them an advantage. On the other hand, finance-based planning tends to be static while the
competitive environment in which all plans are executed is dynamic.

4

Michael C. Sekora, Definition of Strategy, M. Sekora Copyright© 2012, June 30, 2012
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Strategy is Not:
Not long-range planning – Time scale does not define planning as being strategic.
Planning is strategic when it addresses the effective acquisition and utilization of a
limited resource to block, establish or sustain an advantage.
Not centralized or decentralized planning – The organizational approach in which the
planning is conducted is not the strategy. Strategy is developed and executed in all
organizational environments from centralized (e.g., Soviet Union politburo), or
decentralized (e.g., Sony Group planning is conducted separately in each division and
coordinated at the corporate level).
The centralized or decentralized nature of the planning process does not make it strategic.
To be most effective the strategic planning of various functions within an organization
should be similar enough in method and structure so that it can be interconnected (e.g.,
Sony’s grand strategies were works of art).
Not consensus building – Reaching a consensus on a plan within an organization
addresses the method of validating and/or engaging the plan but is not the plan itself.
Consensus building is used to foster individual commitment to a plan, but a criticism is
that a group may be totally committed to a plan that is not the best way to achieve
strategic advantage.
Not a vision statement – A vision statement can be a goal or inspiring future state to
motivate the troops but it is not a strategy. For example we have all seen these kinds of
vision statements hanging on walls and described as strategy: “Our strategy is to be the
best car company in the world” or “The customer is job one.”
Remember, a strategy is a coherent set of concrete action items for the acquisition and
utilization of a limited resource to achieve an advantage. How we acquire and utilize the
various resources to actually “be the best car company in the world,” is more about
strategy.
Not identifying trends – Some maintain that a strategy is the identification of a trend and
then exploiting it by “getting out in front and riding the trend” (e.g., getting ahead of the
S-curve in a technology life cycle). For example, “What is the next ‘big thing’ in digital
convergence?” Supporters of “trend strategy” maintain that the strategic planning
process is just a means of identifying a trend that one can exploit.
Actually in pure technology-based planning, Socrates style, trends are created by
offensive and defensive maneuvers for competitive advantage. These maneuvers occur in
the technologyspace. When the results of these technologyspace competitive maneuvers
impact the marketplace they rapidly gain visibility and produce trends as others, usually
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finance-based planners arriving late to the game, glom onto and ride them for short-term
gain.
Not a mystical way of gaining a competitive advantage – Reading Sun Tzu’s The Art of
War, Musashi’s A Book of Five Rings, or Napoleon’s Maxims and contemplating lines
like: “All warfare is based on deception” translates to “Our strategy is deception”.
“Always follow through with your stroke” translates to “Our strategy is to follow
through”. “Cavalry must follow up the victory” translates to “Deliver as promised; leave
nothing undone”. These represent concepts or parts of a strategy but they are not a
strategy in and of themselves.
Not solely inward looking – US companies tend to be inward focused in their planning.
Road mapping and Six Sigma for example look inward to develop objectives and to
determine what resources they have to accomplish their objective. In contrast, strategic
planning is a balance of inward and outward focus.
Not a target list – Some maintain that a strategy is a “shopping list” of targets or “hot
lists” of products to produce, services to provide, most effective customer needs to focus
on satisfying or the next “hot technologies” to acquire and utilize.
The accurate definition of strategy is unlikely to be accepted and internalized through
communication and training but will come about and be properly used in execution of the
Socrates process.

Technologyspace
“The technologyspace is the complete universe of all technologies present and future
based on the laws of physics” – Sekora
Technologyspace is at the heart of the Socrates solution, where all competition takes
place and where technology strategy is planned and executed.

Technology Strategy
Technology strategy is a coherent set of offensive and defensive maneuvers to acquire
and utilize technology more effectively than competitors to satisfy one or more customer
needs in order to gain and sustain competitive advantage.
The Socrates solution is based on ten findings, (see Appendix One), which were the result
of the most in-depth study ever done on competitiveness. In all competition throughout
the world, technology was the source of competitive advantage. Socrates concluded that
technology strategy, technology being the source of all competitive advantage, is in fact,
competitive strategy.
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Technology strategy is planned and executed in the technologyspace. As technology
strategy is equal to competitive strategy the two terms are interchangeable throughout the
book. Readers are reminded of this at various times as in traditional finance-based
planning, most familiar to readers, the two terms are considered separate and unequal.
Finance-based planners argue that there are more factors to achieving competitive
advantage than technology. That is true, but everything we see, feel and touch is based on
the laws of physics and each factor’s usefulness translates from the laws of physics to
technology. Finance-based planning ignores this foundational universal constant that
forms the natural interdependency with a single foundation – technology. This was a key
finding of Project Socrates research that became a building block for the Socrates system.
Instead though, finance-based planners attempt the impossible task of dealing
independently with the myriad factors that are in fact dependent on the laws of physics
and the technology that makes them relevant. It becomes a never-ending process referred
to and discussed from various perspectives throughout the book. One thing is for sure; the
finance-based planning approach with its myriad of seemingly independent factors is a
haven for consulting services with an unending stream of “creative fixes.”

Technology Acquisition and Utilization
Gaining and sustaining competitive advantage is no more or less than the superior ability
to acquire and utilize technology to satisfy human needs. The phrase technology
acquisition and utilization is used throughout the book to precisely and consistently
reference this system function critical to executing technology strategy. Consistent use of
the phrase in reference to this function eliminates ambiguity throughout the book.
It is important to point out that in our country R&D is considered, almost exclusively, as
the only technology acquisition method. But as you will see, R&D is only one acquisition
method of many and not the preferred by sophisticated technology-based planning
competitors. US obsession with R&D and the massive spending that accompanies this
obsession is a natural product of finance-based planning and a major factor in hastening
our decline.

Maneuvering in the Technologyspace
Technology strategies consist of a series of maneuvers (set of action items) executed in
the technologyspace to acquire and utilize the technologies of the world for competitive
advantage.
The last five findings of the ten Socrates findings are about developing and executing
offensive and defensive maneuvers in the technologyspace. These five findings
concluded that maneuvering in the technologyspace is the same as maneuvering on a
military battlefield. As a result, the science of military strategy was researched, organized,
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structured and digitized in Socrates to enable a computer generated set of specific
offensive and defensive maneuvers, based on the complete history of military science, to
achieve and sustain competitive advantage.
The Technologyspace Map® and Map Navigation Tool® are Socrates technology
strategy tools to develop and execute technology strategy. These tools are used to layout
the competitive landscape (map) and then guide technology acquisition and utilization
maneuvers (navigate) to gain and sustain competitive advantage.

Cross-Pollination
Cross-pollination is the integration of two or more technologies to create a new
technology that satisfies human needs better than alternatives. The technology can be
low-, mid- or high-tech and the function to which the technology is applied can be
mundane or highly sophisticated. Technology cross-pollination is the underpinning for
innovation as defined in Socrates. What is important in successful innovation is that the
cross-pollination process results in increased capability to satisfy human needs.
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Why This Book Exists
Overview by Michael Sekora
The story of Project Socrates exposes the best and worst of our government and its
leaders. On the one hand are the dedicated, tireless patriots of Team Socrates ushering in
the next major leap of humankind, Automated Innovation. On the other side are the
government bureaucrats bent on maintaining the status quo at any expense.
Our shift from technology to finance-based planning after WWII has resulted in a slow
but quickening decline in competitiveness, the single most important factor in survival,
economic growth and prosperity. It would seem obvious given where we are today an
almost insurmountable debt, huge trade deficits, industry after industry being lost,
scarcity of jobs (and those that are created are lower paying) that what we are doing does
not work. It is ironic that the status quo our leadership in all sectors, social, economic and
political holds onto is a flawed system driven by finance-based planning. But even
though the status quo has not worked for fifty years we continue down that road pushing
even harder expecting better results.
Team Socrates built a system capable of exposing and countering competitor strategies
enabling us to dominate any market, commercial or military, at will. Adversaries as well
as allies quickly became aware of the power of Socrates. Pressures from a few allies,
particularly Japan, played a part in ending Socrates as a government program.
Socrates was not just another “cool idea”. We developed Socrates, hostiles vetted it and
we deployed Socrates with incredible success to help President Reagan achieve one of his
highest priorities, bringing down the Soviet Union. And we did it without firing a shot.
Socrates enabled the US to make giant leaps in military and commercial capability with
astonishing speed. But in the end, George H. W. Bush, scuttled the program during his
presidency and set the US back on track for decline as the sole superpower economically
and militarily.
Michael Sekora – April 2013
But as of this writing, we are not at the end of the incredible story of Project Socrates, the
solution that would propel the US and the world to heights never imagined. Upon leaving
the government during the fiasco with President Bush, Sekora continued in the private
sector to refine the system that may be our only salvation to reverse our decline before it
is too late.
While other countries are working hard to replicate Socrates Automated Innovation, none
have succeeded thus far. But Socrates style Automated Innovation will come to pass in
the near future and it is absolutely essential that the US, as the world’s lone force of good,
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leads the Automated Innovation Revolution. If we fail we will be just another second rate
country at the mercy of those countries that emerge as economic and military leaders.

The Leadership Vacuum
When whole societies stumble the role of leadership is to find solutions, rally resources
and fix the problems. When great societies ultimately fail though, in some twisted way, it
is also leadership that leads the way to demise. We are here.
In every sector of US society, government, industry, capital markets and academia, we
seem to be on automatic in a death spiral. Our leaders are vacant of solutions as they
continue to do those things that caused the problem in the first place and are actually
speeding up the demise. For reasons discussed in this book, our leaders may not be
capable of awakening in time.
Since the exposure by Michael Sekora and subsequent development of the solution in
1983, the problem that began some sixty years ago has continued to eat away at our great
nation. The leadership vacuum enables the problem to metastasize. Finally, because of
this void and in some cases outright hostility of leadership in their efforts to maintain the
status quo, the problem’s symptoms have fiercely developed to a point that we can no
longer ignore.
This book must be read and serve as an alarm for all or we may continue on automatic
decline and miss the chance of a lifetime.

Insights from August, 2013 Washington DC Meetings
In August 2013 Michael Sekora and I went to Washington DC for several meetings
arranged in advance by friends of Sekora and supporters of Socrates. The meetings were
with the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), the
Congressional Committee on Science, Space and Technology, the Department of Energy
and the US Business and Industry Council (USBIC).
The theme of our trip was to provide an update on our Operation US Forward progress
anchored by System Socrates Automated Innovation. Overall our message was, as usual,
received extremely well on the surface. As eternal optimists, we were encouraged that
our visit could advance the cause for America through the re-engagement of these various
centers of Washington leadership.
Our representatives and heads of agencies in Washington have grown to expect that
visitors come to Washington to ask for help in the form of money or political favors. But
our visits have always been different and that fact has been acknowledged favorably. This
trip was no exception. Every meeting began with a statement of our purpose, which was
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to update our audiences on Operation US Forward progress and how we may help them
solve what we see as the most critical problem for our country.
As crazy as it may sound though, this offer to help solve our country’s most critical
problem requires such a major refocus of misdirected, politically driven priorities for
Washington leadership that it would be next to impossible to achieve. Absorbed in
superficial issues that give them political cover, Washington leadership resides over and
inadvertently promotes further decline of the country it is in business to serve.
Addressing this condition is a massive task for the Operation US Forward team and our
country as a whole. But the environment in Washington is far from receptive by there
own admission and as a result this visit would perhaps be our final outreach of many over
the years, to re-engage the leadership of Washington in President Reagan’s Project
Socrates. If we were successful in making only one point in our meetings it would be that
by executing President Reagan’s Project Socrates we would put in place the foundation
solution for all of their issues, major and minor. But without Socrates there is no
foundational starting point to address the societal, economic and political issues naturally
dependent on the foundation solution designed into Socrates for this purpose. So the
impotent debates and wasted resources will continue in Washington as we bypass them
and execute in the private sector.
Where we achieved one of our purposes, to evaluate Washington leadership capability to
engage; what we took away was not a surprise but nevertheless a major disappointment.
The points below are how Sekora summed up our conclusions of our experience in DC in
August of 2013:
1. There is no question or argument in DC about the demise of the US and the major
threat of China. The only debate among those with whom we visited is whether the
US has 3 or 5 years left in its current leadership status. (Since our visit, other
adversaries have re-surfaced including Russia as U.S. economic and military
capability continues to weaken).
2. The only people in DC who appear to be addressing the US economic
competitiveness issue are the same people who were addressing the issue during the
end of Project Socrates in 1990. These people, for the most part, are fatalistic and
burned out from dealing with a dysfunctional system in complete disarray headed in
the wrong direction. (Their words and we agree).
3. It is accepted (in Washington) that the US government has no solutions for rebuilding
US economic health. They see measures like reducing the federal budget, increasing
tax rates and even increased spending on R&D and infrastructure (traditional
economic-based planning practices providing political cover) as only delaying the
economic demise of the US. (The fact that we are and have been for most of the last
sixty years unable to compete is either ignored or incomprehensible in Washington).
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4. Their view is that a total void of leadership exists and there are no viable solutions in
DC or in the rest of the country for addressing the rebuilding of US economic health.
5. To the normal, logical person, the time is correct for the reemergence of Project
Socrates as the solution and providing the leadership for rebuilding US economic
health is absolutely essential but the political will to engage is non-existent.
When we sat down and re-examined our experiences with Washington over the past few
years, it was agreed that none of the above was surprising. Anybody who has been paying
attention knows we are in big trouble. Until now though, Washington has been mostly in
denial and indulging in fantasies creating false security about China’s demise in
particular. The general realization in Washington, as we re-confirmed in our August 2013
trip, is that we have a problem, the problem is understood to be critical but not a priority
and Washington is admittedly without leadership to solve it.
The best advice from us to our fellow Americans is to avoid depending on the
government to solve the nations problems. If we turn things around the leadership and
solutions will come from the private sector.
So why again is this book, President Reagan’s Program to Secure US Leadership
Indefinitely: Project Socrates, necessary? There is a critical and timely message for every
American in this informative story of Project Socrates. The message is not as much about
our decline but more about a solution and happy ending if we are able to execute.
So, the questions to be addressed in this book are:
1. What exactly is the problem causing our over fifty years of slow but accelerating
decline?
2. What exactly has to be done to turn it around?
3. What will not work and must be stopped?
4. What are the barriers to executing the required solution?
5. What’s in it for each of us?
6. What are the consequences of failure to act?
7. Are we ready to execute?
8. Where do we start?
One question that will be addressed early in the process is question #3, “what will not
work and must be stopped?”
Even though Americans seem to be awakening to the crisis, the forces to protect status
quo can lull us back to sleep in a moment unless we remain vigilant. Our leaders in every
institution go about applying the same practices and calling them solutions when they are
actually part of the problem in the first place. This book tells why this happens, why it
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must be stopped and provides the rationale for every American to stay informed and get
engaged in what will be, either way, the ride of our lives.
What is sad is the fact that it was completely unnecessary for the problem to mature to
this point since the solution has been around for three decades. Socrates was developed
specifically for the problems we are addressing today. It was tested, successfully
deployed, proven to work and it is time to unleash it again before it is too late. The
consequences of maintaining the status quo, question #6, with the usual solutions that
have not worked for years are dire.
If we do not solve this problem the world will suffer for decades if not centuries. I know
some people believe that the US has been the cause of many problems throughout the
world. I take exception. Yes, we have made mistakes, but in net we have been and remain
the “go-to” force for good among all other nations capable of such global influence.
For those who disagree, what is the alternative? A world dominated by our adversaries
would be much worse and that is the likely consequence of dong nothing or the wrong
thing. So either way the best alternative for US citizens and the world in general is a
strong United States of America. That is why this book is necessary.
This book is not a hand waving story of doom though. Too many books are already
available that tell us of the imminent demise of America. For years we have watched the
pundits in the media tell all the things that are wrong. Where we have to understand the
problem and its symptoms, the focus of this book is on the solution. I promise that this
book does not discuss question #1, “what exactly is the problem causing our over fifty
years of slow but accelerating decline?” without also addressing #2, “what exactly has
to be done to turn it around?”
The Socrates solution had to be different from anything we had been accustomed. As you
will see the problem for our country is structural starting at the planning and decisionmaking foundation as opposed to just being a long cyclical downturn as some in
leadership and media would have us believe. The problem at the foundation permeates
our entire economic system and impacts our social and political systems as well.
This story of Reagan’s Project Socrates is not easy on our leaders in government,
industry, financial markets and academia. All have contributed to the current condition in
which we find ourselves today. Intellectual ICONs such as Clayton Christensen and
Michael Porter of Harvard along with Andy Grove, most notable CEO of Intel, all great
thinkers who have contributed much to U.S. world leadership, are also part of the
problem. Their inadvertent misguidance is respectfully exposed in this book. The
intellectual proclamations and decision-making models of these elite thought leaders
represent the destruction caused by the status quo of finance-based, market-oriented
planning. Where their work is admirable it has and continues to support, if not lead, the
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institutionalization of the flawed practices that permeate our society and spiral us
downward on automatic.
I truly wish I knew a better way to present the cause of the problem without exposing the
weaknesses of otherwise well intended human beings, but it is time to wake up, face our
shortcomings, make adjustments and get on with leading the world to the next phase. The
solution requires a major transformation that will impact our entire social, economic and
political systems. The Socrates system was designed to be the vehicle for that
transformation in scope and scale.
In the section below Sekora exposes his unique view describing one aspect of the greater
problem that this book will help address – America Sleeps.
From the archives of Sekora writings I came across America Sleeps in an early version of
a book manuscript authored by Michael Sekora and Ronald Yates dating back to the early
1990s. As I thumbed through the contents, it reinforced the fact that the problem and
solution was clear way back then. But US leadership has made little if any progress in
solving the problem except for that brief period of the 1980s when Sekora, Team
Socrates and a small dedicated following in Washington, supported by Ronald Reagan,
built and deployed System Socrates. The only major difference between then and now is
that the situation has greatly deteriorated. The warnings from Sekora and team over the
past twenty-five years have gone unheeded for the most part as we continue to decline.
The reason for decline remains invisible to or is misunderstood by most Americans.

America Sleeps
One of the problems for our country is its inability to see and understand the problem and
solution accurately (question #1 above). As a result we flail about in our conventional
doctrines pressing harder and faster, expecting better results and then hyping the results
we get so they look better than they actually are. We are asleep to what is happening
while the rest of the world exploits us until there is nothing left and then those who are
exploiting us will move on leaving behind a picked-over carcass of what used to be the
strongest of the strong.
Understand that for the past sixty years every world competitor has lusted after the US
consumer market. They have been successful in taking over our consumer markets to the
point where traditional economic stimulus programs only create jobs in China or some
other country where the goods and services we buy with stimulus money come from. The
only jobs created in the US by these worn out economic stimulus packages are for retail
cashiers and stock clerks. Nothing against these jobs but these type jobs will not grow our
economy out of debt.
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The question is then, as we decline and our personal buying power dwindles, what
happens when foreign competitors no longer have use for our consumer market? What
influence will we have in a world of competitors and militant adversaries who no longer
need our consumer market, but are carrying massive amounts of our debt which our
anemic economic system is unable to handle let alone support our social needs, and
certainly not capable of adequate national security? China’s consumer market is well on
its way to replacing ours as the worldwide gem. As their economy becomes stronger so
does their military.
Our condition will continue to decline until we reach bottom unless, as a nation, we are
capable of understanding that the root cause of our problem is structural not cyclical or
situational. The negative results have been cumulative but perhaps the most disturbing
implication is that most Americans have been and remain today, asleep as to the cause,
how it is happening and what to do about it.
In 1993 Sekora and team began to document the story of Socrates and the issues of the
time that Socrates would address. The following is an excerpt from those writings that
was used then to issue warnings about our country’s oblivion: 5

The Silent Siege – 1993
“A siege is underway – a silent siege directed at our nation’s businesses and entire
industries.
It’s a sophisticated incursion directed by highly-skilled foreign competitors that utilize all
the classic stratagems of war – flanking maneuvers, feints, preemptive strikes,
envelopments, strategic and tactical alliances – each designed to achieve technological
superiority in an era when a nation’s technology is the determinant not only of its success,
but of its survival.
Few American companies have discovered how to defend themselves from this attack and
fewer still have been able to launch effective counter-measures. As a result most are
consistently losing battles for new markets, new products, and new technologies.
Ultimately that means fewer profits, fewer jobs for American workers and a declining
standard of living for all Americans.
It’s not new, this quiet assault that’s sapping America of its economic vitality, capturing
its innovative energy, and crushing its ability to compete. It has been underway for more
than 40 years. And it has been happening in an atmosphere of indifference and ignorance.
Such lassitude is not unprecedented in powerful nations. Between 1932 and 1938, crucial
years that laid the groundwork for WWII, man’s most destructive military conflict,
5

Michael Sekora and Ronald Yates, The Silent Siege, 1993
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England’s Winston Churchill made dozens of speeches in British Parliament warning of
the impending disaster. Those speeches, which were eventually published in a book
called While England Slept (by Winston Churchill, 1938), contained more than a few
kernels of wisdom that seem as relevant to Americans today as they were when they were
written and spoken to the British people more than 50 years ago.
“Nothing can save England if she will not save herself,” Churchill said in While
England Slept. “If, while on all sides foreign nations are every day asserting a
more aggressive and militant nationalism by arms and trade, we remain
paralyzed by our theoretical doctrines or plunged in stupor…then indeed our ruin
will be swift and final.”
“Loaded with debt and taxation, her commerce and trade shut out by foreign
tariffs and quotas, England would sink to the level of a fifth-rate power, and
nothing would remain of all her glories. The era of procrastination, of halfmeasures, of soothing and baffling expedients, of delays, is coming to its close. In
its place we are entering a period of consequences.”
The same can be said for America today (1993). It too is entering a period of
consequences. But unlike Churchill’s England, which was facing the menace of fascism
at a time of worldwide economic depression, America is faced with an era of
exceptionally competitive global marketplaces.
It’s an era in which a new kind of war is being fought – one in which technology and
knowledge are tactical and strategic weapons. Only in this war the benchmark of a
powerful nation is not the might of its armies or its instruments of destruction, but the
competitiveness of its people and industries.
In an era when information, knowledge and technology – not economic brute force – are
the determinants of success, most American corporations are still employing tactics
suitable to a battlefield that no longer exists. Few are aware that the rules of engagement
have changed and few are prepared to respond to the sophisticated strategies that are
arrayed against them.
How, you might ask, could something with such cataclysmic consequences be happening
without anybody knowing about it? Are Americans that stupid or lethargic?
The answer of course is that Americans are neither stupid nor lethargic. With a very few
exceptions, they are simply unable to recognize the tactics and stratagems arrayed
against them. How could they? They’ve never been taught to do so. Many of the
incursions and encirclements of corporate America and its proprietary technology are
occurring unnoticed. In most cases, nobody sees the “enemy” until it is too late.
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Why? Because until recently we were in the unique position of not having to worry about
ambushes directed at our technology. Following WWII and into the mid 1970s America
was in the unique position of being able to win economic engagements with brute force. It
had the numbers, the resources and the economic ordnance to overwhelm opponents with
simple frontal attacks. And did so almost at will.
But a funny thing happened on the way to the victory parade. America, for the most part,
never made it.
America got blind-sided by a force of nimble, difficult to distinguish adversaries who
were compelled to devise a different kind of commercial warfare in order to survive and
climb out of the devastation of WWII.”
Keep in mind that this excerpt from a book manuscript was written in 1993 and that
“different kind of commercial warfare” mentioned in the last paragraph only appears to
be new to US leaders, decision-makers and planners. In fact this kind of economic
warfare is a natural response for survival that human beings have intuitively practiced
since the beginning of time and those best at technology-focused competitiveness have
always won. The only difference is that today technology-based commercial warfare is
executed systematically with much more acuity and the US remains oblivious to it stuck
in a ridiculous, overly complicated and ineffective system of financial manipulation
without a basis. The ignorance and then arrogance with which we as an entire society
continue in a downward spiral borders on mass insanity.
The excerpt from The Silent Siege appropriately concludes with:
“America, her corporations, government institutions and her people are in
danger of losing the most important war this nation has ever fought – the war for
economic survival.
And we are in danger of doing so without even knowing it, because the battles are
being fought while America sleeps.”6
Today we are indeed in the period of consequences. In a May 2013 article titled,
“Billionaire Perelman: What's Good for Corporate Profits Isn't Good for Jobs”7, we can
discern a consequential symptom of a structural problem that exists but we continue to
ignore:

6

Ibid 4, page 22
Dan Weil, Billionaire Perelman: What's Good for Corporate Profits Isn't Good for Jobs,
Moneynews, May 5, 2013
7
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“…he (Mr. Perelman) told CNBC. "Unfortunately what is good news for
American industry — that profitability of most companies is strong — is bad news
for those looking for work."
"We've rationalized our businesses over the last five years. That's good news for
operating companies around America. It's bad news for the unemployment rate
because those people that we laid off in 2008-2009, there's no need for us to hire
back."
Most will agree that Mr. Perelman is right and what we are seeing is a sign of the times.
Company stocks and corporate profits can do well even when the national economy does
not. Businesses are not tethered to one nation’s economy anymore and they do what is
necessary globally to adjust (“rationalize”) to maximize profits. On the one hand, we
should not blame them for the economy, jobs, trade deficits or declining national defense.
Making profit, given the competitive environment that exists and the way they have been
trained to compete, fits their purpose and the expected results. However, that does not
mean they are not at peril.
US companies are stuck in an obsolete and terminal mindset, which prevents them from
being competitive. Because of this, US organizations cannot compete in the world
marketplace without offshoring critical business functions like manufacturing to make
their short-term numbers. When off-shoring one business function, manufacturing, was
once thought as far as they needed to go, now many of our leading companies are forced
to go even deeper into their operations by offshoring design, engineering and R&D as
well. It’s a slippery slope, as some would say, but predictable given our general
ignorance of how to compete in a changed competitive environment. The fact that US
corporations fail to recognize their deficiencies and make adjustments that would enable
them to compete can be blamed on them.
But the blame does not stop with US businesses. As briefly mentioned above, America’s
finest universities train new corporate leaders in these failed practices, and our
government not only embraces that mentality but also applies the same principles. Today
capital markets go beyond trading stock certificates and treat the businesses themselves
as just another form of financial instruments. But no society can sustain these practices
and hope to survive.
Corporate leaders equipped with and surrounded by Harvard MBAs, consider themselves
financiers focused more on juggling the assets of the corporation for immediate profit
while ignoring the fact that to continue to be viable they must first deliver products and
services that satisfy customer needs better than competition.
The leadership problem has grown to the point where corporate leaders of once US icons
see themselves leading global enterprises with headquarters that just happen to be based
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in the US. Being a global enterprise is not the bad part, in fact that is good. But seeing the
homeland as a place where we just happen to be indicates temporary status that can
change as needed to make the numbers. Making the “short-term numbers” and increasing
stockholder value is fine as long as management understands that for long-term viability
the organization must first and foremost produce products and services that out compete
all others in the marketplace. The apparent absence of this understanding further indicates
that our problems are structural and system related not just cyclical or situational.
We have a major structural problem that Project Socrates made visible many years ago.
That structural problem has matured and unless addressed quickly could at minimum, end
our leadership status in the world.
Meanwhile the US economy continues to sink, without the capacity to mount a
significant economic counter offensive. Our treasury, what’s left of it, cannot sustain our
economy at the level to which we are accustomed and still US based industries, where
jobs must be created, remain incapable of competing. And it is not just manufacturing.
US organizations in every sector are not trained to compete. How we learned to conduct
business that changed us from technology-based to a misguided approach many years ago
to ostensibly take advantage of a temporary situation, will never work again, if it ever
really worked at all.
As you go through the chronicle of Socrates and its creator, Michael Sekora, thoughts
will come to mind about the impact Socrates will have on just about everything we do,
see and experience every day. I encourage you to think about the potential for
advancement in every aspect of our lives and then try to understand, if you can, the logic
and thinking of those who have resisted the full deployment of Socrates.
Michael Sekora initiated project Socrates in 1983 to address US declining
competitiveness as the source of a declining America. Socrates was tested and designated
the solution. Both government and the private sectors have deployed System Socrates
with results that exceeded all expectations. So what are we waiting for?
Generation 1 Socrates was a test bed for the fully Automated Innovation version and
symbiotic deployment process ultimately prescribed in President Reagan’s executive
order that was never fully executed. During the 1980s though, Socrates Generation 1 was
selectively used as the foundation for the government’s highest priority programs such as
the Strategic Defense Initiative, the Stealth project, super computers, tele-presence and
integrated circuits. Through complex highly classified DoD programs, generally
requiring authorization above three-star general, Socrates touched many other constituent
programs. The impressive results produced by Socrates impacted our competitors who
quickly saw the power of Socrates as a major competitive threat to their continued
exploitation of world markets, especially the lucrative US market, almost at will.
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The exact reason George H. W. Bush ignored Ronald Reagan’s executive order to
permanently establish Socrates, as a national asset remains unclear today. This act by
President Bush ultimately resulted in the termination of Project Socrates as a government
program. While the actual reason may remain unclear the politically correct version for
its termination is that Socrates was labeled industrial policy (IP). The conventional
wisdom of Washington clings to a distorted view of IP as being equal to certain aspects
of central planning as practiced by the old Soviet Union. However there is more to this,
involving key allies particularly Japan as you will see, than simply industrial policy.
The over-simplification of IP and misunderstanding of Socrates set the stage for a
convenient political maneuver to rationalize the termination of Project Socrates and
pacify certain allies who continue to exploit our domestic consumer marketplace. As far
as IP is concerned though even that explanation is flawed and filled with contradiction, as
will be discussed in depth in Chapter 6. In our discussion of IP you will see, contrary to
what is proclaimed by our leaders in Washington, that US de-facto industrial policy
actually thrives, operating haphazardly beneath the radar with no coordinated purpose
doing more harm than good to our economic, social and political systems. Laid out in
Chapter 6 is the convoluted reasoning for what appears to be pure politics as usual.
In the process of the Bush administration’s campaign to kill Project Socrates all
documentation was destroyed. Those who supported Socrates were fired, driven to
obscure corners of government or forced from service completely.
Michael Sekora with the backing of distinguished members of Congress and leaders of
government agencies who had experienced Socrates put up a good fight to preserve
perhaps the only viable solution to US hopes of remaining a world super power. But in
the end Sekora was also among those to leave government.
Those who know Michael Sekora, the creator of Socrates, are not surprised that after
leaving the government he immediately began work to resurrect the system as a private
sector initiative in a refined upgrade known simply as Socrates Generation-3 Automated
Innovation.
Sekora and his work survive as the foundation for Operation US Forward. Sekora and
his organization, Quadrigy, Inc. in Austin, Texas, continue the mission to save America
and benefit all humankind.
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Chapter 1
The Man Behind Socrates
The First Meeting With Michael Sekora
I have been a management consultant most of my career specializing first in Organization
Development (OD) and later in Organization Change Management (OCM). My first
experience in OCM occurred way back in the late 1980s and early 1990s before it was
even called organization change management. In 2006 I volunteered to help the State of
Texas examine an important economic development program, Texas Emerging
Technology Fund. The Texas Emerging Technology Fund (ETF) was approaching its
first anniversary and needed a full evaluation for continued funding. I worked with the
staff of the Texas Senate Chair of the Oversight Committee. It took several months going
through the assessment process before presenting my findings in oral testimony and
written report.
The Texas Governor’s Office sponsored and managed ETF. A few weeks after I
submitted the findings I met with a member of the Texas Governor’s Office to go over
the recommendations. One of my recommendations particularly stood out to him. That
recommendation involved an addition to the existing ETF project selection process that
would focus on emerging technology from a demand perspective in addition to ETFs
supply focus design. To support a demand centered approach we would integrate the
powerful computers at the University of Texas (UT). The UT computers would automate
the technology acquisition and utilization process and produce a competitive planning
and execution tool based on the economic, social and political needs (demand) of Texas.
The automated process would first identify the social, economic and political growth and
advancement needs of the Texas eco-system from a competitive perspective. This would
provide the foundation requirements necessary to achieve world competitive advantage in
all eco-system institutions. In other words, what is the specific demand, based on ecosystem needs for global competitive advantage in industry, education, capital sourcing
and government? By knowing the needs of the Texas eco-system based on achieving
competitive advantage, the exact technologies required for achieving and sustaining
competitive advantage could be efficiently mapped. This approach would remove the
limitations of the supply only approach and its sole dependence on what just happens to
emerge from inventors’ garages.
With Texas eco-system needs fully understood the program would then support the
coordination of the output of competitive products and services with the functions of all
eco-system institutions. For example by knowing industry’s technology needs for
competitive products and services, academia’s research and workforce development
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programs could be efficiently coordinated all the way to the curriculum level. The
“demand centered” planning system would further lower investment risks in capital
markets by removing market uncertainties in addition to serving as the tool for aligning
government legislation to support an overall Texas grand technology/competitive strategy.
This approach, added to the existing supply oriented approach of ETF, would give Texas
an advanced tool for world competitive advantage while also supporting “garage
innovators” on the supply side.
Unknown to me at the time, the system I proposed had characteristics of the Socrates
system, which the governor’s staff person immediately recognized as he had recently
attended one of Michael Sekora’s lectures at the University of Texas. As we wrapped up
the briefing he suggested I meet with Sekora and gave me his contact information.
At the meeting with Michael Sekora that followed, Sekora walked me through the
Socrates system, its history and Operation US Forward. Needless to say the Socrates
system was much more sophisticated and mature than the one I had sketched out for the
State of Texas but the concept was a match. We became friends brought together through
a compelling desire to fix US inability to compete, which would if left alone, eventually
bring us down. We were now on a mission to stop the decline and restore US
competitiveness through Socrates Automated Innovation.

Sekora, Socrates and The Automated Innovation Revolution
"The world is going through radical changes. If the United States and its organizations
do not fundamentally change the way they compete, the US will become a second-class
contender on the world stage, and all Americans will have a marked decrease in their
standard of living."
Those were the words of Michael Sekora in his briefings to US leadership as solution
Socrates was planned for nationwide deployment in the late 1980s. To address this issue
Michael Sekora and the Socrates team had launched the program in 1983, supported by
the Reagan White House, to enable the US to restore its ability to compete, stop the
decline from superpower status and take the lead in the next major leap for humankind –
The Automated Innovation Revolution.
To understand Socrates and The Automated Innovation Revolution you must first know
its creator, Michael Sekora. As you get to know him you will see a man who is not
satisfied in just having an answer. Mike must know everything about it. A Sekora
solution is holistic and will apply to every possible scenario of the intended application
and addresses every possible implication. He is the most logical person I have ever
known. Blessed with a genius level intellect he has a unique ability to search and find
every element in a problem or opportunity. His approach is systematic and thorough and
to some observers he may appear to over-engineer problem analysis to get to solutions.
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But when he finishes and presents his findings there are no holes. He has anticipated and
addressed every argument. Continued improvement in every component of every solution
forever pursues perfection.
A characteristic that has developed in Michael Sekora's objective and otherwise
respectful, congenial personality is a visible intolerance of conventional thinking,
practices and tools. Conventional thinking when discussing US competitive problems and
solutions makes him particularly uneasy. The reason is that conventional thinking is part
of the problem that we must address. Any connection to conventional thinking,
buzzwords, methods and tools, in Sekora’s view, can potentially send the wrong message
about Socrates, technology-based planning and automated innovation.
Common phrases like “secret sauce,” for example, make him cringe. We were visiting a
friend of Mike’s who runs an incubator in Austin. During the conversation his friend used
that phrase, secret sauce, several times as we discussed the incubator’s various projects.
As the conversation turned to Socrates he ask Mike about the “secret sauce” of Socrates. I
thought Mike would explode but he controlled himself very well and simply said,
“secrete sauce is an irrelevant and obsolete concept of a blind decision-making process
that has been replaced by Socrates and that’s no secret. ”
That answer is packed with implications that make the heads of traditional thinkers spin
in all directions. How can a concept like “secret sauce” so engrained in US thinking and
believed to be absolutely essential in business success be made irrelevant and obsolete?
You will see, as the story unfolds, how our world competitors made the “secrete sauce”
approach obsolete many years ago and how Socrates is the US antidote. Technologybased planning and automated innovation as defined in Socrates are completely outside
the realm of conventional thinking and practices. It had to be that way because
conventional thinking and practices were found to be at the root of the problem and the
problem would not be solved with any part of the same old thinking.

Sekora’s Early Years
Michael Sekora, born in Flint, Michigan in 1957 grew up in a family of three generations
at General Motors. His intimate knowledge of the automotive industry, its rise, struggles
and decline combined with Sekora’s years in the US intelligence community provided
him with a unique view of our country’s deterioration and the methods of our adversaries.
Sekora went to college at the age of fifteen, never finishing high school, on a physics
scholarship from the University of Michigan. At the time of his recruitment into the CIA,
Sekora had just finished his Masters of Physics degree at Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio and was living in New York City.
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Still in his early twenties, during the Carter administration, the US Central Intelligence
Agency recruited Sekora in 1978 through a letter inviting him to their office in the World
Trade Center for a discussion about his future. Sekora subsequently became a CIA officer
supporting science and technology special operations.
Shortly after Sekora joined the CIA, President Carter ordered the scaling down of
"human assets" across all intelligence agencies as they shifted to satellite surveillance as
the major source of data collection.
With the agency shifting from human intelligence data collection, Sekora left to pursue
his PhD in Physics in Texas. However this move turned out to be brief. As he prepared to
enroll he received another letter from the Department of Navy to join Navy Intelligence.
Sekora relates that it was a pretty easy decision to put his pursuit of a PhD on hold for a
more exciting job back in the intelligence community.
After finishing assignments with Navy Intelligence on highly classified advanced
submarine technology, he moved to the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) to lead a
team of specialist whose mission was to stop the flow of technology from the West to the
Soviets.
What he discovered in this DIA assignment combined with his concern for the
accelerating rate of decline of US ability to compete in both private and public sectors,
ultimately led him to create and direct Project Socrates.

How It All Began
Most people have never heard of Ronald Reagan's Project Socrates. Project Socrates
began as what some refer to as "skunk works" initiated by a young, brilliant physicist and
intelligence officer, Michael Sekora. Its origin, within US intelligence, and its mission
that included both commercial and military capability development, made Project
Socrates classified and not visible to the general public.
People are curious as to why Sekora named it Project Socrates. Of course Sekora, whose
second love is philosophy has a perfectly logical answer. Sekora tells of an early briefing
in which one person in the audience spent the entire time during the briefing trying to
figure out what the S-O-C-R-A-T-E-S acronym meant. After the briefing he proudly
approached Sekora and told him of his revelation about the meaning of the acronym.
Mike cannot recall exactly what that person came up with but decided at that point to
ensure that in future briefings he would make the naming of the project clear up front.
Project Socrates was in fact named after the ancient philosopher, Socrates.
Like the man Socrates, the seeker of a solution had to also be a seeker of the bottom-line
truth – no more conjecture, assumptions and probability in decision-making. We would
need to be capable of navigating the world social, economic and political landscape with
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precisely coordinated strategies. To do that we would have to determine the foundation
for the universal truths about the world that makes it work and then build a solution from
that foundation. And so it was that Sekora named the project after the man, Socrates.
Even though the US government had a policy of not directly conducting competitive data
collection on its allies, Sekora knew that many of the so-called US “allies” were, in truth,
executing complex and very aggressive competitive strategies against the US. Their
competitive strategies involved various levels of intelligence gathering focused on
technology. In most cases it was just fair competition in which the US was not effectively
competing. As a result we were rapidly losing ground and had been for some time. We
had to compete and to do that we would have to understand much more about our
competitors and the competitive landscape in general without violating protocol.
Sekora took the position that his program needed to be a global planning system that
looked at every aspect of competition and it had to be high quality and fact-based.
Without the capacity to see the truth about worldwide competitiveness we would be
worse off making decisions based on incorrect assumptions than when we were not
participating at all. So just as the philosopher Socrates was looking for the bottom-line
truth in everything, Socrates the program was looking for the bottom-line truth in
worldwide competitiveness and everything about it from the beginning of time.
Sekora was also close to the problem in another way. In addition to being the third of
three generations of his family at GM, his grandfather on the other side was the second
person hired by Mr. Dow of Dow Chemical. Sekora grew up watching GM in particular
go from a strong global icon of the US to a thrashing, competitively inept dinosaur
struggling to survive. At the root of GM's demise was an institutionalized belief system
built around finance-based planning which, inadvertently with perhaps some level of
arrogance, ignored competition.
By now it was obvious that a major transformation must occur for the US to survive and
with this as a background, Sekora launched Project Socrates in 1983 to address what had
become commonplace across all US industries and exemplified at GM – finance-based
planning and its innate inability to address competition.

Putting it All Together
The road to what will be Sekora’s legacy began in the field as a CIA officer running
around Eastern Europe playing cat and mouse with the KGB, as Sekora puts it. From the
beginning it was clear that, for the most part, the Soviets were not stealing technology, as
most in the Pentagon believed, but instead we were giving it away. About ninety-five
percent of the information the Soviets were acquiring was open-source. Focusing on
aggressive technology acquisition for competitive advantage, they simply had a very
good way of accessing and extracting valuable data from open source.
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The open-source data combined with a little traditional espionage and connecting the dots
gave the Soviets all they needed to outmaneuver us in technology acquisition. While the
Soviets were maneuvering in the technologyspace we, as Sekora describes it, “played
financial shell games in the marketplace” where technology was simply a budget item to
justify R&D initiatives – our favorite source of technology acquisition.
The US approach was to look at the budget, determine how much to put into technology
development by making a list of those technologies required to build the projected
weaponry based on battlefield models (what could be seen in the marketplace), and then
fund those projects. R&D was and remains yet today a major budget item. This may
sound reasonable to readers given the training and education we in the US have received
but before you finish, I hope you can make the shift from this finance-oriented approach
to technology-based planning as automated and systematized in Project Socrates.
While we were massively outspending the Soviets in defense related R&D they were
clearly outmaneuvering us in the acquisition and utilization of the world’s technology for
competitive advantage. These are two completely different mindsets. So as our generals
continued to approve and execute budgets routinely performing their jobs to protect
America, something was obviously not working. Of course the conventional thinking that
dominated DoD simply lobbies for additional R&D spending as the obvious solution. I
assume the thinking was and remains that if two or three times R&D spending does not
solve the problem five or six times competitor spending is needed.
Countering the general obsession throughout the US of focusing on R&D spending vs.
maneuvering in the world's total field of technology, as our competitors were doing,
would become a major factor in the Socrates solution. This discovery was important in
reinforcing the way Sekora and a few of his colleagues had learned to think about
technology, strategy and competitiveness.
Sekora and his team also saw that the Soviet Union was not only looking at the US for
technology but was scouring the world to find the source and capability of all
technologies. It was a holistic, both offensive and defensive technology-based approach
to competitive advantage that grossly expanded potential cross-pollination opportunities
way beyond the “R&D first” approach of US institutions. R&D was only a relatively
small factor, certainly not the keystone of competitive advantage in the Soviet Union’s
competitive strategy8. With superior ability in efficient acquisition and utilization of the
world’s technology, all other factors were falling into place for the Soviets.

8

Because technology is the source of all competitive advantage, as concluded through
Socrates worldwide research on competitiveness (see Appendix One, Ten Findings),
technology strategy and competitive strategy are considered synonymous and used
interchangeable throughout this book.
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In the process Sekora could not help also seeing that other countries, including some of
our closest allies, were doing the same as the Soviets. Since the US historically spends
enormous amounts of money on R&D9 absent of an effective overall technology strategy,
the US has been and remains the favorite choice of competitors for "acquiring"
technology. With effective technology strategies our competitors easily "cherry pick" US
R&D innovations and integrate them systematically into coherent technology strategies
that leapfrog them ahead for competitive advantage.
What Sekora and team also saw was that our astute technology-based competitors had
learned to acquire and then protect their acquired technologies, proprietary or not, by
executing “defensive encirclements." Defensive encirclements are technology strategy
maneuvers that serve to disrupt, among other things, acquisition of technology by
competitors. In this way our competitors, unfathomable to US institutions, protect their
thread technologies. These astute technology-based planning competitors subsequently
evolved into sophisticated managers of their technologyspace to our detriment.
Sekora states:
"The Socrates team studied all competition worldwide and found that technologybased planning is the natural, intuitive planning foundation and has been from
the beginning of time. But technology-based planning has been practiced,
intuitively, as an art. Even today in successful companies like Apple (under Steve
Jobs) and Microsoft the art of technology-based planning has been the foundation
for planning and subsequent success in the marketplace.
What we did in Socrates was to take the art of technology-based planning, create
an architectural structure of the art consisting of closed sets of universal truths
and then built a system with methods and tools so that the art became a science
capable of systematic execution with highly predicable outcomes. It is a major
breakthrough."
The Japanese were particularly advanced in technology-based planning. The Japanese
Miracle was based on the systematic development and deployment of a sophisticated
technology-based planning system to bring Japan back from rubble in a relatively few
short years. By the early 1960s Japan was already becoming a respectable competitor. By
the 1980s they were approaching dominance in key industries at the expense of the US. It
is important to note that during the economic rise of Japan, very few resources were spent
on R&D. R&D as an effective technology acquisition tool is discussed more in depth in
Chapter 4.
9

Battelle and R&D Magazine, 2012 Global R&D Funding Forecast, R&D Magazine
page 5, December 2011
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Sekora observed that our competitors had been winning in the marketplace for over
twenty years because they compete by maneuvering in the total field of all technologies
(He later labeled this the technologyspace) to win in the marketplace. At the same time
the US competitive approach was to overwhelm competition with financial resources to
win the footrace for the next technology breakthrough only to lose in the marketplace.
The thinking was that since we have huge amounts of money we can outspend our
competitors in R&D and gain competitive advantage by winning the footrace to next
breakthrough.
"The false premise of US planners throughout our economic system institutions is
that the more money spent on R&D increases competitiveness in direct
proportion."
Team Socrates concluded that this financially driven line of thinking that permeated our
planning and decision-making processes was flawed in two ways. The first flawed
premise is that R&D spending is the source of competitive advantage and second, R&D
breakthroughs automatically provide competitive advantage in the marketplace.
Both parts of this thinking deemed, finance-based planning are wrong and resulted in the
competitive vulnerability of the US in every aspect. Unfortunately both assumptions
continue to be embraced in America yet today.
On the other hand, the strategy of our technology-based competitors was much more
effective. Any expected competitive advantage from US R&D initiatives is neutralized
before product or service containing the breakthrough technology enters the marketplace.
Our competitors like Japan, S. Korea and China commonly use technology-based
planning maneuvers such as these offensive encirclements as they are called in Socrates.
Offensive encirclement maneuvers systematically tie up all constituent technologies
around a technology breakthrough. Constituent technologies are essential to develop,
commercialize, manufacture and market the products enabled through the new
technology US R&D projects just financed. Through astute maneuvers in the
technologyspace competitors not only nullify the assumed market advantage of US
technology breakthroughs, but as the results of these maneuvers surface in the
marketplace they further influence US researcher decisions through every step from
development to production and then to commercialization. Of course our competitors
encourage us to continue this R&D footrace because in the end, they will own the
manufacturing and eventually the entire market. And winning in the marketplace is what
is important, not winning the footrace.
The solution was obvious to the Socrates team; we must shift from finance-based to
technology-based planning. Sekora concludes:
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"Finance-based planning as the foundation for all planning is the source of the
US death spiral. We must exchange the financial spreadsheet as the foundation
tool for a Technologyspace Map® as the basis for all planning and decision
execution.”
Based on these preliminary conclusions and his hands-on background in US industry,
Sekora was unusually capable of connecting the dots and building a solution.
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Chapter 2
How Socrates Works
The Opportunity of a Lifetime
By the 1980s US competitiveness had been declining for two decades and while many
factors contributed to the decline, they were all connected to the shift from technology to
finance or economic-based planning, decision-making and operations execution.
Throughout human history the society that best managed acquisition and utilization of the
world's technologies has dominated. The 21st century will be no different. And the society
or country that best manages this natural process of acquiring and utilizing technology to
survive and advance will also be the major driver of world change in every aspect, good
or bad.
The laws of physics, as we understand them, are the foundation for how the world works
and is present in everything we do. Technology is how humans translate the laws of
physics into useful tools, equipment, material and knowhow to survive and advance.
This connection of technology, at this foundation level, with human survival and
advancement is the single universal constant that has enabled societies to achieve and
sustain competitive advantage throughout human history. In a world of limited resources,
human survival and advancement then, requires a competitive advantage in the effective
acquisition and utilization of technology.
Figure 3, Chapter 6 is a chart from Socrates' research that summarizes the findings on
societal evolution and the relationship in advancements attributed to the ability to acquire
and utilize technology. The research concluded that superior technology acquisition and
utilization is indeed the source of all competitive advantage leading to growth and
advancement.
Imagine a US where industries grow and dominate global markets with superior products
and services that overwhelm competitors in ability to satisfy human needs. Socrates was
designed specifically for that purpose. It has been a long time, except for a brief period
during the 1980s when Socrates was deployed, since the US has been capable of
dominating world markets. If/when we return to a leadership position in acquisition and
utilization of the world’s technology, US products and services will, once again, set
world market standards in all categories. US leadership in economic and national defense
capability will be systematically sustained year after year.
Project Socrates provided the next step in human advancement by providing an
automated process and set of tools to map, manipulate and manage the technologies of
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the world for competitive advantage. In one respect, Socrates harnesses the laws of
physics, which dictates all technology structure, capability and evolution from one
societal state to the next.
As technology is the source of all competitive advantage the flow of technology from one
entity to another could now be managed in Socrates to create competitive advantage for
Socrates users while impeding the process of adversaries in their efforts to achieve
advantage.	
  
Socrates is like the leap from horse and buggy to automobiles, gunpowder to nuclear
fusion or candlelight to electricity. Socrates is more than an innovation itself; it is the
automation of the entire innovation process and therefore the foundation for all
technology innovation.
Socrates is the tool for managing the acquisition and utilization of technology at the DNA
level of technology innovation. A major shift in thinking, helpful in understanding
Socrates, is that Socrates operates at the most fundamental and foundation level of the
systems that enable societies to survive and advance. This level operates out-of-sight,
underneath the marketplace where US leadership and consumers operate to ineffectively
address problems and opportunities that are actually created and outcomes determined
well before the marketplace. Problems and opportunities materialize and mature in the
technologyspace, where technology acquisition and utilization dictates ultimate results in
the marketplace.
The conventional approach in the US though, operating only at the marketplace level,
tends to treat the organization’s operational functions as separate and disconnected silos
that ultimately create outcomes in the marketplace. It is true that outcomes of this
traditional approach do reach and impact the marketplace but the outcomes created in this
way, from a marketplace view only, are blind to the competitive maneuvering that has
already taken place in the technologyspace. As we will see, the accepted practices of US
management are generally irrelevant in addressing competitive advantage.
To maximize organization performance requires a move from the marketplace, as the
foundation for managing operations, to the technologyspace, where competitive actions
can be planned, coordinated and executed across all organization operating functions.
This move to the technologyspace is a move to the foundation level. Overall organization
performance and performance within each function is effectively managed in the
technologyspace before results enter the marketplace.
On a national scale, the process of achieving and sustaining competitive advantage
dictates the level at which all other social, economic and political systems perform. In
societies that consistently out-compete the rest of the world we find that the social,
economic and political systems of these societies are also likely to lead the world in each
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of their functional silos, e.g., industry, academia/education, financial markets and
government.
In this national level scenario, the economy grows at a rapid rate, creating jobs that the
products of superior education and training institutions have filled while being tuned to
the precise needs of the social, economic and political systems. As a result, the US excels
in production of scientists and engineers who in turn make the world a better place for all
human beings to live. Capital markets flourish, not through creative shell games and hype
but through successful investments in opportunities where risk is made low through the
revolutionary planning and resource allocation system of Socrates.
The US caught a glimpse of this and was well on its way before WWII. The period when
the greatest economic and technological progress occurred in the US was between the
end of the 18th century and the first half of the 20th century. During this period,
technology acquisition and utilization was the foundation for US growth. We were
intuitively a technology-based planning society.
The Industrial Production Index is an index that the Federal Reserve Board used for
measuring and tracking growth of various industrial sectors in the economy. Based on the
Industrial Production Index, total industrial production in the US increased from 4.29 in
1790 to 1,975.00 in 1913, an increase of 460 times, in 1850 dollars10.
By 1914, this small nation that European empires had once used as a playground now
surpassed them all. The United States had become the largest industrial nation in the
world11. In fact, the US was by far the foremost industrial power in the world, by some
estimates, accounting for more than one-third of global industrial output. This trend
continued with a few interruptions caused by war and recession until just after WWII
when a series of events took place that would shift our country from technology to
finance-based planning. This shift triggered a decline in our ability to compete with
implications we would experience over the following decades until today.
As the Socrates team found, US companies emerged throughout our early history and
naturally grew at incredible rates through the natural process of technology-based
planning. How Team Socrates brought the art of technology-based planning back and
made it a science that was then systematically executed over a relatively brief period
during the 1980s to deliver unbelievable results is truly remarkable. But we must do it
again and this time, make it permanent.

10

Joseph H. Davis, Industrial Production Index (1790-1915), National Bureau of
Economic Research, November 2004
11
U.S. History Online Textbook, The Gilded Age, Section 36
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The Mission
"It's not about the money; it's about competitive advantage without which there will be
no money."
When our vulnerability to what was considered theft of our technology was exposed the
knee-jerk response of US leaders was to pour resources into protecting it. This was a
natural reaction and fits the pattern of conventional thinking. But protection using all of
the various traditional methods such as patents, copyrights and elaborate secret
classification levels is like hunkering down into a fixed fortification defense of the 17th
century. As a primary defense, history tells us the fixed fortification defensive is not wise.
It seldom worked then and was just as ineffective in 20th century technologyspace.
By taking the fixed fortification approach, resources are spent on hunkering down and
protecting. In the old days, fixed fortification were castles with moats. Armies, rather
than spend resources on a siege, simply marched by on their way to the real objective. If
on the other hand, they wanted what was inside the castle badly enough they simply
encircled, punched a hole, cleared the breach and expanded in all directions.
Today competitors outmaneuver one another in the technologyspace like in a giant chess
game. But when they run into traditional fortifications like patents and copyrights they
find a way around. They steal it or do like they did in the 17th century – encircle, punch a
hole, clear the breach and expand. In any case, there are much better ways to protect
intellectual property than through the traditional patents and copyrights especially in a
world marketplace of competitors each with their own rules and legal systems. Even
where international law exists, enforcement of intellectual property rights is laughable.
In typical General Patton fashion he concluded very appropriately, "Fixed fortifications
are monuments to man's stupidity."
Of course I would be attacked, and rightfully so, if I recommended completely ignoring
patents and other protective actions but please keep these traditional defensive maneuvers
in perspective. Taking all precautions including traditional patents, copyrights, etc.
(equivalent to fixed fortifications), is wise but to rely on protectionist methods as your
only defensive technology strategy, especially in a global market with weakly enforced
international laws, is not advisable. We will address modern active defensive maneuvers
such technology encirclement defensives later in the section on R&D initiatives.
But the problem was not simply theft of US technology. Going down that road would not
fix the real problem, which was and remains today, an obvious inability to compete. The
two directives that became the mission of Project Socrates were then:
1. Determine why US ability to compete was declining
2. Use the information to develop and deploy a solution
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The first step was to select and orient a team. A few basic attributes were necessary to
become a team member. Each had to be capable of understanding the problem, have total
dedication to the mission and understand the consequences of failure if the team did not
achieve the mission. One attribute that may have been overlooked in the beginning but
would become critical as the project developed was the attribute of being “thick skinned.”
As you will see, Project Socrates was so radical and universal in application that just
about every encounter “gored someone’s sacred ox,” as Sekora would later realize.
As the team formed and continually expanded with the projects Socrates took on, the
most successful team members were ex-military. They tended to identify with the
precision of the process and intuitively understood the discipline required to focus and
execute amid an array of distractions. As some would later describe it, “we had to remain
cool under fire or the whole program would have disintegrated.”
In addition to soft skills like attention to detail, ability to follow structured processes, and
long hours team members had to possess hard skills such as computer proficiency, data
search, collection, synthesis, and analysis. The team would also perform multiple roles as
a think tank where they would be required to identify, define and solve problems on one
level and then shift gears to serve as solution designers, developers and deployment
specialists.
The team realized early in the project that the Socrates solution would be different in
every way from beginning to end, in every detail. The atmosphere was upbeat but unlike
typical start-ups that appear to be fast moving and at times even chaotic, the Socrates
atmosphere was one of focused energy, calm, orderly and deliberate.
The solution would be complicated with multiple levels. Everything had to be precise,
based on absolutes to avoid ambiguity as the solution was built from foundation up. In
the end it was an "architect’s dream:"
•

The solution foundation would consist of a set of universal constants and closed sets
starting with the laws of physics, which govern all technology and is the universal
foundation for everything we see and do.

•

The solution would be capable of mapping, managing and controlling the
technologies of the world as the source of all competitive advantage.

•

The process for achieving and sustaining competitive advantage would be
systematized and automated.

•

Each level could have no discontinuities and therefore no ambiguity for "wiggle
room."
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•

The output would provide a holistic view of the global competitive landscape and
connect the historically fragmented, disconnected activities defining all options that
exist with absolute accuracy.

In contrast, traditional planning and decision-making methods the US adopted and
refined after the transition of post-WWII, relied on quasi-objective, finance-based tools
such as trend analysis, extrapolation, statistical models, correlations, probability, focus
groups, surveys and polls on which to build solutions. Through the use of these tools
traditional methods practiced yet today, inadvertently build ambiguity into the process
from foundation up so that in complex solutions with multiple layers, the ambiguity gap
tends to widen at each layer.
The built-in and expanding ambiguity of traditional methods, all based in financial
resource acquisition and utilization, are the "politician’s dream" as opposed to the
"architect’s dream," because it provides maximum wiggle-room to support any position
as needed through the shell-game like manipulation of funds.
The Socrates solution would indeed bring the proper foundation, logic, openness, and
absoluteness to planning and decision-making with no wiggle-room.
The next step after formation and orientation of the team was to conduct the in-depth
research. The research process was supported by a one-of-a-kind specially built all
source intelligence system. Starting with access to all US intelligence archives and all
other public and private data sources, the research the Socrates team conducted is still
today the most in-depth on competitiveness ever performed and one of the most in-depth
research projects in general ever conducted by the US intelligence community.

The Research
A preliminary, Phase One study established the basic parameters for focusing the indepth research that followed. The study confirmed the conclusions briefly introduced at
the beginning of this chapter:
•

Throughout human history the most critical attribute necessary for survival and
endurance of any society is the ability to continuously advance and grow in every
aspect socially, economically and politically. When growth levels off or declines
deterioration is inevitable.
George Land, one of the foremost experts on growth, change and innovation, in his
book, Grow or Die: The Unifying Principle of Transformation, supports this
finding. George Land found that unless an entity, individual, team, organization or
nation continues to grow it would weaken and die.
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Land goes on to say that all entities from individuals to entire societies periodically
“hit a wall” so to speak (my words), and stop growing. This naturally happens as
conditions in the environment gradually change over time in response to the natural
growth and advancement pressures of human beings. These changes in the original
environment in which individuals and their institutions evolved to carry out their
business eventually cause things not to work.
(As a side note, think about how many times in the last month you have said or heard
someone else say, “nothing seems to work anymore.”)
There is more on this later as we discuss America’s transformation. Now, back to the
research.
Socrates found that the underpinning for the human need to constantly grow and advance,
in a world of limited resources, is the ability to achieve and sustain competitive
advantage.
Some of you are saying, “No kidding, that’s obvious.” But why then are we not building
organizations that compete if this is so obvious? Part of the problem is cultural but the
cultural implications to our general lack of competitiveness are not at the root of our
deficiency. Remember, at the root it is a structural problem. The cultural issue
exacerbates and enables.
That said though, our cultural beliefs have evolved of devolved, depending on your
perspective, to a point where in many circles the idea of competition or being competitive
is shunned. Those of this thinking apparently believe that competition leads to aggression
and ultimately results in low self-esteem. It would not serve the purpose of this book to
go off topic and challenge this belief. However, this cultural position to purposefully
diminish our ability to compete is one obstacle that is part of the overall transformation
process required once we have solved the structural problem of planning and decisionmaking from the wrong foundation.
Now that the Socrates team had confirmed the universal constants that drive the natural
need to effectively compete, they had only to find that one single foundational element
essential in achieving competitive advantage.
Sekora, a brilliant physicist, of course quickly saw the link, in the role of the laws of
physics that explain:
•

Our understanding of “how the world works.”

•

The presence of the laws of physics in literally everything we do.

•

Our unique ability to translate the laws of physics into useful technology for survival.
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Technology then had to be the single essential source element for competitive advantage
and the process for achieving competitive advantage was the superior ability to acquire
and utilize technology for the satisfaction of human needs.
I know this all seems pretty obvious and definitely straight forward, but yet today we are
terminally stuck in finance-based planning and decision-making and cannot seem to
grasp the simple concept of Socrates. Socrates proceeded by concluding that technology
acquisition and utilization has been the springboard throughout history for entities at all
levels to achieve and maintain competitive advantage necessary for sustained survival,
growth and prosperity. And this innate need for survival, growth and advancement
combined with the capability to satisfy it, is natural and intuitive in all human beings.
The study further concluded:
•

The root cause of US decline, which began in the late 1950s and early 1960s, was a
general shift from technology to finance-based planning as the foundation for all
planning, decision-making and execution.

•

Finance-based thinking at the market level had become the accepted way supported
by methods, practices and processes embedded in US economic system institutions,
i.e., industry, academia, capital markets and government. (Remember, finance-based
planning is relatively new. It is technology-based planning that has driven decisionmaking in all successful social, political and economic system since the beginning of
time. And, look around you; those successful societies today are technology-based
planners.)

•

Socrates research first confirmed that finance-based thinking had not worked, was
then and remains yet today counterproductive to achieving competitive advantage.

•

The solution requires radically different thinking to enable transformation of social,
economic and political practices and systems.

•

The transformation would realign our systems with the reality of a world consisting
of advanced competitors with sophisticated technology-based approaches coordinated
across their social, economic and political institutions.

•

In the process, the transformation would return the US to its natural state of
technology-based planning leading to renewed growth, advancement and leadership.

•

The technology-based solution would go beyond all past and present planning
approaches of competitors to leapfrog competitor capabilities not just equal them.

•

The solution supports and enhances historic social, economic and political principles
consistent with US laws dealing with free market and free trade policies.

With these parameters as a backdrop, the Socrates team accessed the all-source
intelligence system that provided a bird’s-eye view of all competition worldwide. The
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major in-depth study of competition that followed resulted in ten findings (see Appendix
One) that became the framework for the solution that is Socrates Technology-Based
Automated Innovation System.
The research validated what was already obvious to the Socrates team. Current US
planning and decision-making practices were counterproductive. Where the traditional
objective of planning was to achieve financial goals, the process for doing that was
missing a critical step. That step was achievement of competitive advantage, which
ultimately determines an organization’s capacity to consistently generate positive
financial performance. Without the capability to achieve and sustain competitive
advantage, there could be no sustained positive financial performance and no enduring
US industrial base.
Friends, today’s predicament is a direct result of the above simple analysis and will
continue if we as a country cannot or will not make the shift required.
In the constant struggle for short-term financial results through the continued practice of
finance-based planning led to the myriad financial shell games at which leaders of US
organizations have become exceptionally skilled. Their finance-based strategies designed
to eke out quarterly numbers in lieu of competitive advantage are the major cause for US
decline.
As the research confirmed, the source of all competitive advantage is technology.
Planning must then start with a determination of what is necessary to achieve and sustain
competitive advantage through the acquisition and utilization of technology.
Before we continue, this is a good time to reinforce an earlier point about the need for
preciseness of terms and phrases used to discuss technology-based planning and the
Socrates system. Throughout this book, as you may have already noticed, some form of
the phrase, “acquire and utilize technology to satisfy human needs for competitive
advantage,” is used. This phrase is one of several that were adopted by the Socrates team
to precisely differentiate technology-based planning from finance-based planning.
Today’s conventional finance-based planning process treats technology as simply another
isolated factor to be considered in pursuit of financial goals rather than the critical factor
to first, achieve market dominance required to second, secure financial goals. This
superficial, misunderstood and undervalued finance-based view of technology led to an
obsession for R&D spending among US leadership. This obsession with R&D is financebased planning’s way of dealing with technology by placing R&D as the almost
exclusive method for technology acquisition and R&D spending as the driving factor.
This obsession and subsequent mistreatment of technology is a terminal symptom of US
finance-based planning discussed at length later in the book. But for now the Socrates
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team’s use of the precise phrase, “acquire and utilize technology to satisfy human needs
for competitive advantage,” was adopted to help place the R&D process in its proper
perspective as only one of many technology acquisition methods and certainly one of the
most expensive and risky. As may be obvious R&D, as the misplaced center of
technology acquisition in US finance-based planning, has not worked well. If this is not
obvious to you please read on as US spending vs. results are discussed at various points
in the book.
In technology-based planning though, the acquisition and utilization of technology for
competitive advantage is an ongoing planning and execution process. This technologybased process consists of elaborately planned coherent sets of offensive and defensive
maneuvers (another precise set of terms you will see in phrases throughout the book) of
which R&D is but one and usually a last resort.
So what about the financial plan necessary to effectively allocate financial resources? The
actions required to achieve and sustain competitive advantage are the basis for the
technology strategy that determines the financial allocations that will naturally follow.
US planners had it exactly backwards by starting with a financial plan that allocates
resources to maximize profits without first having the basis for achieving competitive
advantage. To the Socrates team this made no sense and was obviously a major factor in
U.S. loss of industry after industry even though massive amounts of money was always
available and allocated freely across resources especially R&D.
A prototype of Socrates was built and tested initially supporting major Department of
Defense initiatives. Most notable of these initial projects were Reagan's Strategic Defense
Initiative (Star Wars) and development of stealth technology. Commercially, Socrates
was instrumental in regaining the microelectronics industry from Japan. Again, success
exceeded all expectations. US companies regained competitive and financial dominance,
creating millions of high-paying computer-related jobs for more than a decade.
These rapid competitive advancements, both militarily and commercially, significantly
contributed to ending the Cold War and the subsequent downfall of the Soviet Union, one
of Ronald Reagan’s primary political objectives.
Socrates was the "silver bullet" that restored the US on a new economic growth trajectory
preserving our status as the lone superpower indefinitely. It was a major breakthrough in
automating the technology-based planning process that surpassed all competitors by
leapfrogging past and present planning, decision-making and decision execution methods
rendering them obsolete. With access to Socrates every US institution's operation would
take a giant leap forward.
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The Socrates Solution
Socrates is a product of Michael Sekora's seemingly “over meticulous” approach to
problem solving. This approach resulted in a thorough understanding of the root cause of
the problem and led to the solution that would salvage US leadership:
Socrates systematized and automated the foundational processes for social,
economic and political advancement – ability to achieve and sustain competitive
advantage for human survival and growth indefinitely.
Sekora’s bias toward over analysis has proven valuable from the start. For example, the
problem that ultimately led to the Socrates solution was originally defined simply as “the
Soviets are stealing our technology to catch and surpass us in technology warfare.”
Typically a problem like this would be handed over to the CIA and a solution developed
that would simply better protect our warfare technology. Then the escalation process
would begin with our technology protection system defeating their technology acquisition
system. Then the Soviets would develop a better acquisition system that would defeat our
protection and so on. But what Sekora knew in the statement that, “the Soviets are
stealing our technology” was that we had seen only a symptom of a much greater
problem and the problem was in our own flawed system.
We live in a culture of quick fixes, elevator pitches and simplistic answers to complicated
problems that miss the mark. Sekora and the Project Socrates team provided a
comprehensive solution wrapped in straightforward logic that solved the greater problem
and with it, the symptoms vanished including, “the Soviets are stealing our technology.”
Sekora explains it this way:
“Economic-based planning (also referred to as finance-based planning throughout
the book) is at the tip of the iceberg that we see. Underneath though is all the
technology that supports it broken down into natural sets of physical elements.
The properties and therefore the capabilities of cross-pollination and related
"paths" are mapped and observable. This is where technology strategies that
provide competitive advantage are developed, underneath the tip of the iceberg.
This is also where the "competitive maneuvers" of the technology strategies take
place. When technology strategies are executed in the technologyspace it is too
late for economic-based planning responses, which take place in the marketplace
at the tip of the iceberg.
But the tip is where US strategy planners focus and operate, not underneath
where maneuvering in the technologyspace produces competitive advantage. The
result is that we have become great innovators of reactionary "economic shell
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games," shuffling assets in preoccupation with branding, offshoring operations
and selling off body parts to make quarterly financial goals. And we are losing.
The Socrates system proved to be, as research suggested it would be, the natural
next step in human application of technology to advance civilization. As the
Socrates Team discovered through their research of all competition from the
beginning of time, automated innovation was that next step and would be
authenticated exclusively in the Socrates system architecture.”
The challenge in effective problem solving is always to find that one “root” that leads to
each symptom. Then by manipulating and managing the root cause, we can properly
address all symptoms. Technology, underpinned by the laws of physics, determines how
the universe, as we know it, works. With the Socrates team findings of the common root
that impacts all planning to be technology acquisition and utilization, the pieces were in
place. They subsequently developed and deployed a solution based on technology
acquisition and utilization – strategic maneuvering in the technologyspace.
For the first time in history, Socrates had automated the process that enabled us to
manipulate the technologies of the world at will. We had, in effect, harnessed the laws of
physics to rapidly and efficiently create and manage all technology for competitive
advantage essential for survival, growth and advancement.
The table was set for US revival with full confidence at the highest levels demonstrated
in Ronald Reagan’s issuance of an executive order during the final months of his
presidency, that would establish a new agency, the first since NASA, to deploy Socrates
as a national asset. Socrates would be accessible by US public and private organizations
to create and sustain competitive advantage in all US institutions indefinitely.
This marked the beginning of the Automated Innovation Revolution that would propel
humankind in a major leap to the next level with the US leading the way.

The Solution Requires Major Shifts in Thinking
The Socrates team recognized the need for certain “mental shifts” that would be required
to successfully transition our entire economic, political and social systems back to
technology-based planning. The Socrates “five mental shifts” were the basis for this
major transformation that would have to take place. Below is an excerpt from a Michael
Sekora authored document that describes the five mental shifts that would have to occur
for the US to regain its ability to compete.
“What was discovered in the Socrates Project was that to rebuild America's
economic competitiveness, key decision-makers throughout the US in federal and
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state governments, industry, academia, and the press must make five significant
shifts in their thinking:12
1. The US must change from economic-based planning back to technology-based
planning.
2. Technology-based planning must become the accepted foundation for all
planning in private and public sectors that comprise the US economic
competitiveness issue.
3. The world is poised for the next revolutionary step in technology-based
planning; the Automated Innovation Revolution and the US must generate and
then lead The Revolution.
4. An automated innovation system was initially developed and tested within the
Socrates Project, and then significantly refined and upgraded within the
private sector, which makes it possible for the US to generate and lead the
automated innovation revolution.
5. To generate the maximum economic competitive advantage from the
Automated Innovation Revolution and its tools, the Technologyspace Map®
and Map Navigation Tool®, it must be deployed symbiotically to develop
coordinated technology strategies at the country, state and organization levels
enabling US resources to be most efficiently and effectively utilized.”
The five mental shifts, with detailed explanation of each point, have been circulated in
various documents to think tanks in Washington, memos to Congressmen and to the
media. The five mental shifts summarize the actions that must take place in the
transformation process covered in Chapters 6 and 7.

The Heart of the Solution – Technologyspace
“The technologyspace is the complete universe of all technologies present and
future based on the laws of physics” – Sekora
Technology is defined as any use of science to accomplish a function. All technology is
based on the laws of physics and technology is our way of bringing utility to those laws.
Technology then, is the practical application of the laws of physics through the creation
of useful equipment, materials and knowhow for the advancement of humankind.
System Socrates’ ability to map the technologyspace provides users with a complete and
unbiased understanding of the field of play for allocating resources to win in the
marketplace, i.e., achieve and sustain competitive advantage indefinitely.
Socrates treats competitive advantage in the broadest sense: the capability to acquire and
utilize technology that satisfies one or more customer needs better than a competitor.
12

Michael C. Sekora, The Five Mental Shifts Required to Rebuild America's Economic
Competitiveness, March 16, 2010
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Competitors are the obstacles to competitive advantage and again, in the broadest sense,
can be a disease such as cancer, a condition such as world hunger or more traditionally, a
rival business, country or opposing army. In the traditional sense, found to be true in
more cases than most can imagine, competitors do not even know they are competitors,
as their current activities may be completely divorced from the activities of a particular
user. But in technologyspace, as exposed in a Socrates Technologyspace Map® where we
see and evaluate all potential competitors, we can discern the nature of each competitor
threat independently and develop appropriate actions to best remove it.
Exposing threats in Socrates includes specific maneuvers to remove them. In some cases
it is simply a matter of a friendly alliance. In other cases, it could call for a set of more
aggressive offensive and/or defensive maneuvers executed near, mid and long-term. A
Technologyspace Map® makes all competitors, inadvertent or not, visible and vulnerable.
The technology strategy that follows to remove threats is specific to the competitive
situation.
The process of mapping technologyspace identifies all potential partners as well as
competitors. We can strategically use potential partners to help remove competitor threats
and achieve competitive advantage.

The Four Dimensions of Technologyspace
“…where the foundation of all competitive advantage is either generated or lost” –
Sekora
Findings 4 and 5 of Project Socrates research, ten findings (Appendix One), are about the
four dimensions of technologyspace.
Finding 4 confirmed that all technology has four defining attributes. Our knowledge of
these four attributes, discovered and defined by the Socrates team, further enables us to
efficiently exploit science and technology for competitive advantage.
In Finding 5 of Project Socrates research the four attributes become the four dimensions
of technologyspace. The four dimensions of technologyspace, precisely and accurately
defined by the four attributes present in all technology, enable us to map the
technologyspace in portions or in its entirety with no discontinuities. This discovery was
a major breakthrough for the Socrates development team allowing them to make a leap in
system development and subsequent reliability.
Among other things discussed later in this section, the four dimensions of
technologyspace significantly enhance the data gathering process for populating
Technologyspace Maps®.
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The map of technologyspace reveals all opportunities and constraints of science and
technology. All strengths and weaknesses of each competitor's technology strategies are
then exposed.
The four dimensions of technologyspace are:
•

Technology Structure

•

Technology Capability

•

Technology Flow

•

Time

Technology Structure Dimension
Technology Structure Dimension is the interconnection of all sciences and technologies,
at all levels, as defined by the laws of physics. The Structure Dimension addresses how
science and technology fit together in the technologyspace as defined by the laws of
physics.
A point in the Structure Dimension is an individual technology or science. A technology
path is a string of points that satisfy a particular customer need or set of customer needs.
A single point, when examined at the next level down (vertical drill-down) unfolds into
another technology path for that point. Both horizontal, across customer requirements,
and vertical, drill-down into a technology, are important in the acquisition and utilization
of technology for competitive advantage.
Technology Capability Dimension
Technology Capability Dimension is the technology's abilities to accomplish functions.
The Technology Capability Dimension covers the full range of technology abilities
across all applications from theoretical papers to research to production to utilization and
disposal.
A point in the capability dimension is the ability of an individual science or technology,
for a particular entity to satisfy a specific function. The entity can be any type
organization such as a company, government, university or even an individual. The
capability of the technology to accomplish a function can be determined at different
levels within the entity such as, the entire organization, its operations, a department, a
team or a specific position.
The set of all science and technology capabilities existing worldwide at all the various
levels form the technology capability dimension of technologyspace. Capability levels
within the dimension are both stepped and continuous:
•

Stepped “states” of capability: theory, research, development, utilization and disposal
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•

Continuous “state” of capability: precise ability to satisfy an ongoing function

Capability and music have a significant similarity. In music, the notes and the rests (i.e., a
lack of a note) are both important. We must have both to have music. In technologyspace,
the capabilities and the lack of capabilities are also both important. In some cases
knowing what the competitor does not have, or knowing that the capability does not exist
anywhere in the world is more important in technology strategy development and
execution.
Technology Flow Dimension
Technology Flow is the movement (flow) of science and technology across
technologyspace within and between organizations and/or individuals. Technology flows
between all types of organizations in every combination: Business-to-business, business
to university, university to business, government agency-to-agency, government to
government, business to government and so on. Technology flows internally to and from
all entity levels; headquarters, subsidiaries, divisions, groups, departments, agencies,
cross functions and cross-organizations. Technology is in all mechanisms that cause
technology to flow, e.g., licensing agreements, purchases of companies, alliances, theft,
etc. Some flows are very overt and some are covert.
A point in the Flow Dimension is an individual movement of a particular science or
technology internally within an organization or externally from one organizational to
another. The technology flow dimension consists of all science and technology flows
worldwide at all levels and from all the various mechanisms used to move science and
technology from one point to another. The point is the technology flow itself, not the
mechanism or vehicle of the technology flow such as an alliance or merger.
The absence or lack of technology flow is important to know, as is the positive flow of
technology from one entity to another. The absence or presence of technology flow in the
Flow Dimension is like the notes and rests in music. As in the Capability Dimension,
both conditions are important factors in developing and executing competitive strategy.
Knowing the limited availability of a technology can considerably increase the value of
the technology. For example: Limited flow significantly impacts the defensive strength of
a Technology Flank Attack.
Time Dimension
Technologyspace Time Dimension is how the other three dimensions, i.e., structure,
capability and flow evolve forward from one time period to another.
The other three dimensions provide a snapshot in time. We can look at any of the other
three dimensions in a snapshot in time and see what technology structures; capability and
flows existed in the past, exists in the present state, or may exist in the future. When
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we look at the progression of one dimension from one point to another, past, present or
future, we are addressing the Time Dimension.
A point in the Time Dimension is the evolution of a specific point in one of the other
three dimensions. All three dimensions that form the Time Dimension evolve
independently and at different rates:
•

Technology structure evolves slowly – It evolves at the rate that human understanding
of the laws of physics advances.

•

Technology capability evolves at a medium rate – It evolves progressively as
application of technology to achieve a function advances.

•

Technology flow evolves relatively fast – Flow is disorderly in response to the
technology acquisition maneuvers of technology users.

In a complete Technologyspace Map® we will see every possible technology path for
every competitor, in all four dimensions (structure, capability, flow and time), according
to the laws of physics. The resulting view exposes all competitor technology strategies
and further enables us to plan and execute precise competitive maneuvers to achieve and
sustain competitive advantage indefinitely.
The four dimensional organization of technologyspace enables data to be efficiently
gathered by avoiding unessential data gathering on the front-end of the process. For
example in the Technologyspace Map® for Star Wars, there were literally billions of
technology paths that were all necessary in developing a defense system with technology
advancements that would provide battlefield advantage for us as well the Soviets.
Extraneous data in a map of this size would have required inefficient use of resources in
having to manually qualify reams of irrelevant data in the development of the technology
strategy.
Through the structuring of the technologyspace dimensions and subsequent tools
developed by the Socrates team it was now possible to efficiently map, manage and
manipulate the technologies of the world. The implications were sweeping and would
make many traditional practices across US social, economic and political institutions
obsolete. The Socrates development was necessary because, as should be obvious by now,
our country was and unfortunately remains so today, endangered by our continuation of
practices that evolved over time in another environment, but no longer work. The
exposure of this and subsequent development of Socrates would turn out to be both a
blessing enabling us to advance but also a major challenge from the resistance it triggered.

How Socrates Changes Things
Socrates enabled us to accurately see the competitive landscape in real time as our
economic competitors and military adversaries planned and executed their competitive
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strategies. This capability, tested and proven on the nations highest priority initiatives,
would be unleashed across the US in all sectors. Every aspect of our lives would take a
giant leap forward. This was the vision of Ronald Reagan and the Socrates team.
With access to the system, individual companies make decisions based on achieving and
sustaining competitive advantage to dominate target industries at will. The ability to
compete at any scale levels the playing field for small and medium sized companies.
Small companies with trained technology-based planners could now effectively compete
with huge corporations. As all US and allied country organizations have access to the
system, world competition rises to another level. And who benefits? All of humanity
benefits as technology advances are made in giant leaps, diseases are defeated, hunger is
eliminated and hot wars become irrelevant. Governments are held to higher standards as
poor political decisions are immediately exposed and appropriately minimalized.
Meanwhile, those organizations that continue to embrace finance-based and marketoriented planning hasten their obsolescence and vanish. Radical changes take place on
Wall Street. Investing in the stock market is no longer a gamble. Investors simply look at
the Technologyspace Map® and see exactly what each company, no matter how large or
small, is doing to gain a competitive advantage. The competitive maneuvers available to
each competitor are visible to potential investors before they are executed. Strengths and
weaknesses of all players can be precisely evaluated before making decisions to invest.
When is the right time to sell becomes clear well in advance as the competitive dynamics
of the technologyspace are played out in the open. The entire process is taken to a higher
level reducing risk and increasing value.
Venture capitalists reverse their success ratios to ninety percent success vs. the current
industry accepted rate of ninety percent failure. There is no such thing, as being blindsided by “disruptive technology” except for those who do not have access to the system
and continue making decisions based on what they see has already happened in the
marketplace. Venture capitalist will have to change their approach at the fundamental
level to stay relevant but will have the mechanism with which to do it if they choose. The
US private equity industry will radically change and become the model for the world – if
it makes the change to technology-based planning. If not, the model will be somewhere
else in the world, maybe Asia.
Universities will be capable of matching curriculum with industry talent needs based on
specific industry competitive direction, not just speculation based on trend analysis.
Students can select careers with a high degree of certainty and see exactly which are the
best companies for those related jobs. University research projects will be efficiently
coordinated well before funding decisions are made. The commercialization function
becomes simply another pre-coordinated step in the R&D process.
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These examples provide a sampling of the power of Socrates as the force for major
change. To the logical thinkers, it’s an easy decision. We must implement Socrates and
the sooner the better. But as you read on, the natural human tendency to resist change is
discussed as perhaps the greatest force against implementing this radical but ultimately
inevitable change. There is more on this later in the next chapter, “Socrates Disrupts
Conventional Thinking, Methods and Tools,” but first, a caution for those anxious to
make the change.

Don’t Try This at Home
The scope of this book does not provide a Socrates user manual. However it has been our
experience that some well intended readers, understanding the crisis our country faces
and the urgency to find a solution, will want to take what they think they know about
Socrates technology-based planning, automated innovation, and apply it immediately.
This is where we get into trouble because most all of us, including myself, have been
brought up in a finance-based, market-oriented environment. No matter how hard we try
it is very difficult to escape the old engrained ways that are reinforced all around us every
minute of every day. As well intended as we may be, it is inevitable that significant gaps
exist in our newly acquired but cursory understanding of technology-based planning and
the system, Socrates, that makes it possible. As we encounter these gaps there is an
unconscious tendency to “stuff” what we think we know about Socrates technologybased planning into the old thinking we embraced for most of our lives. As a result
planning and subsequent decision-making is less effective.
Toward the end of this book there is an implementation plan for the US and allies. This is
how it will happen if the US is to lead. However, some form of it will happen whether the
US leads or not. If that occurs, as they say, “grab your back-side and hang on” – and,
while you are at it, look for a place to land.
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Chapter 3
Socrates “Disrupts” Conventional Thinking, Methods and Tools
After thirty years of conducting briefings to America's top thought leaders, publicly
debating academians, politicians and business consultants, being the target of
congressional hearings, FBI and CIA investigations, and being grilled on popular talk
shows and in interviews by major media, Sekora contends that perhaps the greatest
obstacle to US survival is conventional thinking.
Conventional thinking, the purveyors of it and the institutionalization of its processes,
systems and practices has distorted and disrupted the very foundation principles of
successful societies. Those basic principles that have been disrupted by US conventional
thinking, systems and practices have enabled societies throughout history to compete,
advance and survive.
Because conventional thinking and the related actions that follow are foremost in
America’s decline and must be rejected, Sekora believes his avoidance of all reference to
conventional language, jargon and phrases is necessary. In this way the process of
understanding Socrates is, to some degree, shielded and disconnected from the distortions
of conventional thinking, methods and tools.
Sekora states:
"If we are associated in any way with conventional thinking, jargon, methods and
tools the intuitive connection is made and bastardizes what we are doing and what
we have."
I generally support this Sekora “rule” but in this section make exception by using the
finance-based terminology, disruptive technology, to illustrate the dichotomy of Socrates
and US conventional thinking.
To address our economic crisis, Team Socrates knew that at some point, preferably early
in the process, they would have to establish a general understanding that stopping the
decline and moving our country forward required a shift to technology-based planning
and decision-making. The process for creating this general understanding is more than
communication and training in new ways to plan. As we learn more about the required
(not optional) shift to technology-based planning, the realization of its impact on literally
every institution, process, system, and tool we use for planning, decision-making and
organization management becomes clear. The conclusion was that this transition process
is not a simple undertaking but requires a permanent, focused and dedicated approach
that systematically disrupts old behaviors to the core and puts in place institutions,
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processes, methods and tools that drive and support new, effective planning and decisionmaking behaviors.
In US business, academic, financial and government institutions the term ”disrupt” in its
various forms (disruption, disrupting, disrupted, disruptive, etc.,) has become part of
conventional jargon. This section provides examples of the impact of Socrates on
conventional beliefs. In these examples the concept of “disruption” as understood in US
conventional thinking is used to illustrate, in their terms, how Socrates makes financebased thinking, methods and tools completely obsolete. As you will see, given the stakes
and as expressed in their terms, Socrates is brutally disruptive.
The following examples start at the very foundation of US conventional finance-based
thinking to illustrate how Socrates “disrupts” that foundation and its supporting pillars of
the marketplace. In the process you will see the vulnerability of our country operating
under these finance-based planning beliefs but also the viability of Socrates as the
solution.
Socrates’ disruption of conventional thinking, beliefs and the practices was inevitable for
several reasons mostly because finance-based organization planning simply does not
work and we are hopefully starting to understand this albeit the hard way. More
fundamentally though is the fact, discussed throughout this book in various contexts, that
technology not finance is the natural and intuitive foundation for human survival and
advancement throughout history and therefore the natural foundation for planning and
decision-making.
Yet today the shift back to technology-based planning and decision-making generates
strong resistance across all US institutions as we continue to tumble downward. The next
section starts at the foundation level of Socrates disruption of finance-based planning and
decision-making. After Socrates destroys the foundation of our nemesis, finance-based
planning and decision-making, the discussion moves to separate sections providing more
specific examples generated through the practices of finance-based planning.
A few of these examples include instances of conventional thought leaders unconsciously
rejecting elements of finance-based planning and decision-making. These instances are
important because they illustrate conventional thought leaders intuitively rejecting
elements of finance-based planning and decision-making only to return to their
conventional beliefs and behaviors without question. The resistance to abandon or even
question status quo is reinforced by institutionalization of finance-based planning and
decision-making in US society. As a result conventional practices that prevent us from
being competitive remain soundly in place and unquestioned.
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Socrates Disrupts the Foundation of Conventional Thinking
The most fundamental disruption by Socrates is at the very foundation of US
conventional thinking and teaching based on the belief that:
Finance-based planning is the natural foundation for organization decisionmaking and management.
The shift from technology to finance-based planning, driven by that fundamental but
flawed belief, set us back decades and prevents US organizations and institutions from
being competitive yet today. The practices developed and followed throughout the US are
founded in finance-based planning. As a result, finance-based planning, so engrained in
our thinking as the foundation of all decision-making, became and remains today the
unspoken, but clearly, the greatest cause of our economic and world leadership decline.
In finance-based planning, financial allocation to maximize profit drives all decisions.
The practices used to maximize organization performance, generally measured in
financial terms, attempts to optimize revenue generation and expense reduction to
maximize profit by manipulating financial resources. Sounds logical but the input used to
manipulate financial resources comes retrospectively from what has already happened or
assumed might happen in the marketplace.
The focus on profit and ROI objectives is not the issue. The problem, as exposed by
Project Socrates, is that financial performance is dependent upon ability to first achieve
and sustain competitive advantage. Without competitive advantage there is no financial
return. This is a very simple but fundamental law found in effective economic, social and
political systems throughout human history.
But the finance-based planning system and practices, ostensibly designed and expected to
guide financial allocation for achievement of profit, skips this critical step – achieve and
sustain competitive advantage. Finance-based planning and decision-making fails in
effectively establishing and maintaining the essential pre-condition – competitive
advantage. As a result US organizations and institutions in all economic, social and
political systems, cannot effectively compete. No matter how much is invested in
economic, social and political system growth and performance initiatives using financebased planning methods and practices, we continue to decline in ability to compete.
Examples of this unbelievable US leadership behavior that decade after decade continues
to waste resources on what we would expect to have been learned as ineffective are
presented throughout this section.
For starters, pure logic tells us that a financial plan cannot be the basis for a competitive
strategy because the basis for all competitive advantage is not finance but rather
technology acquisition and utilization. Financial resource allocation is only an enabler or
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constraint that must be guided by a technology acquisition and utilization plan. The
competitive strategy is then the foundation for financial planning and all other planning
necessary to successfully operate an organization.
But this reverse ordered thinking is what finance-based planning and decision-making
has gotten away with at the highest levels for over fifty-years. The financial allocation
process, in finance-based planning, is based on optimization of the operation to achieve
and sustain desired profit margin, while ignoring the need to first, maximize the
operation’s competitive capability. Without an operation designed, funded and executed
to achieve and sustain competitive advantage, there can be no sustained profit.
Financial optimization of the operation and maximizing competitive advantage are both
essential but must be executed in the proper sequence. The process of maximizing
operational capability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage must come first
(foundational), before financial resources can be properly allocated to the other
organization function, e.g., research, production, product development, marketing, HR,
and etc. In this way financial allocation and deployment of resources are based on what is
necessary to achieve and sustain competitive advantage, which then results in
maximizing profit.
To maximize profit effective financial allocation requires a mechanism or system that
identifies the specific resources and how those resources must be coordinated and
engaged to achieve and sustain competitive advantage. The competitive advantage
achievement and sustaining “mechanism” in-turn guides, logical and precise financial
allocation. Socrates technology-based planning automated innovation system was
designed to provide that mechanism which would be installed underneath organization
functional planning and financial allocation processes.
The technology-based planning mechanism, systematized and automated in Socrates,
exposes all competitive opportunities and/or threats to be addressed. The exposure of all
opportunities and/or threats triggers the process that identifies the competitive maneuvers
that must be conducted to exploit the opportunities and counter the threats. This process
results in a technology strategy. The technology strategy determines the specific
resources that must be deployed in all other organization functions including, research,
production, marketing, operations and HR to conduct the competitive maneuvers required
to achieve the desired competitive outcomes. Planning and execution to “precisely and
specifically” engage these resources dictate resource allocation – the financial plan.
Operating in the dark, conventional finance-based planners assume that their approach
creates competitive advantage. However, conventional methods of finance-based
planning treat technology as simply another budget allocation to maneuver financially in
the marketplace.
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US leaders have become very good at generating short-term profit as business viability
erodes. Our competitors, on the other hand, are making competitive decisions and taking
action well before their products and services enter the marketplace. When competitor
activities emerge in the marketplace where US planners operate exclusively, focused on
financial manipulation, competitors have already achieved competitive advantage and the
competition is over, (more on this later).
In lieu of a concrete foundation for resource allocation, finance-based planning and
decision-making must be based on the only view these planners and decision-makers
have – the marketplace. In conventional finance-based planning, assumptions that guide
resource allocations come from this marketplace view. Resultant plans are laid out in
financial spreadsheets. These financial spreadsheets serve as the basis for “business
plans,” and “budgets” that support organization management.
The US leads the world in finance-based planning thinking, practices, and supporting
tools. The spreadsheets, budgets and business planning practices, leftover from the
industrial age, are relatively static, outdated and unreliable. But nevertheless these
planning instruments are strictly followed even though the world marketplace is a rapidly
changing competitive environment. Finance-based, market-oriented organization
management cannot achieve competitive advantage against technology-based competitors
operating in the technologyspace.
Because finance-based decision-makers have only the marketplace to observe as their
basis for making decisions, their decisions are considered “market constrained.” As a
side note to be discussed in depth later in this section, MBA schools teach “marketorientation” as a management strength. In the meantime Socrates disrupts this “pillar” of
US finance-based planning and MBA school teaching.
The shift to technology-based planning is necessary to remove the constraints and limits
of the marketplace so that planners and decision-makers can properly coordinate critical
resource allocations, of which finance is included, to achieve competitive advantage.
Competitive advantage then, enables maximization of financial returns and overall
business performance in the marketplace. See Figure 1 below:
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Figure 1: The shift to finance-based planning disrupted US ability to compete

Summary of Socrates’ Disruption of Conventional Thinking at the
Foundational Level
In summary, the disruption caused by Socrates is the shift from finance to technology as
the foundation for planning and decision-making. Effective technology strategy that
achieves competitive advantage is a pre-condition of all other planning because without
competitive advantage, there can be no sustained revenue generation for operations.
Technology strategy (competitive strategy)13 must be developed first to guide resource
allocation to carry out business operations. The questions for finance-based planners are:
•

How can resources, starting with financial resources, be effectively allocated to
maximize financial performance without first knowing what and how resources must
be engaged to achieve competitive advantage?

•

How can other required business planning such as marketing, operations, HR and
sales be coordinated and executed without first knowing what and how resources
must be engaged to achieve and sustain competitive advantage?

13

Reminder: Because technology is the source of all competitive advantage, as concluded
through Socrates worldwide research on competitiveness (See Appendix One, Ten
Findings), Technology strategy and competitive strategy are considered synonymous and
are interchangeable throughout the book.
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•

How can any marketplace actions be considered without a technology-based
competitive strategy to achieve and sustain competitive advantage?

Without the ability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage through superior
technology acquisition and utilization, the process of financial optimization in resource
allocation has no competitive basis. As a result the organization, whatever the scale, will
not operate to effectively compete. Unable to effectively compete, financial return will
eventually decline after exhausting all financial manipulation tactics, and the aggressor
will overtake and absorb the organization or nation.
The following puts technologyspace and marketplace in perspective:
“Anything that takes place in the marketplace, every factor that we see there,
every problem we encounter and every symptom that develops, is a result of
competitive maneuvering, or lack of competitive maneuvering, in the
technologyspace.”
Once this is accepted it is easy to see how the ongoing conventional solutions, all marketfocused, routinely fail. In addition, here are eight truths that will help distinguish
technology-based planning from finance-based planning:
1. Market viability, profit and ROI are the essence of organization survival, growth and
advancement.
2. We are part of a highly competitive global marketplace consisting of sophisticated,
aggressive technology-based planning competitors.
3. Achievement and sustainment of competitive advantage is a pre-condition to market
viability, profit and ROI.
4. Organizations, institutions, and nations with embedded financial, market-focus
planning and decision-making practices cannot achieve and sustain competitive
advantage.
5. Technology is the source of all competitive advantage (See the Ten Findings in
Appendix One) and therefore the proper basis for all planning, decision-making and
organization management.
6. All competitive advantage is determined in the technologyspace, which exists
underneath the marketplace and determines market results.
7. We must be capable of outmaneuvering competitors in the technologyspace first, for
creating and sustaining competitive advantage in the marketplace – Socrates
Automated Innovation was designed for this purpose.
8. The foundation for all planning, decision-making and organization management is
technology acquisition and utilization in the technologyspace.
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The tendency to embrace conventional finance-based and market-focused methods and
practices is a result of an unconsciously accepted set of flawed premises embedded across
our institutions. This is the institutionalization of finance-based, market-oriented
planning and decision-making that puts our inability to compete on automatic cruise
control.
But because finance-based planning is not natural, even though institutionalized in the
US and among close allies, it is also counter-intuitive. Because it is counterintuitive,
occasional and likely inadvertent challenges to this conventional thinking emerge even
from conventional thought leaders.

Conventional Leaders Intuitively Reject Finance-Based Thinking
This section provides specific examples of some of the most credible US conventional
thought leader’s and their occasional struggles with the institutionalized but ineffective
finance-based planning and decision-making process. In all cases the outcomes are
negative as US conventional thought leaders intuitively but unconsciously reject
conventional wisdom only to be pulled back into the ineffective but comfortable status
quo.

Harvard Professor, Dr. Niall Ferguson, “Leaning in the Right Direction”
Dr. Niall Ferguson, Harvard professor, seems to challenge the conventional belief system
as he testifies on US competitiveness. In many ways Dr. Ferguson appears to support
Project Socrates’ findings and solution, even though he may not be aware of Project
Socrates. While he has not embraced technology-based planning as such, he has
intuitively challenged accepted beliefs about certain parts of finance-based planning that
are obviously unnatural and counter-intuitive. He testifies as follows:14
Symptoms of a Problem
In just four years’ time, according to the International Monetary Fund, the U.S.
economy is likely to be overtaken by China’s, if gross domestic product (GDP) is
calculated on the basis of purchasing power parity. For first time since the 1880s,
the United States will no longer have the world’s largest economy. Nor is that the
only sign that the U.S. economy is suffering relative decline. The U.S. stock
market was heavily outperformed by most emerging markets over the past ten
years. The average annual return for American stocks was 0.5% between 2001
and 2011, compared with 11.4% for emerging market stocks. For ordinary
14

Niall Ferguson, Laurence A. Tisch Professor of History, Harvard University,
Testimony for the Commerce, Justice, Science Appropriations Subcommittee, March 28,
2012
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Americans, as well as for international investors, the past decade has been deeply
disappointing. Between 1999 and 2007 – the year when the financial crisis began
– median household income fell in real terms. It has fallen further since then.
According to the National Bureau of Economic Research, the recession caused by
the financial crisis ended two years ago, but the economy still needs to create an
additional 7 million jobs to get back to pre-recession levels, plus another
5    million to match the continued growth in the labor force. This, despite massive
levels of monetary and fiscal stimulus that have, respectively, trebled the size of
the Fed’s balance sheet and nearly doubled the ration of federal debt to GDP.
Yet only a part of America’s problems today can be blamed on the cyclical
consequences of the financial crisis. This is at root a structural crisis, symptoms
of which were already apparent even before the crisis began.
Two important points come from Dr. Ferguson’s testimony that support the necessary
shift from finance-based, market-focused thinking:
1. Dr. Ferguson considers the list of factors observable in the marketplace as being a list
of symptoms. This observation is consistent with Socrates technology-based planning.
In finance-based planning “symptoms” have traditionally been treated as root
problems or even foundations for developing and managing organization
performance programs or, in this case, national economic improvement initiatives. Dr.
Ferguson looks past this conventional view and sees these “symptoms” for what they
actually are – symptoms. The problem Dr. Ferguson sees with symptoms being treated
as root causes of the US economic crisis is that finance-based decision-makers then
deploy resources to chase marketplace symptoms that can only be solved at the root
where competition takes place. In Socrates, probably unknown to Dr. Ferguson, this
is the technologyspace and the solution is an effective technology strategy.
2. The problem we have that results in these symptoms is structural, as Dr. Ferguson
suggests. We agree with Dr. Ferguson and express our views in this book. The
problem is indeed structural as Project Socrates disclosed decades ago. The general
acceptance and practice of finance-based planning, stranding decision-makers with a
myriad of marketplace symptoms, is a fundamental and structural competitive issue.
But it is not certain that even Dr. Ferguson sees the structural problem from the same
fundamental basis as Socrates determined, i.e., planning and decision-making from
the wrong foundation – finance vs. technology.
The testimony continues making a point about competitiveness consistent with Socrates,
which is also discussed elsewhere in this book15:
Traditionally, economists have tended to measure competitiveness rather
narrowly. Defining the concept in terms of internationally comparable unit labor
15
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costs or even simply in terms of exchange rates, we appear to have nothing to
worry about. In fact, since 1980 the U.S. has been one of the most successful
countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) when it comes to controlling unit labor costs.
If the economists’ definition is correct, which it is not as Dr. Fergusson challenges, in that
competitiveness is simply a matter of lower operational costs, specifically labor costs in
this case, and the US is a leader in controlling these costs, why then are we not
competitive?
The case is made once again that economists, using economic/finance-based planning,
define competitive advantage from a finance basis, in terms of unit labor costs in this case.
But keep in mind that since the economist view of everything including competitiveness
is from the marketplace with unlimited factors/symptoms, including unit labor costs, they
can define competitiveness in any way convenient at the time. If the economists’
definition of competitiveness were valid though, as Dr. Ferguson states, the US would
have permanent competitive advantage, as the US has historically been one of the most
successful countries in controlling labor costs.
In this book we discuss the US mindset as being internally focused on operational
efficiency. The assumption is that operational efficiencies that create lower costs of
production automatically increase revenue and therefore create competitive advantage.
Reality though, contradicts these finance-based assumptions. In fact, we are not
competitive because the products and services we deliver most efficiently do not satisfy
customer needs better than competitors. By making our operations more efficient, we
simply become better at producing products and services that do not compete. This is a
perfect example of how finance-based, market-focused planning is flawed to the point of
absurdity and detrimental to US competitiveness. Yet we cling to it like a religion.
In technology-based planning the required maneuvering in the technologyspace provides
the basis for most efficient use of all resources by systematically guiding the allocation of
resources to achieve competitive advantage. But in finance-based planning, economists
believe that efficient manipulation of funds, operational labor costs in this case,
automatically assumes competitive advantage because it ostensibly widens the profit
margin.
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Harvard Professors Porter and Ravkin Support Dr. Ferguson but Remain
Off-Base
From Dr. Ferguson’s testimony we see another list of superficial marketplace factors that
depend on achieving competitive advantage in the technologyspace. Dr. Ferguson cites
writings from Michael Porter and Jan Ravkin of Harvard Business School16:
Lower American wages do not boost U.S. competitiveness. Neither does a cheaper
dollar. A weakened currency makes imports more expensive and discounts the
price of American exports – in essence, it constitutes a national pay cut. Some
steps that reduce firms’ short-term costs, then, actually work against the true
competitiveness of the United States. Whether a nation is competitive hinges
instead on its long-run productivity – that is, the value of goods and services
produced per unit of human, capital, and natural resources. ... Increasing
productivity over the long run should be the central goal of economic policy.
Michael Porter and Jan Ravkin agree at the surface level with both Dr. Ferguson and
what we have determined from Socrates Research: Lower wages do not automatically
boost US competitiveness. Lower wages are simply another superficial factor determined
by the requirements of the technology strategy and not a starting point for creating
competitive advantage. Porter and Ravkin though, are stuck in conventional financebased planning and decision-making at the superficial level unable to see the issue at its
foundational/structural level – finance vs. technology based planning and decisionmaking.
Their superficial view produces another point of contention. For the same reasons as
discussed above on operational efficiency as a foundation for competitiveness,
“productivity” also cannot be a foundation for competitive advantage as Porter and
Ravkin conclude in their statement: “Whether a nation is competitive hinges instead on
its long-run productivity.”
To be clear, productivity is an important factor (symptom or objective) but is not the
foundation for competitive advantage as Porter and Ravkin suggest. The productivity
argument again assumes that cost (finance-based decision-making) is the only factor in
competitive advantage and that productivity is the way to lower cost. Both parts of this
assumption are invalid based on three indisputable facts:
1. Socrates’ in-depth research of all competition worldwide concluded that technology is
the single source of all competitive advantage. As a factor in organization ability to
compete, the level of productivity is determined by the organization’s ability to
acquire and utilize technology for competitive advantage. Even when productivity is
16
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at maximum level, an organization may not be delivering products and services that
compete. Therefore productivity may be one factor in supporting competitive
advantage but a nation’s ability to compete does not “hinge on its long-run
productivity.” Reaching and sustaining a competitive level of productivity hinges
instead on the ability to acquire and use technology better than competitors in the
satisfaction of human needs. Once an organization meets the competitive
requirements through execution of an effective technology strategy, increases in
productivity will be relevant as a force multiplier of operational performance. But
productivity improvement remains irrelevant until the operation is made competitive
through superior capability to acquire and utilize technology in the satisfaction of
human needs.
2. The subsequent history of Socrates under actual market conditions proved that
Socrates is the solution to sustained competitiveness, the precondition to operational
effectiveness including productivity.
3. The overwhelming performance of technology-based economies that produce
products and services that satisfy human needs better than competitors consistently,
throughout history including our own country’s history before its transition to
finance-based planning, win in the marketplace.
As we have illustrated, building products that have competitive advantage is the real key
and the only path for restoring US competitiveness. Productivity is only important when
our operational processes deliver products that compete in the marketplace. Again the
question becomes, “What good is being more productive and more efficient at producing
products and services that do not compete?”
Further, “the value of goods and services produced per unit of human, capital and
natural resources,” as Porter and Ravkin continue, is actually dictated by the
effectiveness of the overall technology strategy. The technology strategy then, is the
driver for economic policy not productivity, as the writers inaccurately conclude.
Technology strategies that achieve and sustain competitive advantage are the true basis
for national economic policy.
The technology strategy is developed and executed from the technologyspace and is then,
the natural driver for subsequent policy, planning and decision-making. We must make
this shift in thinking if we are to restore US competitiveness.
What happens next when our leaders and business advisors continue to operate from
finance-based planning and are able to view only the numerous factors of the marketplace
is counter-productive. Their approach attempts to isolate and address the superficial
factors of the marketplace without first developing the foundational
technology/competitive strategy. Without the foundational competitive strategy these
numerous factors of the marketplace cannot be coordinated and addressed in a plan. It is
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like trying to navigate the ocean in a boat without a rudder. Every wave and wind change
is equivalent to the myriad marketplace factors. But with a rudder in place as the vessels
guiding mechanism, navigation is relatively simple and straightforward.
Michael Porter and Jan Ravkin’s testimony goes on to list seventeen marketplace
“macroeconomic and microeconomic variables for restoring US competitiveness:”17
1. macroeconomic policy: soundness of government budgetary, interest rate, and
monetary policies
2. effectiveness of the political system: ability of the government to pass effective
laws
3. protection of physical and intellectual property rights and lack of corruption
4. efficiency of legal framework: modest legal costs; swift adjudication
5. complexity of the national tax code
6. K-12 education system: universal access to high-quality education; curricula
that prepare students for productive work
7. logistics infrastructure
8. communications infrastructure
9. high-quality universities
10. context for entrepreneurship: availability of capital for high quality ideas;
ease of setting up new businesses; lack of stigma for failure
11. availability of skilled labor
12. flexibility in hiring and firing of workers
13. innovation infrastructure
14. regulation: Effective and predictable regulations without unnecessary burden
on firms
15. strength of clusters: geographic concentrations of related firms
16. quality of capital markets: ease of firm access to appropriate capital, capital
allocated to most profitable investments
17. sophistication of firm management and operations
Constrained by the market-focus of finance-based planning and traditional economic
models, this list is simply another of many such lists coming from US thought leaders
that have some merit in identifying marketplace factors (referred to as symptoms by Dr.
Ferguson) that will be addressed but attempt to do so without a guiding foundation. That
foundation is an authentic competitive strategy. 18 Project Socrates provided the means to
17
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Ten Findings), technology strategy and competitive strategy are considered synonymous
and are interchangeable throughout the book.
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make the foundational shift by executing technology-based planning through automated
innovation. It is carried out in the technologyspace operating underneath the marketplace.

Socrates Dismisses Dr. Christensen’s “Disruptive Technology”
Professor Clayton Christensen, Harvard University, is credited with discovering
“disruptive technology,” and published a book on it in 1997, The Innovator's Dilemma:
When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail. The concept of disruptive
technology is to introduce new technology into the marketplace, “disrupting” the status
quo and negating all other competitor perceived advantages.
The “innovator’s dilemma,” is the subject of the next example and although receives
high praise among US technology elitists offers little more than a basis for consulting
services rendered to uninformed business managers. The “dilemma” in Dr. Christensen’s
innovator’s dilemma is whether to shift resources toward defending against the incoming
disruptive technology or to keep resources focused on current revenue generating
products and services that may eventually be made obsolete.
Before we discuss Christensen’s disruptive technology/innovation or the innovator’s
dilemma, we must clear up a potential point of confusion. Wikipedia, generally a very
useful source, has complicated the explanation of disruptive technology/innovation and
must be corrected before we move on. Here Wikipedia’s explanation of the concept that
attempt to differentiate disruptive technology and disruptive innovation:19
“The term "disruptive technology" has been widely used as a synonym of
"disruptive innovation", but the latter is now preferred, because market
disruption has been found to be a function usually not of technology itself but
rather of its changing application.”
To avoid confusion from the point Wikipedia tries to make in the quote above, (“market
disruption has been found to be a function usually not of technology itself but rather of
its changing application,”) this statement is false indicating a lack of understanding of
technology. The confusion, at least in part, results from Dr. Christensen and Wikipedia’s
view of technology from the marketplace rather than the technologyspace. The
marketplace view defines technology in term of its application to a business model. From
the technologyspace view, the laws of physics correctly define technology not its
application. Please review The Four Dimensions of Technologyspace in the section
titled, The Heart of the Solution – Technologyspace, in Chapter 2.
The fact is that “changing the application” of technology is simply a natural attribute
common in all technology. This attribute is a function of technology made possible by the
19
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laws of physics. The change in application does not change the technology because the
laws of physics that define the technology remain the same regardless of the application.
The capability of technology to cross multiple applications is an attribute that broadens
the function of a technology not to be separated from the technology itself. This attribute
of technology defines the “capability dimension” of the technologyspace governed only
by the laws of physics, not market application.
Continuing with Dr. Clayton Christensen, one of the "world's top management thinkers"
according to his website, the following discussion puts his disruptive technology a.k.a.,
disruptive innovation in proper perspective.
For years market-based planners, venture capitalists (VCs) for example, have used the
phrase disruptive technology/innovation to describe a strategy for rapidly opening up and
penetrating markets. Start-ups typically strive to “disrupt the marketplace” using
advanced technology in products that radically change market status quo.
In disruptive innovation/technology a competitor disrupts the marketplace by introducing
technology that increases product or service capabilities that satisfy customer needs better
than the other products or services available. Disruptive innovation throws competitors
off balance and is especially difficult for finance-based, market-oriented planners to
respond as in the eyes of conventional planner’s disruptive technology maneuvers appear
to come out of nowhere. It follows then that US conventional thinkers generally view
technology innovation as unpredictable, occurring coincidentally and therefore, cannot be
planned, managed or defended against until it is too late. This borders on insanity but is a
reality in the US and many allied countries that coincidently are declining with no end to
the downward plunge in sight.
Venture capitalists may have mixed feelings hearing that their disruptive technology, so
important in making decisions on which ventures to invest, is actually very predictable
and easily defended against by technology-based planners. On the one hand competing in
the US marketplace against other finance-based, market-oriented competitors, the
concept of disruptive technology may remain an effective approach for the time being.
But on the other hand as more and more technology-based planning competitors enter the
domestic marketplace, success ratios will continue to drop for VCs who rely on
disruptive technology as a key investment decision criterion. Venture capitalists who
make the shift to technology-based planning and possess the proper tools have a decisive
advantage.
Dr. Christensen's dedication to his work is appreciated across all continents, and his
accomplishments in the conventional world are admirable. He would without doubt
embrace technology-based planning if properly exposed.
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However, Dr. Christensen's acceptance and wide influence in support of conventional
planning methods, finance-based and market-oriented, adds to the problem of declining
US competitiveness.
The following excerpt from BusinessWeek’s Tom Keene’s interview with Dr. Clayton
Christensen in early 2013 illustrates a general lack of understanding of competition in the
21st century world marketplace at the highest academic levels. When Tom Keene asked,
"Why is it so hard for senior managers to spot a threat (disruptive innovation)?" Dr.
Christensen responds:
“There’s a fundamental problem about the world, which is that data is only
available about the past. If you wait until the data is clear that you’re getting
disrupted, you’re going to be taking action when the game is over.”20
Dr. Christensen is stuck in the conventional retroactive marketplace view of the world:
1. First of all, the data on so-called disruptive technology is available in real-time from
idea generation through research and development way before the product is release
into the marketplace.
2. Second, since the data is available during the entire process from idea generation,
through development and release into the marketplace, there is no reason to make
decisions on past data after the fact, i.e., getting disrupted and taking action when
the game is over.
Coming from the traditional finance-based planning constrained with only a market-view,
Dr. Christensen and followers cannot see where competition is actually taking place and
therefore only see the resulting data including actual products, new product features and
services when it surfaces and therefore, disrupts the marketplace. From this viewpoint
managers and the experts who advise them are unable to make accurate competitive
decisions.
Dr. Christensen's response to the question may have been better advice if he had been
better informed from the technologyspace and simply said:
Managers cannot spot potential threats because they are not looking in the right
place, where competition takes place and the data is available - the
technologyspace.
Socrates enabled planners and decision-makers to access the data Dr. Christensen says
does not appear until it is too late, well before the marketplace is disrupted. Data at each
20
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step of the innovation process is available in real-time and can be tracked and analyzed
well before the ensuing competitor products bearing technology innovations appear in the
marketplace. Socrates has done this systematically for thirty years dating back to the
1980s with incredible results.
In the finance-based and market-focused belief system technology innovation by
competitors is unpredictable, happens swiftly and is only visible after the technology has
been launched into the marketplace. In this belief system competitor innovation is
surprising, without warning and almost always disruptive.
Since technology innovation is not something that takes place overnight and the data
progression can be gathered, analyzed and tracked well before it is in the marketplace, no
reason exists that technology innovation should ever be disruptive.
The data available in the technologyspace using the tools developed in Socrates exposes
all competitors, their individual technology strategies, the exact disruptive maneuvers
they are planning, the organization’s vulnerabilities and the maneuvers required to avoid
the disruption.
One of the biggest problems for the US is that our most revered advisors and thought
leaders are stuck in a belief system that simply has not worked for decades. And this
belief system, created through an anomaly in the first place, permeates our social,
economic and political systems and institutions. US thought leaders must step back and
take another look at what they have been doing and then make changes in their thinking
for the good of the country.

Dr. Christensen’s Innovator’s Dilemma is “Self-Inflicted”
Conventional thinking and resulting behaviors create an innovator’s dilemma. But the
dilemma is self-inflicted by the embedded practices of finance-based planning and
market-orientation. Socrates disrupts this self-infliction of the innovator’s dilemma.
In his book The Innovator's Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to
Fail, Dr. Clayton Christensen, Harvard University, concluded that by putting too much
emphasis on customers' current needs companies fail to adopt new technology that will
meet customer requirements of the future. This failure causes these companies to
eventually fall behind.
This dilemma is self-inflicted and absolutely avoidable.
The innovator’s dilemma is an extended story of disruptive technology/innovation. Here
is what is actually happening that has led to the inadvertent discovery of the innovator’s
dilemma.
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Aggressive technology-based competitors, operating in technologyspace to create and
sustain competitive advantage, find glaring opportunities that disrupt finance-based
market-oriented managements. These competitors isolate a customer segment, “punch a
hole” using technology unavailable to competitors, and then generate competitive
advantage in satisfaction of one or more human needs. From this foothold these
technology-based planners can expand in any direction desired.
This is how Japanese companies, Honda in the following example, entered the US
automotive market. The disruption with new innovation aimed at a specific customer
segment enabled a competitor, like Honda, to isolate and capture a segment of the market
previously owned by the industry’s leading company(s). The leading companies in this
case, GM, Ford and Chrysler were willing to give up a portion of this customer segment,
purchasing low-end economy cars, because profit margins were not as good as the
margins in other segments. So why bother? From a financial planning perspective the
cost of defending that low margin segment was more than letting it go and then simply
plowing more money into high-margin products. This “static” financial maneuver in the
marketplace allocated more funds to the high-end, high-margin segment with the
expectation that it would more than offset the projected loss of revenue from the low-end
low-margin segment.
The beachhead established by the Japanese car company, positioned Honda and other
Japanese car companies to systematically expand through superior technology acquisition
and utilization to satisfy additional customer needs across other market segments.
Japanese car companies were easily outcompeting US companies in the technologyspace
while industry leaders, GM, Ford and Chrysler, remained preoccupied in manipulating
the economics. Their decision to address the dilemma was purely economic driven to
hold onto high margin market segments at the expense of, what would be, and expanding
loss of competitiveness in all auto segments.
Technology-based competitors, like Honda, take over industry after industry through
coherent near-, mid-, and long-term technology strategies while US companies respond
economically and watch their share of market disappear.
An article by Paul B. Farrell recently posted in MarketWatch21 features two of the
greatest “conventional” business thinkers in the world. Again Dr. Clayton Christensen
takes center stage with Andy Grove, renowned ex-CEO of Intel.
Excerpts from Mr. Farrell’s posting and comments on Dr. Christensen’s disruptive
innovation and innovator’s dilemma follow:

21
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“The story really begins with Christensen’s theory of innovation. In a Wired
article Jeff Howe said back in 1997 “Clayton Christensen changed business
thinking forever. ‘The Innovator’s Dilemma’ looked at industries ranging from
disk drives to steel to mechanical excavators and exposed a surprising
phenomenon.”
“When big companies fail, it’s often not because they do something wrong but
because they do everything right. Successful businesses ... are trained to focus on
what he calls sustaining innovations — innovations at the profitable, high end of
the market, making things incrementally bigger, more powerful, and more
efficient.” But “this leaves companies vulnerable to the disruptive innovations
that emerge in the murky, low-margin bottom of the market.”
This “surprising phenomenon” Dr. Christensen discovered and the conclusions reached
illustrate the wide-breadth of finance-based, market-constrained thinking in America
providing further evidence of why we are unable to compete. The conventional approach
engrained at the highest levels of US thought leaders set up companies for astute
technology-based planners who have, for decades, been executing isolation and flanking
maneuvers through what Dr. Christensen finally glimpsed and named “disruptive
innovation.” This scenario, repeated many thousands of times on US companies, led to
this unnecessary self-inflicted innovator’s dilemma. Generally oblivious to technologybased planning, US leaders consistently choose the economic path in addressing the
dilemma.
In Mr. Farrell’s article, we see at least three areas where Socrates disrupted the
conventional thinking and teachings of so-called, disruptive innovation and the
innovator’s dilemma:
1. Disruptive Innovation (Technology), dismissed by Socrates as described above, leads
to another related discovery of flawed conventional thinking, The Innovator’s
Dilemma. To paraphrase a Sekora quote, these false conclusions based on superficial
data produce invalid solutions that end up being hailed as major breakthroughs.
They are misleading and cause major setbacks in US competitiveness.
2. The Innovator’s Dilemma, like disruptive innovation, is self-inflicted because of US
planners’ inability or unwillingness to shift from finance to technology-based
planning. The result is that US planner/innovators are stranded at the market level
where they try in vain to compete following flawed but institutionalized financebased, market-focused training, practices and methods supported in MBA education.
3. MBA schools actually do more harm to the US economy than good, as even Dr.
Christensen infers in the article, but certainly a conclusion supported by Socrates
findings.
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The third area is perhaps the most dangerous of the three areas Mr. Farrell brought out in
his article and is thoroughly presented in the section below, MBA Schools Do More
Harm than Good.
In the example presented by Mr. Farrell though, the disruption was at the lower end
customer segment, but in reality an isolation and flanking maneuver can be aimed at any
customer segment. Sony, another astute Japanese technology-based planning company,
penetrated the TV market at the high end. This was an isolation and flanking maneuver
which Dr. Christensen and followers would call disruptive innovation.
The target for an isolation maneuver is actually selected by determining which segment is
most vulnerable to technology innovation to achieve competitive advantage and has
greatest potential payoff through expansion. Technology-based planners can identify
these vulnerabilities very easily and can even project the defensive maneuvers that
competitors are likely to conduct.
In technology-based planning potential payoff is a key factor in selecting the segment to
exploit but is not simply measured in terms of immediate financial ROI and profit.
Technology-based planning companies, with an unlimited view of the technologyspace,
have the ability to maneuver far in advance so that potential payoff is not only measured
near-term but mid- and long-term as well. With this capability, selecting the initial
market segment to exploit takes into consideration which segment(s) will enable widest
expansion most expeditiously while expending the least resources.

Open Innovation as Practiced is Obsolete
The popular concept of Open Innovation illustrates another example of how Socrates
disrupts conventional thinking. Dr. Henry Chesbrough promotes Open Innovation,
another traditional tool for technology innovation that many US companies with only a
market view of technology and competition use. The Open Innovation website at the
University of California Berkeley describes and applies Open Innovation through the
Berkeley Innovation Forum as follows22:
Open Innovation: the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to
accelerate innovation. With knowledge now widely distributed, companies cannot
rely entirely on their own research, but should acquire inventions or intellectual
property from other companies when it advances the business model.
The Berkeley Innovation Forum is a membership organization hosted by Dr.
Henry Chesbrough and the Program in Open Innovation. In brief, the Berkeley
22
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Innovation Forum is a community of innovation leaders that meet to exchange
ideas, issues, and practices in innovation management, and to fund research of
interest to the group. Through an environment of non-competing companies, BIF
members explore new ways to advance the management of innovation by
engaging openly with one another.
Before Socrates, when no way existed to systematically map the total technologyspace,
open innovation as practiced by the Berkeley Innovation Forum may have had a useful
purpose in its present form, i.e., capturing and using “purposive inflows and outflows of
knowledge to accelerate innovation.” But Socrates automates the entire process of open
innovation, shifts the data collection source from “expert opinion” to automated factbased research and provides additional functionality that makes open innovation as
practiced today inefficient, extremely limited in scope and depth and therefore obsolete.
Socrates displays the entire universe of technology or any slice as defined by the end item
purpose. The widely distributed knowledge acquired and used in open innovation
sessions is only a minor part of the total data required and therefore possesses large
discontinuity gaps. These sessions are then not reliable against mature technology-based
planning systems of our world competitors. System Socrates automatically captures the
full range of all data required and available, and then maps it for analysis.
Socrates goes much further by providing far more than the distributive knowledge aspect
of open innovation. In Socrates, users see the universe of technology for any slice in its
totality, as it is in reality not limited by expert opinion and conjecture.
The technologyspace is not static but constantly changing as the players in
technologyspace execute their maneuvers for competitive advantage. As discussed above,
if you are not operating in the technologyspace you are blind to the maneuvers of your
competitors and potential partners as well, rendering you competitively vulnerable in the
marketplace.
A Socrates-generated view from the technologyspace has enabled us to see all possible
cross-pollinations well beyond the limits of expert input groups of any size and any
diversity. Socrates maps all technologies available and required for any end item, at any
scale exposing where the technologies are active and how scientists, researchers and
planners are using them for any purpose anywhere in the world. The fact that
technologyspace structure and capability dimensions are based on the laws of physics, a
closed data set, means that there are no discontinuities, eliminating conjecture, ambiguity
and probability that we get from traditional open innovation sessions.
Open Innovation as practiced today is obsolete. However, the teams that currently
sponsor and manage open innovation sessions could instead access Socrates to
accomplish and significantly enhance the function of consolidating and applying
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distributed knowledge much more comprehensively, efficiently, with greater speed and
with better accuracy. With the Technologyspace Map® and Navigation Tool®, these
teams would take on the higher-level role of developing and managing strategy to
achieve and deliver their ultimate goals.

MBA Schools Do More Harm than Good
The degree of institutionalization of finance-based planning in America is overwhelming.
At this point permanent transition back to the natural foundation for decision-making,
technology-based planning, through America’s thought leaders and institutional
operations may be too great a task in the short amount of time we have. In the meantime
our education institutions serve to support the flawed practices of planning and decisionmaking in the US reinforcing the downward spiral.
To Dr. Christensen’s credit though, according to Jeff Howe of Wired23, Dr. Christensen
suggested in his research resulting in The Innovator’s Dilemma that big companies that
“do everything right” are actually being trained to make them vulnerable to disruptive
innovation by competitors, inflicting the innovator’s dilemma. Dr. Christensen’s
observation here appears to be one of those cases where a thought leader had an insight
about conventional planning being flawed, but failed to follow through and eventually
drifted back to the comfort zone of conventional thinking.
It may be surprising that the simplistic approach to business as exposed in the following
article as flawed is considered a revelation especially since our leaders have been trained
and have followed this conventional approach for decades only to have so many failings,
industry after industry. Yet MBA schools, led by Dr. Christensen’s Harvard, continue to
turn out business leaders with Harvard MBAs trained in the fallacies of finance-based
planning and market orientation, the source of the innovator’s dilemma and self-inflicted
disruptive innovation.
If we make only one point in this book, that a fundamental shift from finance-based,
market oriented planning to authentic technology-based planning is imperative, we will
have made a huge leap forward in our ability as a nation to compete in the world
marketplace. As Dr. Christensen infers and Socrates has proven, our leaders in every
sector are literally trained to be non-competitive. That is one reason we have been
declining and will continue to decline until we make that shift back to authentic
technology-based planning, we are retrained and technology-based planning is reinstitutionalized.
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Here is a short story that illustrates the point24:
This true story involves an intricate look at technology-based planning via automated
innovation, which delivered the technology strategy you are about to see. Readers may
find the walkthrough of an authentic technology strategy taxing and some have suggested
leaving it out of the book or at least “simplifying” it. But most Americans have never
experienced a true technology/competitive strategy making it hard to imagine the
thoroughness required to address the complexities of achieving and sustaining
competitive advantage in todays world marketplace. For that reason and the fact that this
approach must become routine in America if we are to preserve our status in the world,
you are encouraged to walkthrough the following scenario that includes a summary of an
authentic technology strategy. Rest assured though that Socrates Generation-3 makes the
actual process of developing and managing technology strategy in real life relatively
simple and straightforward.
It is my sincere hope that leaders of US and allied organizations in all sectors, industry,
academia, capital markets and government learn from this example and take action to
begin the massive transformation that must take place.
The company was Kodak. In the mid-1990s Kodak hired Sekora and team to develop a
technology strategy for Digital Theatrical Motion Imaging Systems (DTMIS) among
other initiatives. The team created a Technologyspace Map® for each initiative to guide
technology strategy development and execution. As you will see, the resulting technology
strategy developed for DTMIS by Sekora and team would enable Kodak to achieve and
sustain industry dominance in the inevitable transition to DTMIS while simultaneously
protecting their traditional leadership in film as it declined and phased out.
An early finding was that instead of one competitor, as the MBA analysis had suggested
after looking only at competing products existing in the marketplace, the Socrates map
revealed twenty-two. The map further laid out all short, mid- and long-term technology
strategies of each competitor. The twenty-two competitors were executing or preparing to
execute twenty-seven offensive and defensive maneuvers. The Socrates Threat Report
laid out competitor maneuvers in detail. Here is a summary from the detailed Threat
Report of the competitive maneuvers being conducted or in planning against Kodak:
Technology Frontal Offensives – Three competitors were executing frontal offensives
going head-to-head with Kodak in its reign over the film market:
•

AT&T – high-level threat because of their significant resources; attacking using
leading fiber optic technology
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•
•

Pioneer – medium-level threat; attacking using GEO satellite technology
Hewlett-Packard – low-level threat; attacking via fiber optic technology, but not
nearly with the capability of AT&T

Technology Flank Offensive – Three competitors were conducting flanking maneuvers
(disruptive technology in conventional speak) using unexpected technology with superior
capability to satisfy one or more customer needs designed to knock Kodak off balance:
•
•
•

Hughes/JVC – high-level threat; flanking by using CRT LCD projector technology,
which is the leading performer
Schneider – medium-level of threat; attempting to flank using laser acousto-optic
projector technology
New Visual Entertainment – low-level of threat; attempting to flank via development
of high risk 3-D DTMIS technology

Technology Envelopment Offensive – Competitors were planning fourteen
envelopment maneuvers (four considered high-level) to squeeze Kodak between multiple
fronts. For example, one of these maneuvers was attacking Kodak’s ability to excel in
customer needs satisfaction for picture sharpness, brightness and resolution – three
different fronts:
•
•
•
•

Hughes/JVC – high-level threat; leading projector technology for sharpness,
brightness, and resolution
Mitsubishi – high-level threat; multiple applications of DTMIS in business and
leisure
Time Warner – high-level threat; multiple transmission technologies for DTMIS
Heinrich Hertz Institute – high-level threat; multiple DTMIS technologies

Technology Encirclement Offensive – Nine encirclement offensives (five considered
high level) were being planned or executed to lock Kodak out of key technologies needed
to sustain competitive advantage in their traditional areas of strengths:
•
•
•
•
•

Sony – highest level of threat; possesses technology for complete technology path;
many technologies were world leading
CINENET – highest level of threat; possesses technology for complete technology
path; possess strong technologies in entire technology path
Matsushita – high level of threat; possesses most of the required technology for
technology path; some technologies were world leading
Mitsubishi – high level threat; possesses most of required technology for technology
path; forming alliances for acquisition of leading technologies
Philips – high level threat; possesses most technologies required for complete
technology path; possess significant technology in some areas of technology path
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Technology Mobility Offensive – Twenty-five mobility maneuvers (five considered
high level) brought existing technology into the competition from outside considered
beyond the reach of Kodak:
•
•
•
•
•

Pacific Bell – high-level threat; attacking by maneuvering in fiber optic telecom
technology; possess extensive fiber optic net already in use
AT&T – high-level threat; attacking by maneuvering in fiber optic telecom
technology; possess leading edge fiber optic technology
Hitachi – high-level threat; attacking by maneuvering in broadcast technology;
possess extensive technology for broadcast capture, transmitting and display
Hughes – high-level threat; attacking by maneuvering in GEO satellite telecom
technology; possess leading technology and experience
Time Warner – high-level threat; attacking by maneuvering in multiple telecom
technologies; one of the largest transmission operations in US at the time

Technology Isolation Offensive – Sixteen isolation maneuvers (2 considered high level)
were being planned or executed to establish footholds in Kodak’s business that would
then be used to expand into other market segments:
•
•

Sony – high-level threat; executing two technology isolation maneuvers – digital
cameras and digital sound systems
Toshiba – high-level threat; executing tightly focused effort on customer need of
“variety of sources”

Technology Flank Position Defensives – Two flanking defensive maneuvers were being
planned and executed to undercut Kodak’s areas of strength:
•
•

Dolby Labs – high-level threat; possess leading technology in digital audio for
theaters
British Telecom – medium-level threat; attempting to develop its own DTMIS system
technology independent of CINENET

Technology Monitoring and Positioning Alliance Defensives – Competitors were
conducting three monitoring and positioning defensives to provide maximum lead-time
for integration of their technology into DTMIS:
•
•
•

Dolby Labs – medium-level threat; monitoring DTMIS to ensure that Dolby Labs
technology is integrated into DTMIS
AMC – low-level threat; monitoring DTMIS technology developments and gauging
interests of movie studios as an indicator of market potential for their technology
Virgin – low-level threat; monitoring DTMIS technology developments and gauging
quality of image projection
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From a market view and finance-based foundation Kodak could not see any of this
coming. The MBAs were looking at their existing capabilities on existing film
technology that was superior to the only competitor they thought they had while
assuming they were safely protected by their patents and copyrights. From that view they
would simply continue to manipulate funds, ride the film technology cash cow and
maximize ROI. In their naïve arrogance they were convinced that the industry would
never go digital.
What Sekora presented opened up a whole new picture. The technology strategy laid out
all the threats one by one, validated them and then showed how to counter each of these
competitor maneuvers. This holistic technology strategy not only provided the defensive
maneuvers required, but just as important it presented Kodak’s offensive maneuvers that
assured competitive advantage against all rivals individually in the near-, mid- and longterm. Through this strategy, Kodak would have retained film industry leadership as long
as that technology was relevant while managing the transition to digital and then
systematically dominating that industry – Digital Theatrical Motion Imaging Systems.
The specific maneuvers of the technology strategy to counter competitor threats, maintain
competitive advantage in the near-term, achieve and then sustain competitive advantage
in the mid- and long-term are summarized as follows:
Kodak Technology Strategy (Summary)
Four concentric spheres of technology maneuvers each directed against a different target
but all centered on ultimately achieving these objectives:
•
•
•

Fully exploit the current film industry which Kodak historically dominated
Manage the industry’s transition to digital
Establish Kodak as the dominant player in Digital Theatrical Motion Imaging
Systems (DTMIS).

Four spheres and targets:
Present Sphere: Enhance and protect leadership in current film-oriented industry
against DTMIS technology inroads.
Near-Term Sphere: Establish numerous "independent" footholds in DTMIS.
Mid-Term Sphere: Leverage footholds into strong DTMIS industry team.
Long-Term Sphere: Establish Kodak as the dominant player in DTMIS.
Kodak was to execute all four spheres of the technology maneuvers simultaneously in a
cumulative fashion. Each sphere provided a competitive advantage independently while
supporting the achievement of the final objective. The execution process would not allow
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competitors to see Kodak’s four-sphere strategy as in unfolded which would otherwise
enable them to disrupt Kodak's achievement of final objective.
Each sphere consisted of multiple offensive and defensive technology maneuvers and
constant monitoring and re-positioning. Each competitor maneuver, being planned or
executed, was identified in advance and countered.
Present Sphere Technology Maneuvers – Enhance film technology & "protect" against
DTMIS technology to fully exploit current state of “film” oriented industry
The objective of Present Sphere technology maneuvers was to manage the industry's
transition from film to DTMIS such that it is most advantageous for Kodak. Managing
the industry’s inevitable transition to DTMIS consisted of a series of straightforward
technology acquisition and utilization maneuvers that would take advantage of Kodak’s
current leadership in film technology while establishing and fortifying its capability to
dominate DTMIS at a time most beneficial to Kodak.
This set of actions in the Present Sphere enhanced existing film technology abilities to
keep it viable as long as possible while simultaneously:
•
•
•

Monitoring the viability of DTMIS to enable Kodak to know when to transition from
film to DTMIS
Positioning Kodak to most effectively transition into DTMIS
Generating funds to assist Kodak in its transition into DTMIS (i.e. the next sphere)

For Kodak to generate maximum profits in the present, it had to exploit its present
technology base (i.e., film technology) as long as possible but transition to DTMIS before
the cost of entry into the new technology became substantial.
Technology Maneuvers:
•
•

Continue present R&D efforts in film enhancement
Execute Monitoring-positioning technology alliance defensive maneuvers for:
• AMLCD projectors – TAO/Shonan Inst of Tech/Chiba U
• CRT projectors – Barco, Ampro, & NEC
• CRT driven LCD projectors – Hughes/JVC, Ampro, Barco, Simac
• AMLCD projectors – Hughes
• CRT displays – Mitsubishi (Diamond Vision Mark series)
• DMD projectors – TI, Sony, Digital Projection, sVision
• Laser acousto-optic projectors – Sony, LDT, LaserCreation, COLOR & Samsung
• Laser array projectors – Laser Power Corp., Boeing
• Laser CRT projectors – Principia/P.N. Lebedev
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LED displays – Mitsubishi, HP, Lighthouse
Organic LED displays – Idemitsu, ATRI, Princeton, & Yamagata U
Polymer dispersed LC projectors – Mitsubishi, Sharp, NHK, Sumitomo, Science
U, Raychem, Adv Displays
• The Electronic Cinema Study Group
• The Hollywood Studios
• Satellite Transmission – Hughes Network Systems
• Complete DTMIS Systems – eCinemaNet, iFilm Network, Globix, Tribeca,
Microsoft, Panasonic, Sony, Quantel and NTT
Execute a Technology mobility defense maneuver using TI/Kodak’s non-cinemagrade DMD technology for Cinesite
•
•
•

•

Near-Term Sphere Technology Maneuvers – Establish numerous "independent"
footholds in DTMIS
Without appearing to be pursuing DTMIS, Kodak established within DTMIS a strong
beachhead that would be difficult to counter. First would be to execute four technology
isolation offensives, which would establish four independent footholds in DTMIS for:
•
•
•
•

Image digitization
Digital movie cameras and visual recorders
Digital signal projectors
Digital audio

Once Kodak established the initial four footholds, a second set of maneuvers would
execute two separate technology encirclement offensives on either end of the DTMIS
technology path. The two technology encirclement offensives then would become one
technology envelopment offensive for the entire DTMIS technology path.
These two sets of maneuvers weakened the technology encirclement offensives of some
of Kodak’s most dangerous competitors while establishing an impenetrable beachhead
for Kodak within DTMIS from which they could launch further expansion across all
DTMIS market opportunities.
Technology Maneuvers:
•

•

Image digitization
• Execute technology isolation offensive using Philip’s Spirit Data Scanner
technology.
• Execute technology alliance with Rainmaker for “DataLab” technology.
Digital movie cameras and visual recorders
• Execute technology alliance with Ikegami for development of non-integrated
digital movie camera and visual recorder technology.
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Use Ikegami/Kodak technology to execute technology flank attack and technology
isolation maneuver against Sony’s & Hitachi’s integrated digital cameras.
• Execute monitoring-positioning technology alliance defense against Panavision
and Arri for their non-integrated digital movie cameras.
Digital projectors
• First, aggressively expand technology alliance with Texas Instruments for
cinema-grade DMD projector technology.
• Use TI/Kodak technology to execute technology flank attack against Sony’s &
Digital Projection’s non-cinema-grade DMD projector.
• Next, execute monitoring-positioning technology alliance defense with Silicon
Light Machines, Iridigm and Etalon for projector technology.
• If viable, execute Technology alliance with Silicon Light Machines for GLV
projector, Iridigm or Etalon for interferometric modulator projector.
• Use SLM, Iridigm, Eatlon and Kodak technology to execute a technology flank
attack against Sony and Digital Projection’s cinema-grade DMD projector.
Digital audio
• First, execute technology alliance for Dolby’s Surround Sound technology.
• Second, launch technology flank attacks against Sony’s SDDS system technology
and Digital Theater Systems’ DTS technology.
•

•

•

Mid-Term Sphere Technology Maneuvers – Leverage footholds into a strong DTMIS
team
Expand from beachhead to building a complete DTMIS team, which is able to encircle
the DTMIS technologyspace and block competitors from competing.
Expansion would be achieved through the execution of six technology alliances that
would bring DTMIS technology to Kodak that was out of reach for competitors. These
maneuvers are called technology mobility offensives enabling the Kodak team to execute
a technology encirclement of the entire DTMIS technologyspace.
The results would block the efforts of competitor organizations outside of the Kodak
team from entering DTMIS technologyspace effectively and then place Kodak in the
position to execute the long-term sphere technology maneuvers.
Technology Maneuvers:
•

•

Aggressively execute technology alliances with Time Warner for the technologies of:
• Cable networks
• Fiber optic networks
• GEO satellites
Aggressively execute technology alliance with Qualcomm for the technology of:
• LEO satellites
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•

•

•
•

Aggressively execute technology alliances with Disney for the technologies of:
• Image creative signal content
• Image signal production facilities
• Image signal generation and manipulation
Aggressively execute technology alliances with Philips for the technologies of:
• Fiber optic networks
• GEO satellites
• Optical disk systems
Aggressively execute technology alliances with Lucas THX for the technologies of:
• Electronic cinema specifications
Aggressively execute technology alliances with ETC group:
• Fully-integrated digital HD transmission technology

Long-Term Sphere Technology Maneuvers – Establish Kodak as the dominant player
in DTMIS.
The long-term set of maneuvers placed Kodak in control of the technology encirclement
offensive for DTMIS and gives Kodak control of the DTMIS technologyspace.
Kodak would achieve the objective through the execution of five technology alliances in
the near- and long-term to acquire and then maintain control of two lesser DTMIS
technologies, compression/decompression and digital data storage, not controlled by the
other members of the technology encirclement offensive team. This action positioned
Kodak as the dominant member of the team and the dominant player in DTMIS.
Kodak could do this because the technology encirclement offensive of DTMIS
technologies gave Kodak overriding control of the DTMIS technologyspace.
Technology Maneuvers:
•

•

Compression/decompression
• First, execute a technology alliance with Florida Atlantic University for
compression/decompression algorithms.
• Then, using FAU/Kodak technology, execute technology flank attack.
• Simultaneously execute monitoring-positioning technology alliance defensive
maneuvers with Quvis for compression/decompression technology.
• Also,
execute
a
technology
alliance
with
DemograFX
for
compression/decompression and encryption technology.
Digital data storage
• Aggressively execute technology alliance with EMC for magnetic storage
technology for the near-term.
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•
•
•

Continue with technology alliance with IBM for magnetic storage technology for
the longer term.
Continue with technology alliance with LOTS technology for optical tape storage
technology for the longer term.
Execute monitoring-positioning technology alliance defensive maneuvers for:
• Optical tape storage – Creo Products
• Electronic storage systems – Zytel
• Holographic storage systems – Stanford, California Institute of Technology
and IBM

What you have just seen is a summary of an authentic holistic technology strategy as
generated in Socrates Technology-Based Planning Automated Innovation. Achieving and
sustaining competitive advantage is essential for survival as Kodak and other US
companies are hopefully discovering. Achieving and sustaining competitive advantage is
an ongoing, continuous process carried out in the technologyspace that provides the
foundation for all organization planning and decision-making. MBAs are not trained in
this process, but if we are to survive as a superpower, we must prepare future leaders
properly to compete.
The result of shifting back to the natural basis for planning and decision-making,
technology acquisition and utilization to satisfy human needs, is an ongoing competitive
advantage that efficiently allocates all resources and ensures business viability
indefinitely.
Sekora and team presented this technology strategy to Kodak’s decision-making group of
technology experts on one side and MBAs and financial people on the other side of the
conference table. The CEO was at the head. Discussion went on for hours, sometimes
heated. It was the technology experts against the MBAs. In the end the CEO, trained and
experienced in MBA school finance-based planning, gave the nod to the MBAs. And the
rest is history.
Kodak was never a viable player in the Digital Theatrical Motion Imaging Systems
market. Kodak held on to its core competency, film technology, which was soon in
decline, never to recover. Its once superior technology became obsolete, flanked by very
astute technology-based planners of competitors. Kodak, once a proud successful model
of American ingenuity went into bankruptcy in January of 2012. The slide to bankruptcy
was long and painful. Its digital imaging patents, once valued at $2.2 billion were sold in
December 2012 for $525 million as part of the bankruptcy plan.
Kodak followed to a tee the navigation chart US business schools laid down as referenced
in Mr. Farrell’s article featuring Dr. Clayton Christensen, Harvard University. This
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scenario continues today in other companies as Socrates aims to disrupt the embedded
thinking and practices that disable our country’s institutions.
The Kodak story is a vivid example of self-inflicted disruptive innovation as illustrated in
Mr. Farrell’s article. Socrates dismisses disruptive innovation as only being a threat if
your organization is trapped in conventional thinking and practices. If that is where you
or your organization is, prepare for failure. Mr. Farrell’s article is based on an inaccurate
conclusion of a respected thought leader’s uninformed market view. The article
continues:
New B-School innovation theory changed Andy Grove’s mind
Christensen’s theory of innovation showed how “true revolutions occur, creating
new markets and wreaking havoc within industries. Think: the PC, the MP3, the
transistor radio. This insight — that managers might actually scuttle the ship by
following the navigational chart laid down in business school — shifted the way
people thought about innovation.25
There is no revolution here as claimed by the author but rather a potential, however
misunderstood and generally ignored, wake-up call for US organizations. Japanese
companies have conducted isolation and flanking maneuvers for decades. Dr. Christensen
just happened to swerve into some examples, make a few obvious deductions and write a
book about his revelations. But more importantly, US organizations remain finance-based,
market-oriented and continue to be unable to compete in the world marketplace.
It is sad but Mr. Farrell is correct in saying Dr. Christensen’s insight shifted the way
people thought about innovation. Yes, overnight some US leaders glommed onto a new
phrase, or what Sekora refers to as the next trick of the month. Academians, business
leaders and US venture capitalists assumed this new discovery was another US
breakthrough.
This claim of a revolution further illustrates our lack of awareness of how the world
competes. Disruptive innovation is merely an old technology-based planning isolation
and flanking maneuver used effectively against US financially driven frontal approaches.
Ironically, the US built herself into a super power through technology-based planning
until the shift to finance-based planning after WWII. All of the world’s most successful
economies use some form of technology-based planning, i.e., Japan, China, India, South
Korea and Germany. The Soviet Union also used it in their military buildup during the
Cold War. This is not a revelation to the rest of the world. Only US and some allies with
eyeshades make us unable to see how competition actually works. Technology-based
25

Paul B. Farrell, Capitalism is So Broken it Can’t be Fixed, MarketWatch, Feb 23, 2013.
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planning is simply the intuitive and natural way to survive and advance in a competitive
world. Socrates systematized the art of technology-based planning and made it a science.
Contradicting what the article states, “true revolutions (disruptive technology) creating
new markets and wrecking havoc within industries,” are absolutely predictable, and to
be caught off-guard is completely unnecessary. In fact Socrates had gone well beyond
this almost twenty years before Dr. Christensen, Andy Grove and later, Mr. Farrell’s
epiphany. Mr. Farrell’s article goes embarrassingly on:26
The story continues with New Yorker’s Larissa MacFarquhar: “In industry after
industry, Christensen discovered, the new technologies that had brought the big,
established companies to their knees weren’t better or more advanced — they
were actually worse. The new products were low-end, dumb, shoddy, and in
almost every way inferior. But the new products were usually cheaper and easier
to use, and so people or companies who were not rich or sophisticated enough for
the old ones started buying the new ones, and there were so many more of the
regular people than there were of the rich, sophisticated people that the
companies making the new products prospered. Christensen called these low-end
products disruptive technologies.
Setting aside the condescending style in the excerpt above, the general mass misdirection
of US managers and advisors has resulted in a series of superficial, false remedies.
As Sekora said many years ago and holds to this yet today:
“Our competitors look at how we are trained to compete and it’s like shooting
fish in a barrel. When we finally recognize an event that is outside our realm of
thinking it’s a major breakthrough for us and we use that isolated observation to
make a broad, all-encompassing conclusion like ‘disruptive innovation’ or the
‘innovator’s dilemma’ revolutionizes our thinking.”
Disruptive technology, innovator’s dilemma and open innovation are only a few
examples of how these superficial remedies introduced by “America’s top thinkers” are
not only ineffective but are counter-productive. Where there is some validity to them
conceptually, there utility in achieving competitive advantage may only work against
other organizations stuck in finance-based, market-constrained methods.
Mr. Farrell’s article describes Dr. Christensen’s discovery27 as follows:
“Yes, Andy Grove got it! Before “The Innovator’s Dilemma” was published,
Grove met with Christensen. Discussed his theory. Intel then created a new
26
27

Ibid
Ibid
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subsidiary to make “the Celeron chip, a cheap product that was ideal for the new
low-end PCs, and within a year it had captured 35% of the market.”
A serendipitous meeting of minds resulted in a glimpse of routine technology-based
planning and execution of competitive maneuvers by astute competitors. But this
revelation regarded by US thought leaders as a major discovery that would explain the
innovator’s dilemma, is only a small part of the innovation process. Proponents of the
innovator’s dilemma still did not come close to understanding how to effectively plan,
coordinate and execute innovation, competitiveness and strategy. As a result the
incomplete discovery may have ended up as misleading, creating a sense of false security
and being generally counter-productive.
The apparent enlightenment for Dr. Christensen initially and Andy Grove immediately
afterward, that by following the business school navigational chart will scuttle the ship,
was then and remains dangerously incomplete. Obviously the thinking of US business
and academic leaders has not shifted enough as Mr. Farrell suggested it did in his article.
Yet today our approach to planning, competitiveness, strategy and technology has not
changed. Market oriented finance-based planning remains the foundation for US
organizations as we foolishly remain victims of unseen market disruption on the
receiving end while naïvely building entire business strategies around this single concept
on the offensive end. In the meantime our country’s resources continue to be depleted
and capacity to transform runs out. It should be obvious to conventional thinkers that
something is still lacking but I see no evidence. In fact conventional thinkers seem to
embrace finance-based business management even more.
Andy Grove and Dr. Christensen are steeped in finance-based planning constrained by
market focus. Following the market is a natural reflex of finance-based planning and
market-orientation that is foundational in our society. Andy Grove appears to have fallen
into that natural reflex of that traditional market-based approach.
Although they glimpsed a technology isolation and flanking maneuver conducted in the
technologyspace they did not completely realize what they were seeing and naturally
attempted to address it from the conventional comfort zone of the marketplace. This is a
result of the institutionalized structural flaw of an improper foundation as suggested by
Dr. Nial Ferguson’s testimony discussed above.
Following the market does not provide competitive advantage as Andy Grove found out.
At best, the market-focused approach brings a company up to competitor levels and may
temporarily provide a financial payoff by cutting losses as in the case of Andy Grove’s
Intel. In the scenario as set forth in the article, the market orientation aspect of financebased planning remained the foundation for Andy Grove’s actions. His decision to
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protect the flank against low cost competitors was serendipitous, not systematically
planned and mapped in the technologyspace.
If Intel had switched to technology-based planning, they would have had a better chance
of actually achieving and sustaining competitive advantage, not just equaling it
temporarily. Meanwhile, their technology-based competitors continued to maneuver in
the technologyspace to once again, gain competitive advantage.
Users of Socrates have absolutely no reason to ever be surprised by disruptive technology,
as Dr. Christensen describes. On the other hand, users of Socrates will continue to very
precisely and systematically deploy disruptive innovations (flanking maneuvers) on their
competitors as part of a total technology strategy, i.e., Kodak technology strategy
summary above. And they will conduct those flanking maneuvers not only in the low-end,
dumb, shoddy, and in almost every way inferior slice of technologyspace (article’s
language not mine), but at every level depending on the technology strategy.
Above, we referred to the major breakthrough of Dr. Christensen and Andy Grove’s
discovery as only a glimpse of technology-based planning. The Kodak story provides one
look at an authentic technology strategy containing, among many maneuvers, technology
offensive and defensive flanks. Remember, the correct definition of strategy is a set of
actions not just a single maneuver, e.g., disruptive innovation, around which to build a
complete business plan.
To give you another perspective of how far away these thought leaders are from
understanding technology-based planning through automated innovation, here is the
small piece of technology-based planning process they saw.
In Socrates disruptive technology (technology flank) is systematically carried out as part
of a combination of maneuvers in the Socrates system function called Technology
Strategy Elements. A disruptive technology maneuver can be executed in Socrates
through one or a combination of Technology Strategy Elements, e.g., flank and/or
isolation maneuvers. The precise use of these two strategy elements in particular
depends on the competitive objective and related technology strategies of competitors,
which Socrates will determine and expose in a Technologyspace Map®.
The Technology Strategy Elements function in Socrates is a relatively small, but
important part of the system and occurs several steps into the technology strategy
development and execution process. Each step consists of closed and structured data sets,
providing the highest level of system integrity. The Technology Strategy Elements
function consists of nineteen possible technology offensive and defensive acquisition and
utilization maneuvers. Flank and isolation maneuvers are but two of the nineteen
maneuvers. Any one maneuver, such as flank or isolation in Socrates, is part of a set of
actions required to carry out a total near-, mid- and long-term technology strategy in the
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technologyspace, where competitors are constantly maneuvering for competitive
advantage. For further reference a set of actions involved in a technology strategy was
illustrated in the Kodak example above.
Supporting these nineteen Technology Strategy Elements are specific planning and
execution methods, tools, rules and philosophical guidelines.
Dr. Christensen and Andy Grove discovered one very minute part of one system function
in technology-based planning as systematized in Socrates technology-based planning
automated innovation. Their response was only a one-time reaction executed in the
marketplace, not the technologyspace. Neither Dr. Christensen nor Andy Grove ever saw
or understood the real discovery.
To effectively compete requires constant focus in the technologyspace to gain and
maintain competitive advantage. Competing in the technologyspace is a sustained process
based on astute offensive and defensive technology acquisition and utilization maneuvers.
Those sets of coherent actions produce technology strategy.

Socrates Disrupts
Boondoggle

“Big

Data,”

Another

“Manufactured”

A current example of a finance-based approach with a severely market-constrained view
to a potentially legitimate issue is “Big Data.” If left to conventional services, operating
exclusively from a marketplace view, this issue will turn out to be yet another massive
boondoggle for consultant and venture capitalists.
This example does not include a conventional thought leader with a glimpse of
technologyspace and technology-based planning. But at some point in the near future
someone will observe a high-impact event in the marketplace and inadvertently connect
that event to a technology maneuver precisely executed by an astute technology-based
planner in the technologyspace. Of course the observer will not likely recognize the event
as a “technology-based planning maneuver” conducted in the “technologyspace” but the
impact will be significant enough to be published. When you see it, let me know.
In the meantime “Big Data” has become a potentially huge and growing industry. In
some ways though, it is like the very mature billion dollar tax services industry that has
helped the “big four” (or whatever they are these days) accounting firms flourish and
grow. I can say this with some authority since I spent almost 5 years with Deloitte
Consulting, which by the way was an excellent consulting experience. But my experience
at Deloitte was with the big systems consulting group not the auditing and tax services
group.
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In my experience US tax code is so unnecessarily complicated that it takes teams of
specialists to manage corporate and individual obligations. When you read material on
Big Data, you get a similar impression. The way Big Data is being pursued, lacking a
concrete foundation, is another example of attempting to navigate a massive ocean
without a rudder. As a result the process becomes overly complicated, open to multiple
interpretations with no single starting point upon which everything else is connected.
The reality of the US tax system is that unless you or your organization hire the “best”
tax services available, you may be paying taxes you could otherwise avoid. It is part of
this massive financial shell game that has evolved from finance-based planning that
requires too many resources focused in the wrong places. In the case of taxes, the value
of services provided is manufactured, not natural.
For decades advancements in information technology have created more data available to
individuals and organizations than is manageable. Today it is not about acquiring more
data but how to manage the massive amount of data available.
Exploitation of, so called, Big Data is a potentially valuable source for growth and
advancement for organizations in every sector. As a result, for the last few years, Big
Data has become a lucrative startup industry. Hundreds of companies provide specialized
services to capture, store, secure, transmit, transform, and analyze data for economic
advantage. Finance-based, market-oriented thinking has made this a flourishing industry
with a growing perceived need for “Big Data” services.
In the US and generally across western societies, Big Data like all other planning and
decision-making is automatically approached from a finance-based, market-oriented
perspective. Because of this, Big Data is yet another manufactured US industry, in many
respects, just like the tax services industry. In its current and widely accepted form, Big
Data will bring little value while distracting and misdirecting decision-making leaving in
its wake wasted US organization resources.
In the meantime our technology-based competitors focus resources to efficiently manage
Big Data from a single foundation, technology acquisition and utilization for competitive
advantage. With this single purpose, competitive advantage through effective technology
acquisition and utilization, as the foundation, Big Data can be structured, organized and
managed effectively from the technologyspace. Through the use of Socrates tools to plan
and execute technology strategies for competitive advantage, massive databases can be
efficiently scoured for relevant data that specifically supports the technology strategy
targets being planned and executed. The assumptions are, as always in Socrates:
•

The purpose of all actions is advancement

•

Advancement requires competitive advantage

•

The source of all competitive advantage is technology
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•

Competitive advantage is achieved and sustained through the acquisition and
utilization of technology to satisfy human needs better than competitors

The need and purpose for exploiting Big Data will not change with this shift to
technology-based planning. The purpose for Big Data exploitation remains: Exploit Big
Data to achieve and sustain competitive advantage. By shifting to technology-based
planning, the natural foundation for all planning and decision-making, we have in place,
the proper foundation to support Big Data exploitation. With this natural and universal
foundation for managing Big Data in place, supported by Socrates tools, the process is
efficient, direct, straightforward and uncomplicated.
But the US Big Data industry is well underway with elaborate data capture, store, secure,
transmit, transform, and analysis systems operating in massive pools of structured and
unstructured data generated from the marketplace. This conventional US market-oriented
approach is an incredibly massive, complicated and expensive process that is, though
overwhelming, welcomed by Big Data service providers.
Absent of this proper foundation for managing Big Data, the literally unlimited
correlations of raw data that must be captured from the marketplace and transformed into
valuable information encourages conventional Big Data service providers to specialize in
categories where they have a particular market expertise. As a result, conventional Big
Data service providers are springing up in every specialized area imaginable to address
“information needs.” It’s like iPhone application providers unleashed.
This rush to Big Data has fueled another area for venture capitalists to exploit and here
they come. For as many information topics any of us can imagine there is an opportunity
for a Big Data application specialists. Venture capitalists are chomping at the bit to milk
this “manufactured industry” teeming with startups.
Without the proper foundation – technology acquisition and utilization for competitive
advantage – the value of Big Data services will remain illusive and fragmented with only
a manufactured appearance of value.

The Greatest Challenge of US Survival – Change and
Transformation
Socrates was the disruptive technology for conventional thinking, methods and practices.
Now we must execute. The question is, will the US transform or hold on to status quo?
Adoption of Socrates will be in stages at the speed of human change capability. The first
step toward adopting any major change is to understand and accept that transformation is
necessary, and inevitable, with consequences for failure. In the end it will happen
voluntarily or involuntarily, but regardless of how it happens it is necessary for survival.
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One factor in the speed of change is an acute awareness and general understanding of the
consequences of not changing. In the case of US transformation from finance to
technology-based planning, the consequences of failure are great. Unfortunately though,
the predictable response of conventional leadership is to sugarcoat and spin the obvious
events that otherwise signal danger to those paying attention. This slows the speed of
change.
Much of today’s economic news may be leading many to believe that things are getting
better. But until we are capable of competing, we cannot have sustained economic health.
Meanwhile the stock market is doing well at the writing of this book, despite slow growth
in gross national product (GNP) as fulltime, well-paying jobs remain scarce.
To have a true recovery, we must be able to establish a beachhead where we can compete
successfully. The most likely beachhead, and one that will impact our economy most in
the shortest amount of time, would seem to be our own domestic market. We must
become competitive here at home first and face the fact that there are consequences of
taking no action to become competitive, understand what those consequences are and
make a decision to change.
The Burning Platform has become a business lexicon that illustrates the need for radical
and immediate change. I hesitated to include it here but decided to do so because it may
serve some value in helping to make an important point about understanding the
consequences of failure to change.
Caution, some purists have ridiculed the story as annoying business jargon but here it
goes.
As I heard, the basis of the story is an actual event of an offshore oil platform supervisor.
I recall his name was Andy, and he worked on an oilrig in the North Atlantic. An
accident involving an explosion caused the platform to catch fire. Andy watched in horror
as some of his workers were caught in the fire, unable to escape while others jumped off
the rig into the frigid waters far below. The height of the jump itself could kill a person,
and even if one survived the fall, exposure in the icy water would cause death in only a
matter of minutes.
As Andy maneuvered around the rig avoiding the spreading fire, he came to the edge of
the platform. The choice was between certain death if he stayed and a high probability of
death if he jumped. As the story goes, Andy jumped into the frigid water, survived the
fall and was rescued by a group of other survivors who had somehow acquired a lifeboat.
Every major change has its burning platform, and the decision is the same. Do we stay
and face certain death by holding onto the rapidly deteriorating way of doing things, or
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do we change with some probability of remaining viable? We in the US are standing on a
burning platform, and it is decision time.
From the beginning of humankind, the process of change, managed or evolutionary, has
transitioned the way the world works. The Automated Innovation Revolution is as radical
as any major change preceding it and before it is all over, will impact humanity much
more than even the Industrial Revolution. Project Socrates’ technology-based planning
through automated innovation made the Automated Innovation Revolution possible. This
system and tools provide the vehicle that must realign human social, economic and
political institutional operations, beliefs and behaviors with the way the world has
changed and works today.
Socrates was specifically designed for this transformation. The problem is human nature's
built-in conflict between the need to survive and advance, which requires change, and
maintenance of status quo, requiring no change but ends in decline and eventual death.
The Socrates team researched all competition from the beginning of time that drove the
major leaps, e.g., hunters and gatherers to farmers and ranchers, Scientific Revolution,
Industrial Revolution, etc., to the Automated Innovation Revolution, where we teeter
today, (see Figure 3 in Chapter 6). These technology driven leaps did not happen
overnight. They took years, sometimes hundreds of years, not because the technology
was not developed, but because of the natural human resistance to adopt and adapt to new
ways.
These adoption and adaptation periods are slow and in some cases have held up the
inevitable for years, i.e., the Dark Ages. But change is inevitable and eventually prevails.
This is what is taking place today with the transition to the Automated Innovation
Revolution.
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Chapter 4
The Footrace to the Next R&D Breakthrough is a US Treadmill
The Socrates team constantly encountered the R&D obsession of US decision-makers as
the solution for just about everything. This obsession is another illustration of thought
leaders stuck in a flawed belief system about finance-based planning and market-focused
practices.
There is a widely accepted belief in the US that competitive advantage is a constant
footrace to the next breakthrough, and winning the footrace automatically results in
achievement of financial objectives. This belief has led to misuse of R&D and further
illustrates a naive understanding of technology, strategy and competitiveness. The
resulting normalized behaviors about R&D have been, overall, counter-productive to US
competitiveness. Socrates disrupts this accepted practice that pervades US planning and
decision-making.
The fact is that R&D, a potentially powerful competitive tool and process in which our
country has demonstrated raw talent, has been a disappointment through misguided
purpose and ineffective application. The result has been squandering of our massive
investments in R&D for decades with relatively few results to show in achieving
competitiveness.

US Leaders Equate Financial Investment in R&D with
Competitive Advantage
Regardless of what organization or institution in America is measuring our
competitiveness, we always go back to technology and innovation as being one of our
strongest attributes. But because we use finance-based planning as the foundation for all
planning, our technology and innovation capability is measured by the amount of money
we spend on it annually, relative to other countries.
Individual US businesses, operating from a finance basis also measure their ability to
perform by how much money is allocated to technology, R&D and/or innovation. From
this basis conclusions are drawn about performance and a level of competitiveness is
assumed.
However, when it is obvious we are losing, as clearly evidenced in our country’s steady
economic decline, the connection to our method, finance-based planning, is simply
overlooked. Even though we may win the “footrace to the next breakthrough” while our
overall economic health declines, we conclude irrationally that we simply need to do
more of the same only faster and harder to improve the overall economy. One very
popular result is to spend more money on R&D and innovation to win the footrace to the
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next technology breakthrough that will propel us ahead of our competitors. Socrates
research found this approach to be full of baseless assumptions.
Measuring competitiveness by the amount of money we spend on R&D is considered
accepted practice without question. US organizations, think tanks, education institutions
and government agencies all use this measure to judge the competitiveness of our rivals
at all levels. From this finance-based planning perspective, outspending one another in
R&D on a country or organization level equates to competitive advantage.
As we will see later in this section, the finance-based community has developed various
methods to ostensibly measure R&D effectiveness using complex mathematic equations,
which attempt to measure R&D ROI but obviously miss the mark on competitiveness.
The false conclusions that our leaders parade around the world through these purely
finance-based methods simply boil down to false conclusions summed-up as:
“Because we spend much more money on R&D than any other competitor, we are
by far the best innovators. And because we are the best innovators, through R&D,
we have competitive advantage.”
In the conventional definition of innovation it may seem true at first glance that we have
historically been the best innovators in the world. But even that conclusion is even being
challenged today. One fact remains absolutely true. Even if we are the best innovators,
we are without a doubt one of the world’s weakest competitors. How can that be?
The irrational thinking of US decision-makers is not just limited to decisions about R&D,
innovation and competitiveness. This irrational way of thinking may be so embedded into
our culture that it impacts just about everything we do.

A Culture of Illusions
A retired FBI special agent and supporter of our Operation US Forward explained to us
similar experiences he encountered over the years in his profession. His explanation
provides further evidence that the irrational thinking we have encountered through
Socrates research into the finance-based planning thought process is not isolated.
Our FBI friend’s unique skills for complex investigation keep him active today with the
agency beyond retirement. In his current capacity, he requests anonymity, which we will
respect in relating his experiences.
Over his long career, our FBI special agent’s unique investigative and problem-solving
skills have led to assignments of the toughest cases. He led special agency operations in
crimes of violence and resolving cold cases that were otherwise at a dead-end and filed
away. As we discussed his experience in leading such FBI programs, his comments
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reinforced what we see as irrational thought in routine US planning and decision-making.
In this irrational finance-based thought process conclusions are frequently prematurely
deduced from a superficial view from the marketplace.
At the surface, which is what is visibly happening in the marketplace, is where US
decision-makers seem to operate, come to conclusions and take action. Our FBI special
agent refers to these surface conclusions simply as illusions. These illusions are deduced
from preliminary observations without analysis and produce counter-productive results.
His job, as he describes it, is to get past illusions and to the foundation of the real cause
where a clear path logically unfolds to rational conclusions.
The Socrates team observed this common tendency of US planners and decision-makers
to reach conclusions based on the surface view of competition at the marketplace level.
The process is superficial, the observations are symptomatic and the conclusions are not
causal. Or as our FBI special agent calls these conclusions, illusions.
There are deeper implications to this US behavioral characteristic. News media pick up
the stories and without question repeat the illusions as reality, which the general public
then accepts. The solutions that are claimed from these illusions create inappropriate
emotional reactions that, one way or another, prolong and aggravate the symptoms.
Universities operate at the superficial level, as we have already seen in the discussions on
disruptive technology, the innovator’s dilemma and open innovation. A result of
operating at the superficial level are countless false conclusions like, our ability to outR&D and out-innovate the rest of the world will take care of our loss of jobs and failing
economy.

Facts Disrupt Conventional Thinking About R&D
The truth is though that these illusions are not solutions at all now and have never been
since the US adopted finance-based planning and market orientation decades ago.
Socrates and our world competitors disrupt this embedded characteristic of US planners,
decision-makers and educators.
The amount of money that Japan, South Korea and China, all examples of technologybased planning countries, spend on R&D and so-called “innovation” is a secondary factor
in their overall global technology strategies. Yes, to these countries innovation and R&D
are very important, but both are precisely planned, funded and conducted in the context
of an overall technology strategy for achieving competitive advantage. In their holistic
technology strategy approaches, these competitors properly treat R&D as just one factor
in the process of achieving competitive advantage and do not measure it in terms of
spending. These competitors, as a general rule, consider R&D a last resort in acquiring
technology. For these competitors, money spent is simply a resource for acquiring
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technology through R&D as part of executing a technology/competitive strategy, not a
foundation around which to coordinate a financial plan, as is the illusion in the US.
US misuse of R&D not only fails to make us competitive, but the way we address R&D
in the US, does not support the widely held illusion of US decision-makers that R&D
equates to innovation. A recent Booz & Company annual Innovation 1000 survey states:
“When it comes to innovation, spending doesn’t correlate with success.”
…“Booz & Company found that the most innovative firms outperformed the top
10 R&D spenders across three key financial metrics over a 5-year period —
revenue growth, EBITDA as a percentage of revenue and market cap growth —
consistent with last year’s findings. Just three of this year’s top 10 (R&D)
spenders also ranked among the top 10 innovators: Microsoft, Samsung and
Toyota Motor.28
Note that all measures are financial indicators that attempt to make the case for
innovation. It would be hard to believe though, that they did not consider competitiveness
somewhere in the discussion about R&D and innovation. The Socrates team would ask,
“What objective is more important than achieving and sustaining competitive advantage
because without competitive advantage financial performance cannot be maximized and
sustained?”
The findings of this study reinforce Socrates research of many years ago. First Socrates
concluded that it is about competitiveness not R&D or innovation. Yet innovation and
other superficial factors like manufacturing, a current misdirected US obsession, are
typically the focus for finance-based planning initiative based on the amount of spending
to be allocated to R&D.
Secondly, an authentic technology strategy executes precise maneuvers in the entire
technologyspace to acquire and utilize worldwide technology required for competitive
advantage. R&D is never the proper foundation for competitive strategy planning and
may or may not even be appropriate as a coordinated maneuver within a
technology/competitive strategy. In the same context innovation, in and of itself, may or
may not be a critical factor in achieving competitive advantage and again, certainly not
the proper starting point for any business plan.
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Booz & Company, Corporate R&D Spending Rebounds in 2010, Finds Booz &
Company Global Innovation 1000 Study, Booz & Company Innovation 1000 Study,
October 24, 2011
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Also note that two of the three top innovators in the Booz & Company study are strong
technology-based planning competitors of the US: Samsung of South Korea and Toyota
of Japan.
The study also mentioned Microsoft as a top innovator. Microsoft is historically an
“intuitive” technology-based planning company, as was Apple under Steve Jobs. In the
case of these two US companies, they executed the technology-based planning approach
informally as an art, not a science, as Sekora has perfected in Project Socrates. But both
Apple and Microsoft are good examples of success through the art of technology-based
planning.
When an entire society operates in a bubble of illusions, natural occurrences frequently
appear as surprises. The article suggests a “surprising” result that innovation and R&D
expenditures do not correlate. This “surprising” result though, supports a natural
conclusion of Socrates findings decades ago. R&D expenditures do not naturally and
automatically result in advancement and the expenditures themselves have no logical
connection to innovation. To think otherwise, as is normal in US conventional thinking,
is an illusion.
Measuring the value of innovation based on amount of money allocated or actually spent
tends to distort its use and effectiveness. Without a process to guide the innovation
process in capability improvement opportunities and needs, innovation spending has been
made mostly irrelevant.
Because of this distortion in conventional thinking and application, innovation has been
defined in various ways depending on whom you ask. Most definitions agree that
innovation means a new idea, method or product. All are examples of innovation results
but do not define or address the process required to achieve innovation. To effectively
utilize innovation to achieve and sustain competitive advantage, we first need to agree on
the definition of what it is.
Since Socrates operates at the foundation level, i.e., technology is the source of all
competitive advantage; Socrates defines innovation at the process level where innovation
occurs to produce specific desired results. In Socrates innovation occurs through and is
therefore defined as – technology cross-pollination:
“Innovation is technology cross-pollination that increases product or service
capability to satisfy needs better than competing products and services. Crosspollination is the integration of two or more technologies to create a new
technology that satisfies customer needs better than competition. The technology
can be low-, mid- or high-tech and the function the technology is applied to can
be mundane or highly sophisticated.” - Michael Sekora
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As you can see, the technology-based Socrates definition does not limit innovation to
R&D, as suggested by the article in its “surprising” finding that R&D spending does not
equal innovation. Note also that the Socrates definition transcends the popular
descriptions of innovation: New ideas, methods and products.
In technology-based planning innovation, cross-pollination of technologies, can occur
absent of R&D and does occur more often than not in this way. Technology can be
acquired for cross-pollination through alliances, licensing or purchase of technology. But
you must first know what technologies are needed for competitive advantage, where
these technologies are in the technologyspace, who has them and how others are using
them before you can decide how best to acquire them. Finance-based planners in the US
are blind to the technologyspace, where this information exists, and therefore, absent of
factual information, make irrational assumptions that ostensively justify jumping straight
to R&D. Then they call it innovation and allocate massive amounts of funds. It’s an
illusion and waste of resources in most cases.
A posting on Entrepreneurism and Innovation Today agrees with the Booz & Company
survey that spending on R&D does not lead to success whatever measures is used. But
even more telling in this posting is the statement that, “no one knows what the data
means.” This statement suggests that the analysts are also stuck in conventional thinking
while encountering the predictable discontinuity inherent in their thinking, which they
then cannot understand.
The conclusion is that the practice of equating amount of spending on R&D to determine
a company’s competitiveness does not compute. IEEE Spectrum research shows the
disconnect reinforcing the fact that spending volume, associated with so called Brute
Force R&D, is an accepted US practice and standard measurement for success. This
excerpt from the article summarizes their findings:
Evidence that spending isn't everything comes from Toyota, which last year
passed General Motors to become the world's top-selling automaker. Neither now
nor at any time in the past six years has Toyota spent more than GM on R&D as a
percentage of total revenues. This percentage, called R&D intensity, is what
industry analysts look at when judging a company's focus on future technology
and products.
The same pattern can be seen in many other industries. Apple, one of the
companies most highly regarded for its innovative work, doesn't spend enough on
R&D even to show up on the top-100 list. Google, another very innovative firm,
doesn't spend unusual amounts on research, either.
Our data confirm a study (apparently an earlier Booz Allen annual study) by the
consulting firm Booz Allen Hamilton. It found that firms among the top tenth of
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their industry in R&D spending did no better than the average for that industry,
although those in the bottom tenth did do worse.
Nobody knows what these findings mean, says IEEE Spectrum. Perhaps you
need a certain amount of R&D but no more than that. Perhaps those companies
that slight R&D do so because they have problems. Perhaps those that come to
dominate their markets tend to slacken off on spending.29
One important finding of Socrates decades ago about R&D and innovation is summed-up
in this one statement from the article, “This percentage, called R&D intensity, is what
industry analysts look at when judging a company's focus on future technology and
products.” This practice of industry analysts and those who go along with their findings
is another gross example of flawed but institutionalized US decision-making practices
that rationalize superficial data to get to an illusion of objectivity. In the case of Toyota
vs. GM, Toyota consistently has a lower R&D intensity percentage than GM (spends
proportionately less on R&D than GM) but consistently outmaneuvers GM competitively
in the technologyspace to win in the marketplace.
Everything in the IEEE Spectrum article supports Socrates findings on the subject except
the last paragraph that says, “nobody knows what these findings mean.”
On the contrary, we do know exactly what these findings mean – “finance-based
planning and measures are irrelevant and misleading in determining operational
capability, R&D effectiveness and innovation impact.”
The findings presented in this article also verify, what should now be obvious, that US
companies are terminally blind to the technologyspace and its dynamics. If they were not
blind to technologyspace, they would see the disconnect and be able to execute R&D for
a precise purpose with exact results. Again, we must conclude that our decision-makers
and planners do not understand technology-based planning and do not have the tools to
conduct it.
One of the most important features of the Socrates solution was to provide a holistic
technology strategy. This holistic strategy lays out the present, near-, mid- and long-term
plan that enables decision-makers in all sectors of the economy to efficiently use R&D.
See the Kodak example above in the section on MBA Schools Do More Harm than
Good.
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Walter Derzko, R&D Spending and intensity doesn't correlate with success,
Entrepreneurialism and Innovation Today, November 23, 2007, sites IEEE Spectrum
R&D research and analysis.
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With the capability provided in Socrates, R&D becomes part of a series of coordinated
technology maneuvers to acquire technology specifically needed for competitive
advantage. Where funds have always been a resource, funds, just like manufacturing,
innovation and R&D, cannot be the starting point.
But winning the footrace to the next breakthrough is the objective of conventional US
R&D. Because of finance-based conventional thinking the R&D footrace is more of a
treadmill for US planners and managers, expending great amounts of energy and
resources with no advancement in sustaining competitive advantage. Ironically, we seem
to ignore the fact that achieving and sustaining competitive advantage is also essential for
achieving and sustaining financial health for individuals and organizations, overall
economic health of the nation and ultimately long-term viability for all of us.
The US consistently treats R&D as the centerpiece in finance-based planning. As the
centerpiece, R&D is allocated funds based on market analysis. By spending more money
US organizations have been able to “out-R&D” all other competitors. The mistake in this
approach is the exclusive reliance on marketplace data to plan the R&D spending strategy,
which as we have seen, is too late for competitive maneuvers. R&D allocations to win the
footrace are, more often than not, lost to astute technology-based competitors.
The cycle continues. From current leadership across all sectors trained in the same
mindset that got us into this crisis in the first place come the same programs to ostensibly
get us out of this mess. Lost jobs and economic decline are actually symptoms as we have
seen, of inability to compete. Meanwhile, leadership’s numerous so-called R&D and
innovation initiatives, massively funded in the US to address manufacturing, for example,
to stimulate general economic growth and job creation are neutralized before they even
appear in the marketplace.
The Advanced Manufacturing National Program Office for interagency cooperation
coordinates a high visibility government program focusing on innovation, R&D funding
and collaboration across all economic sectors. Among other things, the program calls for
a national innovation (industrial) policy for manufacturing. The Advanced Manufacturing
Program, according to its website is:
…a family of activities that (a) depend on the use and coordination of information,
automation, computation, software, sensing, and networking, and/or (b) make use
of cutting edge materials and emerging capabilities enabled by the physical and
biological sciences, for example nanotechnology, chemistry, and biology. This
involves both new ways to manufacture existing products, and especially the
manufacture of new products emerging from new advanced technologies.
The initiative’s Report to the President on Ensuring American Leadership in Advanced
Manufacturing, dated June 2011, provides a closer look at our country’s government
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sponsored Advanced Manufacturing Program to create jobs and improve economic health.
You can view and download the full report from the President’s Council of Advisors on
Science and Technology website.30
From the executive summary of the report we can see once again the continuation of
flawed thinking leading to ineffective solutions for our nation coming from the highest
levels:
As U.S. manufacturing leadership is waning, other nations are investing heavily
in growing and revitalizing their manufacturing sectors and are crafting policies
to attract and retain production facilities and multinational companies within
their borders. Such policies include partnerships, physical structures such as
science parks or technology clusters, tax and regulatory incentives, and
concentrated investment in commercialization of promising technologies. Some of
these policies amount to industrial policy—making clear bets on specific firms
and industries—but others support precompetitive activities that would be
regarded as within the scope of appropriate government action in the U.S.
Note the terms, Industrial policy and precompetitive activities. The context within which
these terms are used indicates that this operation is either severely hobbled,
misrepresented or both from its very inception.
First, is the reference to industrial policy – “making clear bets on specific industries.”
This inaccurate definition of industrial policy is misleading and serves as a major
constraint to US government involvement on which the entire success of the program is
built. US obsession with this inaccurate and misunderstood concept, industrial policy in
this case, is a classic example of how conventional thinking from an improper foundation
can evolve into irrational decision-making at the most critical policy levels. Our
country’s self-inflicted issue with industrial policy is discussed in detail later.
Second, the phrase precompetitive activities is basically manufactured terminology used
throughout US conventional thinking to rationalize collaboration between organizations
that must work together temporarily but in real life actually compete against one another.
In this case, the otherwise legitimate role of competing is deemed not to exist in the part
of the process where the US government participates calling this part of the process,
precompetitive. The assumption can be made that this declaration of no competition in
the activities of the US government is necessary to uphold the bizarre US industrial
policy interpretation. It is deemed then that no competition in the process exists and
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The President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, Report to the
President on Ensuring American Leadership in Advanced Manufacturing, Advanced
Manufacturing Program, June 2011.
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therefore there is no industrial policy, i.e., “making clear bets on specific firms and
industries.”
Conventional thinking consistently distorts and confuses critical survival concepts such
as competitiveness in this case. In fact the issue that this particular government program
was specifically built to address is a fundamentally a classic competitive situation –
“restoring US manufacturing competitiveness.” In an otherwise rational world our intent
and ability to achieve our competitive goals would be viewed as a strength not something
to distort and minimalize. Most will agree that restoring US competitiveness is simply a
matter of survival so why try to circumvent the natural need to aggressively address it?
In summary, the basis for this program is convoluted and inaccurate from the very
beginning and destined to fail.
The term precompetitive is a grossly misused term originally concocted to justify
collaboration among organizations that traditionally compete against one another but
must now come together around a common issue to jointly development a solution for
mutual benefit. In conventional terms collaboration efforts are typically confined to the
early stages of development and testing and deemed, precompetitive activities. But the
early stages of solution development are where competitive advantage is achieved or not
and there is always a competitor. Where there is a common issue around which
traditional competitors can collaborate for mutual benefit, there is also a common
competitor. This common competitor can easily be identified and must be jointly
addressed. The logical way to handle collaboration opportunities is to simply identify the
common competitor and conduct the entire process as a naturally competitive situation.
In the real world vs. the world of illusions that occupy conventional thinking there are
absolutely no precompetitive activities.
In Socrates this important collaborative process is achieved in a formal system function
called Symbiotic Deployment discussed in detail toward the end of the book.
So instead of redefining the real competitor common to collaborators, conventional
wisdom attempts to redefine the process by simply deeming it a set of noncompetitive
activity euphemistically referred to as, precompetitive.
In this government sponsored Advanced Manufacturing National Program the important
competitive process is unfortunately deemed noncompetitive to accommodate US
government participation. This self-restricting act of accommodation is necessary to
comply with a formal, but selectively practice US industrial policy. This self-excluding
restriction from a process critical to our nation’s survival – competitiveness – is another
clear example of US institutionalized self-destruction.
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So many things are wrong with how our leaders make decisions that it is hard not to
mention items that may seem at first off-topic. Since this section is about the R&D
footrace to the next breakthrough, a mention of the way industrial policy is included in
the report could be considered off-topic. But the continued obsession with industrial
policy, as denied but simultaneously practiced in Washington, is pervasive, and the
connection made here is relevant. Industrial policy is discussed at length later in the
section on Challenges to Project Socrates.
This obsession with industrial policy though, continues to be an unnecessary factor in the
general workings of our government and specifically to the effort required to address
economic health. At the same time, as the writers of the report take pains to declare that
their Advanced Manufacturing Program is not industrial policy, they include as one of
the program pillars, a recommendation for an “innovation policy” to address
manufacturing. An innovation policy for US manufacturing is a form of industrial policy.
From the proposed innovation industrial policy of course comes another sanctioned R&D
footrace to the next breakthrough while attempting to unnecessarily skate around
industrial policy. Is this not the makings of yet another illusion resulting in massive
amounts of spending on R&D with little advancement in competitive advantage? And to
top it off we have an overt attempt to rationalize a taboo of Washington, industrial policy,
as a primary ingredient.
These innovation initiatives, with or without US government policy, are generally more
R&D from a market-focused, finance-based plan with the promise, in this case, to
achieve world leadership in advanced manufacturing. Making this flawed approach to
innovation a government policy from the conventional mindset is a huge concern, since
that means our government will widely encourage and support this ineffective initiative.
The website description further states:
While the United States should avoid industrial policy—making bets on particular
companies and industries—we should be unabashed in pursuing an innovation
policy. Specifically, the Nation requires a strategy for supporting innovation in
advanced manufacturing. The objectives of an innovation policy should be to
ensure (i) that the U.S. provides the best overall environment in which to do
business, (ii) that powerful new technologies are developed here and (iii) that
technology based enterprises have the infrastructure required to flourish here.
The continued confusion over industrial policy and obsession with a misdefined concept
only reinforces the magnitude of the problems we face for getting our country back on
track as a world leader. But as distracting as industrial policy is for US planners, it is
minor compared to the more fundamental problem in the thinking that guides initiatives
like this. A complete summary of the recommendations is in Appendix Two.
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In the summary of recommendations from the report to the president we can immediately
see that it is finance-based and R&D is, in lieu of an authentic technology strategy,
viewed as the centerpiece for achieving the goals of the advanced manufacturing
initiative. A group of “experts” will identify technologies that “merit focus” and then
blast them with R&D funding without any knowledge of what is occurring in the
technologyspace, where competitors are already tying up constituent technologies
required for advanced manufacturing processes.
An example of how these initiatives consistently result in disappointment comes from the
A123 battery experience. A123 Systems, LLC, later known as B456 since a Chinese
company took over ownership from the original US owner, manufactures lithium-ion
batteries. In 2010, A123 received a $249 million federal grant to build battery production
facilities in Michigan for the development of advanced batteries, which in large part
would serve the green transportation industry. (By the way don’t be misled; this is US
industrial policy at work picking winners and losers.)
In 2011, the United States Advanced Battery Consortium (USABC) contacted A123 in
collaboration with the Department of Energy to develop advanced lithium-ion battery
systems to meet USABC’s target application for a Power-Assist Hybrid Electric Vehicle.
In typical US fashion, R&D funds were subsequently plunged into the initiative to win
the footrace for battery-powered vehicles. In October 2012, the company filed for
bankruptcy, and Wanxiang, a Chinese automotive supplier company eventually
purchased it.
Today this event is still publicized as a win for the US in many circles, as the 3,000
employees in Michigan plants now owned by China’s Wanxiang continue to be employed.
Of course that is important for the 3,000 employees, but is a drop in the bucket compared
to the total potential that this technology was expected to generate. Now the potential of
that technology stands to be used against us by the Chinese.
What we are missing is that China, an astute technology-based planning competitor, is
not concerned about the 3,000 US workers taking the jobs of 3,000 Chinese workers.
They will make money on the Michigan operations, but even if not, the win for China is
the acquisition of key technology itself without one Yuan spent on R&D. They are now
in control of one of the most, if not the most, advanced battery technologies in the world
to use across several industries including national defense. Whatever the total market for
lithium-ion batteries, China has taken a major step forward in competitive advantage.
But the US plows ahead in taxpayer-funded initiatives like the countrywide Advanced
Manufacturing Program, following traditional planning methods not based on achieving
competitive advantage. This current US initiative bases its plan on the allocation of funds
for R&D with the assumption that competitive advantage will automatically occur
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through R&D breakthrough, i.e., innovation. Yet even after numerous disasters like A123,
proponents of the Advanced Manufacturing Program will argue that there is a technology
strategy to achieve breakthroughs in “technologies that merit focus” (hot technologies)
and that these breakthroughs represent competitive advantage.
US technology-based competitors are licking their chops. Our program planners have
little if any understanding of competitor strategies and what their strengths and
weaknesses are. We will simply apply brute force R&D and expect to own the
breakthrough technologies, and in this case, assume worldwide advanced manufacturing
superiority.
Brute force R&D is expensive and represents what Socrates calls frontal offensives. In
this case and many to follow, the US is unconsciously executing brute force R&D
frontals against competitors with greater resources. This is patently suicidal.
Further recommendations in the report to the president call for a permanent tax credit of
17% and an overall investment goal for R&D of 3% of GNP per year. The questions are,
“On what are we basing these numbers? What is the thinking that gets us to these
illusions?” The answer is a misguided, but embedded, flawed finance-based planning
approach.
Without a clear view of technologyspace, US companies make assumptions and arrive at
a number, e.g., 3% of GNP investment in R&D, then rationalize and publish
recommendations. The number, the rationalization and the ultimate measure come from a
retrospective market view where assumptions are made to provide future projections that
become illusions. Keep in mind that everything that happens in the marketplace is a
symptom, result or absence of, planning and maneuvering in the technologyspace based
on facts not assumptions. If we are not participating in the technologyspace, our
competitors are calling the shots for us in the marketplace.
Because finance-based, market-constrained planners see only the marketplace, they
cannot see the actual competitive maneuvers that are already taking place or being
planned against them in the technologyspace. A clear view of the technologyspace as a
basis for planning would otherwise guide precise use of R&D and other resources.
This kind of planning is engrained in US institutions and is based on a time, well in the
past, when the US had no competition and lots of financial resources. As Team Socrates
walked through this unusual time in US history it was easy to conclude that the only way
finance-based, market-constrained planning ever worked was when the US had no
competition at all. Unfortunately our methods and practices designed and put in place in
that other time continue today in a radically changed competitive environment.
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Throughout history, the ability to effectively compete has been the source of improved
economic health and generation of jobs. The required starting point is the capability to
achieve competitive advantage, naturally leading to improved market indicators such as
economic health and generation of jobs.
Project Socrates’ ten findings (Appendix One) provided the thinking and process for that
thirty years ago. Project Socrates was subsequently built and successfully deployed with
incredible results such that, Congressman Frank Wolf (R-VA) introduced and Congress
passed legislation in 2011 to revive Socrates. The legislation is to be the government’s
vehicle to address the very issues these new government programs are now fumbling.
In the meantime, while Congressman Wolf’s legislation sits unexecuted in the
Department of Commerce, new initiatives like the Advanced Manufacturing Program are
requesting $500 million that will progressively increase to $1 billion to fund its execution.
The program, coordinated by the Advanced Manufacturing National Program Office,
steeped in the same thinking that got us into trouble in the first place, is destined to revert
back to the same old flawed practices. Those flawed practices are based on the premise
that R&D equals innovation and that this combination will automatically result in
competitiveness, grow the economy and create jobs. On the program’s website the
Advanced Manufacturing Portal further explains:
America’s ability to make things underpins America’s ability to innovate, compete,
and create good jobs. U.S. manufacturers perform 70 percent of all private sector
R&D and account for 60 percent of U.S. exports and the majority of U.S industry
patents. Over the last six decades, innovation — in new products or new
processes — was central to three-quarters of the nation’s economic growth.
American manufacturers have been major drivers of this economic progress.31
The sponsors of this program actually seem to believe that the US has done well over the
past six decades. And the economic growth we have experienced has come from
innovation – new products and new processes – (as defined in conventional terms).
The statement should read:
America’s ability to acquire and utilize technology better than competitors
underpins what America used to do before WWII to innovate, compete and create
jobs. We must shift back to technology-based planning.
First of all, it is appropriate to remind readers at this point that through the kind of
thinking that is going into the design and execution of this initiative, the US has steadily
lost industry after industry and job after job over the past six decades. Secondly, we have
31
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built up a seventeen-plus trillion dollar and growing debt to maintain a false sense of
economic growth and status. Our ability to innovate has been impressive at times but has
not led to sustained competitiveness and ability to make things that are competitive.
What we have been doing though by innovating to become competitive, as first presented
in Project Socrates findings and confirmed in our continued economic decline, has been
anything but successful. The remarks in the above excerpt from the initiative’s portal are
obviously more illusions.
Conventional thinking has turned rational thinking upside-down. The goal has become to
achieve breakthroughs and sustain innovation rather than achieve and sustain competitive
advantage. These are very different perspectives, and the former has not succeeded. The
fact is we have been achieving R&D breakthroughs for decades, yet losing competitively,
industry after industry and job after job.
Total spending on R&D in the US has generally been in excess of $400 billion each year
for the past several years. Some estimates for the most recent year surveyed are $600
billion. Even the conservative figure of $400 billion is double our nearest rival. The exact
numbers reported by various sources are different, depending on how the statisticians
calculate and allocate expenditures, but the $400 to $600 billion figures are generally
accepted.
From the Battelle and R&D Magazine 2012 Global R&D Funding Forecast, the US will
account for 31.1% of all global R&D. By comparison, the next closest in R&D spending
are China and Japan, 14.2% and 11.2% of global R&D funding respectively.32
Although China and Japan are steadily increasing their spending on R&D, they are doing
it wisely. Systematic application of R&D in support of their “grand technology strategies”
drives their spending, as opposed to the US practice of allocating R&D money from a
market-based financial plan. These are two very different approaches, and we are losing.
From the Science and Engineering Indicators 201233, US businesses conduct 62% of our
country’s R&D. The balance of investment in US R&D comes from government,
academia and non-profit organizations. Other reports indicate that government funding
for R&D, conducted by government, business, academic or not-for-profit organizations
may account for as much as fifty percent of all R&D funding, but for the purposes of this
writing, it is immaterial. The point is that R&D spending in the US is huge, and the
obsession with R&D as the basis for competitive advantage permeates all US sectors and
dwarfs all other countries, while at the same time the US remains non-competitive.
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The Socrates grand technology strategy for competitive advantage should guide all R&D
initiatives. Technology strategy for competitive advantage dictates funding for R&D.
This is a major disruption to conventional thinking, methods and practices.
The Socrates team used this graphic (Figure 2) to illustrate what was actually happening
as a result of the shift to finance-based planning. Unfortunately, because of the absence of
Socrates, what the pumps and buckets graphic illustrate continues today to an even
greater extent, nullifying the majority of expected benefits from US R&D initiatives.

!

Figure 2: US approach to R&D
Figure 2 illustrates Socrates findings on US R&D practices. In a logical system, R&D is
part of a systematically deployed technology strategy to create a competitive advantage in
achieving a specific objective. In Socrates, competitive advantage applies to every
objective from curing cancer, where the competitor is the disease, to GM achieving
greater market share, where the major competitor has been Toyota.
In practice though, execution of R&D in the US is almost always a frontal offensive to
win the footrace to the next breakthrough. That process is something like this: A market
analysis determines the “hot technologies” that are expected to win in the marketplace
based on market trends, probabilities, statistical analysis, expert opinion, etc. The current
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obsession targets manufacturing in this process, and the Advanced Manufacturing
Program is an example. The list of “hot technologies” becomes the focus for allocating
R&D resources to win the footrace. R&D initiatives are planned and executed. This
represents a frontal offensive without even knowing the full range of competitors and
their individual competitive strategies and capabilities. It is like deploying an army
against an enemy about which our commanders know nothing about where the opposing
army is, its capabilities, size, strengths, weaknesses, etc. A military commander would
call what we do in business, academia, financial markets and government insane.
But we continue to plan and blindly execute full frontal attacks no matter what the
situation. In lieu of knowing anything about competitors, US planners deploy resources
directly into the marketplace as brute force frontal offensives to achieve the goals of their
marketing plans. By then it is too late. The battle is over and all our finance-based
planners can do is shuffle assets around to make the best ROI while the organizations
they manage deteriorate and eventually fail.
The typical US approach is a blind and foolish attempt at shock and awe that may have
worked when we had massive resources and no competition, but with a $17.5 trillion debt
and a competitive environment teeming with sophisticated technology-based planning
competitors, we can no-longer expect to win with these practices. This approach,
originally described by Sekora as brute force R&D, is common in US thinking.
From the Advanced Manufacturing Program Report to the president, here is the list of
“hot technologies” for investing in R&D to win the footrace. The list according to the
writers of the report aligns with their “hot technology” selection criteria also provided
below:
The following technologies represent potential areas that would align with the
criteria PCAST (President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology) has
outlined for public private investment to support advances in manufacturing34:
• Advanced robotics
• Nanoelectronics
• Materials by Design
• Biomanufacturing
As the program progresses, it will likely target more technologies. From the report, the
criteria for selecting technologies with merit were as follows:
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Opportunities should be selected based on the merits of the proposals, and based
on the below criteria: 35
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

The technology area has a high potential payoff in employment and output.
There is a prospect of sustainable competitive advantage for the U.S.,
including through first-mover advantage.
Identifiable market failures impede adequate private investment.
PPPs (public and private partnerships) include industrial partners willing to
co-invest with the government.
PPPs include some industrial partners with sufficient size to invest at scale in
the fruits of the pre-commercial research, as well small and start-up
enterprises.
Investments will help anchor subsequent manufacturing in the United States—
for example, through shared labs, pilot plants, technology infrastructure and
creation of clusters.
Shared infrastructure will help existing firms and industries compete globally
by increasing the quality and performance of their products

The selection criteria further illustrate the flaws inherent in US thinking and the
subsequent inability to compete adding to our economic decline. Notice how the
Advanced Manufacturing Program criteria for acquiring and utilizing technology starts
with selecting the “hot technologies” visible in the marketplace and then attempts to find
ways to use them for competitive advantage. The process is exactly backwards. First of
all, “hot technology” does not automatically point to a market need that must be satisfied.
Even if a need exists, investors in R&D are still blind to how the technology must be
utilized to achieve competitive advantage. Answers to these questions, “need” and
“utilization”, are essential before selecting and then effectively guiding the application of
technology for competitive advantage. This is a very good example of how US R&D
consistently fails to achieve competitive advantage by prematurely investing in
technology development without understanding the need, how to satisfy the need and the
competitive situation.
Because Socrates is the authentic technology-based planning system, you may expect the
Socrates process to begin in the technologyspace but if so you would be mistaken. In the
early planning stages of a Socrates technology strategy, establishing the most impactful
and quickest economic payoff that fits that requirement is important. At this point in the
process, it is not about the technology, it is about focusing on the area where we will get
the most economic, social and/or political impact from industry, education, finance and
government.
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Typical of conventional finance-based planning though, as illustrated in the Advanced
Manufacturing Program, the process starts with a technology focus and then works
backwards. This approach interjects a technology bias up-front that corrupts the rest of
the planning process, severely limiting technology innovation – the ultimate source of
sustained competitive advantage, economic health, job creation, balanced trade and
national security. This engrained approach is accepted and applied without question. Is it
any wonder what the US is declining?
Project Socrates’ methodology to achieve and sustain competitive advantage remains
technology neutral in the beginning steps of the process. Sekora refers to this as
completely technology unbiased. The Socrates planning process purposefully ignore any
reference to technology at this stage for two reasons:
1. First, and this is most relevant here, we do not want to bias the selection of an
industry or sector that would then become the focus without knowing potential for job
creation, economic growth, capability to expand into other areas and the full range of
human needs that define competitive advantage. The advanced manufacturing
initiative starts with technology biases based on assumptions from blind market
projections or expert conjecture. As a result the planning process is guided by the
requirements to acquire (usually through R&D) the selected technology rather than to
satisfy human needs.
2. Second, selecting technologies prematurely establishes bias toward technology paths
routinely and historically applicable to targeted industries. This bias tends to constrain
the scope of the technologyspace configuration causing planners to ignore
technologies in other areas of technologyspace that provide competitive advantages
out of reach of other competitors, i.e., restricts technology innovation.
The next step also remains technology unbiased as the Socrates Automated Innovation
process continues to focus on human requirements. In this step the full range of all
customer requirements are identified and defined (regardless of the technology involved)
that must be excelled at for competitive advantage.
After we have identified the focus area that will provide the greatest job creation,
economic growth, expansion potential and human requirements for achieving competitive
advantage, the technologies that impact each of these human requirements can be
precisely identified. Notice that the human requirements drive technology selection
(acquisition and utilization) in authentic technology-based planning but not in financebased market-oriented planning.
The Socrates system capability and supporting process that identifies the full range of
human needs for a target end item (in this case advanced manufacturing) is the essence of
a major breakthrough in all planning, decision-making and operational management. This
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system capability differentiates Socrates from all other planning, decision-making and
execution systems and positions Socrates as the underpinning for total organization
management at any scale from national, organizational to individual.
Here is how it works:
• Every human action involves the laws of physics.
• Technology is the result of human interaction with the laws of physics.
• Human interaction with the laws of physics results in development and refinement of
useful tools, material and knowhow, i.e., technology.
• Technology is found in every human activity and is therefore the natural and
universal foundation for all planning, decision-making in every society.
• Every action by human beings across the world in every situation involves the laws of
physics and related technology.
• The acquisition and utilization of technology by humans and their organizations
leaves an audit trail of activities that can be identified, tracked, analyzed and
coordinated.
• Technology is then a “homing device” for all individual and organization actions that
vividly expose all maneuvers for advancement, which in a world of limited resources,
are maneuvers for competitive advantage.
• The ability to see all actions of all players enables precise counter maneuvers,
offensive and defensive, to achieve and sustain competitive advantage in any situation.
• Socrates subsequently built, tested and deployed a complete system based on
automated technology-based planning to control and manage the technologies of the
world for competitive advantage.
• The ability to control and manipulate the technologies of the world, technologyspace,
determines precisely and dictates what occurs in the marketplace where finance-based
planning operates after the fact.
In this way, Socrates identifies competitive threats as well as opportunities providing the
basis for maneuvering to gain and sustain competitive advantage. With this map of the
technologyspace users of Socrates know the technologies to acquire, where competitors
are, competitor capabilities and what must be done to acquire and utilize those critical
technologies for competitive advantage.
R&D and the list of “hot technologies” that form the starting point for conventional
planning may or may not factor into the resulting technology strategy in technologybased planning. But it is certain that users of Socrates will have and maintain competitive
advantage indefinitely. In the process, the most useful and impactful technology advances
for human benefit will enable previously unimaginable products and services to become
available at astronomical speed.
In the Advanced Manufacturing Program approach, as you can see in their list of criteria
above, the starting point is with technology without a sound basis for economic impact,
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job growth, what is required from a customer’s perspective to achieve competitive
advantage and anything about the competitive landscape. Instead they determine these
critical factors through assumptions if considered at all. They reason that by identifying
and selecting the hot technologies, becoming the leaders in those technologies through
R&D, regardless of competition capability, or assumed customer needs, everything else
will fall into place. This is not so without the proper foundation and technology strategy,
as we have seen time and time again. This is a weak frontal offensive that US leadership
continues to use without success. The US frontal offensive is further weakened by our
decline and our adversaries’ growth in strength. Our traditional obsolete approach is
basically uninformed, therefore presumptuous, and comes from the wrong foundation.
Going forward with the Advanced Manufacturing Program frontal offensive as described,
based on their financial planning approach and R&D foundation, has little chance of
succeeding any more than the lost opportunities listed on Page 5 of the report:36
Research and innovation are essential, but alone they do not ensure a successful
manufacturing sector. This is a sample of technologies and products with both
commercial and defense applications invented in the United States and now
produced primarily abroad:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laptop computers
Solar cells
Semiconductor memory devices
Semiconductor production equipment such as steppers
Flat panel displays
Robotics
Interactive electronic games
Lithium-ion batteries

The report explains exactly what Socrates warned of and solved 30 years ago.
The nation’s loss of manufacturing leadership is not limited to factory jobs; there
are also concerns that we are losing leadership in R&D employment and
investment related to manufacturing. R&D activity linked to manufacturing is
moving offshore to access emerging global markets, and to respond to global
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competition for talent and the growing supply of scientists and engineers
abroad.37
In a nutshell:
In today’s marketplace, an R&D focused US frontal offensive against technology-based
planning competitors with far more resources than the US, i.e., China is insane. Brute
force R&D frontals though, are generally the only competitive maneuver exercised
throughout the US. This approach has succeeded many times for the US in winning the
footrace, but US organizations consistently fail in achieving and sustaining competitive
advantage. Competitors with fewer resources like Japan, South Korea and Germany
systematically execute a range of offensive and defensive maneuvers that render our
frontal offensives ineffective and costly.
Success of frontal offensive maneuvers is a matter of attrition. The side with the greater
resources wins. US resources are certainly not enough to overwhelm China, our chief
competitor. This will continue to be a critical mind shift for the US as we go forward in
the economic war with China.
To recap, superior technology acquisition and utilization is the foundation for all
competitive advantage. Competitive advantage is essential for economic growth, jobs,
trade policy and national defense. Therefore technology strategy is the foundation for all
planning. A list of R&D “hot technology” targets is not a technology strategy, but typical
planning methods of US organizations are nothing more than that. By their own analysis
(see above list of “lost opportunities”) the Advanced Manufacturing Program approach
does not work but US leaders, across all sectors, continue to plan and execute the same
approach harder and faster apparently expecting success.

How US R&D Frontal Offensives Consistently Lose
Figure 2 above illustrates how our competitors simply draw off technology from our
R&D, without much investment of their own, giving them an immediate cost advantage.
They bring the technology into their buckets to support overall technology strategies
while they isolate constituent technologies needed in the extended process of product and
service development, manufacturing, deployment and marketing.
Constituent technologies are the vertical and horizontal technologies within a core
technology. Core technology is the target technology for producing an end item such as
telecommunications systems or nuclear power plants or something as mundane as a
loading dock or a web-based order and payment system. Vertical constituent technologies
are those technologies integral to the core technology, identifiable in a ”drill down” or
walkthrough of the core technology production thread.
37
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For example: A core technology may be a steering system for an automobile. A simple
walkthrough at the basic level-1 (top level with no drill down) would start with the
steering wheel, then the steering shaft to the rack and pinion to the tie rods, ball joints and
steering arm to the wheels, tires and road. Each step in the level-1 technology thread from
steering wheel to the road is a separate but vertical constituent technology of the steering
system. Each constituent technology can become a core technology and further drilled
down into exposing its own constituent technologies and so on.
Horizontal constituent technologies are those technologies that enable cross application
of core technologies. For example, the steering system for an automobile may also be
conceptually applicable for trucks, earthmovers or even an airplane’s taxi steering
mechanism. Or one constituent technology within the core steering system such as the
rack and pinion, which converts rotating action to linear action, could be used in the
horizontal market for automatic door opening technology.
This explanation helps to further understand the need for remaining technology unbiased
in the early stages, so that the broadest slice of the technologyspace is scaled from the
beginning to ensure that the resulting technology strategy considers all potential threats
and opportunities. On the other hand, the R&D driven US brute force approach starts
with a core technology from a list of “hot technologies,” which automatically filters out a
significant part of the technologyspace as well as the competitor landscape which
otherwise would expose additional threats and opportunities that must be addressed to
achieve competitive advantage.
But our technology-based competitors have a holistic view that produces a complete
technology strategy including the full range of all constituent technologies, vertical and
horizontal. The related technologyspace and the vast number of all opportunities are
exposed.
Our competitors can see well in advance where to maneuver in the constituent
technologies to literally control the market with or without the core technology. As a
result, US R&D sponsors and investors are subsequently left at the mercy of competitors
in acquiring both vertical and horizontal constituent technologies to produce and market
their end products. With only limited participation in the overall competitive process,
expanding a product’s application horizontally may be even more difficult for US
companies than simply competing in the vertical market with the original product.
After putting themselves in this situation the easiest way out for US companies, driven by
a financial focus, is to have the ultimate products that must be delivered, manufactured by
the competitors who have all the technologies needed except the latest version of the core
technology. The core technology will be supplied by the US company or consortium that
sponsored the original R&D if they expect to have any market impact at all.
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This scenario has played out time and time again for over fifty years and we cannot seem
to make the connection that our basic approach is broken. In addition to losing the
expected benefits of winning the footrace to the next breakthrough with massive
investments in R&D, the fact that we are consistently out maneuvered strengthens the
positions of our competitors. In their improved positions of strength our competitors are
able to further negotiate with US manufactures for actually acquiring the US R&D core
technology itself or by innovating around it if need be. If they choose to innovate around
it their investment in R&D, unlike ours, is part of a total technology strategy for a
specific opportunity to gain competitive advantage in a proven, lucrative market. Their
risk is minimal. This is an ongoing tactic of Chinese, Japanese and South Korean
companies who are expert in these competitive maneuvers. See the A123 Battery
example discussed earlier.
US finance-based planners will license, or in some cases even sell, the R&D core
technology to competitors to make their quarterly numbers, and the Board of Directors is
satisfied. As this scenario takes place, our competitors eventually end up owning the
annual billion dollar ongoing markets for the products containing all the technologies
including those breakthrough technologies from US R&D. But we won the footrace and
that was our objective.

R&D is Only One of Many Factors Dependent on TechnologyBased Planning
Operating at the level above the technologyspace, finance-based planning by design
dumps the entire organization planning process into the middle of a myriad of
marketplace factors that are dependent on what is actually happening in the
technologyspace.
Factors like marketing, manpower, operations, finance and R&D as well, are all
important factors in the planning process but not the starting point because they are all
dependent on what happens first in the technologyspace. Finance-based planners and
decision-makers though, argue that because financial allocation is common to each factor,
it seems logical to assume that finance-based planning is the starting point for all other
factors. As a result finance-based planning continues as the accepted basis for all
planning in conventional thinking and practices in US institutions.
The problem as discussed at length above, is that proper resource allocation, e.g.,
financial planning, requires a basis or foundation that precisely dictates where resources
are required for competitive advantage. That basis is found in the technologyspace.
Ignoring the technologyspace as the starting point, finance-based planning has only the
marketplace for determining what resources are required to address business planning.
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But in finance-based planning competitive advantage is the overlooked requirement for
achieving the primary objective, profit.
In the absence of an authentic technology strategy from a technology-based planning
foundation, finance-based planners simply pick the appropriate factor currently getting
attention in the marketplace as the place to begin. That factor then becomes the resource
allocation starting point or centerpiece, serving improperly as the foundation for all
planning that follows. Today it is manufacturing because manufacturing has visibly
declined in the marketplace. Tomorrow it will be R&D or innovation because we have
always been leaders in winning those footraces so that must be the place to focus. Next
week, it will be a marketing tactic like branding or Blue Ocean or an operational solution
like productivity improvement or quality. It is never-ending.
US companies following this pattern expend many resources on communication,
orientation, training and even complete re-organization to support the projects required to
execute these initiatives. Frequently, new technology, which must be licensed and
integrated into the operation, supports these programs. Sekora refers to the programs that
emerge from this superficial approach as tricks of the month because they are deceptive,
creating a false sense that they are somehow enhancing competitive advantage.
Ever-present academic studies to find magical solutions to enhance organization
performance also distract US planners. Typically, these researchers conduct their studies
on 1000, 2000 or more companies. They expect the size of these sample groups to
establish veracity. Keep in mind, as a comparison, Socrates research looked at all
competition worldwide and studied it from the beginning of time. The Socrates research
findings got us to the root that determines the starting place for all planning required for
performance improvement of any kind to be technology acquisition and utilization for
competitive advantage.
Based on the relatively small samples in academic studies, by comparison to Socrates
research, the conclusions that follow from these studies are ostensibly the identification
of that one critical factor of all market factors studied that will then be used to address
the particular performance issue targeted. This critical factor was determined by the
number of votes received from the sample respondents, e.g., sixty-three percent of the
1000 respondents selected Factor #9 as most important. They publish a whitepaper, and
that becomes the trick of the month, as Sekora would say.
Because we are operating at the superficial level where finance-based planning from a
marketplace view prevail, everything and anything can become a starting point,
centerpiece and foundation for planning and decision-making, which actually means
nothing is the foundation.
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The conventional approach is a never-ending intellectual exercise to select one or a set of
key factors that will ostensibly improve financial results. In this mishmash of superficial
factors, R&D and so-called innovation have become favorite rallying points for achieving
ROI and profit objectives. This is happening even as experts continue to struggle with
actually measuring R&D ROI without much success, as we will see in the next section.
The footrace to achieve the next R&D breakthrough results in vast amounts of financial
resources allocated for R&D and innovation with the expectation that winning the
footrace will achieve financial/economic objectives. The allocation of financial resources
for R&D then, in finance-based planning, is nothing more than a cosmetic measure of
financial capacity to innovate through R&D spending as defined in finance-based
planning. The footrace is on for the next market-based breakthrough, and that is the
extent of technology planning from a finance-based planning perspective.

Finance-Base Planner’s Struggle to Measure R&D Effectiveness
R&D is a major investment of the pharmaceutical industry, roughly $50 billion annually.
Finding ways to measure its effectiveness is a constant pursuit. This makes the
pharmaceutical industry’s R&D operations a good example to use in understanding the
struggle in measuring R&D effectiveness as applied today in finance-based planning.
Bringing new molecular entities (NMEs), which translates into new products, to market is
estimated to cost $1.8 billion in the pharmaceutical industry as of this writing. The
greatest portion of this amount goes to R&D. Understandably; much has been done in
this industry in an attempt to get a handle on R&D effectiveness.
Nature Reviews Drug Discovery focuses on drug discovery and development and is
considered the leading journal in pharmacology/pharmacy and biotechnology/applied
microbiology.
Nature Reviews Drug Discovery conducted an R&D productivity study consisting of a
complicated academic approach attempting to measure R&D effectiveness.38 The study
focuses on two dimensions of R&D productivity: R&D efficiency, inputs that lead to
outputs, and R&D effectiveness, outputs leading to outcomes. This seems to make sense
so far.
The measurement of R&D productivity in this study appears to be focused internally on
the conventional R&D process flow mechanics. In this method of examining the end-toend R&D process, the various factors impacted in R&D during the flow from start to
38
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finish are identified and become the elements of an elaborate equation for measurement
of efficiency and effectiveness of the drug discovery and development process. An
excerpt from the study states:
R&D efficiency represents the ability of an R&D system to translate inputs (for
example, ideas, investments, effort) into defined outputs (for example, internal
milestones that represent resolved uncertainty for given project or product
launches), generally over a defined period of time.
The approach researchers have taken resembles the way process flows are typically
assessed for effectiveness in any system process flow analysis. In this case, the
conclusion suggests that the conventional R&D process in the pharmaceutical industry
can be measured and improved through optimization of the numerous factors involved in
the process. The R&D productivity study process then leads to a deduced conclusion
about the correlation, as defined by the authors, of these process factors and their
potential impact on effectiveness and efficiency of R&D.
The Nature Reviews Drug Discovery approach fits conventional thinking as described in
the section above on “productivity” where we show how the conventional approach in
productivity improvement initiatives consistently leads to expensive, but disappointing,
process improvement initiatives. But, as discussed at length above, these productivity
improvement initiatives are not effective because they are designed, developed and
operate from the wrong foundation. As a result this pharmaceutical R&D effectiveness
study will simply result in process improvement initiatives, in this case pharmaceutical
R&D, more efficient at delivering the same or less desired output. The methods used to
improve process performance in these conventional ways rely only on statistical models,
probabilities, trends and extrapolations rather than finite absolutes from the proper
foundation.
The conventional finance-based method of measuring process effectiveness addresses
process flows that have been designed to produce a target ROI managed from a budget in
a financial spreadsheet. But the real need and effective use of R&D, in this case
Pharmaceutical R&D, is to address diseases first and the effective use of R&D in that
process can only be determined in a Technologyspace Map® which dictates the precise
R&D activities that must occur. In addition, the map dictates exactly how those activities
must be executed to cure the targeted diseases. Without this solution map there is no
foundation for a valid productivity measurement process. As a result the initiative of
Nature Reviews Drug Discovery to study pharmaceutical R&D productivity becomes a
never-ending process searching statistical models, probabilities, trends and extrapolations
for something that resembles reasonable correlations.
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In a follow-up posting, Nature Reviews Drug Discovery AOP published online39, the
article informed its readers of progress in the challenge of measuring pharmaceutical
industry R&D effectiveness:
One strategy to tackle this challenge that has gained momentum in recent years is
the establishment of precompetitive public–private partnerships (PPPs) to focus
on issues that are too large for single organizations to effectively address alone,
such as the development of biomarkers of drug toxicity.
The article focuses on the importance of evaluating the effectiveness of public-private
partnerships (PPPs) as a strategy for conducting and measuring pharmaceutical industry
R&D. The article proposed another measuring tool to assess the effectiveness of PPPs.
In a matrix format, each step of the pharmaceutical industry R&D process, Input –
Process – Output – Outcome would be assessed in these areas:
• Networks
• Know-how
• Human capital
• Financials and operations
Across the top of the matrix were the evaluating factors under each process step for each
assessment area. For example, the area of networks would be evaluated under each
process step using the following factors for each data point:
Input – number and diversity of partners
Process – exchange of information between partners
Output – number of projects continued after PPP funding
Outcome – number and size of new partnerships inspired by PPPs
The idea of using PPPs to improve pharmaceutical industry R&D may be just an
extension to the never-ending mishmash that develops when a single foundational
element based on a precisely defined objective is missing. Without this foundation the
specific R&D process and process activities involved cannot be isolated and precisely
measured. In lieu of this precise focusing and engaging process, visible and executed
from the technologyspace, conventional finance-based practitioners resort to complicated
equations to find correlations so that measurement of R&D effectiveness and efficiency
39
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appears rational. This is an accepted approach in US conventional thinking and leads only
to illusions.
Another method from Harvard Business Review that the author claims can fix the
inability to accurately measure the effectiveness of R&D is called RQ, short for research
quotient. The author explains it this way:
Essentially, the equation defines the relationship between a firm’s inputs (what it
spends) and its output (its revenues). The formula typically considers two costs,
capital and labor. Of course, those aren’t the only determinants of revenue, and
most economists would accept that the equation could be expanded to include
another central input: R&D. Using standard regression analysis, the calculation
tells us in a very precise way how productive each of the inputs is in generating
output. It tells us, for instance, how much a 1% increase in R&D spending would
increase a firm’s revenue.
My research—which includes a comprehensive analysis of all publicly traded
companies in the U.S.—suggests that if the top 20 firms traded on U.S. exchanges
had optimized their 2010 R&D spending using the RQ method, the collective
increase in market cap would have been an astonishing $1 trillion.40
In a traditional approach such as the “RQ” method, the process is again without the
proper foundation. The subsequent framework of dependent factors cannot be absolute
and without discontinuities. Because conventional methods, such as RQ, are not
straightforward and based on the proper foundation; assumptions, probabilities and
mathematic relationship quotients are made necessary in the mishmash of finance-based
planning.
Purveyors of conventional thinking and practices continue to flail about in the universe of
superficial market factors ultimately dependent on a technology acquisition and
utilization foundation that they cannot see. They try to measure the effectiveness of R&D
by juggling the marketplace factors, from a financial basis, to find a correlation with
profit and ROI instead of simply measuring the impact of R&D on competitive advantage,
which translates directly to profit, and ROI. Without a single foundation and operating
system for determining and guiding actions, they continue to struggle in these myriad
factors, probabilities and elaborate mathematic equations while tethered to their improper
planning foundation and questionable premises.
In the pharmaceutical industry competition exists at two levels. First is the battle with the
disease itself to find the cure and/or ways to relieve the symptoms. Socrates treats the
need to battle disease as a competitive situation where the disease such as cancer is the
35
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competitor and the objective is to remove the threat. Simultaneously, there is another
level of competition among pharmaceutical companies to be first to launch the product to
remove the threat. Both competitions must be addressed coherently in a single technology
strategy. Conventional finance-based R&D initiatives cannot effectively track and
address the competition among pharmaceutical companies and therefore struggle to
measure overall R&D impact.
The competitive strategy at both levels is to effectively acquire and utilize technology, of
which R&D is an optional resource for achieving competitive advantage. To measure
R&D effectiveness though, the impact of R&D on competitive advantage, at both levels,
must first be established. In this approach, R&D is determined to be either clearly
required to achieve competitive advantage at one or both levels or it is not. There is no
question. But conventional finance-based business strategy development is not capable of
performing this step.
In lieu of the capability of conventional approaches to properly coordinate, track and
execute technology strategy, with or without R&D, assumptions must be made up front.
These assumptions, based on a market view not technologyspace activities, are severely
limited because they see competition after the fact, not how competition is actually
developing. Absent of viable technology acquisition options, otherwise provided in a
view from the technologyspace, the need for R&D is typically nothing more than a kneejerk assumption about “hot technologies” that bias the process from the beginning. This
bias in conventional R&D planning, discussed in the earlier section on the R&D footrace,
establishes artificial limits in technology acquisition that filter the field of viable options
and adds significant financial risk to project.
Technology acquisition and utilization maneuvers in Socrates are precisely planned,
funded, executed, monitored and measured based on capability to achieve and sustain
competitive advantage. First we can accurately see how a particular acquisition maneuver
such as R&D will impact competitive advantage at both levels. The laws of physics
determine an R&D initiative’s capability to impact competitive advantage (achieve the
R&D objective), not expert opinion, statistics, probabilities or conjecture.
Secondly, the strength and weaknesses of technology acquisition maneuvers developing
in the technologyspace are clearly visible before they are executed. Specific R&D
maneuvers can be accurately calculated for the initiating pharmaceutical company as well
as its competitors. Marketplace results then can be projected with precision from the
strength and weaknesses of all competitive maneuvers executed by the initiating
pharmaceutical company and its rivals, as calculated in Socrates. R&D’s effectiveness in
creating and sustaining competitive advantage translates directly to marketplace results,
including ROI and profit. The results immediately show up on the financial spreadsheet,
but as we can see, the process does not and should not start with the financial spreadsheet.
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The effectiveness of R&D as a factor in a Socrates technology strategy is straightforward.
The question to answer is, “how does R&D remove competitor threats and exploit
opportunities that provide competitive advantage?” We can see it clearly in the
Technologyspace Map® and track the impact directly to profit and ROI. It is simple,
straightforward and precise. No more guesswork.
Technology-based planning, given the proper process and tools, is extremely accurate.
Beginning with the foundation for all technology strategy factors, technology acquisition
and utilization maneuvers, every step from the foundation forward is based on absolutes
and closed data sets. Because no discontinuities exist in technologyspace, the guesswork
required for gathering superficial factors that are then weighted according to their
estimated impact on R&D effectiveness is eliminated.
To sum up this section, today’s experts are operating from very limited research data and
built-in biases toward breakthrough R&D, innovation for innovation sake, market focus
and finance-based planning.
Sekora likens this condition to the story of Copernicus. Until Copernicus established that
the sun, rather than Earth, was at the center of the solar system, as was conventional
wisdom of the time, the revered thought leaders in conventional wisdom were constantly
surprised and frustrated when their equations on the revolution of the planets did not
quite work. Time after time, they refined their equations, reevaluated and refined the
weighting rules for superficial factors in attempts to make them work. But it was an
impossible task because they were operating from and dedicated to the wrong foundation
premise.
Their foundation for mathematically plotting the revolutions of planets was wrong and
everything that followed from their conclusions was also wrong. This dedication to an
improper foundation and false premise kept humankind in the dark for centuries.
Conventional wisdom about technology, R&D, competitiveness, planning and strategy
keeps us in the dark today.
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Chapter 5
Vintage Socrates
As the current situations around the world and our country in particular are constantly
blasted at us through the most prolific and occasionally accurate communication system
ever, related stories about Socrates inevitably come up. Just about every day a new,
incredible story about Project Socrates finds it way into our conversations.
This section will not attempt to cover all the rich events that have taken place involving
original Socrates or its private sector successor over the past 30 years. But here are a few
of those stories and other key events to illustrate the power of Socrates, the influence
Sekora garnered in Washington as a result of Socrates, and paradoxically, the
Copernicus-like reactions to Socrates enlightenment by those steeped in conventional
thinking.

The Superconductivity Program – 1988
On March 10, 1988, President Reagan’s science advisor requested that Socrates provide
technology strategy planning support to the White House as they were drafting US
National Five-Year Plan for Superconductivity. The national plan aimed at “coordinating
the development and future exploitation of superconductivity in the United States.”
The White House request for help from Socrates stated:
Superconductivity has the potential to introduce significant and possibly
revolutionary changes into major industrial segments, from super computers to
high-speed transportation. The way we address technical advances in
superconductivity will determine the United States’ role in this important domain.
Sekora and Project Socrates team took the White House at its word. The US had to outcompete all other participants to establish the US role in this important domain: exactly
what Socrates was designed to address. Unfortunately though, the group of experts who
were supposed to support the initiative did not understand the Socrates approach.
With a clear directive, the Socrates team did what they did best. They launched a major
technology strategy planning operation, which would include an intricate short, mid and
long-term Technologyspace Map®. As with all such operations, the Socrates planning
process followed its established methodology to determine:
1. Who were America’s competitors in high-temperature superconductivity (Super-C)
materials?
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2. What were the competitors’ technology strategies for Super-C, (i.e., what were their
plans for effectively using world-wide science and technology, including their own
internal R&D, in order to develop and use superconductivity material)?
3. What would be an effective technology strategy for the United States to follow in the
Super-C arena?
The finished Socrates report determined the following:
•

•
•

The technology strategies of countries and organizations within the countries that
would either develop Super-C materials or utilize the Super-C materials once they
were developed
What those countries and their organizations’ technology strategies were, including
their objectives and various maneuvers they were already using to acquire technology
The basic requirements of a technology strategy for the US, including which
technologies the US should protect and which technologies the US should acquire

Had the US followed the Socrates approach, it may have shed a completely different light
on how to efficiently execute the Superconductivity project and future government
projects as well. By following the Socrates strategy, the US would have had the
undisputed competitive advantage while selectively building lucrative technology
alliances across the world and executing the Superconductivity project efficiently in US
industries.
The Socrates approach was very different from the conventional approach, which was
basically, “brute force R&D.” To review, brute force R&D assumes that the science and
technology world is relativity small, and US R&D resources are very large. From this
view, all we would have to do to compete is to pour money into R&D projects, turn
researchers loose to cover the science and technology waterfront, and then simply juggle
the money to show ROI. With this approach by Superconductivity team leaders, they
generally ignored the need to understand competition from the start. As a result,
competitors were underestimated in favor of a 17th century brute force march to slaughter
at the hands of 20th century sophisticated technology-based strategists.
The response of Superconductivity team leaders when they saw the Socrates technology
strategy made it clear that they were expecting more of the same conventional approach
consisting of “brute force R&D,” not a systematic, holistic technology strategy from
Socrates.
The attacks on Socrates findings and technology strategy charged that the White House
would be running up a white flag in the face of foreign competitors if it followed the
Socrates approach. They insisted that by using Socrates results, the nation was admitting
that it was incapable of executing its own private sector R&D. The US should not stoop
to the level of Japanese and some European nations by acquiring critical science and
technology from global sources, they said. Nor should the US create a government-
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industry alliance à la Japan’s Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI).
Corporate America should face its foreign competitors head on and slug it out with them
the way it always has, they insisted.
A side note: At this point while inserting the Super-C story into the book, something
occurred to me that once again caused dismay. The “experts” criticized the Socrates
technology strategy in this case for positioning the US as being “unwilling to face its
foreign competitors head on and slug it out the way it has always been done”. These
experts the White House brought together thought this was not aggressive enough?
On the other hand, when you read another vintage Socrates story later in this section,
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles – 2002, you will see just the opposite reaction from the
Department of Defense as an excuse not to act. The DoD rejected Chief Scientist of Navy,
Admiral Craig Dorman’s, recommendation of a Socrates technology strategy, which
Sekora and team prepared at Dorman’s request. The Socrates technology strategy would
stop proliferation of UAVs and sustain US advantage indefinitely. In this case, the DoD
rejected Craig Dorman’s technology strategy from Socrates stating that the strategy was
"way too aggressive" for DoD.
In the end regardless of the criticism about the Socrates approach to Super-C, the Bush
administration killed the US National Five Year Plan for Superconductivity for political
and budgetary reasons.
But there were some highly respected believers of Socrates in government and the work
Socrates did on Super-C was not all lost. Socrates Superconductivity results from this
initiative were used to structure other agreements such as the US-Japan Technology
Cooperation Agreement. They also used Socrates technology strategy to help structure
subsequent export control regulations.
In the case of the US-Japan Technology Cooperation Agreement, the US salvaged
significant value from the Super-C project that enabled US officials, for the first time, to
have specific competitive intelligence about Japan’s technology strengths, weaknesses
and likely technology acquisition maneuvers. With this rich information, negotiators
would know how Japan could acquire or was planning to acquire technologies from the
US and how Japan would use these technologies for competitive advantage against the
US in various industries. For the first time the approach and information made available
from Socrates Super-C involvement enabled US negotiators to plan and execute offensive
and defensive maneuvers from an informed position of strength. In addition our
negotiators got a glimpse of a 21st century planning process that would transcend our
blind reliance on inefficient brute force R&D as our exclusive competitive approach.
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NASA Manned Mars Space Flight – 1990
NASA’s goal was to send a manned spacecraft from Earth to Mars in the year 2016. For
hundreds of US companies this was a major opportunity worth billions of dollars.
Immediately, prospective companies directed their researchers, designers and engineers
to identify the technologies they owned that would have to be upgraded to fulfill the
needs of the project.
As was standard practice then and still today, many of these companies used the process
of benchmarking, which consists of gathering comparative data to determine where they
were competitively in the marketplace. The purpose in this case was to use the
benchmark information to find technology gaps in current product and service capability,
which would increase the chances of landing a NASA contract.
But those who have used benchmarking as a tool for evaluating competitiveness have
found the tool to be limited, dealing only with the operation’s current state as compared
to the capabilities of marketplace leaders. Benchmarking only scratches the surface of
competitiveness and can be misleading because it does not reveal the technology
strategies competitors are pursuing for competitive advantage and the myriad technology
paths available, as both opportunities or threats in the near-, mid- and long-term.
Benchmarking actually encourages technology bias, which as discussed earlier, limits
innovation and severely restricts capability to compete.
Pratt & Whitney was one of those companies with previous experience in benchmarking
and saw the need to do more before committing to such a massive and highly competitive
project. Pratt & Whitney, specializing in chemical propulsion engines contacted Sekora
and his new team, now in the private sector, to conduct a technology-based competitive
planning operation. They were happy they did.
The results were considered potentially game changing for the company's scientists and
engineers. From the CEO down, the accepted approach had previously been to upgrade
the company’s core competency, chemical propulsion engines, for powering the
spacecraft to Mars. This common knee-jerk but dangerous technology bias would have
been the normal way to proceed for any US company with a long history of leadership in
their industry. But what they saw when Sekora and team precisely exposed and mapped
the technologyspace was startling.
During Sekora and team’s analysis using the Technologyspace Map® it was eye opening
to see the other technology paths that competitors were seriously pursuing that would
remove chemical propulsion engines completely from the competition.
(A case of Dr. Christensen’s disruptive technology before Dr. Christensen even
discovered it)
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Of considerable importance to Pratt & Whitney was the fact that several foreign
competitors were independently pursuing these other technology paths and, if successful,
would render Pratt & Whitney’s chemical propulsion technology irrelevant. This fact
properly expanded Pratt & Whitney’s thinking. If the project went to fruition and Pratt &
Whitney stayed with its core competency, chances were that NASA would not award it
the contract. But even of more detrimental, the development of new propulsion
technology could make Pratt & Whitney’s core technology obsolete.
Among the alternative propulsion systems in pursuit were slingshot, nuclear rockets and
antimatter. The new private sector Socrates team mapped and analyzed the technology
paths for each propulsion system and the competitors pursuing each of them. With this
information, Pratt & Whitney could certainly develop a technology strategy that would
enable them to select the best path, acquire the technologies needed to produce the end
item, swiftly outmaneuver competitors and ultimately achieve and sustain competitive
advantage. This was, of course, one option but would require substantial investment and
detract from their core business, chemical propulsion rocket engines. Another option
would be to not compete at all and simply pass on the opportunity.
Japan’s Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, for example, was clearly on track with a flanking
maneuver against other propulsion technology paths and would be especially effective
against the conventional chemical propulsion of Pratt & Whitney.
For clarification and review, a flanking maneuver hits competitors where they are not
expecting, throwing them off balance, causing confusion and inability to compete. In a
flanking maneuver, one company introduces a technology that the other competitors are
not expecting to have to counter because of its traditional unavailability. In this case, the
technology Pratt & Whitney considered unavailable without substantial investment were
nuclear rockets and antimatter propulsion.
Mitsubishi and a few other competitors were pouring millions into the development of an
antimatter engine that they could use for the NASA project.
Antimatter results when the particles that compose ordinary matter (protons, neutrons and
electrons) are accelerated almost to the speed of light and then smashed into other
particles. The collision produces corresponding antiparticles (antiprotons, antineutrons
and positrons). These antiparticles then are trapped in accelerator facilities. When these
trapped antiparticles are allowed to collide with other particles, they annihilate one
another, and in the process, release enormous amounts of energy.
A US particle accelerator facility was then under construction in Waxahachie, Texas but
eventually defunded before it was finished. Another accelerator facility, already in
operation, was the CERN labs in Switzerland.
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Although Carl D. Anderson discovered antimatter in 1932 it was still considered on the
fringe of practicality mainly because of the lack of antimatter feedstock. Since the 1950s
we have been able to produce antiprotons and antineutrons and trap them in high-energy
accelerators. So the potential as a powerful energy source has been generally recognized
as viable.
It was further determined that at the then current rate of antimatter feedstock production
there could have been enough to power a craft to Mars and back by the target date of
2016.
When the Technologyspace Map® first exposed the idea of antimatter as the propulsion
system, Pratt & Whitney almost immediately dismissed it. But the fact that several wellrespected foreign companies were investing great amounts of research money into
antimatter and after hearing that it just might be practical after all, they kept antimatter
propulsion in the realm of possibilities.
It was clear to Pratt & Whitney that to compete in the Mars project they would be
required to abandon their core technology, chemical propulsion, for this project, and
invest heavily in an alternate propulsion system. Without a clear understanding of
competitors, their technology strategies and required counter maneuvers, Pratt & Whitney
would have gone forward blindly and wasted vast resources. But with a clear view
provided by Sekora and Socrates, in the end, they wisely chose not to compete.
Even though Pratt & Whitney chose not to compete, they would now also know that a
new technology has a relatively high probably to enter the marketplace in the future that
will make their propulsion system obsolete. With this knowledge they can and must plan
their response systematically, precisely and coherently.

US Aerospace Industry – Late 1991
For several years after Sekora left the government, he and his new private organization,
Technology Strategy Planning (TSP, Inc.), received requests from Congress and
government agencies requesting help with difficult issues. For example, the
Congressional Accounting Office asked for information as part of an ongoing technology
threat assessment. Senator Joe Lieberman requested a review of legislation that he was
asked to co-sponsor with Ohio Senator John Glenn concerning the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), The House Subcommittee on Technology
Competitiveness requested further counsel on information gathered in hearings at which
Sekora had provided expert testimony a month before. (Another good story for another
time)
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Now Sekora and team received another call for help. Something about this call requesting
assistance was different though, as the caller expressed a more than usual sense of
urgency and needed to talk directly with Sekora.
The caller was a staffer from the House Armed Services Committee. He initiated the
conversation by asking if Sekora was aware of the recent developments surrounding the
possible acquisition of a McDonnell Douglas Corporation division by Taiwan Aerospace
Co. Sekora responded that he had and asked, “Is it blowing up?” The staffer replied that
there were many “heavy hitters” involved all trying to blow the approval process through
Congress causing certain congressmen to be suspicious that something was amiss.
Senator Jeff Bingaman of New Mexico was one of those congressman particularly
disturbed.
Senator Bingaman had told the committee that this sale would allow transfer of
technology to Taiwan which could eventually create a rival aerospace industry in Asia at
a fraction of the price US taxpayers had already paid to develop the technology in the US.
His feeling was that the deal would undermine US dominance in the aviation industry.
Sekora told the staffer, “His instincts are good” and pulled out his legal pad and starting
taking notes.
The “experts”, according to the staffer, were Harvard economists testifying that
according to McDonnell Douglas’ earnings (signaling finance-based decision-making in
progress), it is obvious that the American aerospace industry was on the decline, and the
prospect for profits in the near future were dim. The economists went on to argue that if
we allow Taiwan to purchase part of McDonnell Douglas, they can “eat the losses” while
still providing jobs to American workers. In their view, this would be a winning situation
for America and a brilliant move for McDonnell Douglas.
McDonnell Douglas executives in turn testified that it looked like a good deal for their
stockholders and the country in general. To protect national security the deal would be
structured to deny the Taiwanese access to certain McDonnell Douglas projects. The
executives went on to say that they had assurances from Taiwan Aerospace that the
company would be left intact, but that there would have to be some changes to provide
some “minor” benefits for the Taiwanese workers.
Taiwan Aerospace executives proposed that McDonnell Douglas components be
designed at US facilities, assembled in Taiwan by Taiwan Aerospace Co. and then
shipped back to the US to be finished. From there, the components would return to
Taiwan for integration and then go back to the US again for final assembly. McDonnell
Douglas executives agreed.
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McDonnell Douglas would get the money to shore up the company’s debt and cheap
Taiwanese labor to increase company profits. Most of the high paying McDonnell
Douglas design and engineering related jobs would stay in the US and Congress would be
satisfied.
With the scenario clear, Sekora responded, “We have a major problem. The US is going
to get screwed again. What do you need from us?”
The staffer replied, “We need to know what the hell is going on. Can you help?”
Sekora asked how much time they had? The staffer said ten days. Sekora asked the staffer
to stall for more time and TSP would do what they can to help.
Sekora assembled the TSP team that night and they began work involving preliminary
data collection and developing a plan of attack against China Steel, the parent company
of Taiwan Aerospace.
Sekora laid out the problem to TSP engineers and instructed them to begin building a
Technologyspace Map® of China Steel’s technology strategy. They were to pay
particular attention to China Steel’s past, present and future technology acquisition
maneuvers (e.g., acquisition joint venture, co-development and co-research). They also
contacted human data collectors on the ground in Europe and Far East the next day to
augment the computer information collection process.
Within a few days the information started coming in and the team began to piece together
a rough sketch of China Steel’s technology strategy within the Technologyspace Map®.
As the map came together, it became obvious, as is common in Asian technology
strategies, that China Steel’s surface technology strategy was only a small part of a very
large technology strategy that crossed several large Asian companies in other countries.
And worst of all, the Far Eastern perpetrators would be big winners at the expense of
another critical US industry.
The team discovered that the foundational technology strategy against McDonnell
Douglas was from a consortium of Japanese companies working together to develop a
commercial aerospace industry in Japan. As part of the consortium’s technology strategy,
they needed to acquire leading edge US military and commercial aerospace technologies
including materials and avionics.
Japanese companies are sophisticated competitive strategists. They know that the most
effective competitive strategies are those that adversaries do not see. This gives them
maximum freedom to maneuver. In this case, their ultimate objective was to decimate the
US aerospace industry and establish their own as the world dominant leader. To secure
this “cloak of darkness” around their strategy, the Japanese commercial aerospace
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technology strategy surrounded and consumed the technology strategy of a much weaker
adversary – Taiwan Aerospace and its parent, China Steel.
The China Steel Company was the ideal target for the Japanese. They represented the
mechanism, which the Japanese could exploit to covertly acquire US aerospace
technology. In addition, China Steel was planning a technology strategy in the steel
production industry that the Japanese could greatly assist for China Steel’s benefit.
Kawasaki Heavy Industry, a Japanese company that was part of the consortium, took the
lead for the Japanese with other consortium members like Mitsubishi providing support.
So, while China Steel’s technology strategy to acquire steel production technology
opened the door for assistance from Japan, China Steel’s subsidiary, Taiwan Aerospace,
would serve as the ideal mechanism for acquiring US military and commercial aerospace
technology covertly for the Japanese consortium.
Kawasaki Heavy Industry proposed the following deal to China Steel. Kawasaki, with the
rest of the consortium members, would transfer to China Steel the various technologies
that they required to upgrade steel production capabilities. In return, China Steel would
take $5 billion from Kawasaki, transfer it to their subsidiary, Taiwan Aerospace, and
direct them to use the funds to acquire a significant portion of McDonnell Douglas. Once
they executed the purchase of McDonnell Douglas, Kawasaki would direct Taiwan
Aerospace in the art of setting up a system between Taiwan Aerospace and McDonnell
Douglas for the covert acquisition of technologies from McDonnell Douglas. The
ultimate home for McDonnell Douglas technology would then be the Japanese aerospace
consortium.
Kawasaki, eager to begin acquiring US aerospace technology, began “priming the pump”
by laying out to Taiwan Aerospace the initial transfer mechanism they would install:
1. Kawasaki directed Taiwan Aerospace to have McDonnell Douglas engineers design
components in the US to ensure that they integrated the latest technology.
2. Taiwan Aerospace would assemble the components in Taiwan where Kawasaki
engineers would be present to document the technologies that went into the systems.
3. Taiwan Aerospace would send the assembled components back to McDonnell
Douglas in the US for inspection and finishing.
4. McDonnell Douglas would return the finished components to Taiwan for integration
into the final sections, with Kawasaki engineers present again.
5. Taiwan would ship the assembled sections back to McDonnell Douglas for final
assembly of the product.
In this way, the Japanese would have access to the process at every stage and acquire the
full range of McDonnell Douglas technologies from design to final assembly. They
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would accomplish all of this at their leisure, in their own back yard, out of sight of
Americans.
With successful execution of this strategy, Japan would very rapidly gain a significant
portion of the technologies they needed to establish their commercial aerospace industry.
And they would do it for pennies on the dollar within the confines of the promises made
to US Congress, keeping McDonnell Douglas intact and within the boundaries of the
United States to protect American jobs.
The House Armed Services people were shocked at Sekora and team’s findings. They
asked questions. What about the Harvard professors and the McDonnell Douglas
executives? How could they have been so misinformed and presented testimony that this
program was a good deal for the US and McDonnell Douglas? The reason was
competitive ignorance (not meant to sound offensive) because their focus was at the
superficial level of finance from a marketplace view blind to the technologyspace where
competitive maneuvers are planned and executed.
Both the academians and McDonnell Douglas executives were and are yet today, greatly
handicapped in dealing with sophisticated technology-based competitors. Without a
system designed to compete in the world marketplace with these astute competitors, these
“experts” had no way to see the competitive maneuvers that were actually taking place in
the technologyspace. As a result they would never have been capable of identifying the
true nature of the Taiwan Aerospace offer and even comprehend it once they were made
aware. These experts would have eventually seen the outcomes exposed in advance by
Sekora and team but it would have been months if not years later after the leaders who
signed the deal in the first place had moved on. On the other hand, the Japanese are fully
aware of this fact and experts in using it to their advantage.
The Japanese design their strategies, as they did in this instance, to appear to be an
economic strategy in which the McDonnell Douglas executives and the United States are
winners. The ongoing negotiations remained at the economic/financial level but in reality,
it is the technology strategy where the Japanese are focused and end up the competitive
as well as financial winners. With American planners, executives and teachers oblivious
to the mere existence of technology-based strategies, it is quite easy to deceive so-called
US expert panels.
Sekora and team’s findings were passed to the committee who purposely leaked them
back to China Steel and Taiwan Aerospace to allow them to withdraw honorably and
quietly. In the process they saved face and preserved diplomatic relationships with no
public scrutiny. This approach also squelched any further possible under-the-radar
maneuvering by this particular Japanese consortium.
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Sekora and team accomplished their objective to counter foreign adversary technology
strategies, at all costs, to protect US interests. Sekora and team performed at no charge to
the US government or McDonnell Douglas.
While the investigation had the desired effect of stopping the sale of Long Beach,
California based Douglas Aircraft Company to China Steel, it was nevertheless
disappointing to Sekora because it fell well short of alerting Congress and the nation to
the widespread existence of foreign technology strategies that were devastating our
economy and the Japanese aerospace technology strategy in particular was a good
example.
The House staffer explained it this way. Going public would result in an embarrassing
diplomatic humiliation and would force both governments into launching a counter
propaganda campaign to protect their image. Such a course might polarize diplomatic and
economic relations and that was not something the Bush administration wanted to do,
especially with Japanese support needed for America’s diplomatic efforts in the Middle
East and with Taiwan’s capitalists set to play a leading, pro-US role in China’s imminent
economic transformation.
The stories in the media following the investigation and exposure to Congress and
McDonnell Douglas trickled out but bore no resemblance to what had actually occurred.
For example, on January 10, 1992 fewer than two months after the event, a story
appeared in the Los Angeles Times that said: “Fundamental issues in McDonnell
Douglas’s deal to sell forty percent of its commercial airplane business to Taiwan
Aerospace remain unresolved and the agreement may need to be revised, according to the
head of the Taiwan group.”
The LA Times’ story was the first public indication that something was wrong but would
not be the last. On February 28, 1992 the Seattle Times carried a story with a Taipei
dateline saying Taiwan Aerospace was scaling back its $2 billion offer. The story quoted
Taiwan Aerospace Vice President Liu Kuo-chih as saying the company may only be
interested in twenty-five percent of McDonnell Douglas instead of the forty percent it had
originally wanted. The comment caused McDonnell Douglas to plummet $4.635 per
share on the New York Stock Exchange.
Similar stories emerged over the next several weeks, followed by the first causality in the
affair on April 16, when an LA Times story out of Taipei announced that David Huang,
Chairman of Taiwan Aerospace Corp., had resigned “for personal reasons.” The story
went on to say that the “abrupt departure” of David Huang is just the latest evidence of
the turmoil in the proposed Taiwan Aerospace-McDonnell Douglas deal.
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The story hinted that a “blunder that triggered protests from US lawmakers” about the
deal forced Huang to step down. The seventy-two year old Huang, a naturalized US
citizen and aerospace engineer had returned to Taiwan in 1981, had not committed any
blunder – except to become head of Taiwan Aerospace when it was formed in October
1991. Huang was the designated sacrificial lamb. His head would protect others in
Taiwan and Japan.
Finally on May 18, 1992, Taiwan Aerospace officially removed itself from the ill-fated
transaction when it announced that it would buy jets from McDonnell Douglas rather
than acquire a stake in the company. Under the new law, said Taiwan Aerospace
executives, a consortium of Taiwanese investors would form a leasing company to buy
twenty MD-12 jets from McDonnell Douglas at a cost of $2 to $2.5 million.
Stock analysts were quick to grasp the meaning of that revelation, even though they had
no idea what had happened. One New York market analyst said, “If this is the plan, there
are not enough financial resources within McDonnell Douglas to go ahead. That means
the MD-12 is effectively a dead duck and McDonnell Douglas is in deep doo doo.”
During the few months from February 29, 1992 when Taiwan Aerospace announced it
was scaling back its offer, to the time the Taiwanese backed out of the deal, McDonnell
Douglas stock plunged from $63.50 a share to $43.50.
The question we continue to ask today is how can something like this assault on a crucial
segment of American’s commercial aerospace industry happen in front of Congress, the
media, much of academia and otherwise astute corporate executives? When we look back,
this was only one of many such events that have wrecked our economy starting as far
back as the 1960s.
Unfortunately similar scenarios as this one are repeated with more frequency. Only now
competitors are stronger, more systematic in technology-based planning and there are
more of them as we cling to a proven flawed and obsolete way of planning, decisionmaking and organization management.

General Electric – 1990 to 1994
In the early 1990s General Electric asked Sekora and team to develop the company's
technology strategy for gas turbine engines. A small, but integral portion of that
technology strategy addressed GE's laser shock peening initiative and is illustrative of
what US companies can learn and must become capable of doing routinely if we are to
survive.
GE’s Laser Shock Peening Initiative
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Peening is a well-established process to improve the wear characteristics of an item by
subjecting the item to a compression wave. When the process was first developed, the
compression wave was imparted with a ball-peen hammer or by bombarding it with metal
shot. In the late 1980s the gas turbine engine division of General Electric made a major
push to gain a competitive advantage in the aircraft gas turbine market by transforming
their peening process to high-energy laser pulse (i.e., laser shock peening – LSP). The
expected result was that GE gas turbine engines would have a lower failure rate and a
longer time between scheduled maintenance.
GE LSP technology experts maintained two things:
1. The first was that GE had only one competitor for the technology of laser shock
peening. The competitor posed little threat because of the competitor's size and the
fact the competitor's technology was behind GE's LSP technology capability.
2. The second was that a high-energy laser was the only mechanism that was viable for
shock peening.
GE had developed the company's Laser Shock Peening process using a million dollar
laser that was pushing the envelope of maximum power output. Once the process was in
production, it had major limitations that greatly hindered the competitive advantage it
was expected to generate for GE.
The high cost of the laser meant that GE could only afford to have one laser for the LSP
production line producing gas turbine engines, i.e., no back-ups, as is normally the case
for a production line. Additionally, because the laser was pushing the technology
envelope for maximum power output, the reliability of the laser was low and the frequent
repair work required was not easily obtainable. When the LSP failed, specialized repair
personnel had to come from a distant location. As a result, it was a major challenge to
keep the LSP production line operational for more than just a few days at a time. The cost
per repair part was very high and the reliability of parts availability was low.
Because of these circumstances, GE was limited to using their LSP process only on the
most critical parts of gas turbine engines, i.e., the blades that went into the most advanced
aerospace fighters for the US military. This represented an extremely small portion of the
entire market for wear-resistant parts for commercial and military aerospace platform gas
turbine engines significantly decreasing the payback for the investment in LSP.
Sekora and team developed a Technologyspace Map® for beam shock peening within
Socrates first generation Automated Innovation System. The map was used with GE to
identify competitors, determine each competitor's technology strategy, and develop a
technology strategy for GE.
From the Technologyspace Map®, instead of one competitor as GE had originally
determined from a traditional market scan, the team could see that GE had fifty-one
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present competitors and eight potential future competitors for beam shock peening. The
present competitors were those organizations that possessed a complete beam shock
peening process. Future competitors were those organizations executing a technology
strategy, which left unchecked, would result in a beam shock peening process that could
effectively compete with GE.
To aid in understanding this example using GE’s actual technology strategy presented
below, key Socrates system phrases and terms are color-coded. Also a review of the four
dimensions of the technologyspace in Chapter 2 may be helpful:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Red represents technology maneuvers as part of the overall technology strategy
Purple represents dimension of technologyspace that the maneuver is exploiting
Green represents the technology involved in the maneuver
Blue represents customer need that the maneuver is attempting to excel at satisfying
for a competitive advantage.

Note: All technology maneuvers, except for a technology frontal attack, are viable in all
four dimensions of technologyspace.
Competitor Technology Strategies
Fifty-nine competitors were executing various technology maneuvers of their technology
strategies. The technology strategies of a significant number of competitors consisted
primarily of a technology frontal attack or a technology flank attack.
In a technology frontal attack, an organization uses the same technology as the
competitor to excel at satisfying the same customer needs in the same market at roughly
the same time. The objective is to engage the competitor in its perceived area of strength
with superior resources, thereby overwhelming the competitor, causing it to back down
from competition. In contrast, many US organizations execute what equates to a very
weak technology frontal attack, which results in nothing more than an endless war of
attrition. In the case of GE competitors, their technology frontal attacks consisted of
using high-energy lasers to attempt to excel at satisfying the customer need of high
damage tolerance--the same as GE's shock peening process.
In a technology flank attack in the technology structure dimension an organization uses
a technology or focuses on excelling at satisfying a customer need that the competitor is
not expecting to have to counter, thereby knocking the competitor off balance, causing
the competitor's efficiency to drop drastically. In the case of GE competitors, their
technology flank attacks in the technology structure dimension consisted of using lowenergy lasers against GE's use of high-energy lasers for shock peening to attempt to excel
at satisfying the customer need of low cost.
GE's Technology Strategy
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The GE technology strategy enabled GE to adroitly outmaneuver the fifty-nine
competitors in the acquisition and utilization of the technology to acquire and maintain
the competitive advantage as follows:
The GE tech strategy consisted of three spheres of technology maneuvers executed in the
near-, mid- and long-term, all concentric around the objective of enabling GE to generate
and maintain the maximum competitive advantage from beam shock peening.
The near-term sphere of technology maneuvers enabled GE to first neutralize the threat
competitor flank attacks posed in the technology structure dimension and then acquire a
competitive advantage over the technology flank attacks as well as competitor technology
frontal attacks.
The mid- and long-term spheres of technology maneuvers enabled GE to preempt the
threat of competitor technology flank attacks posed in the technology structure
dimension that were based on the use of electron beam and then ion beam technologies
for shock peening.
Four technology maneuvers were used in the GE technology strategy:
1. A technology alliance is when an organization exploits the technology flow
dimension to acquire technology from one or more organizations. Technology
alliances cover the complete set of mechanisms for acquiring technology (e.g.,
purchase, co-research, licensing, open source).
2. A technology counter-alliance is when an organization prevents, retards or alters
competitor's ability to exploit the technology flow dimension to acquire a technology.
Technology counter-alliances cover the complete set of mechanisms (e.g., purchase
company, co-research, licensing, open source).
3. A technology mobility offensive in the technology structure dimension is when an
organization brings technology from an "area" that is out of the competitor’s reach
into the area of engagement to frustrate the competitor.
4. A technology envelopment offensive in the technology structure dimension is when
an organization engages the competitor by using multiple technologies or by
excelling at satisfying multiple customer needs against the competitor's fewer
technologies or customer needs. The objective is to squeeze the competitor between
multiple fronts to put the competitor into a dilemma, causing inefficient use of
resources.
The primary technology maneuvers in the near-term sphere, the first of GE's three
spheres, are as follows:
Objective: Neutralize competitor technology flank attacks that use low-energy lasers to
excel at satisfying the customer need of low cost against GE's reliance on high-energy
lasers for shock peening.
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Maneuver #1: Technology Alliance
Execution: GE acquired Toshiba's know-how for using low-energy laser
technology for shock peening of nuclear reactor and waste containment.
Impact: GE converted its shock-peening production line for gas turbine engines
from a $950,000 per unit cost, temperamental high-energy laser to a rotating set of
ruggedized low-energy lasers costing $50,000 per unit.
Maneuver #2: Technology Frontal Attack
Execution: GE used the same technology of low-energy lasers for shock peening
of gas turbine engines to excel at satisfying the same customer need of low cost as
those competitors executing technology flank attacks.
Impact: GE negated the strength of competitor technology flank attacks by
transforming competitor technology flank attacks into technology frontal attacks.
Maneuver #3: Technology Flank Attack in the Technology Structure Dimension
Execution: GE used low-energy lasers to excel at satisfying customer need of low
cost against competitor use of high-energy lasers for shock peening.
Impact: GE acquired a major competitive advantage over other competitors
whom they had previously engaged in a technology frontal attack war of attrition.
Maneuver #4: Technology Mobility Offensive in the Technology Structure Dimension
Execution: GE used its low-energy laser shock peening to satisfy Ford Motor
Company's requirement for wear-resistant automotive parts (e.g., gears) to acquire
and exploit the high production rate technology present in the auto industry versus
the very low production rate in the aerospace industry. This resulted in GE’s
advancing of its low-energy laser shock peening, so that it was able to satisfy
aerospace customer needs for both low cost and reliable availability at a level that
far surpassed the capability of all low-energy laser shock peening competitors.
Impact: GE was able to expand the use of its advanced low-energy laser shock
peening process from just the gas turbine engines for the most advanced US
military aerospace fighters to the engines of a large percentage of all US and
foreign aerospace platforms.
Maneuver #5: Technology Counter-Alliance
Execution: GE instituted licensing agreements, patents and confidentiality
agreements that significantly retarded the technology flow to competitors of both
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GE's advanced low-energy laser shock peening technology and the Ford high
production rate technology that was critical in the technology mobility offensive.
Impact: GE has been able to maintain the competitive advantage of its advanced
low-energy laser shock peening technology throughout the aerospace industry
relative to all fifty-nine competitors.
At the onset, GE technology experts believed that GE only had one competitor and that a
high-energy laser was the only technology that was viable today and tomorrow for shock
peening. As a result, GE was in a position that guaranteed fifty-eight competitors would
blind-side them. Many of these competitors were preparing to use technologies in the
near-, mid- and long-term that would have totally negated the competitive advantage that
GE had invested millions of dollars in developing.
The GE shock peening technology strategy developed from Socrates First Generation
Automated Innovation System did not just neutralize the threat of the previously
unidentified competitors. Rather, the technology strategy significantly increased GE's
competitive advantage by expanding GE's ability to excel at satisfying customer need
with shock peening, from the most leading edge US aerospace fighters to a large
percentage of all US and foreign aerospace platforms.
The key to GE's success, in what was going to be a total financial loss and missed
opportunity, was a technology strategy that they based on adroit offensive and defensive
maneuvering in the four dimensions of technologyspace. The Socrates First Generation
Automated Innovation System provided GE with the precise and accurate understanding
of technologyspace required for this adroit maneuvering throughout the full range of
present and future applicable technologies.
Gone forever are the days when US organizations could win by brute force R&D,
creative marketing or slick economic shell games. To acquire and maintain a competitive
advantage, private and public organizations must consistently outmaneuver the
competition in technologyspace.

Counter-Terrorism and Nuclear Proliferation - 1996
In August of 1996, Sekora and his team had been in the private sector for several years
working with major US corporations, but occasionally, government agencies like DoD
requested assistance in solving special problems and brought them back to Washington.
Counter-terrorism and nuclear proliferation was one of those special problems with broad
implications for our country and for which the Department of Army requested assistance
from Sekora.
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The underlying goal of the Department of Army operation was to prevent a second Gulf
War with Iraq. The problem was how to stop the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction to terrorist organizations without going to war again with Iraq.
The traditional response would be to use US existing intelligence capabilities to monitor
adversarial developments in the acquisition of weapons of mass destruction, particularly
nuclear devices.
But in this case, the Department of Army decided they needed something more precise.
Sekora and Project Socrates had the reputation of producing the kind of solution they
needed.
Sekora and team submitted a fifty-page Technology Strategy Planning proposal that
spelled out the problem and the steps that would be necessary to address it. Very broadly,
those steps were:
•
•
•

Identify all organizations and countries worldwide that are in the process of acquiring
a nuclear device capability.
Determine the technology acquisition strategies of each country and individual
organizations being used to acquire their nuclear device capability.
Develop technology options for the Army to counter these adversaries’ nuclear
technology acquisition strategies.

The Socrates solution would identify all end item devices. In particular, the focus was on
nuclear devices being acquired but would easily expand to other weapons of mass
destruction such as chemical and germ warfare.
Each device would then be broken down into the full range of all individual technologies
required to produce the device. A Technologyspace Map® would be developed for each
device identifying all organizations or countries with any one or more of the technologies
required to produce the device. These identified organizations and countries represent the
potential adversaries with capabilities to acquire and utilize a nuclear device.
The map would detail each potential adversary’s capability level and then map the flow
of technology from organization to organization. This enabled the Department of Army
to monitor, evaluate threat progress by each adversary or potential adversary, and provide
counter measures required to remove the threat. With this capability, they could plan
counter measures with high precision well before the threat could be executed.
General David L. Grange, Department of Army’s anti-terrorism initiative sponsor,
strongly supported the proposal and worked with Sekora over the next several months to
implement. However, Central Intelligence blocked the implementation for what appeared
to be a simple turf battle.
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In discussions with Mike Sekora, he admits that he is still bothered by not being able to
implement the solution and compliments General Grange for his strong efforts to adopt
the program. Sekora believes that there was a very good chance that the US could have
avoided the second war with Iraq by either providing absolute evidence that Iraq was or
was not a weapons of mass destruction threat. If it was confirmed that Iraq was a threat it
would have been thoroughly evaluated, and the US would have been able to take precise
counter measures to remove the threat by maneuver in the technologyspace to block
Iraq’s access to the needed technologies and do it without a war.
We will never know if Sekora and General Grange could have avoided the war, but we
do know for certain that the alternative did not work and the price was astronomical in
lives lost and taxpayer money spent.
This keeps Sekora up at night as Socrates had already proven its capability to prevent hot
wars in its role in ending the Cold War with the Soviet Union. If we do nothing else to
bring about Socrates Generation-3 just bringing it back to address war prevention would
be sufficient reason.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles – 2002
A recent CNN Global Public Square article discusses the issue of proliferation of drone
warfare as an imminent threat to the US41.
The article states:
“The International Institute of Strategic Studies identified about 50 countries that
are actively using unmanned aerial vehicles. If we do it, why can't they? And then
you have the question of what happens if and when weaponized drones fall into
the wrong hands. What if the Taliban gets one? What if al Qaeda does? Where
does it stop? And just imagine a simple point – what if China starts using drones
regularly against what it regards as terrorists and defends itself by saying, well,
that's what America does.”
A couple of weeks later, April 5, 2013, TechNewsDaily published another article feeding
the fire of US drone mismanagement. The article reads42:
"In whatever future conflict scenario we're in five or 10 years from now, the
proliferation of UAVs is going to complicate things for the U.S. military," said Ian
Easton, a research fellow at the Project 2049 Institute.
41

Global Public Square staff, The Trouble with U.S. Drone Policy, CNN Global Public
Square section, March 12th, 2013.
42
Jeremy Hsu, Cheap Drones Made in China Could Arm US Foes, TechNewsDaily,
April 5, 2013.
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“China has built a huge military-industrial complex to support its growing drone
fleet, which consisted of about 280 military drones as of mid-2011, according to a
report released by the Project 2049 Institute on March 11. Chinese manufacturers
supplying the military and state agencies also have begun seeking foreign buyers
in a global drone market that aerospace and defense market research firm Teal
Group estimates to be worth $89 billion over the next 10 years.”
The proliferation of Drone capability widens rapidly. On July 14th, 2014 as Hamas fires a
steady stream of rockets into Israel, the news reports that they, Hamas, now also have
UAV capability. The implication of terrorists having UAVs is frightening but the reality
was inevitable as we, the US, initially ignored the possibility that it would ever develop
to this and when it finally did, we again were not prepared.
The US could have averted this potential crisis. Way back in the 1990s with the advent of
the first practical UAVs in the military and the significant competitive advantage they
brought to the US military, it was the position of a growing number of US admirals and
generals that UAVs would be the center point for all future military strategies for all
branches of the US military. They stated that the deployment of UAVs as the core of their
military strategies would give the US an undeniable military competitive advantage over
all rivals and adversaries for way beyond the foreseeable future.
Both articles indicate that the US UAV centered military strategy that would give the US
an undeniable military competitive advantage over all rivals for way beyond the
foreseeable future has come and gone.
In 2002, at the request of the Office of Naval Research (ONR), Sekora’s organization
executed a technology strategy operation on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (aka "drones").
Sekora recalls the event this way:
In the operation, we identified that because of the nature of UAV technologies as
mapped in the technologyspace and the UAV technology strategies that countries
all over the world were already executing, as viewed in the Technologyspace
Map®, we were certain that in a few years almost all countries would have UAVs.
The US competitive advantage in UAVs would be minimized, negating the
strength of our UA-centered military strategies. To address this imminent threat
we developed a technology strategy that would enable the US to maintain both
control and a competitive advantage in UAVs for many years well past 2013.
The UAV technology strategy that we developed was considered very
"controversial" as it exposed a reality that contradicted Department of Defense
conventional thinking. Craig Dorman though, Chief Scientist of the Navy,
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backed the execution of the UAV technology strategy we (Sekora and team)
provided.
Admiral Craig Dorman, now retired ex-Navy SEAL and first SEAL to make admiral, was
a long-time friend of Sekora’s and a strong supporter of implementing Socrates,
technology-based planning, throughout the Navy. As then Department of Navy’s Chief
Scientist, Dorman’s organization, ONR, bounced the UAV technology strategy up to the
Secretary of Defense stating, "because of the nature of the UAV technology strategy
developed and presented by Sekora, the decision to execute was way above ONR’s
authorization level."
In turn, the Office of Secretary of Defense was convinced that the US would remain the
sole developers, manufacturers and users of UAVs indefinitely. (This was the
conventional thinking of the time in DoD.) DoD maintained, in classic financiallyoriented economic terms, that the "barriers to entry" were way too high for any other
countries and besides that “fact,” the UAV technology strategy Sekora presented was
"way to aggressive" ---- end of argument.
After many months of fighting with the Office of Secretary of Defense, Sekora
abandoned the effort, and Craig Dorman resigned out of frustration.
Now, just over ten years later, the issue is a news story revelation that the US is not the
sole developer and user of UAVs and that this reality poses a major physical, political
and moral threat to the US. More importantly, this scenario is just one of many examples
in which Sekora, via technology-based planning, had the ability to determine that a major
problem was developing for the US long before the traditional methods detected it.
Sekora and team could have developed a viable technology (competitive) strategy that
would have effectively addressed the problem at its inception. We would have nipped the
issue in the bud before it reached the present level.
“But as much of a problem the UAV situation is becoming (and yes, the problem
with UAVs is going to get much worse), it vastly pales in comparison to what will
happen to the US as a result of being initially (e.g., withdrawal of the Reagan
executive order) and continually blocked from deploying the resources needed
(i.e., the automated innovation system deployed in a symbiotic manner) to rebuild
and sustain America's economic competitiveness.” – Michael Sekora
One of the key elements of the UAV technology strategy Sekora and team developed was
a major technology alliance between Department of Defense and Ford Motor
Company. This proposed alliance was an "unlikely and unprecedented alliance" in the
view of the Office of Secretary of Defense.
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But alliances of this type are commonplace in technology-based planning and, in this case,
the alliance with Ford was necessary to address the rapidly evolving threat to US
security. In fact as Sekora’s team pressed for resolution of this issue with DoD, the team
conducted research to find supporting precedent of alliances like the one proposed with
Ford.
The team was successful in finding such precedents. Ironically though, the precedents
found were all before WWII. This makes sense because after WWII was when the US
went to finance-based planning and maneuvering in the technologyspace where alliances
are commonplace was abandoned.

Official US Government Support for Socrates – 2010-11
Within the US have been three formal attempts, besides numerous informal attempts, to
re-establish Socrates, as Reagan intended, as a national asset for all public and private
organization planning and execution. The success of any of the three would result in
restoration of US competitiveness driving high levels of GDP growth, job creation,
favorable trade agreements and secure national defense.
Of the three formal government attempts to provide national access to the Socrates
system, only the legislation of 2010-11 remains viable. The other two were President
Reagan’s executive order of 1988, discussed earlier, and Senator Bingaman’s legislation
of 1989-1990 to circumvent President Bush’s efforts to stop Socrates. A summary of
Senator Bingaman’s legislation, which passed but missed the funding deadline, is
provided in Appendix Three.
Legislation – 2010-11
In early 2010, Congressman Frank Wolf (R-VA) contacted Sekora about reviving
Reagan’s Project Socrates. Concerned about the US economic crisis, Congressman Wolf
had remembered Project Socrates from the Reagan years, was impressed with it and
realized that it could be the most viable solution to address the current economic, job
creation and developing national security crisis.
During the discussion the Quadrigy team unanimously agreed to help revive the program
with the stipulation that it would be a private sector initiative with government
participation but no government control. This was an important condition to avoid the
political encumbrances of government programs previously experienced.
Sekora immediately agreed to help write the legislation and educate key audiences on the
program. The education would consist of what Socrates is, how it works, its history,
system and tools, deployment process and governance structure in the same way
President Reagan had originally intended. The education was to begin with Congressman
Wolf’s staff and potential co-sponsors. From there, the Quadrigy implementation team
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would educate key Congressional leaders, their staffs, Washington think tanks, leaders in
academia and media coordinators.
Shortly after those initial discussions a copy of the Summary Legislation was received
dated July 21, 2010 announcing the legislation, describing its intent and soliciting cosponsors. (See Appendix Four.)
The legislation that Congressman Wolf introduced stated its purpose as:
…reconstitutes President Reagan’s Project Socrates as an independent American
Economic Security Commission to identify and monitor emerging technologies and
global economic threats…
Note that the American Economic Security Commission later dropped “American” from
the Commission’s name. But more importantly the “Commission” was to be an
independent body. As you will see, the final legislation places the Economic Security
Commission within the Department of Commerce (which is fine so far) but without
education of the DoC oversight staff. This has created a major problem in execution of
the Economic Security Commission, which lays impotent to fulfill its original intent yet
today.
Original co-sponsors were:
•
•
•
•

Daniel Lipinski (D-IL)
Harold Rogers (R-KY)
Candice Miller (R-MI)
Robert J. Wittman (R-VA)

Eventually there were eleven sponsors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rep Steve Austria [OH-7] - 1/26/2011
Rep Jo Bonner [AL-1] - 9/9/2011
Rep J. Randy Forbes [VA-4] - 1/26/2011
Rep Marcy Kaptur [OH-9] - 1/26/2011
Rep Larry Kissell [NC-8] - 4/5/2011
Rep Daniel Lipinski [IL-3] - 1/26/2011
Rep Donald A. Manzullo [IL-16] - 4/7/2011
Rep David B McKinley [WV-1] - 1/26/2011
Rep Harold Rogers [KY-5] - 1/26/2011
Rep C. A. Dutch Ruppersberger [MD-2] - 1/26/2011
Rep Robert J. Wittman [VA-1] - 1/26/2011
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After several conferences with Congressman Wolf’s staff the following notes from a
Sekora status report summed up early progress:
Congressman Wolf is becoming increasingly convinced that the "New" Socrates
Project (i.e., the deployment of the Automated Innovation system as a US national
planning resource) is critical to rebuilding and maintaining America's economic
health.
Wolf made a major lobbying effort with other members of Congress to have the
New Socrates Project included in the Republican "A Pledge to America."
Wolf obtained considerable support from the members of Congress but it appears
that groups like the Heritage Foundation and the CATO Institute advised against
including the Socrates Project in the pledge. (In retrospect we can see that the
recommendation by these two organizations is a result of not being educated
as originally planned by Sekora and Quadrigy staff.)
Wolf wants the focus of our efforts, and the efforts of his staff, for the rest of 2010
to be on building support for the New Socrates Project with the new incoming Tea
Party/conservative members of Congress. (But this “education” was again not
to occur.)
Wolf believes that one of the keys for acquiring the support of these new members
is the "branding." in a highly visible manner, of the New Socrates Project and
Sekora as a Reagan initiative whose time has come.
If the Republicans take the majority in the House, Wolf will become the Chairman
of the subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies of the
House Appropriations committee
If Wolf has the support of the new Tea Party/conservative members on "day one"
of the new Congress, as Chairman he can allocate the funds and direct the
Department of Commerce to begin supporting the implementation of the New
Socrates Project in January/February 2011.
Sekora’s status report goes on to state:
We also reiterated with Tom (Tom Culligan was Congressman Wolf’s staff
member assigned to legislation), the idea of initially implementing the New
Socrates Project within just a few states, so that we could quickly demonstrate
significant results on rebuilding the economy. We also discussed that Virginia and
Texas should be included, if not the sole states, in this initial implementation.
Tom was in full support of both ideas.
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The original Wolf Bill introduced in 2010 was H.R. 5980, the Strategic Manufacturing
and Job Repatriation Act.
At this point everyone was on board and moving in the right direction, although the
legislation still needed serious refinements. Tom Culligan reassured us that there would
be plenty of time to edit and refine the final version.
On September 8, 2010, the Coalition for a Prosperous America (CPA) endorsed the
legislation. In a memo to Congressional sponsors and Coalition members the CPA said:
The Coalition for a Prosperous America is proud to announce that our Board has
voted to endorse H.R. 5980, “Strategic Manufacturing and Job Repatriation Act.”
The CPA is a national organization working on trade policy representing the
common interests of 2.7 million households through our agriculture,
manufacturing and labor membership. Our objective is to balance U.S. trade and
create a trade and economic strategy that achieves full employment and wealth
creation in America.
During the rest of 2010, the Wolf legislation circulated and Washington made revisions.
In early 2011, the bill was reintroduced as HR 516. The bill was finally passed in a
significantly watered-down version in November of 2011, and language of the bill
incorporated in the 2012-spending bill including the critical section on the Economic
Security Commission.
In July 2011, New America Foundation for the Democratic Caucus prepared and released
The Task Force on Job Creation, a Vision for Economic Renewal: An American Jobs
Renewal Report,43. The intent of the report was to serve as a guide for Democratic
Caucus members to develop a bipartisan set of initiatives based on the recommendations
in the report to address our country’s economic and job creation crisis.
On Page 30 and 31, is the recommendation for deployment of System Socrates as a
national planning asset. The plan was to coordinate the various federal policy making
bodies with a state-by-state implementation program that Quadrigy would execute.
Here is the excerpt from the report on the specific recommendation for the Socrates
system.
Recommendation by the Task force on Job Creation, a Vision for Economic Renewal:

43

New America Foundation Committee, The Task Force on Job Creation, a Vision for
Economic Renewal: An American Jobs Renewal Report, New America Foundation, July
6, 2011.
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“Create a U.S. Technology Strategy Board (Economic Security Commission) to
administer and maintain National Technology-Based Planning and to develop a
competitiveness strategy for the United States.
Japan, Germany and China use technology-mapping systems to develop broad
national strategies for business, education, research and development, and trade.
The key proposition of technology-based planning, developed in the United States
as Project Socrates under the Reagan Administration, is that competitive
advantage, at the company or national level, comes from control of technologies
that are critical to satisfying present and future consumer needs. Technologybased strategic planning starts with a map of all important technologies, showing
how they relate to each other and to present and anticipated consumer needs. All
entities—business, academic and government, domestic and foreign, where these
technological capabilities reside—are part of this “techspace” map, as is the
strength of each entity’s position in each relevant technology. Strategy is then
developed to ensure that critical, interactive technologies are available or can be
developed, and to deny them to competitors.
The U.S. should establish a National Technology-Based Planning Process,
insulated from partisan politics, which would provide voluntary but integrated
and coherent strategic guidance to a wide cross-section of public and private
entities. Legislation recently reintroduced by Congressman Frank Wolf (R-VA) is
aimed at establishing such a system.”
Task Force board Members:
Leo Hindery, Jr. – (Co-Chair) US Economy/Smart Globalization Initiative, New
America Foundation
Leo Gerard – (Co-Chair) United Steelworkers
R. Thomas Buffenbarger – International Association of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers
Anna Burger - Harvard University Advanced Leadership Initiative Fellow
Marc Fasteau – American Strategic Insurance Group
Ralph Gomory - Stern School, NYC
Michael Lind – New America Foundation
Lawrence Mishel – Economic Policy Institute
Andrew Rich – Roosevelt Institute
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Bernard Schwartz – BLS Investments
Sherle R. Schwenninger – New America Foundation
As of this writing the Department of Commerce has not properly executed the Economic
Security Commission (Technology Strategy Board), although many communications
have gone back and forth between Quadrigy, Congressman Wolf’s office and the
Department of Commerce.
Based on those communications Quadrigy staff has concluded that the lack of proper
execution of the most important part of the legislations, the Economic Security
Commission, is because of a misunderstanding of the problem and lack of education
about the solution and how the solution (Socrates) was to be implemented. It may also be
obvious that the politics of Washington again have delayed proper action to a critical
issue.
Washington ignored Quadrigy’s repeated offers to educate “key” congressman, selected
“think tanks,” the new Tea Partiers whom Congressman Wolf prioritized and all other
influential audiences. Had Quadrigy been able to provide the planned education from the
very beginning as requested, the watering down of the legislation and delay in execution
that continues today would have been avoided.
Sekora repeatedly urged Congressman Wolf’s office to allow Quadrigy staff to carry out
the education plan, at Quadrigy’s expense, covering the problem and Reagan’s Project
Socrates solution. Conceptually, Congressman Wolf appeared to understand the power of
Project Socrates, but in the end, something was missing in his thinking, as indicated by
his office’s inaction. It is certain that education was one of the missing parts that
Washington apparently decided was unnecessary.
As a result, the country’s economy, jobs, trade balance and national defense will continue
to deteriorate because of inability to compete until Socrates is re-implemented.
In the meantime, Quadrigy will continue to execute Operation US Forward to restore US
competitiveness. The Economic Security Commission will be implemented in some form.
The preferred implementation method favors an expansion of the existing private sector
Commission consisting of dedicated citizens with strong desire to fix the problem and
influence to engage resources. This private sector group of motivated citizens will be
trained and the Socrates system activated to support the Technology Strategy Board as
originally planned under President Reagan. The pursuit and accomplishment of Operation
US Forward will be with or without Washington. Unfortunately at this point Washington
is more of a distraction than help.
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Chapter 6
Challenges to Project Socrates
Throughout the Reagan years Project Socrates made incredible progress resulting in
major contributions in spite of the constant political challenges inherent to Washington.
But those were minor compared to what Sekora and team would face after President
Reagan left office.

A Major Setback
Reagan’s executive order was drafted but not fully coordinated by the time his second
term was up. In the waning months of the Reagan administration Sekora and supporters
chased those Washington influence leaders needed to be briefed before Reagan’s signing.
But, as is typical during this time of transition in Washington, it was all but impossible to
get any business done. So after several weeks, friends in the administration convinced
Sekora to back off, take some down time, relax and wait for Bush to come on board for
the final approval and signoff of Reagan’s executive order. There was no reason to
suspect that Bush would not implement the order.
But things happen in Washington that defy logic. A study of decision-making in
Washington leads to less confidence, not more, in what comes out of Washington. As I
went through this process of chronicling the life of Project Socrates in government, I
found that I had no idea how bad this condition could be and how deep the impact on the
US, socially, economically and politically. I am personally concerned that this condition
may be terminal for the country and have come to believe that our (the US’s) saving
grace is that the governments of the other major countries of the world are even less
effective than ours, more dysfunctional and in worse political disarray. But we cannot
rely on the deficiencies of our competitors to determine our future.
As one begins to understand the Socrates system, it is easy to see how it significantly
hampers the “wiggle room” that politicians seek to preserve allowing them to shift easily
from one position to another for political advantage. The unbiased universal view of
reality provided through the pure logic of System Socrates removes all ambiguity. This
causes resistance from some political leaders who seek to preserve that ambiguity.
With the new Bush administration in place, Sekora began finishing the coordination
process of the pending Reagan executive order. However, he immediately ran into
obstacles and dead ends. But the first real indication that something more basic was
wrong came when he lost access to the White House.
At first it was thought to be simply a matter of clarification and education to remove the
mounting resistance of the Bush administration. Who in his right mind, once adequately
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informed, would not support this timely solution with an already proven track record? So
Sekora continued to try to contact Bush aids, never being allowed to meet with President
Bush himself, to schedule briefings that would clarify obvious misunderstandings.
Then he was officially barred from the White House all together.
Still giving the administration the benefit of the doubt, Sekora went to an old friend who
had been on the Reagan White House staff to find out what was going on. Over lunch the
friend told Sekora not to feel bad because all Reagan people had been cleaned out and
barred from the Bush White House. But what was most revealing as the conversation
continued was what he shared next. The friend told Sekora that he knew that Bush’s
intention was to keep the pressure on him until he resigned. Sekora noted that but at the
time had no idea how rough the ride would be over the next year.
During the time that followed, the condition evolved until Sekora did resign. But even
after his resignation, the pressure continued, as someone was on a fishing expedition to
find a reason to remove Sekora and his influence once and for all.
In the meantime there remained those in Washington who had experienced working with
Sekora, knew the power of Socrates and wanted it continued. Director of Central
Intelligence (DCI) was one of those agencies that understood Socrates. DCI was a small
not well-known agency purposefully maintaining low visibility, which presided over the
CIA, DIA and NSA. The Director of CIA, in those days, was also head of DCI.
After Sekora resigned, DCI contacted him and requested he withdraw his resignation.
DCI would see to it that Project Socrates was transferred to CIA and Sekora would
continue as Director. It sounded like a good deal and Sekora seriously considered it, but
in the end, Sekora determined that it was over as a government program.
Sekora had tussled with the Bush administration for a year. It was obvious that the
pressure would continue at an increasing rate to finish Sekora completely, and it was just
not worth it. In the past year, his friends and supporters had been harassed, fired, or
forced out. Every step Sekora and anyone connected to him took was watched and every
decision he made was subject to scrutiny in an attempt to find a slip-up they could use to
finish him. It was clear, there was no way Sekora could stay in the government and
without Sekora, Socrates would never achieve the mission for which it was designed.
With his resignation official, Sekora relocated to Florida and started a private operation to
continue the mission of restoring US competitiveness. Thinking he was free of the
distractions of Washington, he rapidly began assembling his new team. But almost
immediately, he and his new team members began to be routinely followed and observed.
He found evidence of “dumpster diving” obviously fishing for something incriminating.
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Sekora checked with the local sheriff’s department, which was very cooperative, but
whoever was doing this was keeping a low profile. These incidents escalated to highspeed chases and gunfire. In one incident someone shot at a team member of Sekora’s
new operation while in his car on a routine errand. The associate’s infant daughter was in
the car at the time, and a spent bullet was found embedded in the seat next to where she
was strapped into her car seat.
To this day who the people were, where they were from, what they were looking for and
who ordered it is unknown, but during one chase a license plate number was acquired and
traced back to being registered to a government vehicle. The immediate assumption that
followed was that it was FBI, but when Sekora talked with his friends at the local FBI
office, they convincingly claimed to know nothing.
If this series of incidents had happened at any other time it would have been surprising
and mysterious. But since it was immediately after the events of the last years in
Washington, it was clearly an extension of a misdirected desire to stop Socrates and
Michael Sekora.
During those struggles in Washington with the Bush administration and before Sekora
resigned, many Sekora allies kept the inevitable termination of Socrates at bay.
Unfortunately, in some cases they also became victims.
Supporters of Socrates in the agencies and in Congress attempted “end runs” around the
Bush administration to preserve Socrates and Sekora. His friends in Congress encouraged
him to continue to hold off the White House and they would continue to back him.
Senator Jeff Bingaman sponsored legislation that would attempt to execute, in spirit,
Ronald Reagan’s executive order even though President Bush had rescinded it. The
legislation, subsequently passed, created a separate function within the Department of
Commerce, The Office of International Technology Monitoring. (See Appendix Three.)
In the Bingaman legislation Socrates, as part of DoC, would not be an entirely separate
agency, as Reagan had intended, but the arrangement was workable. As a separate
function, within DoC, the legislation made Socrates accessible by all public and private
sector institutions including industry, academia, capital markets, government and
supporting organizations. The legislation, with funding approved, passed the Senate but
as it went through the House, funding was stripped for technical reasons, even though the
bill itself passed.
Sadly, funding for the legislation could have still been salvaged in the spending
appropriations bill but was not. And the reason is just another example of the dismissive
attitude of the Washington culture.
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Sekora met with the Appropriations Committee staff member responsible for
coordinating the funding process for the House. This should have been a relatively easy
task. First the staff member told Sekora that he was in a hurry and that Sekora should just
wait until next year to have the bill funded. Based on what had transpired already with
the Bush administration and its commitment to kill Socrates, waiting another year was
not acceptable. As Sekora pressed for action to be taken in the current year the staff
member, obviously preoccupied, finally told Sekora that he had to leave right away to
take his dog to the veterinarian. With that he got up from his chair and left. As a result
they missed the deadline and Socrates became law but with no funding to implement.
In another attempt to salvage Socrates, Department of Defense undersecretary, Robert
Costello, approved a DoD Directive to use the Socrates system as the foundation for a
DoD project called Bolster Industry Competitiveness (BIC). Not only did the
administration cancel BIC but it also issued a new position statement declaring that the
US government would have nothing to do with US competitiveness.
Here was another unrealistic, if not absurd, doctrine issued by the Bush administration.
The ability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage is the source of economic
growth, prosperity and especially, in this case, national security. Competitiveness is
fundamental to all individual programs and for the US overall. Our ability to survive
depends on our ability to out-compete our rivals and adversaries. Our industries cannot
create jobs without competitive advantage. Our universities must successfully compete
with other countries to attract and provide the best workforce and latest research. Call it
what you want, but we would have never ended the Cold War had we not won the
competition. Bush would have not won his Gulf War without competitive advantage. But
someone or group was obviously willing to go to extreme, if not absurd, lengths to stop
Socrates at any risk.
Sekora has said many times that, “had Socrates not been stopped, odds are very high
that the US and world would not be in the crisis we are in today.” We are seventeen and
a half trillion dollars in debt (and growing), at this writing. We have lost industry after
industry to global competitors. Our education system is becoming full of “also ran”
institutions. Our jobs are decreasing and those jobs that are left are lower paying. Not
knowing how to compete is one thing, but issuing a policy that our government will not
compete is suicidal.
Along the way in the struggle to save Socrates were the causalities. Department of
Defense undersecretary, Robert Costello was fired and, as reported in the New York
Times, Dr. Craig Fields, Director of DARPA was reassigned.
…not so quietly, the Defense Department assigned Dr. Craig Fields, the director
of DARPA, to another defense position.” The article went on to say, “Dr. Field’s
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reassignment was labeled routine by the Pentagon, but in fact resulted from his
efforts to direct government funds into research aiding the competitive position of
the nation's commerce and industry, as well as improving its military strength. 44
(Dr. Field’s “aiding the competitive position” was directly related to BIC, which
operated from Socrates.)
During the Reagan administration, Sekora had worked closely with the unofficial, but
brilliant, White House science advisor, Dr. Edward Teller, known as “Father of the
hydrogen bomb,” a tag some say he did not appreciate. Dr. Teller was a strong advocate
of Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI, aka Star Wars). Sekora worked with Dr.
Teller during the Reagan administration until the handoff from Reagan’s official Science
Advisor, William Graham, to Dr. Thomas Rona, who would be incoming President
Bush’s Science Advisor. Although officially Dr. Rona was the “Acting Science Advisor”
for Bush and was not actually fired according to records, his previous work in the Reagan
administration, his association with Sekora and Dr. Teller and being a known supporter
of Socrates did not make him an ideal candidate for a position in the Bush administration.
He left a few short months into the Bush presidency.
In yet another attempt to salvage Socrates, the Export Control and Related Border
Security Assistance (EXBS) program made an attempt. EXBS is a U.S. Government
interagency program, managed by the Department of State's Bureau of International
Security and Nonproliferation. During the 1980s, its primary function was to disrupt or
stop the flow of technology to the Soviet Bloc. Sekora had worked closely with this
agency in his early CIA years and continued the relationship during Socrates
development and deployment.
During the Bush assault on Socrates, EXBS offered to bring Socrates into their
organization to support the Foreign Disclosure and Technical Information System
(FORDTIS). FORDTIS is an automated arms proliferation control system to track and
audit exports of military technology. Where this was a show of support by a government
agency, Sekora ultimately determined and EXBS agreed that the absorption of Socrates
to support a very narrow application like FORDTIS would meaningfully dilute the
potential of Socrates; therefore Sekora and EXBS agreed to suspend absorption of
Socrates.
A few of the most visible US Congressional supporters of Socrates and Sekora in
addition to Senator Jeff Bingaman were Representative Helen Bentley (R-MD), Senator
John Heinz (R-PA), Senator Joe Lieberman (D and I-CT) and Representative Dick
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Gephardt (D-MO). When Dick Gephardt entered the 1988 presidential race, he selected
Michael Sekora as his science advisor.
Note that through all of this, various government agency investigations, FBI
investigations involving numerous lie detector sessions, Congressional hearings (Sekora
cannot remember the exact number) to determine why Socrates was abolished, Sekora
was never found negligent or in violation of any laws.

The Final Blow
Sometime in the early 90s after Sekora had left the government and formed a new team to
continue the mission from the private sector, an old supporter, Senator John Heinz
contacted him on behalf of the Senator’s friend, Jim Keenan of Pace Industries.
Pace Industries was the leading North American custom aluminum die caster. Ford Motor
Company was one of, if not their largest customer, and there were indications that Japan
was aggressively attempting to replace Pace as the primary supplier for aluminum engine
blocks and transmission housings. Sekora was introduced to Jim Keenan and proceeded
to help Pace out-compete Japanese companies for the Ford business using the Socrates
tools to guide the initiative. The relationship between Sekora and Jim Keenan developed
and came to a happy ending. Pace thwarted the Japanese manufacturer threat and retained
Ford as their major customer. One of the few victories, I might add, for a US company
against Japan and attributable to the use of System Socrates.
During the time that Sekora and Keenan worked together, Sekora’s experiences with
Project Socrates and the Bush administration naturally came up. Jim Keenan just
happened to be one of the GOP and George Bush’s major campaign donors and routinely
went to Washington to meet with President Bush over a meal or tennis match. Upon
hearing the experiences Sekora had with the President over Socrates, Jim Keenan offered
to take Sekora with him on the next trip and was confident they could resolve the
problem with President Bush. Keenan was certain that President Bush was simply getting
bad advice from his staff.
With the business problem resolved at Pace, Sekora went back to Florida and shortly
afterward received a call to schedule a trip to Washington as a guest of Jim Keenan and
have lunch with George Bush. A few days later Jim Keenan sent his private plane to
pickup Sekora for the trip to DC.
As they sat in the dining room of the Capital Hill Club waiting for President Bush to
arrive, a White House courier showed up with a message for Jim Keenan. The message,
from President Bush, stated that the president would be unable to join them for lunch. Jim
told the courier that would be fine Sekora and he would be happy to wait and have dinner
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with the president instead. The courier responded that the president would not be
available at all to meet with Keenan as long as Sekora was present. Keenan was furious.
There are several implications that help understand Bush’s abolishment of Socrates found
in the sequence of events that followed that day. As Sekora and Keenan boarded the
plane back to Florida, another courier arrived with an envelope containing yet another
message from President Bush. We know that what President Bush wrote in the departing
message to Jim Keenan was, among other things, a reference to Japan being a friend, not
an enemy. That message, combined with the fact that Japan was carrying much of the US
debt at that time and that Socrates had hurt Japan competitively in the microelectronics
industry, was another indication that there was more to this than was being seen.
Japan had been aggressively lobbying against further deployment of Socrates, pointing to
what may have been the real reason the administration killed Socrates. The implications
were that if deployment of Socrates continued, Japan would be in an inferior competitive
position, negatively impacting their economy and therefore, would not be willing to carry
more US debt.
Similar pressure against Socrates surfaced in Europe as EU members, particularly France,
expressed concern over Socrates and its ability to literally outcompete any competitor in
any market at will. Whether or not targeted at the EU, the residual effects of Socrates, in
their eyes, would hurt EU members’ ability to compete.
Socrates’s research had already determined that these same countries and allies of the US
had been targeting the US for many years executing sophisticated technology maneuvers
to exploit our markets and out-compete us at every turn. But to their credit, it was more
our fault than there’s that they were able to do this to us. For the most part it was all fair
competition for which we were simply not prepared and at the government level not
willing. But now Socrates had prepared us to compete, only to be stopped by our own
misguided reasoning of our government.
All the while, these countries had been using technology-based planning, although much
less sophisticated manual systems compared to Socrates, to out-compete the US for
decades, further causing US competiveness to decline and with it leaving an economic
system propped up by loans from these same countries.
For years afterward, US politicians would navigate through and around all of this,
continuing to build up debt while losing industries and jobs to our competitors for who
knows what political gains.
It is reasonable to believe then, that these events as exposed on Sekora’s trip to
Washington with Jim Keenan of Pace Industries were instrumental in Bush’s decision to
eliminate Socrates.
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Industrial Policy and Socrates
Reagan had wisely concluded that our inability to compete was at the root of a structural
problem that would continue to slow economic growth, create a dependence on debt
funding and eventually lead to a crisis in trade imbalance, job loss and national security.
To sustain economic growth, create jobs, balance trade and ensure national security,
Socrates was necessary and had already demonstrated its value. So why did the Bush
White House kill Socrates?
First are the events that took place with Pace Industry and Jim Keenan. Those events
strongly suggest that President Bush decided that certain allied nations saw Socrates as a
threat and he would have to appease them. That meant abandoning Reagan’s objective to
restore US competitiveness. Even though every country in the world targets the
incredible US consumer market for exploitation at any cost, our leaders have chosen to
discourage any efforts to stand-up and strengthen our ability to compete.
Japan provided the most pressure, but EU countries were also applying pressure. For
years, these countries had been cherry picking our breakthroughs and exploiting our
technology to out-compete us at home and in the world marketplace. But with Socrates,
we had already demonstrated the capability to reverse the competitive advantage by
automating the technology-based planning process – automated innovation.
That version of why President Bush terminated Project Socrates is the most likely
however the official version of why Socrates was abandoned that emerged from the Bush
White House condemned Socrates as “industrial policy” (IP). Conventional wisdom in
Washington defines IP as being a form of central planning, making it taboo in most
circles in the US. The short version used to describe industrial policy in Washington was
and remains so today, “choosing winners and losers.” The Bush White House
conveniently lumped Socrates into that category deemed industrial policy.
The phrase, “picking winners and losers,” has stuck as the unofficial term accepted in the
US to describe industrial policy even though, as we will see, is misleading and a grossly
inaccurate. In picking winners and losers, the government selects favorite industries and
even individual organizations to support. These are the winners. Those industries or
individual organizations the government does not support are considered losers. In recent
times, green industry and startups in that industry like Solyndra, for example, were
chosen to be winners and received massive government support.
Today this practice is even more blatant and organized resulting in mostly large
corporations “snuggling up” with the administration to receive favorable government
treatment. Critics refer to it as crony capitalism but more accurately it is crony socialism.
Whatever it is called it is a form of industrial policy of the worse kind practiced in
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America where the “party line” attempts to mislead the rest of the world by claiming
abhorrence of industrial policy.
As we look into industrial policy as Washington defines it while erroneously denying it
exists in US government, Socrates was nothing of the sort. Socrates is not industry- or
organization- specific at all, but is technology-specific and technology flows across all
industries in a completely unbiased way. President Reagan’s executive order would
simply have made automated innovation, technology-based planning tools available to all
US individuals, organizations, institutions and government agencies to simply support
their planning and decision-making in pursuit of competitive advantage.
The net effect of Socrates automated innovation is to raise the entire level of competition
enabling human advancement to come in huge leaps. US competitiveness is the single
most essential factor to US survival. George H. W. Bush successfully killed the
government version of the program creating a major setback but did not diminish the
need for the program nor its reemergence in the private sector as the only viable solution
to ensure US survival.
The lead into an April 9, 1990 article in New Technology Week by Richard McCormack
states: 45
“Project Socrates, a respected but now orphaned program that conducts strategic
technology planning for the Department of Defense, has been labeled by Bush
administration ideologues as a program that exemplifies “industrial policy” and
therefore must be killed, according to those close to the Socrates organization.”
Although the label of “industrial policy” was given to Project Socrates, this argument has
fundamental problems that we will get to in detail later in this chapter. But whatever the
real reason for killing Project Socrates, it must have been very important to the Bush
administration and Republican Party as Jim Keenan was one of the Party's biggest
financial contributors. To alienate Jim Keenan, which this act against Socrates did, was a
costly decision. Because of the actions of President Bush against Sekora and Socrates,
Jim Keenan pulled all of his support and vowed to have Bush defeated, which came to
pass in Bush's attempt at a second term. For the record, Sekora had nothing to do with
Keenan’s negative campaign against President Bush in his run for a second term.
Before we look at the misguided decision to label Socrates as industrial policy let's first
put Socrates in the proper perspective starting with a review of two fundamental premises
established from the intensive research by the Socrates team:
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Premise 1: To survive and prosper, humankind at every level, from the individual, to
societies, to organizations within societies and entire nations, must effectively compete.
Throughout the history of humankind, those societies that achieved and sustained
competitive advantage have survived and prospered, i.e., satisfied human survival
and growth needs better than alternatives, which the Socrates solution defines as
competitors. Those societies that could not effectively compete have languished and
died.
Premise 2: The source of all competitive advantage is the ability to acquire and utilize
technology better than competitors to satisfy human needs.
Each major leap for humankind, i.e., Agricultural Revolution, Scientific Revolution,
Industrial Revolution and the current Knowledge/Innovation Revolution came
through societal advancement in ability to acquire and utilize technology. Figure 3 is
a chart used by the Socrates team in briefings to present the interconnection between
societal evolution, technology and automation of processes. Socrates research
concluded that the next major step for mankind, from the Innovation Age, would be
Automated Innovation and the US must lead the Automated Innovation Revolution
to survive. Project Socrates would provide the capability to bring forth the
Automated Innovation Revolution.
History of Technology-Based Planning and Humankind
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Figure 3: Societal evolution and technology
With the above premises supported by the most in depth research ever conducted on
competitiveness, resulting in the framework for designing and developing Socrates (the
ten findings in Appendix One), a system with tools was produced and deployed as the
foundation for all planning. At the federal level, the system would be used to carryout
national policy for such critical areas as economic growth, job creation, trade policy and
national defense.
The Socrates team developed the Technologyspace Map® system tool to display for the
first time the complete competitive landscape with all players (competitors and potential
partners) and their capabilities in acquiring and utilizing technology for competitive
advantage, both present and future.
Next Socrates, via the Technologyspace Map®, would determine each player’s
technology strategy to acquire and utilize worldwide technologies for competitive
advantage relative to the user’s organization and its policy objectives. This capability
would expose the specific threats to users in their need to achieve and sustain competitive
advantage for their organizations, e.g., business, education institutions, financial markets,
government agencies and overall threats for the entire nation. The exact threats at all
levels are very vivid, comprehensive and detailed, so that effective countermeasures can
be taken through the use of the system’s second tool, the Map Navigation Tool®.
Socrates’ Map Navigation Tool® enables users to conduct scenarios of offensive and
defensive maneuvers to neutralize competitor strategies and establish advantage for users
in US entities and all supporting organizations.
The Map Navigation Tool® was developed through further analysis of Socrates findings
that determined that maneuvering in the technologyspace for competitive advantage is the
same as maneuvering on a military battlefield. With that determination, the Socrates team
researched the more than twenty-five hundred year history of military science to capture
and digitize military strategy. They identified all existing forms and types of military
strategies from the vast archives of military history then organized and structured the
results for digitization. The structuring, organization and digitization of military strategy
resulted in the Map Navigation Tool®.
The effort required to structure, organize and digitize military strategy in itself was a
massive undertaking. The completed Map Navigation Tool® enabled users to execute
offensive and defensive maneuvers in the technologyspace to achieve and sustain
competitive advantage in any competitive situation. Competitive advantage in all aspects,
in turn, provided the growth and prosperity enabling the US to lead the world once again
both economically and militarily.
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From this review of the Socrates, its foundation premises and basic functions, the proper
context is set for a factual discussion on industrial policy as the vehicle used to abolish
Socrates. Several points are made in the following discussion on industrial policy about
Washington’s treatment of industrial policy and the hypocritical, de-facto industrial
policy that actually exists in our government. The most important point that must be
established though, is an accurate understanding of Socrates within the proper definition
of industrial policy:
Socrates does not create policy of any kind but is a tool for carrying out all policies
including industrial policy. The underpinning process of Socrates, technologybased planning, has been the natural vehicle for carrying out social, economic and
political policy for the good of mankind since the beginning of human history.
Clearly, Socrates is purposefully unbiased and can support, not dictate, any form of
industrial policy. For example, US policy makers could use the Socrates system to
understand China’s global expansion goals and strategy of which China’s own industrial
policy plays a key role. As in all initiatives, China’s achievement of its goals requires
competitive advantage, which depends on its ability to acquire and utilize technology
better than competitors. Superior technology acquisition and utilization is an
underpinning of China’s world domination plan. And China does not play by our rules.
To achieve its objectives, China must acquire and/or disrupt others from acquiring critical
technologies that support its social, economic and political goals. The processes to carry
out strategies to achieve these goals are intricately connected and coordinated in China’s
technology/competitive plan through systematic maneuvering in the technologyspace.
China’s grand technology acquisition and utilization strategy aligns the various
components of its industrial policy. Socrates operates as a solution to industrial policy
whether supporting our own or countering the threats of others.
As of this writing the US is about to receive another lesson on technology strategies from
this astute, although unethical, technology-based planning country.
Currently China is being admonished for her aggressive practice of “hacking” into
worldwide corporate and government computer systems, particularly those of the US, to
acquire technology. We need to understand that what they are doing is all part of their
grand technology acquisition and utilization strategy to achieve and sustain competitive
advantage. Their hacking instances are not isolated events but part of a coordinated plan.
We do not condone their methods, of course, but must effectively deal with them and can.
Presently, without Socrates, we are not capable of effectively countering anything China
does as part of their global competitive strategy, let alone their hacking program, because
we are operating from the wrong foundation. Sometimes it seems we cannot even think in
the right ways to make intelligent comments at the decision-making level.
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We are deluged with news reports of Chinese hacking as if this method of data gathering
is surprising. The fact is “hacking” is a common tool used for intelligence gathering
operations in all major countries including the US. It is not condoned but is a reality that
only Socrates can effectively address. And as technology advances, so will “hacking”
effectiveness advance. The solution is technology-based not legal action.
There is a difference in countries like China vs. the US hacking operations. In China
hacking is part of a coordinated systematic process supporting a countrywide technology
acquisition and utilization strategy. This outcome for China is competitive advantage
across all sectors. China’s planning process across its economic, political and social
systems is a coordinated technology-based approach. Because their planning process is
technology-based and technology spans literally everything humans touch the data
gathering process is not biased toward any particular sector, i.e., industry, education,
capital markets or government/military. Instead the planning process enables technology
to be applied to advance each in a coordinated way. On the other hand, US leaders
steeped in finance-based planning see foreign hacking of US data as isolated events.
In typical fashion US leaders then, focus on each hacking event as one act completely
oblivious to China’s massive near-, mid-, and long-term sophisticated global technology
strategy. In the absence of an effective competitive counter measure we initiate
ineffective solutions. For example our Justice Department has issued arrest warrants for
China’s military leaders allegedly responsible for specific “illegal” hacking program
involving Boeing. Good luck and if by some chance this stops hacking, which is will not,
what about the rest of China’s very effective technology acquisition and utilization
strategy?
Reminiscent of the initial, “knee-jerk,” response of US leaders in Washington to the
Soviets “stealing US technology” back in the early 1980s, US leadership is once again
completely unaware of the technology-based planning process, the ability of technologybased planning competitors at maneuvering in the technologyspace and their elaborate
multi-layered competitive strategies that obliterate finance-based planning countries.
Where hacking cannot be tolerated and openly practiced in our country, it is a method
that we must recognize as a realistic threat routinely carried out by competitors not
playing by our rules and be capable of removing the threat. In Socrates, hacking and
other methods considered illegal or unethical are completely unnecessary. The Socrates
system though, was designed to address all methods, legal or not, and do it within US
ethical and legal requirements.
First as a society, we must advance our overall capability to compete if we are to survive
against China and the other sophisticated and, from our perspective, ethically challenged
technology-based planning competitors of the world. This requires ability to look past
“single point threats” and see the bigger picture of a global technology strategy such as
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China’s. We must understand China’s global, multi-layered technology strategy as the
greater threat that must be addressed to permanently remove even the single point threats
like hacking. Hacking is simply a modern technology enabled method of stealing
technology for which System Socrates was designed, developed and proven to effectively
address.
For Sekora and team it is like standing on the sidelines with the means to win while
watching our team get pummeled and the coach hasn’t a clue. When we approach him
with the solution, the coach brushes us away with, “come back after the game, I’m busy
now.”
Coincidently when this China hacking controversy began to get media attention, Sekora
had already been working with a prominent congressman’s staff on an economic and
national security plan involving Socrates Generation-3. In an effort to help with the China
hacking issue as it began to occupy the attention of the congressman, Sekora sent the
email below:
“I would like to give you some insights on this latest revelation about Chinese
hacking.
There are two key points: a) these incidents of hacking in themselves are not a
significant threat, and b) the standard U.S. intelligence community response is not
effective.
The Chinese hacking is just one small technology acquisition maneuver in the
very large, coherent set of highly diverse technology acquisition and technology
utilization maneuvers of the Chinese technology strategy. And like all strategies,
the value and strength of an individual maneuver comes from the fact that it is an
integral part of a complete strategy.
The technology acquisition maneuvers within China's technology strategy cover
the range from very legal, high visibility licensing agreements to illegal hacking
and everything in between. And, these tech acquisition maneuvers are all working
in a highly coherent unified fashion. The reality is that the illegal hacking is a
very small aspect within the complete set of tech acquisition maneuvers and,
(contrary to how it is sensationalized), the illegal hacking poses minimal true
threat to US economic and military might without the benefit of the rest of the
technology acquisition and technology utilization maneuvers. You don't win a war
by sending in one soldier to kill the one bad guy.
The problem with the standard U.S. intelligence response is that it addresses the
hacking events only. There are two major problems with this. First is the fact
that, just like the old Soviet Union tech strategy, the Chinese tech strategy is
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composed of a vast interconnected array of redundant technology acquisition
maneuvers that are executed in a very fluid, adroit fashion over time. As a result,
by just addressing the hacking events, the intel community will be consistently out
maneuvered in their attempts to prevent the Chinese from acquiring the
technology China requires. The second major problem is that the community is
addressing the protecting against hacking and not the bigger need of protecting
and building overall U.S. economic and military strength.
The only effective way to counter a technology strategy is with a more effective
technology strategy.
When U.S. resources were vastly greater in magnitude than that possessed by the
adversaries/competitors, we could survive by addressing their technology
strategies with brute force R&D and a few intel community programs to retard
their illegal acquisitions. We no longer have the luxury of using this highly
inefficient approach. We must execute a technology strategy that consists of a
coherent array of technology acquisition and technology utilization maneuvers,
that offensively and defensively out maneuvers the Chinese on a consistent basis.
In the early 1990s I debated three ex-CIA Directors on a live CNN broadcast on
this issue and all three were initially defending this old approach to the problem.
But even back then, they were beginning to see the futility of this approach to this
on-going and rapidly escalating problem.
If you want to discuss this further, let me know and we can connect by phone.
Thanks,
Mike (21 May 2014)”
As of this writing Congressman Mike Rogers (R-MI) has not yet replied to Sekora’s
email invitation to help solve the problem.
Personally it is clear to me that, based on what we know has been happening or not
happening in our country over the last several decades, we do not have the capacity to
effectively address China’s competitive strategy. We may somehow get hacking out of
the media, but China will plow forward successfully with its global technology
acquisition and utilization strategy in tact, continuously in a state of refinement, while we
are preoccupied with isolated events and politically driven solutions.
In the meantime if/when Congressman Wolf’s legislation is executed, US policy makers
in every part of our government would be armed with Socrates’ Technologyspace Map®
and Navigation Tool®. With the Socrates system and tools in place we would be capable
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of removing the overall China threat while effectively countering each maneuver within
their strategy including hacking.
The Socrates Technologyspace Map® will expose China’s grand technology strategy in
its entirety at any level of detail enabling US policy makers to respond to China’s isolated,
but coordinated maneuvers, with effective offensive and defensive counter maneuvers.
Not only are hacking technology acquisition maneuvers exposed prior to their execution
but the many other legal and illegal maneuvers of China’s technology strategy will be
exposed enabling us to respond before these threats are carried out.
Executors of US policy across all government agencies would use Socrates in an array of
initiatives and routine functions including activities like innovation and manufacturing
initiatives, development and application of IRS tax code incentives and penalties, the
housing administration actions that affect the construction industry, precisely planned and
executed financial regulations and exactly where and what to subsidize for best payoff.
Socrates was designed to provide the information to plan and make decisions in every
area of government, industry, academia, research and financial markets enabling efficient
coordination of all national resources. To do this is necessary for survival in the twentyfirst century where global competitors carry out sophisticated technology-based strategies
sometimes with very limited resources to consistently out-compete us in the world
marketplace.
With this review of Socrates as the context, let’s look at the problems associated with
labeling Socrates as industrial policy to justify its termination:
Problem 1 – The definition of industrial policy set and carried out in Washington is
grossly oversimplified and inaccurate.
The general misuse of the term industrial policy centered in Washington has served only
to prop up and reinforce decisions and practices that have been destructive to our country,
misleading, counter-productive and, in the end, will be embarrassing to those who have
blindly followed.
Even though surrounded by experts in almost every field imaginable, policy makers in
Washington have generally glommed onto and persist with a biased and oversimplified
understanding of industrial policy, i.e., picking winners and losers. In reality, a
universally accepted definition of industrial policy does not exist. This is because a
country’s industrial policy is uniquely defined by the style of government in which its
industrial policy is applied. The subsequent relationship between a country’s governing
method and its industrial sector then defines industrial policy for that country. Since
every country, including the US, has a unique relationship between its government and
industry, there are as many definitions of industrial policy as there are countries.
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In the US under President George H. W. Bush, industrial policy was apparently deemed
not to exist. But as we shall see, that is extremely misleading. To put US and, in
particular, President George H. W. Bush’s treatment of industrial policy in perspective,
let’s first look at industrial policy on a global scale.
From The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in a paper
entitled Beyond Industrial Policy: Emerging Issues and New Trends 46 by Ken Warwick
first distributed in 2012, the problem of finding a universal definition of industrial policy
is discussed at length. In the discussion a summary of accepted definitions from various
credible sources is presented. These definitions are sprinkled across the entire spectrum
of industrial policy, which we will show later in this section and are derived from the
governing “style” of the country applying its industrial policy. Here is the summary of
some accepted definitions from various sources. This is not intended to suggest that these
definitions presented here represent the total spectrum of all industrial policy definitions
but rather to illustrate that the definition of industrial policy is much more than “picking
winners and losers,” “central planning” or even “laissez-faire:”
Definitions of industrial policy: From Table 1 of Beyond Industrial Policy: Emerging
Issues and New Trends:47
“Industrial policies are concerned with promoting industrial growth and
efficiency." (OECD, 1975)
“Industrial policy may be generally defined as any government measure, or set of
measures, to promote or prevent structural change.” (Curzon Price, 1981)
"the term industrial policy indicates the relationship between business and
government on a micro economic level..." (Wachter and Wachter, 1981)
“....everything which is useful to improve growth and competitive performance”
(Adams and Klein, 1983)
“Industrial policy...means government policy aimed at or motivated by problems
within specific sectors.” (Tyson and Zysman, 1983)
“Industrial policy means the initiation and coordination of governmental
initiatives to leverage upward the productivity and competitiveness of the whole
economy and of particular industries in it.” (Johnson, 1984)
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“Industrial policies refer to those policies intended to affect in some ways
manufacturing or service industries.” (Graham, 1986)
“...a wide ranging, ill assorted collection of micro based supply initiatives which
are designed to improve market performance in a variety of occasionally mutually
inconsistent ways.” (Geroski, 1989)
“Industrial policy is an attempt by a government to encourage resources to move
into particular sectors that the government views as important to future economic
growth.” (Krugman and Obstfeld, 1991)
Industrial policy is one “aimed at particular industries (and firms as their
components) to achieve the outcomes that are perceived by the state to be efficient
for the economy as a whole.” (Chang, 1994)
Industrial policy “can be defined as any policy affecting the allocation of
resources to industry and in this sense embraces both macroeconomic policy ... as
well as the more traditional areas of microeconomic policy.” (Sharp, 1998)
Industrial policy is “every form of state intervention that affects industry as a
distinct part of the economy.” (Foreman Peck and Frederico, 1999)
Narrow view: “Restrict attention to policies that target particular firms and
industrial sectors.”
Broad view: “any policy that shapes or influences the competitiveness of a
country’s firms and industries” (Beath, 2002)
“...restructuring policies in favour of more dynamic activities generally,
regardless of whether those are located within industry or manufacturing per se.”
(Rodrik, 2004)
Industrial policy is “the activity which creates a favourable environment for
European business in general, the manufacturing sector and its industries in
specific” (Aiginger and Sieber, 2005)
"Industrial policy refers to a set of measures taken by a government and aiming at
influencing a country's performance towards a desired objective." (Pitelis, 2006)
When we look closely at US industry policy practiced over the years, we will likely see
examples of each of the definitions above being applied at one time or another. That fact
is a symptom of one of the problems we will discuss in detail to show how US politicians
keep industrial policy ambiguous and undefined while generally rejecting that it is
practiced in the US.
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Since the definition of industrial policy is derived from the style of government it is
serving, a universal definition, if one could exist, would be something like the one below
developed in conjunction with the Quadrigy team for use in this book:
Industrial policy is defined by the nature and extent of the cooperative
relationship between government and industry.
This attempt as a universal definition covers the total industrial policy spectrum and is
similar to the third definition in the list above:
"…the term industrial policy indicates the relationship between business and
government on a micro economic level..." (Wachter and Wachter, 1981)
Another factor in the problem with Washington’s definition of industrial policy used to
label Project Socrates was that government, like it or not, is an important part of a
nation’s economic system and cannot simply be deemed, excluded, i.e., we have no
industrial policy. In fact a relationship between industry and government is inevitable in
every nation regardless of the governing style in place.
A specific industrial policy can be created to support a central planning philosophy, as is
found in totalitarian governments, or it can be at the other extreme in support of laissezfaire, more associated with democratic governments. Both extremes define the
relationship between government and industry and therefore determine and set guidelines
for industrial policy in that country. To equate industrial policy exclusively with any one
point on the spectrum and then to use that definition to deny all industrial policy is
uninformed and irresponsible. This is exactly what we have done in Washington by
defining all industrial policy as “picking winners and losers.” Appendix Five contains a
graphic representation of the industrial policy spectrum and two opposing examples –
USSR vs. Japan. The Socrates team used this graphic to illustrate Japan’s more
successful government/business relationship over the Soviet Union’s version.
Traditionally US governmental stated philosophy, relative to business, supports free
markets and free trade, which is, in fact, an industrial policy position but ignored as such
in Washington.
The following discussions will show that in any case, even in the case of the generally
accepted definition of industrial policy in the US, i.e. picking winners and losers,
Socrates was not industrial policy of any kind. Nevertheless, based on the inaccuracies
about industrial policy in US thinking, Socrates was terminated as a government program.
Problem 2 – Socrates is not industrial policy of any type
The ambiguity around industrial policy in Washington provides the latitude to selectively
enforce Washington’s generally negative view and definition of industrial policy. As a
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result, industrial policy is used in the US for support or ignored when convenient
depending on the political agenda. In the case of Socrates, Washington used it to put
Socrates in a negative light.
But Socrates is simply a system with tools that automate the process of technology-based
planning. That's it in a nutshell. The confusion is created in the way Washington defines
and frivolously applies industrial policy.
Technology-based planning is a planning method used throughout the world in many
countries to support each country's ability to compete and survive economically, socially
and politically as a nation. Technology-based planning is the natural basis for all planning
throughout history. Socrates did not invent technology-based planning. In fact,
technology-based planning was the foundation used intuitively throughout the US before
WWII and responsible for building the US into a superpower. Later in the book you will
see the difference between pre-WWII entrepreneurs in the US who intuitively practiced
technology-based planning and todays entrepreneurs practicing finance-based planning.
All Project Socrates did was to systematize and automate the process of technology-based
planning, taking it from an art to a science, and then convert the US back to technologybased planning at a much higher level than our competitors.
US industrial policy has always naturally supported competitiveness, even though some
in our government at the highest levels, as we have seen, have maintained that US
government does not deal with competitiveness. Numerous government sponsored
initiatives and ongoing services specifically impact US competitiveness, i.e., corporate
tax policy, subsidies, trade policy and workforce development programs throughout the
US. These are all government industrial policy practices created and sustained with
taxpayer money to increase our competitiveness and are specifically discussed in greater
depth below.
As stated above, plotting the industrial policy positions of all countries of the world
would span the entire spectrum, from totalitarian to laissez-faire. As the foundation for
all planning and decision-making, one can use Socrates in any of these countries at any
point on the spectrum with any industrial policy to acquire and sustain competitive
advantage through automated technology-based planning. We conclude that Socrates is
pure, unbiased and purposefully apolitical.
In the US, Socrates supports the free market free trade philosophy by enabling
organizations at all levels, public and private, to have access to the system and tools to
produce and execute their individual technology strategies that provide competitive
advantage. Unlike the crony-socialism that has crept into our country’s de facto industrial
policy, small and medium sized organizations with access to Socrates tools, for the first
time in US history, have the capability to create and execute technology strategies that
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are as sophisticated and effective as any large global corporation with massive planning
resources.
To label Socrates as industrial policy of any type further demonstrates how grossly
misinformed opponents of Socrates were about both industrial policy and Socrates. To
date, the decision of the Bush administration to terminate Socrates has set the US back
thirty years, and in the process, has caused our nation to be on the verge of collapse.
Problem 3 – US leadership denies that we have and practice industrial policy
As discussed above industrial policy is inevitable for any economic system of any
country. Industrial policy occurs either formally or informally as government and
industry have an overlapping impact and simultaneously a dependence on the country’s
social, economic and political systems.
Because US government leaders ignore that we have industrial policy our informal, defacto industrial policy that actually exists has become politically inspired, uncoordinated,
confusing and counter-productive resulting in an unending series of major economic
blunders.
At least in part, because our industrial policy remains undefined and denied, the industrial
policy actually practiced in the US can become blurred with other policy, making
accurate decisions about the country’s economy hard to reach. The industrial policy in the
housing market, for example, executed through Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to expand
home ownership to lower income groups was a blurring of industrial policy with social
policy. It was a catastrophe.
Another form of US industrial policy carried out allegedly for the public good is
minimum wage. On the one hand, critics of the policy say that it violates free markets and
actually serves as an inhibitor to job growth. But those on the other side see minimum
wage requirements as necessary to fight poverty. Because our overall industrial policy
remains undefined, coming to useful conclusions about the benefits, social, political or
economic, are clouded.
The US industrial policy for the agriculture industry, farm subsidies, was originally to
manage the supply of agriculture commodities and influence the price of these
commodities. The 2013 agriculture bill originally was said to be 80% about expanding
food stamps. This raises many questions about our industrial policy thinking in general.
Blurred by ambiguities, the arguments go on about US industrial policy without reference
to the undefined concept. Is our industrial policy more about social welfare or
competitiveness? And if we are more competitive, is that not socially beneficial? Is our
ability to effectively compete not the true source of survivability and welfare of our
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nation? We need to get our understanding of industrial policy straight and in support of
US competitiveness for the good of our social system.
As we continue to decline in ability to compete, from where will the money come for
addressing social welfare? Will it come from improved competitiveness that raises the
entire economy or will it come from a continuing rise in national debt? If the latter, what
impact does a rising national debt have on our ability to compete and ultimately on our
social welfare as the money runs out?
These questions will go unanswered until Washington acknowledges industrial policy
exists, defines it for the US and then formally adopts it in an appropriate manner that
supports the joint objectives of our government, industry and social systems. When
Socrates was developed, it was about carrying out, with efficiency and speed, all policies
of our country that would make us more competitive. A better defined industrial policy to
help answer the questions posed above may serve to get us back to being competitive and
capable of satisfying the needs of our people.
Contrary to the apparent beliefs in Washington, the US actually has a history of extensive
industrial policy programs that directly defies stated anti-industrial policy positions and
practices. To start with as an example that goes way back in our history, the Land Grant
Act of 1850 made 3.75 million acres of land available to the states for support of railroad
projects, one of the most notable early industrial policy actions.
But today there is a huge array of laws and regulations that work underneath our system,
guiding business decisions and actions through government execution of industrial policy.
The “stated” overall industrial policy of the US is “free markets” and “free trade,” but
neither will be called “industrial policy” in Washington. The myriad industrial policy
tools, mostly in the form of legislation and agency regulations, carry out our true but
unspoken industrial policy. These uncoordinated policies regulate markets, trade and
other aspects of industry in a highly inefficient way.
Because Socrates is a completely unbiased foundational planning and decision-making
system, it can support any noble political agenda very effectively. But the problem that
politicians may have with Socrates is that in the process of creating and executing precise
technology strategies for competitive advantage, it provides fact-based, logical
information, which naturally exposes the cost of flawed and sometimes less noble policy
and decision-making. This attribute of Socrates is obviously not appealing to politicians
who wish to keep conditions malleable and ambiguous.
The purpose of Socrates was never to challenge, change policies or promote political
positions. Socrates and its developers assumed that the system would be used in the best
interest of the country. On the other hand Socrates’ inherent ability to vividly expose the
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flaws, gaps and obstacles to competitiveness may indirectly link to official policy. We
cannot avoid this if we truly want a system to make us succeed competitively. The
exposure of obstacles to competitiveness, regardless of the source, is critical to support
wise decision-making that we must assume will follow exposure of these obstacles.
Below are examples of uncoordinated and fragmented US government industrial policy.
Note that many will not agree with some of these industrial policy elements as being
either “pro-business” or “anti-business,” but Socrates is a tool to support whatever the
elected government officials and their agencies legislate and regulate.
Here are examples of some of the most obvious components of industrial policy in place
in the US system:
Research and Development
R&D is one of the most used tools of US industrial policy. Even though the US private
sector is by some estimates the greatest investor in R&D, US government industrial
policy extends its tentacles into R&D initiatives going past traditional funding to
influence business decisions through R&D related tax policy, export control, the EPA,
the Food and Drug Administration and others depending on the industry. Some of these
government controls of business are reasonable and helpful, and some are not so good
competitively, but all are first and foremost politically driven industrial policy.
Census Bureau figures for 2008 (most recent, as of this writing, from Census Bureau
website) show over $36 billion (36,360,000,000) in US government funding for industrial
research and development (R&D) to these industries:
•

Petroleum and coal

•

Chemicals
•

•

Pharmaceuticals and medicine

Computer and electronics
•

Navigational, measuring, electro medical and control instruments

•

Electrical equipment, appliances and components

•

Motor vehicles, trailers and parts

•

Aerospace products and parts

•

Professional, scientific and technical services
•

Computer systems design and related services

•

Scientific R&D services
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If we, for a moment, accept the traditional Washington definition of industrial policy,
picking winners and losers, does the government funding of R&D for these specific
industries not fall into that definition? How can this be explained?
Overall US government spending on R&D in 2008 had grown to $103 billion
(103,709,000,000) from the Reagan and Bush years.48 For the years leading to the George
H. W. Bush administration and during his term, R&D expenditures by US government
were as follows49:
1987 – 58,609,000,000
1988 – 60,131,000,000
1989 – 60,406,000,000
1990 – 61,610,000 000
1991 – 60,783,000,000
1992 – 60,915,000,000
The trend in government spending on R&D before and during the Bush administration
virtually remained unchanged. The conclusion is that the George H. W. Bush
administration supported R&D industrial policy.
The purpose here is not to analyze a political position about whether US tax payers
should be supporting industry with R&D funding. The point is that the US government
does, in fact engage heavily in industrial policy through R&D funding. The motives for
this type of industrial policy are irrelevant for our purposes, but this is an example of
ongoing industrial policy the Bush administration enforced.
That said; the Bush administration went to great lengths to stop what they erroneously
considered industrial policy in the labeling of Project Socrates. During the Reagan
administration, the US used Project Socrates in a joint government-private sector project
involving R&D to develop high-definition television. This joint R&D project overlapped
into the Bush administration. The Bush administration chose to defund the US sponsored
high-definition television project and instead outsourced it to Japan, even though it was
considered important military technology. As we know now, this act by the Bush
administration enabled Japan to dominate the high-definition television industry, which
America, through Socrates, was poised to do.
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The seemingly special treatment toward Japan over our own US industry by the Bush
administration spoiled our opportunity to take back the TV industry. This event combined
with the Jim Keenan Pace Industries debacle discussed above gives the appearance of a
developing pattern in the Bush administration in favor of Japan at the expense of US
economic and national defense security. That in itself is industrial policy in a perverse
way.
A New York Times article in April 1990 authored by Tom Wicker gave this account:
The Pentagon has leaked the idea of cutting by two-thirds the funds intended for
research into high-definition television. The result would be to make the U.S.
armed forces dependent on foreign suppliers like Japan for an important military
technology, while also damaging the hard-pressed U.S. electronics industry.
The proposal to cut HDTV research funds comes in the teeth, moreover, of a
report by a high-powered Pentagon advisory panel of businessmen, academics
and labor leaders. The panel's report calls for a vast increase in funding for
HDTV, on grounds that the alternative is ''unacceptably high levels of risk to our
national security.'' Increased investment also is necessary, the report's authors
argue, to keep U.S. computer and semiconductor industries competitive.
But the Administration's one hand apparently does not know what its other hand
is doing. The proposed cut in HDTV funds - $20 million out of $30 million would be used to ''study'' how to reform Pentagon purchasing procedures, and to
provide foreign aid for Panama and Nicaragua.
Not just budgetary but ideological considerations apparently are at work here.
Richard Darman, the director of the Office of Management and Budget, and
Michael Boskin, the chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers,
are reported to be opposed to Pentagon research that would reinforce
commercial research and development in the U.S. Why? They think providing
such funds smacks of ''industrial policy.''
What rot! For years the Government touted the space program and various
military projects for their ultimate commercial applications. Now the Bush
Administration finds it ideologically distasteful to give strong backing to HDTV,
despite its valuable military potential.50
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Because US industrial policy is left ambiguous, undefined or misdefined and fragmented,
it is the tool of selective politically motivated decisions that chip away at our ability to
compete from inside.
IRS Tax Code
The massive IRS tax code guides business investments and other activities through
incentives and penalties representing another government tool for executing industrial
policy.
Guided by the US grand technology strategy, had Reagan’s plan for Socrates been
executed, the IRS would access the grand technology strategy using Socrates planning
and execution tools to accurately manage tax code in support of US social, economic and
political objectives. In coordination with the other components of US industrial policy
such as R&D, subsidies and trade policy, the impact of IRS incentives and penalties
would be a force multiplier for efficient use of tax revenue. In the process, the US would
systematically execute IRS incentives and penalties to enhance US competitiveness
impacting economic growth, job creation, trade policy and national defense.
Instead, the absence of Socrates to provide a clear view of the best use of taxpayer funds,
our politically driven process for allocating tax revenues is inefficient and obviously not
effective in addressing the needs of our country without massive borrowing.
But again, it is not the purpose of this writing to evaluate IRS industrial policy but the de
facto industrial policy supported by IRS tax code would be made significantly more
effective with Socrates.
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and FHA
Through these quasi-government agencies, federal government industrial policy
encourages or discourages investments in the housing market. It is generally held that the
trigger for the 2008 economic crisis was the policies of government executed through
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Some experts warn now that we are potentially creating
another housing bubble through those same policies and practices, only this time FHA
has joined the mix.
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac policies encouraged massive overinvestment in the
construction and renovation of single-family dwellings resulting in a "bubble," of
artificially created growth, leading to the eventual collapse of the housing market. This
was political ideology driven industrial policy.
The US could have avoided the collapse if Socrates had been the foundation for
executing government's industrial policy in the housing industry. By using Socrates as the
foundation for policy execution, whether or not you agree with it, a natural shift in the
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planning process to a technology basis from financial would have occurred. The shift to
technology-based planning via System Socrates would have clearly exposed the financial
vulnerability of the government’s strategy.
In Socrates terms, the government’s politically driven, finance-based initiative was a
weak “frontal offensive” 51 executed without sufficient resources and therefore destined
for failure from the beginning. This flawed strategy would have been glaringly obvious
when viewed from a technologyspace map.
Operating from technology-based planning a technology strategy via Socrates would
have also exposed the full range of all resources required to actually lower home
ownership costs from construction through purchase and occupancy. With the logical
technology-basis guiding the planning process the costs of building, occupying, operating,
maintaining and disposing of a home would be minimized and housing quality improved.
In the process resources would be efficiently utilized enabling people in lower income
brackets to legitimately afford, purchase, operate, maintain and dispose of homes.
Socrates would not have changed the policy or the implementation process but would
have vividly shown the fallacies and potential consequences of conducting a frontal
offensive without sufficient resources. In addition, Socrates would have exposed
alternatives and provided the opportunity to correct the strategy before it became a
disaster.
The financial crisis could have been avoided and in the process, US construction
companies would have also benefited either way. This in turn would have increased or
sustained tax revenue levels for government, created jobs and fueled general economic
activity.
Financial Regulation
Six government bodies regulate US financial markets that inadvertently carry out US
industrial policy by regulating the flow and availability of capital. The word
“inadvertently” is used here, as it is assumed that these six agencies, as an integral part of
government, follow the accepted Washington definition and position that the US
government does not practice industrial policy even though their actions prove otherwise.
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The government executed a “frontal offensive” on home ownership through Freddie
Mac and Fanny Mae. The objective was to expand home ownership to financially
constrained buyers. Frontal offensives are battles of attrition. If you have required
resources, you win, If not, you lose. By artificially lowering the entry point the
government policy encouraged buyers who were resource constrained to engage without
the required resources to sustain causing the offensive to collapse.
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The six regulatory bodies include the Federal Reserve System, Department of Treasury,
Security and Exchange Commission, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
Commodities Futures Trading Commission and National Credit Union Administration.
The Federal Reserve for example, had three original Congress-mandated objectives:
•

Maximize employment

•

Maintain stable prices

•

Moderate long-term interest rates

Certainly achievement of these objectives requires competitive advantage. There is no
way our country can maximize employment, maintain stable prices and moderate longterm interest rates without consistently winning in the world marketplace. But there are
those, as we have seen, at the highest levels that deny the government’s role in creating
and sustaining competitive advantage.
Socrates provides the foundation for carrying out those three mandates as achievement of
each is dictated by the level at which we are able to compete.
To the detriment of its global competitiveness, the US is perhaps the only major country
that has not formally defined its industrial policy which although, does exist. The other
countries of the world openly define, manage and apply industrial policy to support their
social, economic and political goals. Industrial policy in these countries is purposefully
integrated with economic/financial policy to enhance competitiveness.
The reason for this conundrum is in the naïve definition our leaders cling to of industrial
policy. Since we define industrial policy as “picking winners and losers” and will not
waver from that definition, we refuse to address it.
But properly understood, industrial policy can be a positive lever for government and
industry when accurately defined and applied. When left unacknowledged, while it
naturally continues to develop and evolve through disconnected political wrangling, US
industrial policy is a catastrophe disrupting our ability to compete.
The major advantage for countries that acknowledge their industrial policy is that their
industrial policies, however defined, are manageable. Ours is not manageable because we
do not acknowledge it and therefore we do not define it. Because these countries
purposely define and manage their industrial policies, they can apply their industrial
policies efficiently and coordinate them across all economic, social and political sectors
for competitive advantage.
As a result, these countries are in a better position to execute their technology strategies
for competitive advantage through technology-based monetary maneuvers for economic
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growth, national security and trade policy. This capability of other countries in the world
marketplace impacts US near-, mid- and long-term competitiveness and economic health.
In the meantime, our financial regulatory bodies continue to conduct various levels of
industrial policy to carry out objectives such as those listed above: maximizing
employment, maintaining stable prices and moderating long-term interest rates. These
objectives and the processes to address them involve private industry yet are denied as
being industrial policy and therefore not coordinated in the most effective way.
Socrates was specifically designed to be the foundation for all planning. Socrates enabled
regulatory bodies that would coordinate strategies at three levels: first among the
regulatory bodies themselves, second among all parties to a grand US strategy and third
within the financial markets and the individual organizations that make-up the financial
markets. Nothing in policy would change except executors of policy would have Socrates
tools to guide accurate, coordinated and targeted decision-making. Decision-making at
each level would be coordinated from one level to the next as well as across levels to
most effectively execute the actions of all financial regulatory bodies in support of US
technology strategies for competitive advantage.
At the retail level for example, US banks that also have developed and executed
individual technology-based strategies, using Socrates tools, would have access to the
combined regulatory bodies’ coordinated strategies as well as the grand US strategy.
These voluntarily coordinated strategies would significantly increase the certainty of
investment success throughout the pipeline, lowering risks, decreasing interest rates and
increasing return across the entire US financial system. Again, government tax revenues
would increase with increased success in economic activity to sustain overall economic
health.
Currently the strategies used among these agencies are rooted in creative financial shell
games and political wrangling while we are losing competitively. Not using our six
regulatory bodies for competitive advantage is a lost opportunity. A shift to coordinated
technology-based planning would improve our competitiveness and simultaneously
provide a sound basis for efficient use of financial resources.
Subsidies
Subsidies are not only industrial policy but are the exact kind that US policy makers
declare as being taboo; “picking winners and losers,” while hypocritically accepting and
supporting them.
Some of the biggest receivers of industry subsidies are energy, agriculture and
transportation. Subsidies carry out US industrial policy, are certainly intended to advance
competitiveness and significantly impact the efficiency of resource allocation. But US
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industrial policy for subsidies is fragmented; politically driven and finance-based
reducing expected competitive effectiveness of these subsidies. Subsidies are granted at
the federal, state and municipal levels.
The New York Times, on December 1, 2012, published results of an internal study on
state subsidies and found that local governments pay over $80 billion through incentives
each year from approximately 1,900 programs. The Times also identified forty-eight
companies that have received more than $100 million in state grants since 2007. Some
5,000 other companies have received more than $1 million in recent years. Yet our
leaders make embarrassing statements about other countries like China for their industry
subsidies claiming they are unfair.
As a reminder the purpose is not to address the wisdom or practicality of government
subsidies. Rather the purpose here is to point out that subsidies do exist, that they
represent US industrial policy and to show that the use of Socrates tools would make best
use of subsidy policy whatever it is. Also keep in mind that the underlying purpose of
subsidies is to create and sustain competitive advantage without which domestic industry
would presumably be at a disadvantage. However, absent of the ability to track and
manage these programs through a formal and defined industrial policy, they are subject to
political maneuvering and gross missteps.
Socrates provides three levels of support for subsidy industrial policy. On one level, the
Socrates system provides the foundation planning tools. Entities that provide subsidies
such as Department of Energy, Department of Agriculture or a state like New York
would access Socrates tools to develop a technology strategy for competitive advantage.
All relevant US organizations in industry, academia, research, capital markets and other
government agencies would have access to the subsidizing agencies’ strategies for
coordination of their individual operational planning. Socrates tools would enable these
organizations to evaluate all opportunities against their individual portfolios and against
those of all other potential players for the most effective use of subsidy resources.
On level two, Socrates enables the authorizing entity of the subsidy (state or federal
government agency for example) and other cooperating research organizations to execute
and manage the technology/competitive strategy to ensure success. Agency users could
determine with high probably which potential opportunities represent the best
investments in subsidies. Then Socrates would be used to carry out the research,
development and commercialization in each venture with high probability of success.
The above example may be considered “picking winners and losers,” but Socrates is not
doing it. Socrates is simply making the process, which already exists, effective, efficient
and de-politicized. In fact, we know that US government agencies routinely “pick
winners and losers” but the current process is close to if not exactly 100% political.
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Socrates is a tool for carrying out competitive strategies and making fact-based decisions
with a high probability of success. With Socrates as the planning tool for all subsidies and
grants, financial losses in these subsidies and grants would be avoided in such green
ventures like Solyndra, Compact Power, ECOtality and the other thirty or forty such
failed initiatives that occurred over the 2010 to 2013 period.
On level three, Socrates provides a global view of all competition and opportunities. This
view helps shift the focus of competition outward where it should be rather than the
traditional internal focus of US state-on-state and city-on-city competition. While our
states and cities are preoccupied with enticing businesses from one state or city to another,
our competitors are ravaging us globally. Socrates would provide a symbiotic approach to
competition focused outwardly with states and cities voluntarily cooperating with federal
government, industry, academia and capital markets to exploit global opportunities
against all international competitors without changing policy on subsidies.
A parting example from this section that illustrates the wide use, political nature and
obfuscation of subsidies as industrial policy is from an article in The Wall Street Journal,
February 23, 2013:
About $1.5 billion in tax credits and exemptions, grants, waived fees and other
financial inducements went to the film industry in 2010, according to data
analyzed by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities. Politicians like to offer
this largess because they get photo-ops with celebrities, but the economic payoff
is minuscule. George Mason University's Adam Thierer has called this "a
growing cronyism fiasco" and noted that the number of states involved
skyrocketed to 45 in 2009 from five in 2002.
In its 2012 study "State Film Studies: Not Much Bang For Too Many Bucks," the
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities found that film-related jobs tend to go to
out-of-staters who jet in, then leave. "The revenue generated by economic activity
induced by film subsidies," the study notes, "falls far short of the subsidies' direct
costs to the state. To balance its budget, the state must therefore cut spending or
raise revenues elsewhere, dampening the subsidies' positive economic impact.52
Trade Agreements
The potential for trade agreements to positively impact the competitiveness of US
industry is immense. However, like all US industrial policy, the very purpose of US trade
agreements seems unclear and misleading. On the one hand politicians argue that free52
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Street Journal, February 23, 2013.
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trade agreements (FTAs) will balance or provide a trade surplus for our country, leading
us to believe that achieving balance or a surplus is the purpose of the negotiations.
But when we see the actual FTAs that are finally approved and in place, it is not about
free trade as much as it is about tariff schedules and peripheral factors such as labor, the
environment or human rights. These so called FTAs are filled with more conditions and
stipulations on trade than they are about free trade and certainly not about opening US
producers to exercising a competitive advantage. One result of this is the distraction of
ongoing political bickering about the concept of free trade where one side uses FTAs as
conclusive examples that free trade, as a concept, does not work at all.
Then there are the trade agreements, again labeled FTA, that look more like the purpose
was to provide an economic benefit for a trading partner to create a better political
position for the US in that region. In this case, our trade policies appear to be more about
buying regional political support than about opening up trade that will benefit both
partners economically. Either way the negotiations from our side have nothing to do with
competitiveness. And our root problem is still a lack of ability to compete.
From Forbes an article by Tim Worstall exposes the obvious confusion around FTAs
commenting specifically on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP).
His solution in the last sentence of the excerpt below, “simply apply the basic logic of
free trade and declare unilateral free trade,” may sound radical, but think about it.
There’s much agonising amongst the Very Serious People who pay attention to
such things about the negotiations for the United States/European Union free
trade deal (Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, TTIP, as it is
formally known). It’s going to be very difficult to negotiate and it’s entirely
possible that one or more of the sticking points will lead to it never being
concluded. There is a much simpler way to do it though: simply apply the basic
logic of free trade and declare unilateral free trade.53
From the same article Tim Worstall refers to a commentary from the Wall Street Journal.
The excerpt says:
All free-trade deals require politically sensitive trade-offs—and the TTIP is more
sensitive than most given the likely focus on non-tariff barriers such as
employment, environmental and consumer rules. But despite the reservoirs of
political capital already invested in the TTIP, two areas are proving particularly
problematic: a French attempt to exclude audiovisual services such as film and
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TV from the negotiations and a possible U.S. attempt to exclude regulation of
financial services.54
The US trade agreements component of its industrial policy is confusing. On the one
hand, the so-called FTAs are not free trade agreements at all, and in addition to having
“conditions” that protect certain industries on both sides, these FTAs contain what the
Wall Street Journal refers to as “politically sensitive trade-offs,” adding to the
complexity.
The statement by Tim Warstall in his article recommending unilateral free trade by the
US may make sense if our overall industrial policy is actually for free markets. He goes
on to attempt to justify his remarks by saying that trade agreements are all about imports
not exports inferring that the intent of the trade agreements should be primarily to bring
goods into our country that our consumers want and need. If these imported goods are
better values, it serves our citizens. As a side note try to factor into this argument Buy
America campaigns, which I will discuss later.
Clyde Prestowitz, based in Washington, has for decades provided research and advice on
foreign policy issues. As a respected voice and long-time friend of Sekora, his opinions
appear in this book several times. In a recent commentary published in Foreign Policy,
June 25, 2013, Mr. Prestowitz describes our approach to trade policy succinctly and
accurately55:
I have heard every new USTR (US Trade Representative) since Christian Herter
(the first USTR in 1962) say virtually the same thing upon being appointed and
confirmed. I mean it's a mantra. They have all repeated it almost word for word.
If they had all acted upon their statements, there would be no barriers today and
really no need for Froman (the recently appointed USTR), as worthy as he may
be. But they didn't mean it and neither does Froman.
Clyde Prestowitz explains how all USTRs have consistently positioned our trade policy
in almost the same way, but in practice it is much different than presented by any US
Trade Representative. USTR Fromen states in his initial speech:
Trade must promote economic growth, create jobs and strengthen the middle
class. As USTR, I intend to use every tool to increase exports of Made-in-America
goods and services, level the playing field for our people to compete and win in
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the global economy and fully enforce our trade rights, while also working to
foster development through trade.
Mr. Prestowitz closes by summing up US trade policy in a nutshell:
It's that U.S. trade policy is an afterthought. It is the handmaiden of the Great
Game of GeoPolitics, and so long as this is so, USTRs will continue mouthing the
familiar mantra without meaning a word of it.
This reopens the questions triggered by Tim Warstall’s comment on unilateral free trade.
What is actually the purpose of our trade agreements? Should trade agreements be to
“balance trade” or provide the best products and services available in the world for our
citizens? Actually both are desired and not necessarily mutually exclusive. Certainly, we
would make exceptions for national security but, for consumer goods, why not open the
door to authentic free trade and simultaneously doing what is necessary to become the
most competitive producers in the world? This is what surviving, living and advancing in
the world is about, is it not? We can actually have all three; balanced trade, best products
and services for our citizens and all the products and services we choose to have made in
American?
But realistically, under the current conventional practices, opening the door to authentic
free trade also reopens the issue of US competitiveness. Based on what has transpired in
US industry over the past fifty or sixty years, we cannot compete at home as well as
abroad. That means that by completely opening up to authentic free trade, we can expect
to see an even greater flood of foreign products into our country. This would further
negatively impact employment and overall economic health, unless of course we were
able to effectively compete.
In lieu of ability to compete, our leaders suggest tariffs and call for value added taxes
(VATs). These traditional solutions of weak competitors are designed to protect US
producers from cheaper imports of like value. But there is an even greater consequence of
protectionist policies generated from finance-based decision-making. The real downside
of protective maneuvers such as tariffs and VATs is that our citizens must then pay more
for things they want, need and can obtain from imports. The tariff and VAT solution is
actually a combination of subsidies paid for through higher taxes on consumers.
There is a long-term downside to “propping up” domestic producers in lieu of making
them competitive. In the perceived well-intended process we inadvertently train US
producers to be less competitive, as we reward their inability to compete, through these
subsidies, higher prices and in effect additional taxes on US citizens. It is another
symptom of the downward spiral.
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Our problem is inability to compete. The solution is Socrates automated technologybased planning specifically developed to address competitiveness. Through countrywide
implementation of Socrates, as President Reagan envisioned, we would eliminate the
competitiveness aspects of the problem by providing the process and tools for US
industry to achieve and sustain competitive advantage in our domestic market. We would
retake dominance of our domestic market and then expand outward to foreign markets in
reverse order of our major competitors like China, Japan and South Korea. Historically
these competitors all but ignored their domestic markets to establish a foothold in the US
consumer market, which in turn fuels their technology-based integrated
industrial/economic policies.
US consumers though remain the target and prize of all other countries at least for the
time being until US jobs decline even further resulting in fewer paychecks of smaller
amounts to purchase goods. The economic growth of these foreign competitors depends
on exploitation of the US market, which at least partly through confused industrial policy
and the shift to finance-based planning, we have surrendered to them.
With the root problem of competitiveness solved through the implementation of Socrates,
we can then isolate our financially oriented market level issues like trade imbalance and
deal with them properly. But first we must have the ability to effectively compete, or
nothing addressed in the financial arena and marketplace like tariffs and non-tariff
barriers, currency manipulation and so-called, illegal subsidies will be sustainable.
Assuming the re-establishment of strong US producers in the domestic marketplace, our
businesses would then be in the position to turn up the pressure on global markets with
goods and services that far excel in ability to satisfy customer needs.
From this position of competitive strength, negotiators would take on the financial and
market issues like tariffs, non-tariff barriers, currency manipulation and illegal subsidies
that have for so long, preoccupied US leadership so that we have not properly addressed
the real problem, competitiveness.
Alan Tonelson, a Research Fellow at United States Business and Industry Council
(USBIC), is an economist and advocate for US competitiveness. Mr. Tonelson is a
frequent critic of US trade policy and stresses the need for reform. In one of his recent
commentaries he wrote:
“The U.S. merchandise deficit with China grew much faster in January than the
non-oil U.S. merchandise deficit (13.63 percent versus 0.42 percent). And even
though the Chinese economy is still growing much faster than America’s, U.S.
goods exports to the PRC actually fell in absolute terms by 9.60 percent – the
third straight monthly drop.
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The Korea-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (KORUS) went into effect last March, but
the U.S. trade performance with South Korea has been even worse. The U.S.
goods deficit with Korea skyrocketed by 83 percent in January, with U.S. goods
exports declining by 8.60 percent and imports increasing by 14.06%. Since the
deal went into effect, the U.S. merchandise deficit with Korea has soared by more
than 275 percent on a monthly basis, from $551 million to $2.079 billion. U.S.
goods exports are down more than 25 percent while merchandise imports have
risen by 9.50 percent.
The U.S. trade shortfall with Japan – which the President wants to add to the
Trans-Pacific Partnership, and the target of intensive U.S. trade diplomacy in the
1980s and 1990s – worsened by 5.22% in January, with U.S. exports decreasing
much more than U.S. imports.
These results strongly indicate that Washington has no knowledge of how to
either (a) dismantle the formidable web of tariff and non-tariff barriers that have
impeded U.S. exports to the Asia-Pacific region for decades, or (b) respond
effectively to the currency manipulation, illegal subsidies, and other predatory
trade practices that have artificially increased Asian exports to the United States
for so long.56
Since the purpose and agenda of US trade negotiators is based on the wrong foundation,
financial-oriented economics and political positioning, we are losing as Alan Tonelson’s
article illustrates. To our competitors it is an economic war to be fought in the
technologyspace for competitive advantage, which will determine the winner. The most
important battleground remains the US domestic marketplace.
China knows it cannot survive on its own without total access to worldwide technology.
From a recent New York Times article:
The authors of the new book, “Chinese Industrial Espionage,” say that
technology transfer is an official policy at all levels of the Communist Party and
the state. It often takes place in a legal gray area, since laws governing
technology transfer can be vague or nonexistent. The authors warn that the
United States and other nations need to acknowledge the extent of the Chinese
campaign, which they say far exceeds those of other countries and threatens
American competitiveness.57
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Critics of US trade policy are understandably fed up with America’s approach. But
coming from a society based in financial, market-focused planning and decision-making,
even the critics continue with isolated solutions concocted at the market level. Our
trading partners though, like China, Japan, Germany and South Korea as examples,
negotiate from a completely different context. These negotiators follow well-planned
worldwide technology acquisition strategies that enable them to maneuver for
competitive advantage while dealing from positions of strength in every negotiation. So
while US negotiators deal from a financial or political positioning foundation, our
potential trading partners are aggressively seeking to create and/or sustain competitive
advantage by strengthening ongoing execution of their worldwide technology strategies.
As a result, they sustain competitive advantage enabling them to succeed in all marketbased and financial measures, e.g., exports, economic growth, job creation and even
desired political positioning.
Figure 4 is a graphic based on a Forbes.com posting by Jon Bruner, 17 August 2010
entitled Interactive: China Widens its Reach.58
The graphic illustrates China’s coordinated technology strategy acquisitions supporting a
sophisticated technology strategy for competitive advantage.
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Figure 4: China’s global acquisitions
Socrates was designed to enable our trade negotiators to prepare and negotiate from a
position of strength with potential trading partners like China, Japan, Germany and South
Korea. For example, accessing Socrates system and tools, US trade negotiators would
have seen the detailed contents of each of these bubbles in Figure 4 in the development
stage well before any of them became reality. By providing a total view of the negotiating
landscape in detail, the specific maneuvering of China and therefore the needed counter
maneuvers by US negotiators would be very clear. Without Socrates our negotiators are
blind and appear unintelligent.
Socrates tools guide decision-making and planning in advance, during and after
negotiations. From this perspective planning and execution of trade agreements that
carryout a coherent competitive strategy can be achieved with precision through a series
of planned maneuvers. These maneuvers systematically acquire and utilize combined
global resources from all existing or future alliances in the most effective way. Socrates
tools then are the most effective basis for planning and negotiating agreements for
balancing trade, establishing or shoring up political positions in strategic regions and
maneuvering for national defense.
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The obviously frustrated CEO of the Coalition for a Prosperous America (CPA), Michael
Stumo, recently penned the following in the CPA’s daily Trade Reform Update to
illustrate the failed practices of our trade negotiators59:
It’s (US trade negotiations) a special interest grab-bag process. Not a national
strategy for becoming a successful producing and trading nation.
I have personal experience with this brain dead policy dynamic. CPA sets up
meetings with trade negotiators at the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative. Or the State Department. Or the Commerce Department. (They
all send people to trade talks and have a role). Or even the International Trade
Commission.
Here’s how the meetings go… in summary form:
CPA: The trade deficit is bad. It is drastically shrinking GDP this year and over
time. It should be a national priority to fix. How can we get a comprehensive
plan to balance trade, neutralize foreign cheating, produce more of what we
consume and thus grow our economy?
Government Agency: That’s really interesting. Do you have any specific
concerns with any particular tariff lines or any particular non-tariff barriers for
any particular industry?
CPA: No. We aren’t representing a particular industry. Indeed with (we) think
a discussion exclusively centered on small-bore issues like particularized tariff
levels is part of our U.S. problem of getting economically whooped in trade
agreement results.
Government Agency: Hmm. Well, that’s what we deal with. Specific industry
requests. We don’t deal with a national strategy.
CPA: Are you aware of whether your agency or the government has a national
trade and production strategy to guide your trade negotiation work?
Government Agency: No, we’re not aware of any strategy. That would be
interesting to have. Are you sure you don’t have any specific requests about
needs for any of your industry members?
He continues:
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That’s the dynamic. That’s why trade agreements are not conducted in the
national interest, but for the special interests. It is the job description of
government negotiators to find out what special interests want and then try to get
as much as they can. But they keep it secret from the public. And most of
Congress, for fear that we’d reject what they’re doing.
The government negotiators offer rhetorical bromides disguised as a strategy, like
“expanding exports” and “plugging U.S. companies into global supply
chains.” But we know that “expanding exports” really means “don’t talk about
flood of imports from foreign mercantilism.”
In summary, the US does have industrial policy and it carries out this policy, although
from the wrong basis, in trade agreements. The government denies that US industrial
policy exists, but it does exist in an undefined, ambiguous, fragmented and politically
driven state. This condition seems to be preserved to provide maximum “wiggle room”
for any political position, and it negatively impacts our ability to effectively compete in
the global marketplace.
To conclude this section, here is an example of US industrial policy at work in trade
negotiations provided by The Heritage Foundation Morning Bell, February 11, 2013:
To export natural gas, companies have to gain approval from two federal
agencies and their state. Thus far, the Department of Energy (DoE) has granted
only one permit out of 17 applications to countries with which the U.S. does not
have a free trade agreement.60
Problem 4 – US industrial policy is ambiguous, uncoordinated and inefficient
Ironically, the stated desire to completely disassociate with the concept of industrial
policy to preserve the spirit of free markets and free trade has led to just the opposite.
Because our industrial policy is a fragmented mishmash of politically motivated laws and
regulations, it is generally counter-productive in preserving free markets and free trade,
making us less competitive. As illustrated in the previous section, we cannot survive with
an open US domestic market without the ability to dominate competitively.
The termination of Project Socrates is an example of how Washington protects its defacto industrial policy while ever expanding it through an array of uncoordinated laws
and regulations in lieu of the ability to compete.
Our out-of-control de-facto industrial policy leads to ridiculousness like this from the
Heritage Foundation Morning Bell February 8, 2013, by Matthew Spalding.
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The next time a cashier asks, paper or plastic? think of Abbie Schoenwetter. He
spent more than six years in federal confinement for shipping lobster in plastic
instead of cardboard.
There's no American law against doing so. But thanks to a vague, overly broad,
and otherwise unjust federal criminal law, the U.S. government claimed it was
upholding a Honduran regulation.
Abbie Schoenwetter's business, health, and family life (he has a wife and three
kids) were wiped out because unreasonable federal prosecutors used an unjust
law to target Abbie and a Honduran fisherman from whom Abbie purchased his
seafood.
He's finally free now. But he notes that "The worst thing anybody can do to you is
take away your freedom.61
A commentary from Manufacturing and Technology News illustrates the continued
fragmented, politically driven thinking of Washington on US industrial policy. An
excerpt from the commentary by Richard McCormack states:
The U.S. Senate might be more open this year to legislation aimed at improving
U.S. manufacturing and reducing the U.S. trade deficit. A number of new senators
and those reelected to the chamber ran campaigns that focused on bringing
manufacturing back to the United States.62
The US campaign for manufacturing is poised to be another misguided, politicized and
confused industrial policy grope in a string spanning decades. Our problem, as stated, is
not about manufacturing; it is about competitiveness. Decline in US manufacturing is
only symptomatic of our inability to compete and is not the root cause.
Current manufacturing campaigns by the US are carried out in the manufacturing or
production silo two levels above where competition actually takes place, is won or lost,
and where our competitors are operating with great success – the technologyspace.
Next, the McCormack article points out once again our Washington leadership’s
tendency to convert everything to politics.
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One of the chamber's (Senate) new members, Chris Murphy (D-Conn.), says
supporting American manufacturing in his campaign had "political potency…
Senator Murphy goes on to say,
…backing a strong domestic manufacturing agenda is a good political strategy
for Democrats.63
Note the rush to the political side. It’s all about winning votes, not solving the country’s
competitive problem. Supporting the popular trick of the month, manufacturing, will
garner votes.
The manufacturing function has been hyped as the next solution for America in a stream
of failed initiatives that inevitably become political footballs in US industrial policy.
Again, none of these hyped initiatives effectively address competitiveness, which is the
real issue for our country.
The simple fact is that to re-ignite manufacturing in the US, we must first become
competitive. Second, it is much more than manufacturing. It is services, transportation,
communication, storing, providing a skilled and educated workforce and lowering risk in
capital markets. The list goes on for sustaining a sound economy. Everything is
dependent upon competitiveness and competitiveness is advanced and secured through
superior acquisition and utilization of technology. That is a technology strategy.
The article further quotes Senator Murphy commenting on another current fad that has
political legs but is counter-productive to achieving competitiveness – Buy American.
Murphy, the youngest member of the Senate at age 39, says he intends to be a
leader on issues related to "Buy American" acquisition laws…64
The Buy American campaign will probably make good political hype, but is not only
shortsighted; it is also dangerous, as it will further undermine US competitiveness. The
assumed purpose of such a campaign is to increase purchases by American citizens and
government of US made goods and services, thereby stimulating economic activity with
the objective of growing the economy and creating jobs.
The fallacy of the Buy American campaign is that the reason US consumers, public and
private, do not buy American in the first place is that there are better perceived values in
some foreign products and services. To artificially prop-up US-made goods and services
only rewards and promotes inferiority and ineffectiveness of US producers, further
incentivizing them to deliver non-competitive products and services. The more we prop63
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up ineffectiveness, the less competitive we become, and the spiral continues downward.
As this occurs, we become less and less competitive in the world marketplace as well as
in our own domestic market, economic growth is stymied and we continue to lose jobs.
Buy American not only distorts the free market concept in general but also confusingly
ignores that this free market concept being distorted is a major pillar in traditional US
industrial policy (which Washington denies exists). This is a convoluted mess.
Here is another illustration of the disconnected thinking of our leaders on competitiveness,
strategy, and technology while executing US de-facto industrial policy.
Sekora was an expert witness in Senate hearings on Japan’s alleged stealing of US
technology. A Senator asked Sekora to explain how the Japanese acquire our technology
so effectively. In describing one method Japan used to acquire our technology, Sekora
provided the following example:
“The US government funds university research programs to create technology
that addresses certain issues deemed for the public good. The resultant
technology would then be commercialized and purchased or licensed to private
sector organizations for the development of products and services.
A typical government research grant would, for example, commit a million
dollars per year for ten years. But government grants typically have stipulations
such as performance gates that can be used to adjust the funding downward or
upward if certain performance is not met or exceeded. It is not uncommon then
for the amount of the annualized grant to be changed.
In his example, Sekora explained how at the end of the eighth year the annualized
grant amount of one million per year was cut by one hundred thousand per year
and would remained that way through the ninth and tenth years. So instead of
funding of ten million dollars for ten years the university research team learns,
with two years left, that the total funding will be nine million eight hundred
thousand dollars; a two hundred thousand dollar budget shortfall.
Since Japan has a very sophisticated technology-based planning system that
monitors worldwide technology, they are immediately aware of this short fall and
seize the opportunity. A representative of Japan contacts the US university
research team and offers to pick up the shortfall in exchange for access to the
technology once it is delivered. The university readily agrees and Japanese firms
acquire the same technology as US firms for two hundred thousand dollars vs.
nine million eight hundred thousand dollars invested by US taxpayers.
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The Senator shot back that he would immediately introduce legislation requiring
a minimum investment of twenty-five percent in the cost of research for access to
any resultant technology.”
Steeped in US conventional short-term, finance-based thinking it was not a matter of
competitiveness to the Senator but short-term gain by selling access to the technology for
twenty-five percent of its total cost. Meanwhile, the legislation negates any potential US
competitive advantage and long-term profits of billions of dollars, new jobs and industry
growth. And US taxpayers are still the major investor in these R&D projects. This is an
example of how leadership in the US works and it defies everything most of us have ever
learned about leadership.
These examples of US industrial policy absurdities could go on for much longer, but here
is one final example of US industrial policy out of control and how it can be used for just
about any political agenda without regard to competitiveness.
The current administration has announced that it will begin tightening regulations on
background checks through the policing agency, Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. US private organizations, mainly targeted in industry, are going to be
monitored for their practice of background checks that are used to exempt certain
candidates with criminal records from employment. The regulation specifically cited
nuclear power plant security personnel for elimination of background checks that would
exempt applicants from employment on the basis of their criminal records. Regardless of
your political position on this, it is a government agency engaging in setting and
regulating industrial policy, and it has nothing to do with improving our competitiveness.
The point is that we already have industrial policy, and since industrial policy is
inevitable, why not acknowledge, define and manage it for the good of the country,
specifically improved competitiveness?
Conclusions on US Industrial Policy
Just about every agency haphazardly carries out US Industrial policy. The challenge to
organize and structure existing industrial policy in the US is first to resolve the inaccurate
definition of industrial policy, and then to get past the denial that we even have industrial
policy before we can identify where it is, what its function is and how it impacts US
competitiveness.
In addition to the above scenarios in which industrial policy is carried out but not
acknowledged, Health and Human Services, Bureau of Land Management, EPA, EEOC
and NLRB are only a few government agencies that carry out US industrial policy in
their agency silos. For example, Health and Human Services administers national
healthcare that is said to account for fifteen to seventeen percent of our economy.
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National healthcare legislation mandates and regulates industry healthcare plans for
employees, which was originally an optional benefit organizations used for competitive
advantage in hiring and retention. Insurance companies, medical services and individuals
are also subject to government mandates as part of US industrial policy covering national
healthcare.
The Department of Commerce has extensive industrial policy power according to Clyde
Prestowitz of the Economic Strategy Institute, a respected Washington think tank. By
way of a posting in Foreign Policy, Mr. Prestowitz sent an advisory to the then candidate
for Secretary of Commerce, Penny Pritzker. In the posting Mr. Prestowitz outlined the
power of the Commerce Department to create and execute industrial policy:
The secretary of commerce has the authority to initiate investigations of key
industries with regard to the impact of their loss of competitiveness on national
security; the authority to initiate anti-dumping and countervailing duty
investigations; the authority, under circumstances of the temporary provision of
relief from import competition, to direct corporations and industries to
restructure for revitalization; the authority constantly to analyze the
competitiveness of industries and to recommend improvement actions; the
authority to convene industry leaders and to give then anti-trust immunity if they
work together on certain prescribed projects to improve the entire industry.
Additionally, the secretary oversees an entire corps of commercial diplomats who
staff U.S. embassies and promote U.S. exports while gathering information on
foreign industries, economies, and technologies. For someone who knows how to
use them, these authorities can be the levers by which the secretary of commerce
can rise to a position of great power.65
To close this section on industrial policy here is an excerpt from Wikipedia on industrial
policy (The Quadrigy team originally provided input to Wikipedia. Emphasis in bold is
mine):
“During the Reagan Administration, an economic development initiative called
Project Socrates was initiated to address US decline in ability to compete in
world markets. Project Socrates, directed by Michael Sekora, resulted in a
computer-based competitive strategy system that was made available to private
industry and all other public and private institutions that impact economic growth,
competitiveness and trade policy. A key objective of Socrates was to utilize
advanced technology to enable US private institutions and public agencies to
cooperate in the development and execution of competitive strategies without
65
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violating existing laws or compromising the spirit of "free market". President
Reagan was satisfied that this objective was fulfilled in the Socrates system.
Through the advances of innovation age technology, Socrates would provide
"voluntary" but "systematic" coordination of resources across multiple "economic
system" institutions including industry clusters, financial service organizations,
university research facilities and government economic planning agencies. While
the view of one president and the Socrates team was that technology made it
virtually possible for both to exist simultaneously, the industrial policy vs. free
markets, debate continued as later under the George H. W. Bush administration,
Socrates was labeled as industrial policy and de-funded.66
US industrial policy exists in an undefined, haphazard and politically driven state. To
attempt to organize and structure existing US industrial policy is all but impossible.
Instead, our leaders in Washington simply deem that we have no industrial policy.
Meanwhile, US de-facto industrial policy is kept informal and used to carryout political
objectives that harm our ability to compete rather that enhance it.
The closest thing to an “official” reason for George H. W. Bush abolishing Socrates is
that Socrates was labeled industrial policy as defined in Washington. The process to
destroy Socrates that followed after George H. W. Bush took over the White House was
ugly. But an event occurred after Bush abolished Socrates and Sekora had left
government that indicates that a great deal of respect for Sekora was present among the
Bush White House staff.

A Change of Heart, or Just a Slip?
The Bush administration kept up the pressure claiming Socrates was industrial policy.
Any hope for Socrates as a continued government program vanished as Sekora was
forced out of government.
After Sekora left government, he resumed his mission to restore US competitiveness in
the private sector by working with large corporations. (A list is provided in Appendix
Six.)
One of his first clients was General Motors, a great place to start given their lingering but
declining influence in the world and Sekora’s family history of three generations at GM.
As he was going through the many briefings of top management to prepare them for the
implementation of Socrates – Generation-2 corporate application, he encountered the
usual naysayers, doubters and resisters of change. One of the resisters was particularly
contentious and a highly influential advisor to GM senior management. After a few
sessions with Sekora successfully fielding his remarks, the doubter decided on his own to
66
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do some additional reference checking on Sekora. As GM had an open door to Bush’s
White House, it was the logical place to start. What the Bush White House would say
about Sekora was surprising, considering the events that had transpired between the
administration and Sekora.
When the doubter returned to the next session, he reported his findings. A senior staff
member for Bush told the GM advisor the following: If you ask everyone on the White
House staff to list the top strategy experts in the world, Sekora would be at the top of
everyone’s list.
Was there a change of heart in the Bush administration (doubtful) or an unintended
swerve from the party line? We will probably never know. But the GM executive was
convinced that Sekora was the right person to help GM.

The Natural Human Resistance to Change
To answer the question that flows through the book and is on all of our minds, “why was
so much effort put into destroying Socrates,” we must consider the natural human
resistance to change. This human characteristic is irrational but exists in a much stronger
state than certainly I ever imagined. If we are to survive, the shift back to technologybased planning must take place and to do that the Socrates team knew they must be
capable of dealing with this human resistance to change phenomenon. First though, they
would have to understand it.
During the time when Socrates was being developed and deployed as a government
program, the barriers of human resistance were a constant distraction. Frankly if Sekora
and team had not been as committed to making it work which required unusual strength
of character, it would have been abandoned like so many other programs that upset the
status quo. But the stakes were high and a relatively small group of people with unusual
tenacity kept it alive until it was successful.
After the program was abolished in government, conditions in Washington returned to
normal, and the spiral downward continued. Pat Choate, Ross Perot’s running mate in
Perot’s first presidential campaign, was a friend of Sekora’s and remains one of the
dedicated whose support for Socrates did not wane throughout the struggle with the Bush
administration and the years that followed.
In a recent meeting between Choate and Sekora, Pat made a comment that adds
perspective to the resistance they encountered throughout those days of Socrates in the
1980s. As their discussion progressed on how the US was continuing to deteriorate, Pat
lamented that it was like someone had scripted the path to the country’s demise that he,
Sekora and the Socrates team had laid out as a warning twenty-five years ago, and the
country was following it perfectly. The discussion continued that it was sad that what
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they saw coming way back then is the reality of today. Even though they showed
everyone the facts, built a solution and deployed the solution with incredible success, the
resistance to change seems to have prevailed.
The point is that, even in the face of facts, a picture of reality and proof of a solution,
human tendency is to resist. Both Pat Choate and Michael Sekora would have never
believed back in those days that this human characteristic to resist was so powerful that
we would allow our great nation to unravel.
So today we continue our insane death spiral, unable or unwilling to change.
From a high-level panoramic view humankind has consistently evolved forward over
time through a natural process of learning, growth and change. In spite of the natural
tendency to resist major societal shifts have in fact occurred. These dramatic shifts are
nature's opportunities for those periodic leaps forward that propel society to new heights.
But the process is challenging. Theoretically and to the rational person, it's a beautiful
thing but, like all things in nature, there is an opposite and balancing force.
The innate need and capacity to survive, learn and grow drives society forward, but
paradoxically and simultaneously, human desire for stability, standardization and
repetition holds us back. The struggle erupts between changing to an uncertain future or
holding onto the comfortable routines to which we have become accustomed. A false and
dangerous security lies in repetition, predictability and holding on to the status quo,
especially if the status quo is a burning platform.
Where repetition produces predictability and a comforting sense of certainty, the
inevitable natural process of growth and change counteract with that routine and result in
a state of frequent disconnects, confusion and fear. Holding on, the natural human
response, when the world around us changes is the beginning of a death spiral.
The resulting struggle between holding on and letting go to face the uncertainties of
dramatic change are where Washington D.C. was during the development and
deployment of the original Socrates and where the country as a whole remains today.
Human response, even when it becomes clear that the old standardized practices no
longer work, is typically to ignore and ultimately resist these golden opportunities to reset
the social, political and economic environment at a higher level.
To facilitate transition during major change, we must make the case for change on both
ends. On the one end is the vision of where we are going with change, future state, and
on the other end are the consequences of not changing. Making both ends absolutely clear
can help lower resistance among the rational but so many humans are not rational.
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A good illustration of the importance of clearly seeing the future state in change is the
story of the Wing Walker. The late Larry Wilson, founder of Minnesota based, Wilson
Learning, used to tell the story in explaining the effects of uncertainty in navigating
change.
Wing walkers were acrobats of sorts during the old biplane days that would literally walk
on the wings of these double-winged airplanes while in flight. Of course this is very
dangerous, and the consequences of one mistake were life ending. The guiding principle
of the wing walker was “never let go of a wing support until you have a firm grasp of
another.”
This wing walker’s rule addresses both ends of change and is akin to the need for a clear
vision and grasp of the next secure place in removing the uncertainty of change.
Many are left behind in the struggle of change. As the natural forces of change plow
forward entire civilizations recede and eventually die. New world leadership emerges as
the old guard continues to hold on, and a new era of growth begins without them.
Historically this process has been very painful, because of natural resistance, but in the
twenty-first century with the amount of information available to us about the inevitable
process of survival, learning, growth and change, it does not have to be painful.
The problem, its implications on America and the solution were drummed into
Washington during the 1980s. The resistance built to the point where the drum was
temporarily silenced. Socrates, the vehicle for transition to the Automated Innovation
Age was put on hold.

The Struggle for Change
Why this struggle is so important in the story of Project Socrates is that the human
behavior in this struggle, “resistance to change,” has plagued Project Socrates from its
beginning in 1983. The problem is not because System Socrates enables the change
people resist or that they do not understand or believe System Socrates. The problem is
the irrational human behavior to resist change even when the need is intellectually
understood. Our experience is that people react to the need for change in one of two ways.
There are those who recognize the severity of the problem and the consequences of
maintaining status quo and are eager to learn about a potential solution. These people are
in the minority and form the small group of what will produce the new leadership.
Then there are those who respond with varying degrees of acknowledgement of the
problem, understand and agree with the solution but will avoid taking required action for
fear of upsetting the status quo. These people tend to be in the majority and are obstacles
to transformation. These people though are the sheep that once the change is adopted,
they follow along without much question.
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Note that in both cases, people understand Socrates and easily accept it as the only viable
solution but, in too many cases, resistance to change disrupts progress. That is perhaps
the biggest obstacle to our survival in a time when major transformation is imperative.
What we are experiencing currently is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to take
humankind into a dramatic leap forward. These opportunities only occur every two or
three hundred years, more or less. The Socrates team researched these major change
events to understand how these events took place and the human interaction with the
natural process that both enabled growth as well as delayed it. (Refer again to Figure 3,
Chapter 6.)
The years between major shifts are periods of normalization. Society’s institutions
normalize their processes; practices and systems to synchronize with the way things work
in the existing social, political and economic environments. Unfortunately, during this
period, human beings are also normalized through policy, procedure and accepted social
norms. The result is that creativity is either misplaced or numbed away. I know I will be
challenged on this but and example is Silicon Valley. Take a look for yourself.
In these relatively stable periods, individuals, organizations and societies go through a
series of incremental refinements to maintain synchronization with a relatively
predictable world. These incremental refinements during normalization are absorbed and
adopted with ease and little structural disruption. Conventional thinking and practices are
preserved and even enhanced. This period of normalization results in institutionalization
of practices that the society generally accepts.
The normalization and institutionalization of social, political and economic systems
where intellectually valid to sustain efficiency, is the setup for eventual resistance to the
major change required in the next natural cycle of survival. Those individuals,
organizations, societies and nations that will not or cannot change decline and die. Our
future is dependent on how well we understand the need for change, the consequences of
not changing and the transformation process required to effectively re-synchronize with
the new reality.
Elisabeth Kübler Ross, known for her pioneering work in near-death studies, describes
the progression of human behavior in the grieving process, which she calls the Five
Stages of Grief. It is ironic that the stages people go through during the death and
grieving process are similar to the behaviors individuals go through during major change.
As we look back at the great civilizations that have come and gone, it is easy to track
their journeys through George Land’s change phases from formation to normalization to
transformation. Each phase has defined and predictable characteristics. Unfortunately,
finding a civilization that successfully navigated through the final phase of
“transformation” is difficult. On the other hand, it is easy to identify those that have
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failed and either died or continue to languish toward oblivion on their way to finality.
Here are just a few easily recognizable causalities of the natural process of survival,
normalization and failure to transform:
Egyptian
Persian
Roman

Inca
Aztec
Mogul

Ottoman
Greek
British

Perhaps the most recent causality though is the Soviet Union and its successor, Russia,
continues to struggle. The US is in the final phase, transformation, and must change or
will languish and eventually die, likely a prolonged and painful death. See Appendix
Seven for an illustration of the Lifecycle of a Nation progressing through these stages.
US social, political and economic systems are generally obsolete. In many cases, these
systems have been incrementally refined without regard to the fundamental universal
truths on which they were originally created. But typical of a declining nation struggling
to hold on we put our resources to work preserving, baling out and propping up these
obsolete systems and organizations. The continued reliance on obsolete, institutionalized
systems and practices is a major symptom of our decline and leads to eventual demise.
Our current collective response mode, (as of the writing of this book) appears to be
classic Stage 1 change/grief cycle behavior, denial, and Stage 2 anger and blame. For
example, denial of the problem: “China will implode so there is nothing to worry about.”
The corresponding behavior has definitely delayed and could even prevent transformation
to occur in the limited time we have.
Socrates was developed as the foundation for transformation by providing the process
and tools to smoothly transition to the next level of societal advancement, the Automated
Innovation Age.
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Chapter 7
Establishing the Need for Change
Old Practices Will Never Work Again (if they ever worked at all)
The status quo to which the US evolved no longer works and will never work again.
Dramatic worldwide societal shifts in how things work are as natural and necessary as
Earth’s orbit around the sun. But probably because of the time between major change
events, combined with innate human resistance to change, human beings have not learned
how to deal with these natural reoccurrences and seem destined to repeat failure to adapt.
The ash heap of failed civilizations is real to anyone minutely exposed to history, but it is
not the time for ours to join that ash heap unless we choose not to make the fundamental
transformation that will re-synchronize every aspect of our society with the new realities
of the world. Re-learning how to compete in a world of astute competitors is at the
foundation.
“What we did in the past will never work again” is a corollary to the need for
transformation. Reference is made again to George Ainsworth Land’s book, Grow or Die.
Theodore William Schultz is credited with the quote “grow or die” some years before he
was co-Nobel prizewinner in Economics in 1979. George Ainsworth Land authored the
book, Grow or Die: The Unifying Principle of Transformation originally published in
1973, revised and re-published in 1986 and again in 1997.
Grow or die is not only a catchy phrase so appropriate for what is happening in the world
today, but also and even more importantly, grow or die is a fundamental universal truth
and as Land’s book title states, the unifying principle of transformation. To grow or die is
one of those natural laws of creation upon which entire civilizations through every
structural aspect either advance to survive...or they die.
Among the insights we gain from Land’s work is his explanation about how species tend
to adapt their environments to themselves more than they adapt to their environments.
That discovery in itself will probably disrupt some conventional thinkers that hold to the
idea that changes in our environment are strictly a product of the environment itself,
overlooking the fact that people are part of the environment and more often than not, the
actual change agents.

Basic Operational Beliefs Must Change
US organizations are constantly going through change to respond and refine operations
for improved performance as measured in conventional financial terms, reduced cost
and/or increased revenue. For example productivity, discussed earlier, is a common
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measurement in reducing cost and increasing revenue. Increasing productivity assumes
that higher productivity reduces costs through efficiencies and therefore equals
competitive advantage. But as we saw in the earlier discussion the US consistently leads
the rest of the world in productivity improvement while it continues to lose market share
because we fail to deliver products and services that have competitive advantage. How
can this be?
US companies went through a period when work processes were designed around Total
Quality Management (TQM). In the 1980s and 1990s a form of TQM, Six-Sigma, became
popular and was adopted widely. In Six-Sigma work processes are constantly refined, for
example, to reduce cycle time and eliminate rejects. This is a purely internal focus on
process improvement that drives internally focused behaviors to improve process
efficiency, productivity and quality.
The measures for Six-Sigma are multi-leveled based on reduction of cycle time and
number of rejects, which are then translated into cost reduction and/or increased revenue
through efficiency. This all sounds good on the surface, but what if making the work
processes more efficient with fewer rejects does not produce competitive products?
In the US the assumption is that these internally focused productivity and efficiency
initiatives lower the cost of production and that is all that is needed to create competitive
advantage. That assumption would be valid if other products and services in the
marketplace were equal and remained so in all other respect needed to satisfy customer
needs. But that is an illusion.
Satisfying customer needs better than competitors is much more than reducing costs. To
achieve competitive advantage the operation that produces products and services must
address all customer needs not just cost. The function to address all customer needs,
including cost, is performed through technology-based planning and must be executed
before tuning operational efficiency through TQM, Six-Sigma or any other internally
focused initiative.
A technology strategy to achieve competitive advantage must guide work process
development, refinement and tuning for efficiency. Conventional thinking, as we have
seen, skips the technology strategy for competitive advantage leaving US producers with
efficient, well-tuned operations that do not produce competitive products.
This scenario is not uncommon. In fact, it is more often than not the case with US
companies.
It is not that productivity improvement initiatives fail to do what they are designed to do.
The problem is that they are propping up operational systems and processes that were
designed for the wrong objective and based on the wrong foundation – finance-based,
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efficiency. This is a throwback from the period after WWII when the US in fact had no
competition. It was from there that US companies learned to skip the process for
establishing competitive advantage and simply focus on process efficiency, “by the
numbers.”
When the US and its allies transition back to technology-based planning for the purpose
of delivering products with competitive advantage, the US can apply these internally
focused productivity improvement initiatives with success in redesigned work processes
that deliver competitive advantage. Simultaneously we would make operations more
efficient and productivity improvement initiatives would be a force multiplier for
competitive advantage.
US obsession with productivity improvement combined with a dismal record in ability to
compete is but one obvious symptom of a need for change.
Results of our dismal competitiveness record show up in the nations most fundamental
economic measures. Our national debt is over seventeen trillion dollars, as of this writing.
The debt continues to accumulate to support an economy that has been unable to support
itself for decades leading to, in addition to a huge national debt, a string of losses of
entire industries. These facts, by themselves, should be compelling enough for the
rational person to conclude that there is a need for change and that change must enable
the US to effectively compete. In the section below on The Whiz Kids, additional
statistics are provided to further support the case for change.

The Heart of the Problem – Finance-based Planning
The economic-based planning system (a.k.a. finance-based planning used
interchangeably) that we cling to in the US has not worked for fifty years or more. As the
world has become more and more competitive, finance-based planning becomes less and
less effective. Yet finance-based planning has been normalized and institutionalized in
the US. Our problem is two-fold:
1. We have abandoned the foundation principles that enable societies to survive, grow
and advance by shifting from technology – to finance-based planning.
2. The continued practice of finance-based planning makes us extremely vulnerable in a
competitive world, where adversaries are skilled technology-based planners.
To set-up the next section let’s first review how we got here. Our country adopted
finance-based planning in an anomaly created by the unusual situation that existed after
WWII when the US emerged as the lone, intact world economy. We had literally no
competitors. All we had to do was build and distribute goods and services that the rest of
the world gobbled up, many times with money lent by us. In that environment of literally
no competition, our attention focused on managing the allocation of our financial
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resources for most efficient use. Managing the economy by the numbers became the
primary method of managing everything, and the financial spreadsheet became the tool
for all planning. This is where we are today.

The Whiz Kids
During the anomaly of post-WWII, The Whiz Kids made their entrance onto the scene,
became influential, occupied powerful positions and became a significant force for
change of US management systems. The Whiz Kids, just out of military service, got
initial traction at Ford Motor Company, later dispersed to run US conglomerates, became
presidents of universities and occupied high government positions. The management
methods they introduced resulted in financially oriented, economic-based planning,
managing by the numbers. With literally no world marketplace competition for the US,
the timing was perfect for a shift to their brand of management rapidly evolving into fullfledged finance-based planning.
A book by John Byrne, The Whiz Kids: The Founding Fathers of American Business and the Legacy they Left Us appears to be the most referenced record of the group. The
legacy the Whiz Kids left as portrayed in the book reinforces Socrates findings about the
cause of US decline in ability to compete. A Kurkus Associates book review published
on Amazon sums it up67:
An unsparing post-mortem on a group of organization men who played an
influential, if not always constructive, role in the postwar history of US business
and government. There were ten so-called “Whiz Kids''--youngish veterans of the
Army Air Force's Statistical Control Command who in 1946 sold Henry Ford II
on hiring them as a unit to revivify his troubled empire. While Business Week
writer Byrne (coauthor of Odyssey, 1987, John Sculley's autobiography) tracks
all parties to the original package deal, he focuses on those who flew highest or
fell by the wayside--including Charles (Tex) Thornton (founder of Litton
Industries, corporate America's first major conglomerate) and Robert McNamara
(who left the Ford Motor presidency to become secretary of defense and a
subsequently remorseful architect of US policy in Vietnam). Covered as well are
Arjay Miller (an admired dean of Stanford's B-school and, like McNamara, an expresident of Ford) and Jack Reith (a shooting star who flamed out early, dying by
his own hand at 47). With the postwar era's best and brightest now gone to
varying rewards, Byrne offers a harsh appraisal of their legacy. In particular, he
takes the Whiz Kids and their disciples to task for putting near-blind faith in the
67

Kirkus Associates Reviews, The Whiz Kids: The Founding Fathers of American
Business - and the Legacy they Left Us, Amazon.
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decisive power of numbers and arrogantly imposing severe financial constraints
on enterprises whose bottom-line results could almost certainly have been
improved by allowing fallible human beings to exercise their intuition and
creativity. An impressive and instructive look at a generation that apparently cast
a long dark shadow on the domestic landscape.
The Whiz Kids consisted of ten United States Army Air Forces veterans of World War II
assigned to Statistical Control Command. Led by their military commanding officer,
Charles B. "Tex" Thornton, the team became Ford Motor Company executives in 1946.
The most famous of them was the late Robert McNamara who went on to be President of
Ford, Secretary of Defense, and President of the World Bank.
The Whiz Kids’ approach was to quantify everything and then manage by the numbers.
Spreadsheets became more important than ever, and the natural progression of this
eventually resulted in CFOs routinely leading US business planning sessions. The focus
shifted from the natural and intuitive technology basis, to finance-based planning and
competitiveness was a non-issue. The rest is history.
The Whiz Kids were highly influential in shifting US planners and decision-makers from
managing the playing field to watching the scoreboard. A simple analogy that Sekora
frequently uses to explain the difference between technology and finance-based planning
is:
“The difference between technology-based and finance-based planning can be
described using the game of tennis. One player, American, watches the
scoreboard; the other, Japanese, plays the ball. The ball represents the
technology, and accurately maneuvering the ball is where the match is either won
or lost. The scoreboard represents profit. Which player wins the game and
actually maximizes profit?”
A review of Byrne’s book by Tim Darling, provides a view of the Whiz Kids and their
impact on our country which can be summed up in Darling’s editorial comment in
parentheses at the end of the title of the book review, The Whiz Kids: How 10 Men
Saved America (and Then Almost Destroyed It)68.
The approach these change agents from WWII, the Whiz Kids, developed ignored the
technology-based foundation that dictates the performance and status of all other
secondary factors like financial resources, marketing, HR planning, research, etc. These
factors are like the many superficial factors to which we refer in other places of the book
as dependent on what happens in the technologyspace. But the Whiz Kids made these
68

Tim Darling, The Whiz Kids: How 10 Men Saved America (and Then Almost Destroyed
It), amnesta.net, July 20, 2008.
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factors the focus, assigned numbers through complicated statistical correlations and used
the output for planning and decision – making. Today variations of this approach are still
taught in MBA schools as a form of “operations research” for business planning and
decision-making.
Once institutionalized, finance–based planning blurred the clear reality that we were
losing competitively. To deal with the facts came the illusions and excuses. Initially it
was denial, “The numbers are good so we must be winning.” This thinking led to growth
in consulting services providing more manipulation of the numbers. Quantitative analysis,
predictions and trends all based on the numbers rooted in the financials, further
reinforced the institutionalization of finance-based planning practices. But now even the
numbers representing those secondary factors are bad, so some have advanced to the next
phase of the Kubler-Ross stages of grief: anger and blame.
An article in MIT Technology Review, The Dictatorship of Data, May 31, 2013, features
Robert McNamara and his role in institutionalization of decision-making by superficial or
secondary factors. Here is an excerpt from that article69:
“Robert McNamara epitomizes the hyper-rational executive led astray by
numbers.”
“We are more susceptible than we may think to the “dictatorship of data”—that
is, to letting the data govern us in ways that may do as much harm as good. The
threat is that we will let ourselves be mindlessly bound by the output of our
analyses even when we have reasonable grounds for suspecting that something is
amiss.”
Even as we see that what we are doing is not working, we tend to plow forward blindly,
protected by numbers and the comfort of the status quo – finance-based planning and
decision-making.
The approach of the Whiz Kids was to focus on these secondary factors, which they
would quantify, manage and then measure to optimize performance as their numbers
prescribed. Apparently the theory was that by optimizing each factor would result in the
most efficient use of resources. In this approach, management consists of optimizing the
host of superficial, secondary factors to maximize the primary factor, in this case, cost
reduction and revenue production.
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Kenneth Cukier and Viktor Mayer-Schönberger, The Dictatorship of Data, MIT
Technology Review, 31 May 2013.
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Keep in mind that competitiveness was not a consideration in 1946 when the trigger was
thrown that inadvertently abandoned technology-based planning for planning by the
numbers that morphed into economic/finance-based planning. As a result the
optimization, of a set of secondary factors became the focus for decision-making but
those secondary factors were not established from a competitive design. That would have
naturally thrown their methodology back to technology as a basis. So although the
secondary factors may have been optimized for efficient financial maneuvering, the
process would only fortuitously contribute to competitive advantage in the end item
(product or service). Without sustainment of competitive advantage, the organization
eventually fails.
Once we shifted from technology-based planning to management by the numbers in what
the Socrates team originally called, economic-based planning, we began to lose our
ability to compete almost immediately.
But because of the tremendous economic gap created by the anomaly of post-WWII
between the US and the rest of the world, our lead would be sustained for years as the
gap slowly narrowed. Veiled by deficit spending, it would be many years before the
negative implications of economic-based planning became visible to analysts. Most fail
to see the connection yet today.
As the US embraced economic-based planning, it widely adopted and permanently
institutionalized its practices, processes and systems. The US set aside technology-based
planning, the natural process civilizations practiced throughout the history of humankind.
While we rode the momentum of the WWII economic anomaly, our own economy was
slowly being destroyed at the structural level, i.e., industry, academia, capital markets and
government. In the process our ability to compete spiraled downward at an increasing
rate.
Current economic statistics on US world rankings illustrate that the problem is
cumulative and happening at an increasing rate70.
•
•
•
•
•

The US ranks 128th in the world in GDP growth rate of (1.6%).
The jobless rate is at 7.9% (officially reported at the time of the writing). However
the labor participation is lowest since the late 1970s.
Debt to equity is 101.6%.
Current Account is -3.10 percent of GDP (indicates a trade deficit).
Current Account since 1980 has averaged -2.70 percent, (an indication of long-term
inability to compete).

70

Trading Economics, 300.000 Indicators from 196 Countries,
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/, March 2013.
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US planning and execution systems in every sector are ineffective, yet we continue with
the same old flawed approaches. A statistic frequently cited by consulting firms who
claim to finally have the solution is that “studies conclude that on average 70 percent of
all strategic initiatives to improve competitiveness fail.” Credible sources have well
documented this statistic:
•
•
•
•
•

Deloitte Consulting, 2008 Competitive Preparedness Transforming Strategy Into
Results
The Standish Group, 2002 Chaos Report
University of Gothenburg, Department of Informatics and Siemens Business Services,
2008, Forecasting ERP Implementation Success – Towards a Grounded Framework
IBM, 2008, Majority of Organizational Change Projects Fail
Goldratt Research Lab, February 26, 2013, New Research - Why so many of our
change initiatives fail…

Government initiatives have historically been less successful than private sector
initiatives.
What is most bothersome about these statistics, “70 percent of all strategic initiatives
fail,” is that this statistic has not changed since at least 1995. Based on Socrates findings
in addition to what we have actually witnessed happening to America competitively over
the past several decades, the statistic, 70% failure rate, has been true much longer than
1995.
If we know that what we are doing is not solving the problem, why do we continue to do
it? The answer is that we are stuck in the finance-based planning playbook, and no matter
how we manipulate the myriad superficial factors in finance-based, market-focused
planning and decision-making, we will never solve the problem because the problem is
structural, and the solution is at the foundation level, i.e., financial/market vs. technologybased planning.
In a recent Forbes article by Steve Denning, we may find some hope that conventional
wisdom is being challenged. In the article we detect an acknowledgement that there is
something wrong with finance-based planning as practiced in the US. What the author
suggests is that not focusing on customer needs satisfaction for competitive advantage
(technology is source of all competitive advantage) has adverse implications. This lack of
customer focus for competitive advantage, according to Denning, has caused tremendous
economic destruction. The article represents a small step forward in conventional
thinking worth fostering:
Readers of this column know that short-term shareholder value, which is still
pervasive in large organizations, has a lot of accomplishments to its credit. It has
led to “bad profits” that have destroyed customer loyalty. It is responsible for
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massive offshoring of manufacturing, thereby destroying major segments of the
US economy. And it has even undermined US capacity to compete in international
markets.
Now the Financial Times reports that the short-term shareholder value theory has
a new feather in its cap: it is responsible for killing the economic recovery that
should have occurred after the financial meltdown of 2008.71
The implications of this systematic destruction of US ability to compete over the decades
have brought severe consequences:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

The US lost approximately 42,400 factories since 2001 – and the technical edge with
it (American Prospect, Dec.21. 2009, The Plight of American Manufacturing, Richard
McCormack)
The US has lost an average of 50,000 manufacturing jobs every month since China
joined the WTO in 2001 (Forbes, February 14, 2011, Intelligence Community Fears
U.S. Manufacturing Decline, Loren Thompson)
In the last two decades, 86% of U.S. auto parts firms failed. Only 4,000 of 30,000
companies remain in business. (Manufacturing and Technology News, Aug 31, 2011,
Richard McCormack)
From 2000 to 2010 manufacturing jobs fell by 6.17 million, or 34%. (Bureau of
Economic Analysis)
From 2005 to 2010, the U.S. share of global high-tech exports dropped from 21% to
14%. (US Census Bureau)
China became the largest exporter in the world in 2009. (U.S. China Economic and
Security Review Commission Hearing, March 30, 2011, Dr. Robert E. Scott,
Economic Policy Institute)
U.S. ranks last among the top 15 manufacturing nations in the portion of its industrial
production that is exported. (Forbes, February 14, 2011, Intelligence Community
Fears U.S. Manufacturing Decline, Loren Thompson)

US national security is jeopardized:
•

•

The US manufacturing base is dangerously eroded causing current and future
economic issues and jeopardizing our national security. (Harvard Business School
Alumni Bulletin, March 2011, “The Path to Economic Revival: America Needs an
Economic Strategy to Put Innovation Back on Track”: By Roger Thompson)
From Forbes, February 14, 2011, Intelligence Community Fears U.S. Manufacturing
Decline by Loren Thompson:
• China may now have 45% of global capacity for smelting aluminum and
consumes 40% of global output.
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Steve Denning, How The World's Dumbest Idea' Killed The US Economic Recovery,
Forbes, July 29, 2013.
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•
•

Lowering tax rates or telling the EPA to lighten up cannot rescue U.S.
manufacturing.
No U.S. company on its own can hope to compete against state-subsidized
Chinese enterprises.

The demise of the US economy started decades ago. American companies, by the 1960s,
already stranded in market-focused, finance-based planning, had forgotten rudimentary
practices of technology-based planning that helped make the US the greatest economic
and military power in the world. We could see evidence of US leadership’s inability to
understand how to compete as far back as the 1960s.
A glaring example of this unfolded when US television manufacturers apparently could
not see the link between the “mature” technologies in television sets and the commercial
potential of such adjacent and nascent technologies as videotape recorders, video cameras,
blank videotape, pre-recorded videotape, stereophonic TV and miniaturization of each of
these technologies.
When America’s Ampex Corp. first introduced the video recorder, it was the size of a
small refrigerator. It was loaded with vacuum tubes and heavy electric coils. In this state,
it was impractical as a home product. “But what if they could reduce its size?” Ampex
executives asked.
Enter Japan’s Sony Corp. In what was described as a tense dance of technologies, Ampex
and Sony worked out an alliance. Sony applied its transistor technology to the VCR,
thereby shrinking the video recorder to something they could sell to general consumers.
Sony’s technology strategists were elated. Here was a logical progression of transistor
technology that Sony had originally “borrowed” from the US that had made them a world
leader. The Japanese electronics company quickly signed a joint venture agreement with
Ampex.
However, before anything would come of the joint venture, Ampex senior management,
eager to pursue business with the Pentagon, decided to abandon the commercial VCR
project with Sony. Ampex abrogated its contract and Sony sued. A US court eventually
awarded in favor of Sony, which gave them the rights to Ampex VCR technology, and
again, the rest is history. By the 1990s the VCR business was a $100 billion Japanese
dominated industry.
While Sony’s acquisition of Ampex technology was not a classic Japanese aggressive
technology maneuver, the episode demonstrates the divergent approaches to technology
development that still exists in both countries today. It is the approach of Japanese
companies that makes them appear far more visionary than American competitors. And
they are because their view is from technologyspace, which dictates results in the
marketplace. Sekora laments:
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“Foreign companies like Sony have developed an internal ‘eye’ for technology
that enables them to ‘see’ the entire technology waterfront, while American
competitors continue to view the same scene with a kind of technology tunnel
vision.” – Michael Sekora
The obvious questions that arise from the Ampex/Sony story are this: How could the
most technologically advanced nation in the world make such a blunder? How could
America, the country that between the 1940s and early 1960s invented the transistor, the
VCR, the integrated circuit and the microprocessor, simply bequeath its consumer
electronics industry to the Japanese? It is simple; we have our eye on the scoreboard
(financial spreadsheet), while our competitors watch the ball (technology, the source of
all competitive advantage).
Meanwhile today, China has geared up and is conducting a well-planned economic war
on the US that we seem unable to understand and generally do not acknowledge. And
they are winning. In addition to the problems we are experiencing in the US that naturally
come with major change, we have the structural handicap of finance-based planning
imposed on our approach to global competitiveness that will continue to drive us
downward.

US Planners are Primitive Hunters and Gatherers of Technology
Under economic-based planning with the focus on financials and the subsequent factors
that emerge in the marketplace, effective technology acquisition and innovation for
competitive advantage in the US has naturally declined. This should send another signal
for the need to change.
Our approach for acquiring technology today resembles the methods of the first hunters
and gatherers. Those primitive ancestors gathered food naturally available from bushes,
trees and killing of animals as long as those sources were visible to the hunters and
gatherers. It was haphazard and unpredictable. Many communities died off during lean
years when natural food sources were unavailable. During the Neolithic Revolution (also
called the Agriculture Revolution), when early human beings finally advanced to farming
and herding, they succeeded in harnessing and managing natural food sources. With this
advancement, humankind took a huge leap to the next higher level of societal growth.
In economic-based planning acquisition and utilization of technology enabled with
primitive tools such as open innovation sessions and social media previously discussed,
makes us little more than sophisticated hunters and gatherers resembling our earliest
ancestors. We have become rather adept in hunting and gathering useful technology
through tools like open innovation and have expanded our hunters and gathers through
social media. But when we consider the vast space in which all technology and crosspollination innovations exist, we are still only hunting and gathering and therefore
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utilizing a relatively minute parcel of this vast and rich technologyspace. And further,
through these antiquated hunting and gathering methods, we see nothing that our
competitors are doing as they adroitly maneuver in this vast technologyspace for
competitive advantage and world domination.

The Threat
China’s World Domination Plan
The greatest external threats during the 1980s were the Soviet Union militarily and Japan
economically. But even then it was clear to the Socrates team that China was on a
trajectory to become a formable competitor. The Socrates team laid out the pending and
immanently greater China threat.
The Socrates team was way out in front on China and Sekora tells of the ridicule he and
his team endured from high ranking US government officials as the Socrates team briefed
them on the findings of the building threat of China. Today the China threat is a reality
and an ongoing formal topic at all government levels and agencies.
But the China threat is more than just world economic and even military leadership.
Perhaps a greater threat is the cultural and societal influence China poses for the world.
A book authored by two journalists present a vision, among other things, of life under
Chinese domination. Professor Athar Hussain, Director of the London School of
Economics, provides a look into the work of Juan Pablo Cardenal and Heriberto Araújo
in their book, China’s Silent Army.
Frustrated by the facile, pro-business commentary of so much writing on China
and the evasions of Beijing's official pronouncements, two China-based
journalists made a drastic decision to see for themselves just how rapidly China is
spreading its influence around the world.
Many thousands of miles and twenty-five countries later, “China's Silent Army”
is the result: an unprecedented attempt to meet the many Chinese who, through
hard work, ingenuity and ruthless business practices are rapidly moving much of
the world into Beijing's orbit - from Peruvian mines to Siberian forests, Sudanese
dams to Burmese jade mines. The implications of what they are doing - politically,
ecologically and economically - are profoundly disturbing and particularly
topical in light of the Eurozone crisis and the diminishing economical presence of
the West. A disturbing and revealing piece of investigative journalism into the
unknown extent of China's global power.72
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China’s path to world cultural and societal domination, inadvertent or not, is highly
dependent on their success in achieving economic and military leadership. Their march to
achieve that goal is well planned and resourced.
Here is China’s technology-based world domination strategy from the 2010 U.S. – China
Economic and Security Review Commission – Report to US Congress73:
The key elements of Beijing’s grand strategy are identified as follows:
1. Focus on acquiring “comprehensive national power” that is essential to achieving the
status of a “global great power that is second to none” by 2049 (the year marking 100
years of the founding of the People’s Republic of China).
2. Gain access to (world) natural resources, energy and raw materials, capital, and
overseas markets to sustain China’s economic expansion. As an old Chinese proverb
says: “yang wei zhong yong:” “Make foreign things (technology, resources) help
China become strong.”
3. Pursue the “three Ms:” Military buildup (including naval presence along the vital sea
lanes of communications (SLOC) or maritime chokepoints, mutual security pacts,
arms sales, intelligence cooperation with like-minded states), Multilateralism and
Multi-polarity at the global level, to counter the containment of China’s regional and
global aspirations by the United States and its friends and allies.
4. Build a network of Beijing’s friends and allies through China’s “soft power:”
diplomatic charm offensive, trade, aid, and creation of economic dependencies via
closer economic integration (through Free Trade Agreements) and multilateral forums.

Waking Up America
The US just now may be beginning to wake up to the China threat, which could have
been curtailed. Clyde Prestowitz of the Washington think tank, Economic Strategy
Institute, writes in his weekly article of February 7, 201374:
“America prides itself on technological and innovation leadership and
subconsciously assumes it will always be number one because such leadership is
uniquely American.
Well, maybe America should guess again, according to a survey by KPMG
Consulting. The global questionnaire of 668 top executives worldwide concluded
that China will surpass Silicon Valley in high-tech innovation by 2016. That
means that in three years we'll be saying goodbye Google, goodbye Facebook,
goodbye Apple and hello Huawei, hello Baidu, and hello names you've never
heard of.
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Just in the past decade, the volume of Chinese investment in R&D has grown by
more than 600 percent, according to Professor of Technology and Innovation
Management at IMD in Lausanne, Switzerland, and Professor Marc Laperrouza
of the Evian Group at IMD, HEC, the University of Lausanne, and the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology. As a result, they say, China will soon go from
being the world's biggest factory to being its biggest laboratory.
They also note that China is graduating more than 700,000 engineers annually
compared to about 60,000 in the United States. Of course, numbers like these can
be misleading.
Across Asia about 21 percent of students are earning engineering degrees. In
Europe the number is 12 percent, and in the United States it is only 4.5 percent.
This could be problematic for America's future competitiveness.
China has nearly 700 incubators that provide facilities, financing, and advice to
start-up businesses. About 70 of these are tied to key universities and form part of
the government's Torch program that is aimed at promoting high tech industries.
The incubators and other support programs also attract foreign investors. Thus
some 800 non-Chinese companies have established laboratories in China. These
include such firms as Nokia, Intel, Alcatel, and Organge. Particularly in
telecommunications, China has shown innovative capacity by developing its own
TDSCDMA standard for 3G mobile communications. Beyond this China's Tianke
1A supercomputer has broken the world record for computing power and with
massive investments in nano-technology, Beijing is aiming to surpass the United
States in this field by 2020.
So while I don't anticipate the demise of Silicon Valley, I can easily anticipate the
rise of Silicon China.”
The immediate threat China poses has been building for decades. By the late 1980s,
Project Socrates had established a very positive reputation across all government
agencies, especially within DoD. The widespread visibility and credibility of Socrates
and the team’s demonstrated capability resulted in Socrates and Sekora being in great
demand to support myriad critical projects. One such project DoD asked Sekora to
support involved a special committee formed to assess the threat of “Foreign
Manufacturing Dependency” from a national defense perspective. They asked him to
review the “technology” aspects of the report that had already been prepared.
After reading the report, Sekora took it back to his office and literally rewrote it. Again,
the committee had missed the real source of the threat while hammering on US ability to
“out spend” China in some way to offset their advantage in the manufacturing process.
Technology was an obviously misunderstood after-thought.
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Sekora’s rewrite of the report showed that US “foreign manufacturing dependency” was
not the cause but rather a symptom of not having a technology strategy for producing
superior defense equipment. Foreign dependency on the technology that underpins the
manufacturing process was the real threat.
Manufacturing is simply the process to produce products and services that are dependent
on the technology that makes up those products and services. The dependencies are
technology-based not manufacturing process based.
In the new report Sekora explained that when we control acquisition and utilization of the
world’s technologies, we have control of what, how and where to manufacture. Without
the ability to control and manage technology acquisition and utilization, the US
Department of Defense would be dependent on those who do. A major mind shift had to
take place.
When Sekora was finished, the report clearly established “technology dependency” as the
real threat and listed the consequences. He went on to provide a technology strategy that
would enable the US to protect against the threat and maintain military superiority by
having maximum control of the process for acquiring and utilizing world technologies.
The execution of the US technology strategy would reverse the dependency relationship.
Because the US would control acquisition and utilization of all national defense
technologies required for US military equipment and service production, foreign
manufacturers would now be dependent on the US for the required technology. The
ability to control the availability of required technology to produce US military products
and services enabled the US Department of Defense to also control foreign
manufacturing.
What became of the Socrates solution of the late 1980s to address US foreign
manufacturing dependency?
The Alliance for American Manufacturing’s website, May 201375, coincidently attempts
to answer the question:
“New Report Calls for Stronger U.S. Manufacturing Sector to Protect National
Security.
Urgent action is needed to reduce the U.S. military’s dangerous dependence on
foreign suppliers for the raw materials, parts, and finished products needed to
defend America, according to a new study prepared by Brigadier General John
Adams (U.S. Army, Retired).”
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The answer is not what we would like to hear but not surprising since shortly after the
Sekora solution was provided, Socrates was terminated and DoD went back to financebased planning.
Meanwhile China has been moving steadily forward in all areas at an increasing rate
toward its goal of global domination through superior acquisition and utilization of the
world’s technologies.
From Japan News, June 201376:
BEIJING (AP) — China has built the world’s fastest supercomputer, almost twice
as fast as the previous U.S. record holder and underlining the country’s rise as a
science and technology powerhouse.
The semiannual TOP500 official listing of the world’s fastest supercomputers
released Monday says the Tianhe-2 developed by the National University of
Defense Technology in central China’s Changsha city is capable of sustained
computing of 33.86 petaflops per second. That’s the equivalent of 33,860 trillion
calculations per second.

We Were Warned and Could Have Avoided What is Now Reality
In 1988 – 89, Debra Smith of the Commerce Department requested a briefing from
Sekora to a committee on supercomputers. The committee consisted of high-level
industry participants from, most notably, IBM, Intel and Cray. The briefing was to cover
the competitive situation in supercomputers and any threats that may exist. Sustaining the
lead in computing power was considered essential to US national security. The Chinese,
of course, felt the same about their security.
When Sekora laid out the threat exposing both Japan’s and China’s technology strategies
to build supercomputers that would eventually lead the world, the responses of our super
computer industry leaders were disappointing. The committee unanimously agreed that
there was no issue with either Japan or China. Their opinion was based on the belief that
neither Japan nor China was technologically capable of advancing in supercomputers.
The conclusion was that the old “brute force R&D” of the US would prevail and
competition was not an issue. We would simply continue to outspend them in R&D.
Shortly after Sekora’s unheeded warning and right on schedule, Japan, who had begun
acquiring supercomputer technology in early 1980s, came out with the world’s fastest
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supercomputer in 1990. Subsequently, Japan’s supercomputers have held the top spot in
speed most consistently since the 1990 release by Japan’s NEC Corporation.
But by 2010, China released the fastest supercomputer in the world. Even though it was
built with US processors (world wide technology acquisition vs. brute force R&D), it
demonstrated China’s capability. Their lead was brief, as the Japanese shortly introduced
a faster one.
In October of 2011 though, China produced a supercomputer built from Chinese
microprocessors, proving that China had world-class computer design capability.
The US has repeated this scenario of arrogance time and time again. Will we wake up in
time?
In a recent book by the CEO of Google, Eric Schmidt writes about the Chinese threat. In
a book review published in a Wall Street Journal article, February 1, 2013, Tom Gara
provides highlights of Mr. Schmidt’s book. The article entitled, Exclusive: Eric Schmidt
Unloads on China in New Book, tells Google CEO’s view of the problems if China
becomes the sole world superpower77.
The review begins with this:
Google executive chairman Eric Schmidt is brutally clear: China is the most
dangerous superpower on Earth.
On one hand this may indicate that we may be waking up, at least in some circles, and we
are hopeful that Mr. Schmidt’s realization as a credible US thought leader will inspire
others to recognize the threat and implications. On the other hand, Sekora and Team
Socrates warned of the China threat almost thirty years ago and predicted exactly what is
happening today. If this more recent wake-up call by Mr. Schmidt goes the same path as
Team Socrates’ did, nothing will happen until it may be too late. As of August 2014,
we’re still waiting for the wake-up.
Sekora provides his view:
“It’s like watching a train wreck in slow motion. Had we taken this up in the 80s
and preserved Socrates, we would not be in the situation we are in today.”
In the late 1980s Sekora was again requested to assist in another Department of
Commerce program. The Deputy Under Secretary of Commerce for Technology, Debra
Wince Smith, had called the meeting to address the “cooperation program” between
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Japanese and US aerospace manufacturers. The program was not going as well as
expected.
Sekora had already been working with US aerospace executive to help them understand
the tactics of both Japan and China in their programs to systematically acquire our critical
technology. In fact, to their credit, a few of these executives were already becoming
suspicious of some activities of our “cooperation partners.”
The conference audience consisted of senior/executive VPs of all the major U.S.
aerospace manufacturers including the largest defense contractors, Boeing, Lockheed and
General Dynamics. They were all interested in protecting our critical technology, both
military and commercial, but when Sekora presented the facts about China’s competitive
strategy and future capability this highly influential audience arrogantly waved off the
warning. Our weakness as far back as the 1980s came through in their comments: “They
don’t even have flush toilets! How are they going to overtake us?” “The barriers to entry
are way to much for China.” “This is impossible. Period.”
Many such briefings on China were conducted by Sekora during and after he left the
government and most ended angrily at the notion that China would become a superpower.
America’s conventional thinking focused on “next quarter’s numbers” was and remains
today a major challenge to our turnaround and survival.
From an Associated Press posting, May 24, 2014 China has entered the commercial
airline industry. They already build military airplanes that look and act just like ours. An
excerpt from the recent AP posting, “China's Comac set to deliver first passenger jets”
reads78:
China's state-owned aircraft maker said Wednesday it is ready to deliver the
country's first homegrown regional airliner and should complete a bigger plane
in 2018.
China created the ARJ21 project in 2002 in an attempt to break into the Westerndominated aircraft market.
China is expected to become one of the world's biggest aircraft markets over the
next two decades. Boeing Co. forecasts total demand at 5,580 planes worth a total
of $780 billion.
Comac's larger aircraft, the C919, is a single-aisle jet meant to compete with
Boeing and Airbus.
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The China threat is here as predicted, and we are not prepared. It appears though, that
finally we are at least talking about it. Sekora was right then and Eric Schmidt is right
now. But will it be enough?
As China joined the rest of the world and began flexing its muscle, another common
rationalization that persists today in some elite circles is that China is trending toward
democracy so don’t worry. This is just another illusion seriously concocted in an attempt
to position China as just another friendly trading partner.
Well, brace yourselves. The reality about China is unfolding very quickly and you will
not like what you see. But if you don’t believe me here is more from the Wall Street
Journal review on Mr. Schmidt’s book that reinforces the implications of China as the
dominant world power79.
China, Schmidt and Cohen write (Jared Cohen is credited as co-author), is “the
world’s most active and enthusiastic filterer of information” as well as “the most
sophisticated and prolific” hacker of foreign companies. In a world that is
becoming increasingly digital, the willingness of China’s government and state
companies to use cyber crime gives the country an economic and political edge….
China is waging an economic war using all means including cyber warfare. The key word
is, “war” and in war, the rules are different. China is fighting to dominate us and will use
any means necessary. For us to stand back, wag fingers at them and cry foul at their
tactics that we believe violate some world body’s rules is again naïve and futile. To China,
this is war, and in war are no rules. In fact when they hack into our information systems,
to them hacking is just another technology acquisition tool at which they have learned to
excel.
The Socrates team dealt with this thirty years ago in the design of Socrates. As a result
we can deal with China’s “corporate and national defense espionage” in legitimate ways.
In addition the Reagan White House legal team vetted and approved the methods built
into Socrates. Socrates preserves the spirit of free markets and what we consider “fair
play.” We have no need to compromise our principles, as Mr. Schmidt’s book may
suggest according the article, to counter what some may consider “unfair play”.
But the Chinese use of currency manipulation, totalitarian industrial policy, what some
call “state-run capitalism,” (which is actually an oxymoron) and the hacking they
blatantly exercise continues to offend us. The truth is that these blatant acts that we see in
the marketplace and is the focus of the media are peripheral compared to what is
happening underneath in the technologyspace, where the real threat takes place and the
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consequences are so dangerous. Our preoccupation with their methods and our
unwillingness to focus on the solution is another weakness that they consciously exploit.
The following is an excerpt from a Quadrigy limited distribution chart that graphically
lays out, at discussion level, Operation US Forward80. This excerpt from the chart
summarizes the China threat.
China’s Strategy Consists of Aggressive Technology Acquisition and Utilization
Maneuvers:
A coherent, orchestrated wide range of technology acquisition maneuvers:
• Inducing companies worldwide to manufacture in China with stipulation to
transfer technology
• Aggressively executing theft of technology worldwide
• Have attracted 1,200 corporate R&D centers to China
• Recruiting other countries’ top engineering and science graduates
• Graduating 807,000 engineers per year (US 29,000 engineers per year)
An aggressive coherent array of technology utilization maneuvers:
• Executing tech isolation offensives to establish beachheads in wide range of
industries
• Executing tech envelopment offensives to retard competitors’ progress in
industries
• Preparing tech encirclement offensives to block competitors from accessing
industries
But China has weaknesses that can be exploited as laid out for discussion in Operation
US Forward:
China has only highly fragmented, sparse data on worldwide technologies
compared to Socrates, and can only explore technologies via manual means
resulting in technology plans with limited agility and major blind spots, both of
which are exploitable for competitive advantage.
Centralized planning of China’s core industries ultimately limit the flexibility of
China’s industry in general and their ability to leverage partner countries’
resources causing long response times on both ends. Both China’s core industries
and their partners’ resources are exploitable for competitive advantage.
It surprises many in our country, maybe even Mr. Schmidt, to realize that, as quoted in
the article, “This (digital corporate espionage) is a difference in values as much as a
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legal one.” To the Chinese, they simply believe they are being innovative. To the US
general public it is illegal and immoral even though we do it as well if not better.
A step in the right direction for the US is to understand that Socrates was developed and
exists for the purpose of outmaneuvering the enemy on the battlefield of technologyspace
where all economic battles have been won or lost throughout history. Dealing with the
Chinese and countering their tactics is not hopeless, as the article seems to suggest.
Because of Socrates we do, in fact, know how to deal with the Chinese and we have the
advantage.
The Wall Street Journal article reviewing Google CEO Schmidt’s book goes on to say:
But for all the advantages China gains from its approach… Schmidt and Cohen
still seem to think its (China’s) hollow political center is unsustainable. “This mix
of active citizens armed with technological devices and tight government control
is exceptionally volatile,” they write, warning this could lead to “widespread
instability.” 81
Unfortunately Mr. Schmidt’s conclusion is not new either but more of a knee-jerk
rationalization that we have heard many times. The problem is that a statement like this
from respected thought leaders only creates a sense of false security. Throughout the
years since Socrates was created, and Sekora unleashed a new and realistic worldview,
the periodic rationalizations have taken over in an escalating fashion to put us all back to
sleep to the delight of our rival, China.
In some circles, as in the 1980s, the denial of how the world competitive landscape is
shaping up around China continues today. Recently one highly respected ex-CEO and
chairman of the board of a major corporation actually told us that he believed the
corporate CEOs of America would never allow China to take over. The realizations about
China’s emergence as a global competitive threat continue though, while US corporations
roll over.
It is not just Mr. Schmidt, but others who truly believe China will implode. Maybe so, but
let’s not rely on that while it is just possible that the reverse is happening as the US
continues to decline in ability to compete. If not China, there are others lining up to
exploit our weaknesses. And what should be of more concern is that US thought leaders
of today have nothing new to offer while their solutions only serve to eat up valuable
resources with no improvement in return.
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In the meantime Quadrigy, because of the general distractions in DC and diversions of
attention from the real threats, has been forced to shift attention to other countries to
engage allies in containment of China.
The situation is so obvious in other countries that we have even received serious inquiries
from our old nemesis of the Cold War to address China, a common problem. The old
liners leftover from the Cold War are well aware of Sekora’s Project Socrates and hold
both in high regard.
Both private and public sectors of Russia are attempting to deal with the issue of China
and are more engaged than the US. As a matter of fact, most other countries are indeed
more engaged than we are. They are generally afraid that China, as the dominant
superpower, would not be good for them or the rest of the world.
To add to their dilemma, many of our old allies see the US declining and unreliable. So
their choice is 1) to stay with a declining, tuned-out friend or 2) go with a strong
adversary with a long memory and not so pleasant methods. In our weekly video
conference with our Australian team the team lead half jokingly said, “finally US citizens
may have caught and perhaps passed Australia in being embarrassed by their
government.” Not too many years ago such statements by foreigners may have offended
us. But today it is more of a disappointment.
Southeast Asian countries are gearing up for the transition from US leadership in the
region as the US weakens and China strengthens. The Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN), organized in 1967, is working to address the power transition from
the US to China and the implications that accompany the shift.
The original ASEAN countries were: Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand. Since then, membership has expanded to include Brunei, Burma (Myanmar),
Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam.
Quadrigy has been working with Malaysia for several years and has provided initial
technology-based planning education to prepare key industry and government
organizations for adoption and adaptation to technology-based planning through
automated innovation. The plan is to coordinate the ASEAN countries through the
establishment of a Technology Strategy Board at the ASEAN level enabled with
Automated Innovation System tools. The Technology Strategy Board with representation
from each ASEAN nation will develop and execute a grand technology strategy for the
region. This is essential to level the playing field with China and prevent the individual
nations from becoming colonies of China that she can exploit for her own benefit.
The establishment of a strong ASEAN is also essential for Operation US Forward, as the
US needs strong economic partners in every part of the world.
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In Russia has been debate on whether to deal with China or to move away from them.
Our advice to all countries, including the US, has been that it is not an either or. The fact
is that all countries will have to deal with China but must do so from a position of
strength. Currently China is rapidly becoming stronger and stronger through its global
technology acquisition strategy. As China continues to tie-up the technologies of the
world their negotiating power strengthens while our influence grows weaker as we
continue to preoccupy ourselves with international law and financial shell games.
But Socrates will give the US and its allies the means to deal with China from a position
of strength in the best interest of the US and individual allied countries. Without a means
to do so though, China will dominate all dealings in favor of China at the expense of all
others.
It seems pretty obvious that a tactic of China in dealing with the US is to keep us asleep,
and they are succeeding. Look at the US today. Seeing us in this unnecessary death spiral
is sad. We are in an economic war; we are losing while we ignore the only viable solution,
a shift back to technology-based planning, automated innovation – a revolutionary leap in
economic warfare.
Setting Russia aside for the time being because of developing political issues, Quadrigy is
moving forward with Malaysia and other countries to build them into strong regional
economic powers to help contain China. Which one of our allies takes the lead does not
matter at this point. Time is running out on the US and the rest of the world. We must go
forward with those countries most engaged. At this point the US is not effectively
engaged.
Another indicator of our ineffectiveness in this economic war is the huge and growing
trade deficit with China. The near-term prospects for dealing with the trade deficit are
further dampened by our inability to get past the wasted preoccupation with China’s
cheating ways and on to an aggressive competitive response.
From a posting by Steven Capozzola, Media Director Alliance for American
Manufacturing (AAM) on 2 August 201382:
“2012 Trade Deficit with China Tops $300 billion; Shatters Record.
The annual U.S. international trade deficit in goods and services fell slightly in
2012 (due in part to a decline in petroleum imports), to $540.4 billion, from $560
billion in 2011.
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The annual U.S. goods deficit with China skyrocketed from $295 billion in 2011
to an all-time record of $315 billion in 2012.
The record trade deficit with China will not disappear on its own. Congress and
the Administration must take on currency manipulation and monetary policy, as
well as China's persistent cheating on its trade obligations and our own economic
policy, which still favors outsourcing over insourcing.”
A new report released this week by the Economic Policy Institute (EPI) calls for
urgent reduction in U.S. trade deficits in order to grow jobs. The study suggests
that eliminating currency manipulation by trading partners, and investing in a
series of coordinated manufacturing policies, could create between 2.2 million
and 4.7 million U.S. jobs. Reducing the trade deficit could also lead to a
manufacturing recovery, especially in industrial states like Ohio.
AAM is particularly concerned by America's mushrooming trade gap with China,
which is estimated to have claimed 2.7 million U.S. jobs between 2001-2011,
including 2.1 million manufacturing jobs.”
The greatest achievement of the 21st century could be the resurrection of the United
States of America. But at this moment, we are rapidly headed in the wrong direction and
seem to ignore any effective means for turning around. Instead we seem destined to apply
the same old economic “solution” that have been part of the problem in the first place,
only now we do it harder and faster.

The Internal Threat
The internal threat for US survival is the most dangerous and difficult of our threats.
Continuing to follow our failed systematized practices will take us down with or without
the help of China. The root of this threat is the adoption and institutionalization of
finance-based thinking, problem solving and decision-making with its retrospective view
of competitiveness from the marketplace. From this flawed foundation, we have distorted
the basic tenets of what made us the greatest country in the world. The distortion and
misuse of these fundamental tenets hastens our demise.
In the opening section of this book, A Brief Primer, we re-established definitions for
certain key concepts to understand the Socrates system. Project Socrates exposed the
structural problem of a shift from the natural planning foundation, maneuvering in the
technologyspace, to a finance-based system with a planning and decision-making view
confined to the marketplace. As basic concepts, such as strategy, technology,
competitiveness and competitive advantage for example, were applied in the
economic/financial based thought process they lost their true meanings. This distorted
application of fundamental concepts to fit a flawed thought process further reinforces a
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decline that is spiraling downward on “automatic.” To illustrate how finance-based
thinking has distorted planning and decision-making in the US, Sekora relates this story:
“In a session with high-ranking executives at one of America’s corporate icons I
began the session in the usual way by establishing definition of terms. As we went
around the room asking each participant to define competitive advantage all
responses were different and none was correct. One prominent executive said,
“Competitive advantage is having financial reserves of three times earnings.”
Another stated, “Competitive advantage is simply profit.” No one mentioned
products and satisfying customer needs. Being capable of acquiring and utilizing
technology better than competition was so far removed from the financial
indoctrination they had received over their entire lives that it never entered their
minds.”
The obvious question is if we do not know what these important concepts mean, how can
we properly employ them? The answer is that we cannot and have not for decades. As we
superficially address the unending list of key concepts in the marketplace from the wrong
foundation and still not find the magical solutions, American institutions continue to
struggle for answers while stuck in a flawed process incapable of producing the required
answers.
Present in all major change is a built-in tendency to protect the traditional thought process,
practices, tools and systems. After all, living and working in these systems is how
Americans have adapted, received training and gained reward. As the crisis of American
survival began to be acknowledged, there was first denial that we even had problems. But
then it became obvious to most that we are indeed in a downward spiral. With that finally
realized, it could no longer be denied that decades of inability to compete had taken its
toll. Then we started hearing every excuse imaginable followed by fantasies of how it
would all turn around on its own. With the unlimited variables of the marketplace, in
which our leaders have become so adept at maneuvering, they were able to provide all the
supporting statistics they needed to prove their positions. And the process continues
while everyone stays busy and we continue to decline.
Currently every institution in our country is stuck in finance-based planning. The cause of
our problems, finance-based planning, is so engrained that we are to believe it is the
natural way, and we don’t even consider changing it. Solutions for turning the country
around, which we now acknowledge to be critical, emerge from the same finance-based
market constrained thinking that led to the downward spiral in the first place. As we
implement these solutions, we will only exhaust more of our depleted resources with few,
if any, positive gains. In fact these solutions are more likely to speed the decline.
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Meanwhile, universities continue to teach finance-based planning and capital markets
operate from that same mindset. Government planning starts with financial allocations
based on the view from the marketplace, which only shows in retrospect, what all the
players have already done, not what they are planning to do to us. And industry continues
to play financial shell games assuming competitive advantage will automatically result
while we literally give away industry after industry with jobs attached.
A senior congressman’s chief of staff recently asked Sekora to review legislation being
introduced by a fellow congressman. Sekora’s input, they felt, may help the congressman
make his decision to support or not support the legislation. The legislation they are
considering, once again, addresses the economy and jobs. It serves no positive purpose to
reveal the sponsor’s name. In fact the one thing the entire congressional community
agrees on is finance-based, market-focused planning and decision-making that drives all
legislation.
The particular legislation Sekora reviewed was simply more of the same, focusing on
funding job and economic issues from the retrospective view of the marketplace. The
legislation will set up a committee, evaluate the situation (from that flawed foundation
and view), prepare a strategy and create a report. The committee will develop a strategic
plan and update it every four years.
What? Did I read this correctly? They will update the plan every four-year period? What
does anyone think our competitors are capable of doing in the technologyspace over a
four-year period?
Our leaders seem completely oblivious to the dynamics of technologyspace, where
competition takes place. In four years, we will be so far behind that we may never catch
up. Actually, along the way during the four years, we will not even know what is hitting
us. This is so far out of touch that it borders on insanity.
But what if we jumped to the 21st century (where our competitors are operating) and
could see the global competitive landscape very clearly and had the Socrates tools in
place to not only respond in real time but to preempt competitor maneuvers enabling us
to establish and manage competitive advantage indefinitely? You want a report? Simply
pull up the Technologyspace Map® at any minute, see exactly what our competitors and
partners are planning and executing, confirm what our maneuvers have achieved and
what we must do next to sustain the competitive advantage we have attained. Then record
the information, write the report, and send it off to DoD, trade negotiators, and all other
appropriate agencies for fact-based actions. After a reasonable time to have taken action,
refresh the map to see if the appropriated actions were taken. It is not complex.
Ironically this is exactly what Socrates was designed to do, and what is even more ironic
is that Socrates has already been resurrected in legislation passed in 2011 to do precisely
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what we just described. However the legislation, passed and funded, sits unexecuted in
the Department of Commerce. But hold-on, there is one last irony. The legislator
sponsoring the new legislation that Sekora was asked to review was a co-sponsor of the
2011 legislation to resurrect Socrates.
What is going on? The answer is; we are in a decline on automatic pilot, thrashing about
and oblivious.
Leaders continue to follow the same old paths that the US accepted and normalized. This
particular legislator will probably be praised for his intent and earn political currency
while nothing is in the legislation that will properly address competitiveness. The
legislation will be passed even though it is irrelevant and absent of any substance to the
rational person who takes the time to think about it and wants to do what is right. But in
Washington and across all of our institutions, this approach has become status quo and
accepted as normal. It is an exposed symptom of our internal threat.
As mentioned in another context earlier in the book, a symptom of a society in decline is
the general acceptance by its people of the unnatural and absurd. Over time, a society can
be numbed to accept the unnatural and absurd without question and then go a step further
and actually normalize it. The legislation we reviewed falls into this category as an output
of this phenomenon that permeates our declining society. This phenomenon is the threat
within that will speed the way down perhaps before our external adversaries do.
Two more examples illustrate the entrenched thought process that drives US planning,
decisions and behaviors. Even though it is obvious in each example that something is
wrong, leaders seem to be unable or unwilling to question their beliefs and approach.
Instead they continue to tweak, refine and support each other in the process founded on a
flawed foundation, finance-based planning.
In both of the following examples the concepts, scenario planning and
entrepreneurialism, are valid tools for creating competitive advantage. However because
of the flawed but normalized process, in which these tools are inserted, both are misused
and their potential value wasted. Keep in mind that these are only two examples in tens of
thousands of routine operations happening every day across all US institutions where
valuable tools are misapplied and ineffective because they have been inserted into flawed,
normalized processes. What is even more frightening in the case of the
entrepreneurialism example is that the current process and the thinking behind it are
praised, while the results are pathetically poor compared to what they should be and
would be from the proper foundation and application.
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The first example is from a paper on Scenarios and Strategic Decision Making published
in the Journal of Management Policy and Practices, 201183. The paper presents the case
that scenario planning on “possible futures in which one must compete” is an important
tool for developing and executing competitive strategy.
Scenarios are a helpful exercise included in the Socrates process for developing and
executing competitive (technology) strategies. But like all other potentially useful tools,
one must understand and use scenarios in the proper context or, as typically happens in
finance-based planning, these tools become the basis for strategy rather than an input for
executing it. As the writer points out, scenarios are “what ifs” in strategic decisionmaking, correctly inferring that scenarios are not to be used as the basis but rather input
for strategy refinement and execution.
Scenario planning was originally used in military strategy planning, where the objective
is clearly established and a strategy in place to secure that objective. Scenarios then were
interjected to identify the maneuvers and the supporting resources required to address all
obstacles and opportunities created in each scenario. In this way, theoretically, we have
all bases covered, assuming the analysts are experienced and insightful enough to identify
all variables in each scenario.
In Socrates, scenario planning is technology-based because technology is the source of all
competitive advantage, and maneuvering for competitive advantage is the objective on
the battlefield or marketplace. Without competitive advantage, you lose no matter what
financial or market juggling you perform. Scenario planning in Socrates then, similar to
military scenario planning, supports an established technology strategy to secure a
specific objective enabling competitive advantage. In Socrates, a technology strategy
determines with precision, the resources required to carryout each technology strategy
maneuver for competitive advantage. Each scenario is then interjected into the process
(what if) to plan the required maneuvers, which again precisely define the support
resources needed to address the variables brought forth in each scenario.
But scenario planning has been distorted in the finance-based planning process. As we
find in traditional finance-based planning the scenario itself becomes the focus of a
strategy based on cost reduction and/or revenue production and not one of acquiring
competitive advantage. But what is missed in finance-based planning is achievement of
competitive advantage. As we have discussed at length, competitive advantage is a
precondition to financial performance.
When finance drives scenario introduction into a competitive strategy, the original
objective that would otherwise achieve competitive advantage is blurred if not
83
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completely lost. The process then, loses its focus and context to achieve an advantage, is
difficult to manage and becomes less reliable as a decision tool. Operating at this level
increases rather than decreases the risks in using an otherwise useful tool like scenario
planning.
Another example of the internal threat to America’s survival is the distortion of the very
important concept, entrepreneurialism. Many view entrepreneurs as the key to turning
the US around. We certainly see entrepreneurialism as an important tool for competitive
advantage but not the lone magical solution as some seem to believe. As important as
entrepreneurs are though in turning our country around, this concept has been so distorted
through conventional thinking and finance-based planning that the systematic approaches
of entrepreneurialism programs today are not designed to produce entrepreneurs like
those who helped build the US into the greatest economic power ever.
Entrepreneurs like Cyrus McCormick, Henry Ford, John D. Rockefeller, and John
Browning are joined by successful modern day entrepreneurs like Steve Jobs and Bill
Gates as models of true entrepreneurialism. These very successful entrepreneurs were
naturally technology-based in their approaches, and when we think of entrepreneurs,
these are the types of business people we envision. They generally acted from an
inventors mind, mentally focused on products and services that satisfied needs. They
artfully maneuvered in the technologyspace to build and commercialize products and
services that people wanted and needed. Through successful maneuvering in the
technologyspace, even as an art form, these entrepreneurs became marketplace icons.
They built, grew and managed companies that became entire industries or changed
existing industries, created millions of jobs and took consumers to a higher living
standard. Their incremental improvements to maintain competitive advantage provided
constant growth in product capabilities and therefore satisfaction of customer needs. In
the process these true entrepreneurs made personal fortunes for themselves.
Today’s new breed of entrepreneurs has similar qualities as those we hold up as models.
But their thinking and motivation is guided by the financial and market level events on
which they are trained to focus. Their business processes are then limited, by design, to
the management of these financial and market events. They are blind to the real time
dynamics of the technologyspace where their success or failure is being determined.
From their finance-based planning and market view they only see symptoms and results
of technology maneuvers when they show up retrospectively in the marketplace. From
this distorted view of entrepreneurialism they are still enamored with or caught off guard
by things like disruptive innovation, discussed and dismissed earlier in the book.
Entrepreneurs today are formally trained and measured in such thinking. From that basis,
the process of building and commercializing products and services has been structured
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and systematized, so that competitive advantage and satisfaction of customer needs are
more coincidental than the objective.
The risks in both eras, past and present, have always been high for entrepreneurs, but
today’s entrepreneurs have less control over their ability to achieve and sustain
competitive advantage because their focus is on financial manipulation while at the
mercy and whims of the marketplace where they dwell. But, unacknowledged by today’s
new entrepreneurial breed, everything that happens in the marketplace is a product or
symptom of competitive maneuvers conducted in the technologyspace to which these
entrepreneurs have no access.
It is true that various motives have driven entrepreneurs throughout history. Not all were
like those who built the country. There have always been entrepreneurs looking for quick
in and out and fast ROI turnaround. But some things are certain; those who have
succeeded, regardless of motive, have been technology-based, have created competitive
advantage and have satisfied customer needs.
Today entrepreneurialism has become even more of a process for quick turnaround, in
and out for maximum ROI. That thinking does not fit our image of the great
entrepreneurs who built the country. But given the motives, whatever they happen to be,
the entrepreneurialism we teach and follow today is distorted by finance-based thinking
and must be significantly improved by removing the source of its distortion.
Today universities and business incubators take prospective entrepreneurs through a stepby-step process to build and then quickly exit the business. The sponsors of these
“entrepreneurial training institutions” take on little or no risk but share handsomely in the
financials generated along the way by investors and eventually in selling the business
and/or technology.
The Rice University, Houston, Texas annual Entrepreneurship Workshop is typical84.
Workshops of this nature, sponsored by universities across the US, are well intended but
ineffective at creating and sustaining competitive advantage for growth and durability. In
their current form the value of these entrepreneurial training operation, in turning the
country around, is miniscule even though thought leaders generally support the brand of
entrepreneurialism taught.
Without the ability to create and maintain competitive advantage, the businesses that
result from these workshops and incubators are nothing more than financial instruments
to be milked, marketed and traded for short-term financial gain. The term used frequently
for this modern day systematically guided entrepreneurial model is “pump and dump.”
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Start-ups are pumped up with more financial and marketing hype than business substance
with the objective of exiting quickly at a value that exceeds investment, a.k.a., dumping.
Here is the agenda for the Rice Entrepreneurial Workshop, as published on their
website85:
This workshop provides a process for starting a business that enhances the chances
for success. The process includes four stages through which an entrepreneur should
proceed in order to start and operate a business. These processes include: 1)
opportunity, 2) launch, 3) growth, and 4) harvest. Each stage includes a number of
activities that must be completed.
1. Opportunity stage activities include:
• Determining some ideas
• Selecting an idea to pursue
• Consideration of the type of business
2. Â Launch stage activities include:
• Attracting stakeholders and resources
• Completing business planning activities
• Determining legal form for the organization
• Consideration of tax issues
• Finding ways to finance the company
3. Â Growth stage activities include:
• Managing the growth of the company so it proceeds at an appropriate
profitable pace
4. Harvest (exit) stage activities include:
• Selling the company
• Going public
• Using the “entity” as a cash cow
• Avoiding liquidation or bankruptcy
No one will deny that on the surface most of the items on the agenda are important to
running a business, but viability of the business and the determinant for achieving each of
the agenda items requires a technology/competitive strategy. An effective
technology/competitive strategy can only be developed and successfully executed from
the technologyspace which these operations cannot access. Technology strategy, as
developed and executed in the technologyspace, is not covered in the agenda because
their process is traditional finance-based, and the sponsors are not informed in
technology-based planning concepts and tools.
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Instead, from end-to-end, these entrepreneurial training workshops are financial driven
strategies, designed for pump and dump, i.e., the end stage of the process, which is
apparently their definition of success, is “Harvest.”
Their objective is not sustained competitive advantage that develops into an entire
industry creating millions of jobs and in the process unlimited financial payoff but rather
to build an attractive shell and dump it (Harvest) it quickly for a relatively small ROI.
Again the content of these sessions are ill founded and, at best, out of sequence. There
does not even appear to be an agenda item that can build a competitive strategy from the
technologyspace. However, if we could plan and execute this popular systematic
approach illustrated in the Rice example, but do it based on a technology/competitive
strategy that shifts the entire planning process from conventional financial and market
focus, it may work. In the process, we would systematically produce and sustain a higher
percentage of viable and durable businesses of substance. In its current format though,
business success rates are already proven to be low with little if any contribution to
America’s economic and job creation problems.
Even the criterion used for selection of start-ups for acceptance into incubators is based
on the prospect of the quick turnaround of the pumping and dumping process. Y
Combinator is a Silicon Valley incubator considered the industry’s premier operation of
its type. Their goal, as posted on their website states:
At Y Combinator, our goal is to get you through the first phase. This usually
means: get you to the point where you've built something impressive enough to
raise money on a larger scale. Then we introduce you to later stage investors—or
occasionally even acquirers.
Incubators, in the popular business model similar to Y Combinator, are not producing
entrepreneurs who understand either the art or science of technology-based planning. As
a result, these entrepreneurial programs will not produce businesses or jobs that will
endure and impact the country’s economic issues. Patriots or not, no ones business will
succeed if our country does not survive and advance. Venture capitalists and incubator
businesses are as vulnerable, if not more so, as all other US finance-based businesses.
Conceptually, incubators could be helpful in restoring US competitiveness but in their
current form as modeled by Y Combinator, they are merely extensions of the failed
thinking behind finance-based planning. As a result, entrepreneurialism in America has
been distorted. Entrepreneurs trained in the university-sponsored programs such as the
Rice example as well as those certified in incubators like Y Combinator are adding to the
normalization of solutions that do not work. They are part of the problem, certainly not
the solution.
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In addition, investors and sponsors of these programs are not realizing nearly the return
they would if these programs had access to Socrates system and tools. Here is an excerpt
from an article about the viability of start-up incubators and Y Combinator specifically.
The article is titled, DEAR ENTREPRENEURS: Here's How Bad Your Odds Of Success
Are86.
Everyone knows that starting companies — and investing in startups — is a risky
way to earn a living. But few people appreciate just how risky it is.
Graham (Paul Graham is founder of Y Combinator) says that 37 of the 511
companies that have gone through the Y Combinator program over the past 5
years have either sold for, or are now worth, more than $40 million.
Most entrepreneurs would probably view creating a company worth more than
$40 million as a success (unless the company raised more capital than that). And,
on its face, the "37 companies" number seems relatively impressive.
In fact, however, the number tells a scary and depressing story.
This number suggests that a startling 93% of the companies that get accepted by
Y Combinator eventually fail.
Assuming a company hasn't raised much capital, a sale between $5 million and
$40 million could be considered a success. But a high percentage of Y
Combinator companies likely end up being worth zero. And for companies that
are hand-picked by very smart investors, the 93%-below-$40 million rate is still
surprisingly low.
But in case any entrepreneur or angel investor is deluding themselves into
thinking that startups are an easy way to cash in, they might want to think again.
Our finance-based market constrained teachings set up even more distortion in the way
we treat entrepreneurialism today. A fundamental problem in the way we think and
approach the world marketplace, as taught and practiced in university and incubator
programs, is a predisposition to the “supply” side while mostly ignoring the “demand”
side. To avoid confusion with the traditional economic reference to supply and demand,
as used in economic models, here is an explanation.
As we have pointed out, economic/finance-based planning is market focused. Both
supply and demand in traditional economic models are expressed in terms of “money
flow” as studied and analyzed in the marketplace. In technology-based planning though,
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supply and demand are determined by and expressed in terms of technology flow across
the technologyspace.
The incubator certification process and university programs both teach and guide
entrepreneurs through a finance-based, market-oriented approach heavily weighted, if not
completely weighted, on the supply side.
For example, incubators as well as the university programs see technology and the
subsequent businesses produced as based on technology from what is available in the
marketplace (supply) not what is needed (demand) for competitive advantage. These
finance-based entrepreneurial ventures begin with a technology bias of what is available
(supplied) in the marketplace. What is coming out of the garages (supply), so to speak, is
the pool they believe they have to work with, educate, develop and exploit for return on
investment. What these programs have attempted to do is to systematize the process from
garage to business, make a lucrative business service out of the systematized process
itself, and then incent their customers (aspiring entrepreneur students/clients) with quick
turnaround and exit (Harvest).
This is the “marketplace focus” at work that goes with finance-based planning. Working
from this perspective limits entrepreneurs and investors, placing them at the mercy of
what may emerge from the marketplace (university/incubator programs in this case), as
the only path to reach their end-point ROI. It is, simply put, a crapshoot with no control
and historically documented, poor results. Further the key element for all involved;
achieving competitive advantage, when done from this supply side approach is more
coincidental than a result of planned, systematic maneuvers to satisfy demonstrated
demand.
From a national security perspective, many continue to believe in this wait and hope
supply-oriented process. Those who faithfully hang onto this belief are confidently
awaiting the next major breakthrough to come from some inventor’s garage that will save
our country. This is extremely unlikely for several reasons of which the most compelling
is based on our country’s experience in breakthrough initiatives. Even when we are first
with a major breakthrough, any advantage is quickly dashed as foreign technology-based
competitors consistently outmaneuver us in the technologyspace. As discussed earlier, we
win the footrace to the next breakthrough but lose in the marketplace for economic
growth, job creation and individual ROI. Eventually we lose the entire industry and
become only the consumers of products and services from foreign producers. But the
purveyors of these entrepreneurial programs remain in business under the illusion that
they are effectively addressing America’s need for entrepreneurs.
Approaching entrepreneurialism from the demand side focuses on what is required
(demanded) to achieve and sustain competitive advantage as opposed to only what is
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available (supplied) from the marketplace. Operating from the demand side, planners are
never at the mercy of only what surfaces from the marketplace. Instead these future
entrepreneurs and their investors are operating from a position of control and higher
degree of certainty through the selection and management of that which is most
demanded/required.
Enabled with Socrates technology-based planning tools, planning from the demand side
provides exactly what is required or demanded in each step of each venture. From the
Socrates technology-based planning approach, it is technology acquisition and utilization
that satisfies the demand. The requirement to satisfy the demand points to the technology
needed and resultant products that customers are already awaiting.
This approach allows planners to pursue the niche or an entire industry that is most likely
to succeed because it has a compelling need to be satisfied. In this process entrepreneurs
can focus on achieving and sustaining competitive advantage by maneuvering across the
technologyspace through clearly defined paths without bias. The view is at any scale, e.g.,
product, industry, region or nation. By knowing what is required for competitive
advantage planners then look at the full range of all technologies (provided by Socrates)
to satisfy those requirements. In this way, they know exactly how to establish competitive
advantage against each specific competitor and which customer needs are satisfied in the
process.
Success is whatever the entrepreneur defines as success based on personal motives. In the
case of US survival, success is restoring competitiveness across all institutions. This
success will enable us to take back lost industries, create new industries and grow jobs.
We cannot simply wait and hope for some magical breakthrough to emerge from
someone’s garage to revive our country.
Remember, technology is the source of all competitive advantage to satisfy customer
needs. The Technologyspace Map® lays out and tracks everything planners must do to
outcompete all rivals. The demand approach determines what entrepreneurs need to know,
what they must do and how to acquire what they need to succeed. Laying out this process
forms the content of incubator demand-centered certification and university
entrepreneurial teaching programs.
We should not abandon the supply side perspective but should shift the process from
financial, market-focused to technology-based planning for these “suppliers” of
technology. The technology-based supply side approach will continue to serve, expand
and enhance the “garage start-ups” so important to Americas uniqueness in fostering
innovation, furthering free-market opportunities and speeding up the process many times
over.
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Grounded in the Socrates process, supply or demand side entrepreneurs can immediately
see the total range of competitors, what capabilities each has relative to satisfying
customer needs as compared to their own capabilities. A report can be generated and
presented to investors or potential investors at any point. As the process continues,
entrepreneurs can see where in the world the technologies are located and how to acquire
them. From there, they can develop a precise technology strategy (competitive strategy)
to acquire and utilize technologies for competitive advantage in the marketplace while
they also disrupt their competitors’ strategies. They will see all competitive offensive
and/or defensive maneuvers developing well in advance of execution, use the information
to outmaneuver competition and provide this information to potential investors in the
process.
With the combination supply and demand approach Socrates covers all bases. In the
demand approach, entrepreneurs have the opportunity to select, from the beginning, the
opportunity with the utmost likelihood of success. They are enabled with tools to achieve
and sustain competitive advantage, and resulting businesses are durable while investors
increase “hit rates” and maximize ROI.
The shift to technology-based planning will increase the success rate of start-ups, build
successful entrepreneurs, significantly reduce investment risk and build viable businesses
with long duration. But until this shift is achieved, the huge internal threat illustrated
through these examples remains one of our greatest adversaries.

Are We Prepared for the Economic War Already Underway?
If we must have a war, an economic war is preferable. But whether the war remains
economic or escalates to a military war, a strong economy is absolutely essential to
survive. There are indications, like Mr. Schmidt’s article, that at least a few potential
thought leaders acknowledge we are in an economic war.
Societies throughout history have had to prepare for war by maintaining trained armies,
collecting intelligence, building inventories of weaponry, planning strategies and
continuously conducting exercises. We have historically remained prepared for hot wars
relative to our adversaries, but what are we doing to prepare and maintain readiness for
economic war?
We seem to have an illusion that we are indeed prepared for economic war. But we are
not prepared for the economic war we are already in and losing.
Socrates was designed exactly for this undertaking. The Cold War with the Soviet Union
was purposely turned into an economic war, which we handily won but then abandoned
our ability to win future economic wars by abolishing Project Socrates. On one hand, we
must severely disrupt convention thinking. On the other, conventional thinking is so
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engrained that its sometimes absurd practices and results have been normalized and
widely accepted without question.
Entrepreneurialism is but one example of how important tools for US survival have been
distorted. The distortion comes in the form of inaccurate redefinition and then
normalization to address short-term financial objective. As a result these otherwise
important tools are executed counter-productively all but destroying their intended value.
The institutionalization of these distortions has resulted in US decline placed on
automatic pilot. This distortion of societal, economic and political processes and then the
institutionalization of these distortions is our greatest threat to survival and the threat is
internal.
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Chapter 8
How We Can Implement Technology-Based Planning Now
Technology-Based Planning from an Art to a Science
Astute leaders throughout history have capitalized through the practice of Technologybased planning as an art. Today a handful of some of the most successful US companies
like Apple and Microsoft were built on an art form of technology-based planning. Steve
Jobs intuitively understood that the foundation for building, growing and maintaining an
organization had to be technology acquisition and utilization. He artfully maneuvered in
the technologyspace and did it mostly in his head. For this he was considered a genius.
The breakthrough for all of us though came with the automation of the technology-based
planning process later called Automated Innovation. Sekora’s Project Socrates took the
art of technology-based planning and made it a science with a system, processes and tools
that harnessed and mapped technologyspace soundly based in the laws of physics. This
enabled what successful entrepreneurs, generals, politicians and other notable leaders had
done intuitively throughout the ages, with incredible precision, to systematically acquire
and utilize technology for achievement and sustainment of competitive advantage in any
situation.
For the first and only time, Socrates enabled us to view and manage the full range of all
technologies available and all possible cross-pollinations based on the laws of physics.
The age of hunting and gathering parcels of technology was over. We no longer had need
for expert panels or focus groups to brainstorm target lists of “hot technologies” based on
what was already happening in the marketplace or through futurist conjecture and trend
analysis. Where these traditional technology hunting and gathering methods may have
been useful when that was all we had, they are severely limited and inefficient compared
to even the elementary manual technology-based planning systems our competitors use to
cultivate and manage the technologyspace with grace and ease.
The Socrates Technologyspace Map® enabled users to “harvest” (in Socrates terms –
acquire and utilize technology) from the entire universe of all technologies. Users can
view, acquire and utilize all or a precise slice according to end item (product or service)
requirements for competitive advantage. This could now be done while simultaneously
observing and responding to the maneuvers of competitors in real time.
The system’s Technologyspace Map®	
   and	
   Map	
   Navigation	
   Tool®	
   will replace the
financial spreadsheet as the foundation for planning if we are to restore US
competitiveness. With that move, we will have triggered the transformation process to
manage the technologies of the world, achieve competitive advantage in any market at
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will and maximize economic/financial performance. Then the financial spreadsheet will
take its originally intended place as the score sheet, not the playing field.

Solution Must Precisely Fit the Need
One of the hardest problems the original Socrates team struggled to overcome and one
that continues today is the distraction caused by ineffective solutions introduced by
establishment leadership. Following the template that got us into this mess in the first
place, these people of influence are found serving on special commissions, in congress,
managing consultancies and as heads of agencies. The legislation sent to Sekora for
review as discussed in the above section on the Internal Threat, is a prime example of
distractions and waste of precious resources that ineffective solutions cause.
Since the basis for decision-making in the US is overwhelmingly finance-based and
market-constrained, the solutions to our problems consistently emerge from that basis.
Most of these solutions are simply tourniquets consisting of more financial and, on a
national scale, economic shell games. The impact of these solutions on US
competitiveness, the root problem, is negligible if impactful at all. These solutions tie up
resources and distract our decision-makers from solving the real problem, slowing us
from improving our ability to compete as we drop further behind.
In developing the Socrates solution, the Socrates team saw that our major economic
competitors, Japan and the rising competition from China, South Korea and India were
already well established in technology-based planning. In addition, a few European
Community members were using technology-based planning very effectively against the
US in the world marketplace, while the Soviet Union was well established in technologybased planning militarily.
To effectively compete with these countries, then and in the future, the US could not
simply return to technology-based planning as practiced as an art before WWII. Instead,
we would have to leapfrog our competitors in technology-based planning capability. The
result was technology-based planning via automated innovation – Socrates.
The Socrates team built the solution precisely designed to transition the US back to
technology-based planning and restore US competitiveness. The solution was
subsequently tested, vetted and deployed. Today Socrates Generation-3 Automated
Innovation and tools will serve as the platform for transformation in Operation US
Forward. The solution has four components:
1. Adopt technology-based planning as the foundation for all planning and decisionmaking activities for the nation, its institutions and economic system organizations,
i.e., industry, academia, finance and government.
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2. Deploy an advanced system and tools that leapfrog competitor systems through
automation of the technology-based planning process. This system is “Generation-3
Automated Innovation.”
3. Make the system available to all US individuals, organizations, public and private
institutions, federal, state and local governments and selected allied nations.
4. Create an infrastructure to coordinate access, on a voluntary basis, and use of system
tools for efficient allocation of resources across all economic system institutions and
sub-organizations – symbiotic deployment.

The Commission
“The Commission” is not a new addition to the Socrates plan. Before we discuss it, as it
exists today, a brief review of the original plan will help.
Once the Socrates team developed and proved a viable solution, the next step was mass
adoption and adaptation. Of course the proposed Reagan agency for Socrates would have
helped but, with or without government, the transformation back to technology-based
planning had to happen.
With the need for change established and a vehicle for executing change already
developed and proven (Socrates Automated Innovation), the transformation process
would be launched. The original transformation process would be anchored by a
committed group of strong and dedicated leaders (the commission) – from President
Reagan’s staff, influential congressmen and representatives from private sector
institutions.
At the end of Reagan’s second term, the Socrates transformation initiative had the
commitment of the top most influential leaders in government. The process was well
underway as Socrates deployment spread and its credibility grew.
The leadership needed in this radical transformation had to possess a higher than normal
understanding the problem, its consequences and a dedicated desire to solve it. During
the process their normally ordered worlds would disintegrate in front of them, some of
the old guard would adjust, but new leadership would also naturally emerge.
This all began to change shortly after Reagan left office as the new administration took
over. Suddenly Project Socrates was abolished as a government program by incoming
president, George H. W. Bush, in the early 1990s. As discussed earlier, those from the
Reagan administration who remained in government and continued to support Socrates
were neutered or forced out of government completely. The startup commission of these
dedicated leaders slowly disintegrated.
Since leaving the government, Sekora and team have been rebuilding a network of
committed leaders from all sectors. This process is coming together currently in the form
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of another “commission” for the restoration of US competitiveness to rebuild our
economic health.
To deploy the system throughout all sectors with the speed necessitated by America's
rapidly deteriorating economic health requires the ability to access and wisely utilize an
array of resources representing the four core sectors: industry, academia, capital markets
and government plus support institutions like media and labor. The role of “the
commission” is to assist in acquiring, contributing and guiding the utilization of these
resources as needed to achieve the transformation.
An excerpt from the commission introduction document reads:
The commission is being formed to assist Quadrigy in the deployment of the “Q
Automated Innovation System” as a countrywide planning asset in the US as well
as in key allied countries.
The Quadrigy Commission will assist in locating, acquiring and guiding the
utilization of the wide range of resources required to deploy the Q system on a
country-wide basis to rebuild America's economic health and create strong allies.
The upgraded Socrates system, Genertion-3 Automated Innovation, is sometimes referred
to in internal documents as the “Q System.”
The commission will work with an existing non-profit organization87 in deploying the “Q
System” throughout the country across all sectors: industry, academia, financial markets
and government. The competitive capability of these economic sectors enabled through
the “Q System” will determine the level of competitiveness of the US and impact our
economic health in direct proportion to that competitive level.

The Proper Foundation for Change
Major transformation cannot be achieved successfully without proper foundation
principles based on universal constants. This book frequently refers to foundation,
unifying principles and universal truths. These natural building blocks are historically
mandatory to ensure solution integrity, something that has been abandoned though, in this
age of illusion and never-ending manipulation of the superficial.
In successful change, a foundation of universal constants serves as the basis for unifying
principles that provide the integrity needed for the change process. Assuming Dr. Land is
87

Quadrigy, Inc., Operation US Forward non-profit website,
http://operationusforward.com/.
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correct in his observation that we more often adapt the environment to ourselves during
major change, it is essential that the foundation vehicle, process and tools be based in
proven universal certainties. If not, we run the risk of normalizing new behaviors that
purposefully or inadvertently take us in the wrong direction. When this happens at the
foundation and unifying principles level, it is erroneously rationalized and misinterpreted
as growth thinking or as the common phrase used to suggest creativity, thinking outside
the box.
On news shows, pundits expound on the merits of encouraging certain new age behaviors
to deal with the changing environment, many of which societies have historically tried
and rejected. But now an “enlightened” generation ignores or is unaware that these
behaviors are not in sync with universal truths and instead, see them as creative growth or
thinking outside the box. Students of history may be more aware of this human
characteristic to ignore history and repeat failure.
Human beings can rationalize almost anything and end up socially, economically and
politically normalizing the unnatural in disregard of universal truths proven throughout
history. The most relevant example is our shift from technology-based to finance-based
planning in the first place. This societal shift to finance-based planning was a process of
adapting an environment to ourselves and went against proven universal truths regarding
planning and decision–making. This shift has worked to society’s detriment. There are
other examples, even more tragic, such as the normalization of genocide that some entire
societies have rationalized and accepted, albeit temporarily, at various times in history.
In our country’s shift from technology to finance-based planning we erroneously, en
masse, looked at the change to finance-based planning as “growth and advancement.” If
we are not careful and do not understand the proper foundation for our need to change,
we can bring along much baggage that leads to decline rather than advancement.
Socrates is an example of a change vehicle based on closed sets and universal truths that
has led to positive growth and advancement. One can make the connection again here
regarding the chain of Socrates findings that are further validated by a natural
characteristic of human nature. That natural human characteristic, important in Socrates
findings and supported by experts including Dr. Land, is the innate human need to, above
all, survive and then to learn, grow and advance in an evolving universe. Survival,
learning, growth and advancement are accomplished through specific actions that remove
and/or surpass natural obstacles and barriers. These obstacles and barriers are adversaries
or competitors. The ability to remove or surpass them to achieve growth and
advancement is competitive advantage.
The Socrates team found, by looking at societal advancement from the beginning of time,
that technology is and has been without exception, the foundational source of all
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competitive advantage. The result is the Socrates Automated Innovation system designed,
developed and deployed based on a foundation of these universal constants that support
basic human needs for survival, learning, growth and advancement.
Assuming that we are informed enough to base our decisions and actions on the proper
foundation during the change process, we should be successful since constant change in
the environment in which we live is mostly a product of our own making. When a
society’s institutions are constructed to support that basic innate human need to survive,
learn, grow, advance and not die, the society is in sync with natural law and destined for
some level of success.

We Have the Capability to Change
The US has the capability to lead the world out of the current worldwide crisis, reestablish America as the permanent lone superpower, and trigger an unprecedented
worldwide economic growth period. In the process the US will lead the world to the next
major step for humankind – the Automated Innovation Revolution.
The Socrates system was designed precisely for this task. But we must get past
conventional thinking and traditional solutions. We must avoid solutions from improper
foundations and deal with the fear of change that prolongs a lingering malaise of illusions.

The Magnitude of the Transformation
"If we do not adopt the capability to outcompete our global competitors, we will
become a second or third-rate nation" – Michael Sekora
Finance-based planning has pervaded every institution of our social, economic and
political systems. The sheer magnitude of the transformation back to technology-based
planning may seem overwhelming but approached systematically one step at a time, it is
perfectly doable. After all, we already transformed the US once from technology to
finance-based planning. With the planned systematic approach of Socrates
implementation process, we can do it again in reverse.
The transformation will require substantial resources. For decades, every US organization
in every institution was built to support finance-based planning. Those who lead our
social, economic and political systems have been trained in finance-based planning.
Organization models are structured around finance-based planning. Organization
governance systems support finance-based planning, while operating processes and job
descriptions drive compliance. The transformation process runs deep into our social,
political and economic systems.
The psychological factor against change is intense. Because finance-based planning is
accepted without question throughout our culture, change is an awesome task but will
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occur. Finance-based planning, problem solving and decision-making is the basis for
everything we do and in addition to not working, it is unnatural. That fact alone will drive
the change required to resynchronize with the natural processes of creation. But that
natural process of change is a painful process of elimination through evolution. It is better
the use our intellect and tools we now have to mange this change rather than be at the
mercy of an evolutionary process.
Organizations that survive in the 21st century will be based on the natural foundation for
all planning – technology acquisition and utilization for competitive advantage.
Organization operations will be measured on their true functional purpose – their ability
to generate and sustain competitive advantage for survival, learning, growth and
advancement.
Assuming free markets, financial measures will continue to be used as indicators in
tracking performance history. But real time performance monitoring and projections will
be based on very precise and accurate competitive capability. Through automated
innovation, the strengths and weaknesses of planned competitive maneuvers for both the
user organization as well as its competitors can be precisely measured before they are
even executed. The guesswork of finance-based planning trend and statistical analysis
projections based on historical data as the guide for planning and decision-making is
eliminated.
New organization design based on achieving and sustaining competitive advantage will
shift the focus of business functions and processes to an elaborately coordinated system
dedicated to acquiring and utilizing technology for competitive advantage. Financial
results will not diminish in importance but simply be more predictable and accurate.
Our country has extensive experience in transforming organizations. Transformation of a
country is fundamentally the same as transformation of a single organization, only much
greater in magnitude and complexity. George Ainsworth Land’s work in organization
change and transformation established the template for radical change. We are destined to
experience this change in our lifetime either in a managed way or through evolution, but
it will occur, and we are already witnessing the beginning phase. Appendix Seven is a
graphic illustration of the lifecycle and transformation of a nation. We are in the
“transformation phase” and as you can deduce from the graphic, we are not handling it
well.

Solution Implementation
A detailed structured implementation plan is the pathway for transformation. The
automated innovation system itself is the platform and vehicle for driving change
behaviors needed to transition and then synchronize with the requirements of the
Automated Innovation Age. The Implementation Plan guides this transformation process.
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An implementation plan is developed specifically for a targeted economic system, e.g., a
state, nation or individual organization. Ultimately we will develop, coordinate and
execute thousands of these implementation plans at each level for each entity throughout
the US economic system. The implementation planning process consists of two parts
executed in three steps and four phases.

Two Parts
•
•

Develop the Technologyspace Map® build plan that will produce the Grand National
technology strategy.
Develop the implementation plan for symbiotic deployment and governance structure
elements.

Three Steps
•
•
•

Select industry anchor(s) and expansion plan for build to guide the technology
strategy execution.
Build the initial Technologyspace Map®.
Conduct implementation-planning process for economic, social and political system
realignment, systematic Technologyspace Map® expansion, symbiotic deployment
and governance system development.

Four Phases
•
•
•
•

Data gathering
Analysis and gap mitigation.
Organize, analyze, synthesize, document and present findings.
Schedule and execute implementation plan process and system deployment.

The implementation process starts with the drafting and coordination of a formal
implementation plan to systematically deploy the Automated Innovation System as the
planning resource within each economic system entity.
As US organization operations are designed to support finance-based, market-oriented
planning and decision-making, the Socrates implementation planning process will:
•

Provide a clear path to transition the operation, culture and governance system from
finance-based to technology-based planning.

•

Manage the integration of automated innovation to enable business functions and
processes.

•

Remove gaps and barriers to cross-organization symbiotic cooperation.

A key objective of the implementation plan is deployment of the system to serve as the
foundation for maximum planning and decision-making coordination among the
country’s social, economic and political systems at all level. The method used in the
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implementation planning and execution process was originally referred to in Socrates as
symbiotic deployment. The original governance and operational structure for national
symbiotic deployment is presented in Figure 588 below.
The implementation planning process uses existing organization structures and functions
where possible to minimize disruption but may re-purpose and redesign elements of these
structures to achieve the transition. For example, the typical organization’s Executive
Committee becomes the basis for the Technology Strategy Board for that organization in
the Socrates system. See Figure 5.
The implementation process begins with the selection and initial operational assessment
of the anchor institution and sub-organizations to identify the strengths, barriers and gaps
in the organization’s existing operation that will impact the transition process and
ongoing operation. The assessment identifies existing operational strengths, barriers and
gaps to execution of technology-based planning via automated innovation and symbiotic
deployment.
To identify the strengths, barriers and gaps in current operations, the implementation
planning assessment focuses on work process flows. Work process flows naturally reveal
the current effectiveness of the existing operation and its future ability to accommodate
technology-based planning, automated innovation and symbiotic deployment.
The implementation plan assessment provides a blueprint of required actions to install,
implement, engage and support the transformed operation. Figure 5 is an example of the
coordinating operational infrastructure at the national level. Members represented in the
ovals are from the appropriate economic, social and political system sectors for this level.
From the national level to state, local and all the way to the individual organization level,
a similar structure is formed with appropriate representation of constituent organizations,
functions, departments and/or individuals. Participants in each of these symbiotic
organizations in turn coordinate with the national level. Coordination is achieved through
Socrates Automated Innovation System tools, Technologyspace Map® and Map
Navigation Tool® at the center of the structure guiding all planning and decision-making
to carry out the technology strategy.

88

Symbiotic deployment infrastructure based on the original design to carryout President
Reagan’s executive order that would create a separate agency for Project Socrates.
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Figure 5: Symbiotic Deployment
Moving outward from the Automated Innovation System tools that guide planning,
ongoing decision-making and execution is the Technology Strategy Board mentioned
above. The Technology Strategy Board is the governing body with representatives from
each of the constituent member organizations depicted in the ovals. The Technology
Strategy Board develops, manages and executes the technology strategy for this level. In
this example, the technology strategy for this level is the Grand Technology Strategy for
the nation. The grand technology strategy is the competitive strategy that will restore and
sustain our world economic and military leadership. Execution of the
technology/competitive strategy at any level is a constant process of outmaneuvering
competitors in the technologyspace. Socrates tools provide the means to conduct
offensive and defensive maneuvers to attain and sustain competitive advantage.
At the individual corporate level, the Technology Strategy Board can simply be the
existing executive staff usually consisting of representatives of its organization’s
operating functions. Some corporations may include board of directors members. In most
cases, the functional representatives on the Technology Strategy Board/Executive
Committee will continue to have sub-teams from which to draw critical input. These subteams may consist of supplier and/or customer representatives for example.
The representative institutions or functions, depending on level, also develop their own
technology strategies and supporting infrastructures. Having their own technology
strategy laid out to guide their operation enables them to cooperate on a voluntary basis
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across institutions, organizations and functions. They may also cooperate vertically to
coordinate with selected aspects of the nation’s Grand Technology Strategy. The
infrastructure work processes are designed to support these mutually beneficial, symbiotic
working relationships.
The outer boxes in Figure 5 provide outputs of technology-based planning through
automated innovation tools and the symbiotic deployment as a force multiplier.
New skills and behaviors are required at all levels to operate within this structure. The
skills development and organization realignment process that takes place in the initial
transformation should be carried out through the already existing HR or training
functions of each organization.
Organization alignment and continuous realignment as technology strategies are executed
requires the ability to rapidly respond with much more speed and agility than most
organizations were designed for. Again, where possible, employees of each organization
should carry out this ongoing rapid response function as opposed to reliance on outside
resources. Quadrigy provides the structuring, training and support for the internal teams
that carry out the initial transformation tasks of the implementation planning and
execution process. These teams are ideal to keep as a permanent function for operational
synchronization with the requirements of competitive strategy execution.
In the past, before System Socrates and even today as we have discussed, organizations
relied primarily on the marketplace for decision-making. Solutions were relatively static
and expected to remain in place with few refinements for extended periods of time. These
one-time installations caused major disruptions, were costly and not easily adaptive to the
rapidly changing competitive marketplace.
The Socrates system lays out the competitive landscape as its changes exposing the
developing threats and provides the required maneuvers very quickly and precisely. The
Technology Strategy Board in Figure 5 has the same view of its specific slice of
technologyspace as decision-makers in individual organizations have of their specific
slice. The response teams then, at all levels in each organization across the symbiotic
structure, have two tasks:
1. With access to the Socrates system, response teams are ready to execute maneuvers
needed to sustain competitive advantage.
2. Realign and resynchronize organization functions and processes to support
competitive maneuvers in the technologyspace.
Earlier the statement was made that organizations in the 21st century will operate much
differently or will not survive. Technology-based planning for competitive advantage is
the driving force for 21st century organization operations. All functions and processes
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must be purposed and designed to operate in the technologyspace, achieve competitive
advantage and then sustain it. Operating in the technologyspace requires unprecedented
organizational efficiency, speed and agility to constantly maneuver, adjust, defend and
attack. The Socrates system and tools provide the means to transform and then carry out
ongoing operations that meet these requirements. The implementation planning process
serves as the guide for this transformation.
The implementation process for a country must be done in manageable segments, as the
scale of a countrywide implementation is too large for a single transformation initiative
like those conducted at the corporate level. The logical breakdown is by sector,
geographic area or a combination. In the US, state-by-state deployment, industry-byindustry within each state is one example.
How and where we start depends on the country, the affiliation of the initial sponsors, i.e.,
industry, academia, capital markets or government, and what will give the country the
greatest payoff in the shortest length of time. Typically, it is a combination of industry
and government on a state-by-state basis but in all cases will rapidly expand to include all
sectors, institutions, organizations and sub-organizations.

The Change Management Process
The impact of shifting from conventional finance-based planning to technology-based
planning and the symbiotic deployment of Automated Innovation disrupts the overall
state of a country’s operational, cultural and governance systems. This disruption caused
by the transformation impinges on conventional decision-making, operating systems and
process flows across the entire economic system. The disruptive implications are normal
for any major change initiative but must be properly addressed, or the solution will not
realize total potential benefits, in this case, restoring US competitiveness and reversing
the economic, social and political world leadership decline.
The implementation planning process exposes, in detail, the projected impact of the
disruption on the existing operation, identifies the gaps between what exists and what is
needed to re-synchronize operational processes, roles, structure and execution tools with
the new requirements of automated technology-based planning.
The resynchronization process follows a logical workflow beginning with the
Technologyspace Map® and Map Navigation Tool® as the foundation for symbiotic
execution of technology strategies. The technology strategy, its development and
execution tools (Technologyspace Map® and Map Navigation Tool®) are at the center
for coordination of the economic system components (Figure 5). The execution of the
technology strategies triggers competitive maneuvers that flow to the economic system
organizations and are then coordinated across and down through all levels and sectors.
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The Technology Strategy Board is the “structure” that provides governance to maintain
organizational and operational integrity. The process to refine and/or redesign these
existing management structures, processes and roles so that they support symbiotic
execution of the technology strategy is a focus of the implementation plan organization
change management (OCM) process.
In the OCM function, existing workflow processes consisting of activities, tasks and roles
are assessed for their relative capability to carry out the actions required to symbiotically
execute technology strategies. From this process a list of gaps, barriers and strengths is
created and becomes the basis for the OCM function of the implementation plan that will
close gaps, remove barriers, add infrastructure support tools and exploit existing strengths.

Ongoing Support and Reinforcement
Both the systems that support the operation and the operation itself must be continuously
refined and improved.
At the most basic level is the ongoing support and reinforcement necessary to ensure
system reliability, minimum downtime, user access management and adequate user
training as new users are added.
On another level is the continuous improvement of the system-enabled operation itself
required to increase the effectiveness and reach of technology-based planning via
automated innovation. This is an ongoing need to sustain competitive advantage
throughout the life of the organization.
In the Socrates system continuous improvement is an embedded process addressing the
most fundamental function of societal growth and advancement – the achievement and
sustainment of competitive advantage. The routine operation of Socrates tools, by design,
continually improves the organization’s ability to compete, grow and advance. As the
organization grows and advances, the support system, automated innovation, adapts,
grows and expands in sync with the organization’s competitive requirements. The
Socrates automated innovation system then, is an organizational continuous improvement
system for achieving and sustaining competitive advantage.
Looking at it from the system execution level, a technology strategy is produced and
competitive advantage is achieved. To support and reinforce the sustainment of
competitive advantage, the process of analyzing competitor maneuvers and responding
with offensive and defensive counter-maneuvers identifies and guides operational
refinements. This embedded system process continually elevates user organization
competitive capability at the operational level. By design then, the process is ongoing and
continuous to establish competitive advantage and then sustain it in a dynamic world
marketplace.
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On another plane, Automated Innovation tools and processes provide the platform that
drives the behaviors that continuously seek to achieve competitive advantage. The use of
Socrates tools drives the required behaviors by systematically requiring and directing
actions (behaviors) that satisfy customer requirements better than competition. The
measurement is the degree of competitive advantage and subsequent customer
satisfaction achieved resulting in increased market share, revenue, products sold, etc.
In addition, the expanded symbiotic structure, illustrated in Figure 5, enables Technology
Strategy Boards to continuously monitor progress and execute appropriate refinements to
their operation, which then impact the wider system’s competitive capability. It’s a
massive continuous process on automatic that continuously refines operational work
processes and drives required behaviors. That’s how organizations of the 21st century will
succeed.

Symbiotic Deployment for Operation US Forward
Implementation of Operation US Forward, technology-based planning via automated
innovation and symbiotic deployment, requires planning and execution of the following
actions:
Education
Leadership, key users and implementation planning teams attend workshops for
orientation in Socrates’ background, the technology-based planning process, the
implementation planning process, symbiotic deployment infrastructure and each group’s
new role in the operation.
Initial Planning
In the initial planning of the implementation process, the specific sector(s), i.e., industry,
academia, capital markets and/or government anchors and targets are identified.
The development of the Technologyspace Map® to generate the technology strategy,
based on the industry(s) sequenced expansion plan begins.
Simultaneously the implementation planning process starts. Implementation requires
realignment of infrastructures, work processes and tools that support the system and
cooperative symbiotic behaviors. Implementation plan development and execution are
accomplished by Implementation Planning Teams within each target organization. These
teams are oriented in the transformation planning and execution process.
Establish Governance and Engage Leadership
A Technology Strategy Board is created (See inner circle of Figure 5).
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The Board consists of representatives from all sectors, private and public, and key
institution leaders from each of the agencies and organizations in the ovals in Figure 5
with spokes connecting them to the Grand Technology Strategy (green circle Figure 5).
The Board is oriented in its role to develop the US Grand Technology Strategy, manage
the execution of the Grand Technology Strategy and coordinate the execution of the
implementation plan.
As the Technologyspace Map® development reaches a ready state, the Technology
Strategy Board develops the Grand National Technology Strategy.
Symbiotic Deployment Cascade
Each agency and institution in the ovals (Figure 5) creates a local Technology Strategy
Board. The Local Technology Strategy Boards of each agency and institution access the
Technologyspace Map® and develop a Technology Strategy specific to their agency,
institution or individual organization. This is the cascade effect that helps coordinate the
country’s Grand National strategy and deployment of resources required to execute the
strategy. While each organization at each level focuses on their specific local competitive
strategy for the benefit of their organization it can be done within the context of the
Grand National strategy.
In our country, the agencies and institutions for example, access the Grand US
Technology Strategy and coordinate their individual Technology Strategies where there is
mutual benefit that they choose to exploit. In this way the country’s resources are used
most effectively but on a voluntary basis for mutual benefit.
In the outer ring boxes (Figure 5), are again, brief explanations of the system outputs for
that agency or institution and the force multiplier of symbiotic deployment.
The fact that no discontinuities exist in Socrates automated innovation embeds reliability,
accuracy and integrity in the planning and decision-making that follows. As planning and
decision-making risk and uncertainty are reduced, symbiotic relationships grow and
naturally mature. In this systematically interconnected but independent structure, higherlevel social, economic and political objectives are achieved. As users continue to
experience logical and straightforward planning and decision-making overtime,
technology strategies become more sophisticated and execution becomes more efficient.
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Conclusion
Where is Socrates Today?
Creation of the Socrates solution did not cause the need for transformation but is the
solution for the transformation that must take place. With or without Socrates though, we
will be forced to change if we are to survive and advance. But without Socrates, the
change process will be painful, prolonged and may end in a decline to a third-rate country
at the mercy of our old adversaries.
The delay in implementing Reagan’s Socrates system has caused unnecessary harm to
our country and the world in general. Many are surprised at the chaos that engulfs the
world today. But chaos is a natural process of evolution from one level of existence to the
next. Socrates was the system designed to manage this process in a systematic and
relatively transformation. It may not be too late but we are certainly running out of time.
The deep changes required to manage the transformation required of us, combined with
the nature of government bureaucracy and political hurdles result in unpredictable delays
that sometimes last for months. To address this condition in light of the rapid
deterioration of our country Quadrigy has developed multiple paths through several
operations. As progress is delayed in one operation focus and resources are shifted to
other operations to continue moving forward. In this way the overall operation is not
dependent on any one success and overall momentum is maintained even though one or
more initiatives may be delayed.
Sekora refers to this method as “MacArthur’s Island Hopping”, a practice the general
used to go around islands that were not ready and come back later, if necessary, when
they were ready.
For example, to the best of our knowledge, the legislative mandate to execute the
Economic Security Commission (ECS), enabled by Socrates, is sitting in the Department
of Commerce either unexecuted or executed in a way that does not accomplish the
original objective. Either way, an otherwise critical element in America’s ability to
defend itself in the current economic war is sitting impotent in some dark corner of the
Department of Commerce.
When the legislation to establish the Economic Security Commission was enacted,
Quadrigy staff contacted the Department of Commerce to follow up and offer assistance,
which had always been part of the plan. Eventually Sekora and staff were directed to
Susan Buckley, Department of Commerce team lead for execution of the Economic
Security Commission. After a few telephone conversations, Ms. Buckley told Sekora she
was not interested in what had been agreed upon between Quadrigy and Congressman
Wolf, sponsor of the legislation, and did not want Quadrigy’s help under any conditions.
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She explained that her only objective was to prepare a report, as the legislation required,
that would satisfy that bureaucratic requirement. What happened after that was not her
concern.
After hearing this from Susan Buckley, it was pretty clear that not much would happen
unless Congressman Wolf’s office pressed the Department of Commerce. We contacted
Congressman Wolf’s office and his legislation coordinator, Tom Culligan, told us that
there was nothing Congressman Wolf’s office would do about it, and basically it was a
dead issue.
This was a disappointment and surprise to us, since Congressman Wolf had expressed a
high commitment in the need to “reconstitute” (Congressman Wolf’s words) Reagan’s
Project Socrates. During the legislative process Congressman Wolf had even taken the
time to personally call me at my home early one morning to reinforce with Quadrigy and
staff that he was totally committed to this legislation. During the call, Congressman Wolf
reiterated his belief that the reconstitution of Project Socrates was essential and he would
do all necessary to get the bill passed and executed properly. He thanked Sekora and staff
for their help and encouraged them to stay engaged, which of course, they had already
determined to do.
Where the Economic Security Commission remains an important factor in the overall
plan for restoring US competitiveness and winning the economic war, it has been
unfortunately delayed, forcing Quadrigy to move on, for the time being, to other
operations. Had Quadrigy been totally dependent on the legislation, the Department of
Commerce or Congressman Wolf, the entire operation would have been dead in the water
for months. As it is, the other operations continue and overall progress moves forward.
Currently, operations are at various stages in nine countries and two states in addition to
the stalled US federal government and Economic Security Commission projects.
The priority, of course, is the US, US states and allied countries where there is active
participation. These operations move slowly at times, providing ample opportunity to
service all operations, as they are ready. However the urgency, especially for the US, is
building rapidly as China grows stronger, and we grow weaker in ability to fight the
economic war.
Working in countries other than the US is very important beyond the need to maintain
momentum. The fact is that the US can no longer go it alone, and we need economically
strong allies who also need us. In this way, all operations are ultimately related to
restoring US and allied world competitiveness. Below is an overview of current
operations.
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US Operations
National
The legislation passed in 2011 and funded in 2012 for the 2013 budget to establish the
Economic Security Commission (ESC) within the Department of Commerce was an
impressive achievement but may only serve as another example of Washington disarray.
At minimum though, the actions by congress to pass and fund the legislation adds an
element of credibility to the operation and reinforces the need to implement Socrates.
Today, Operation US Forward is a private sector initiative led by Quadrigy, Inc. The
current legislation will facilitate federal government participation when executed but
control of the operation will remain firmly staked in the private sector. This is in contrast
to Senator Bingaman’s legislation passed over 20 years ago in an effort to by-pass
President Bush’s successful bid to stop Socrates as a government program. The
Bingaman legislation would have kept Socrates control in the government.
The original intent of both legislative actions, Senator Bingaman and Congressman
Wolf’s, was to revive Project Socrates in the same image as the original Reagan program
intended. That intent and subsequent solution would establish Socrates as a national asset
for the restoration and maintenance of US competitiveness and secure US economic
health and world leadership indefinitely. Even though the current legislation has been
delayed in Department of Commerce, the plan is to eventually move that legislation
forward as a vehicle for US government representation on the Technology Strategy Board
in Operation US Forward.
The private sector “commission” which is already underway will establish the Operation
US Forward Technology Strategy Board, which will have US government member
representation. As the legislation is executed and the Economic Security Commission is
finally formed as required by the legislation, it will work with the Technology Strategy
Board.
The US Technology Strategy Board will be structured as laid out in Figure 5, Chapter 8
with both private and public sector representatives. The US Technology Strategy Board, a
private sector oversight function, will oversee the development and manage the execution
of the US Grand Technology Strategy. The Economic Security Commission, in
coordination with the US Technology Strategy Board, will plan and execute the US
government’s role in carrying out the government’s part of the Grand National
Technology Strategy for the US.
All other entities such as state, municipal, industry organizations, academic institutions
and capital market firms will have their own Technology Strategy Boards. These
individual Technology Strategy Boards will be capable of accessing and coordinating
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their individual technology strategies with the US Grand Technology Strategy as
described in the symbiotic deployment process above.
In this way critical government policy such as US economic growth, job creation, trade
policy and national defense will be coordinated with all other US organizations, public
and private, large and small. All will have access to non-classified parts of the US
Technology Strategy. With this access, all US organizations in every sector can
coordinate their individual technology strategies to the extent they wish for mutual
benefit. The overall benefit for US citizens is efficient use of individual organization and
country resources to achieve competitive advantage at all levels, grow economies at all
levels, target trade policy for maximum competitive advantage and strengthen national
defense.
We will continue to make progress appropriately and in the meantime shift our focus to
the operations that are most engaged.
State
The state-by-state countrywide implementation plan targets several states, two of which
can be considered in planning stages. In one northeastern state, we have met with the
Governor’s economic development team, who gave initial agreement to proceed pending
funding resources. State budgets across the US are severely limited generally impeding
state-by-state implementation progress.
In the second state, we have a multiple sector operation developing within academia,
government and industry. The education initiative expands to three other countries. The
state implementation “commission” has been initiated and a non-profit organization to
fund the implementation has been established.

Foreign Operations
Southeast Asia
One country and member of ASEAN has gone through Phase 1 of the Technology-Based
Planning implementation. This is a combined industry, academia and government
operation.
Initial contact has been made with three additional targets in this geographic area, two of
which are also members of ASEAN. Expansion throughout ASEAN countries is very
important for Operation US Forward establishing a beachhead in this sensitive region.
One Southeast Asian country initially dealt with in the early 2000s has been placed on
inactive status as we expand into the other countries of the region. As this area develops
we will coordinate the work in this country with the greater ASEAN initiative.
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Recently, we have begun working with another country in the region but not considered
an Asian country. Our sponsors in this country have made initial contact with their
government economic development and innovation ministry and have received an initial
response. We are currently training a lead agent in the country on our system and
advising on establishment of a local commission type organization modeled after
Operation US Forward as executed in America. All foreign programs are part of the
overall Operation US Forward.
South America
Two countries are in the early stages of implementation. In one country, the operation is
anchored in the academic sector. In the second country, the initiative is a combination
operation of industry, academia and government.
The major education institution of the second country has signed a letter of intent to
participate in the Socrates program. In the government sector, we also have a letter of
intent from the Director of the country’s equivalent to the US National Science
Foundation. The Director is also a past Congressman.
The two countries in this geographic area will initially coordinate through their academic
sector and then expand to industry, capital markets and government.
Both South American countries and one Southeast Asian country will coordinate with the
academic operation we are conducting in the US.
Europe
Two countries are in Eastern Europe and one in Western Europe at various stages of
implementation.
One country in Eastern Europe has gone through initial implementation phases and is
strongly dedicated to the operation. Government succession issues in this operation have
forced it to be placed on hold.
A second Eastern European country is anchored in academia and industry. An
International Engineering Center will serve as the foundation for the operation. The
International Engineering Center will also join with the US led education initiative with
the two South American initiatives. This cooperative academic led approach will advance
relationships among US, South American and Eastern Europe countries and help put
them in positions of strength in dealing with China and other foreign competitors
encroaching on their domestic markets.
The most recent addition to overseas operations is a EU country. We are training a local
agent in the system and operation implementation. An implementation commission is
being formed. The local agent has both government and industry experience.
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Concluding Remarks About the Fiasco Over Industrial Policy
Our government continues to live within a fantasy about industrial policy. The
conventional wisdom of thought leaders in the US has grossly misdefined industrial
policy and equates all industrial policy to this inaccurate definition, picking winners and
losers.
On the one hand, leaders in Washington wave the “free markets” flag, which is in fact a
form of industrial policy itself, but then deny that we have industrial policy at all. This
behavior is little more than rhetoric for political agendas leaving the industrial policy that
we indeed have undefined, uncoordinated and unmanaged. On the other hand, while we
deny that we have industrial policy, we continually expand this de-facto industrial policy
mishmash that is more counterproductive and anti-free market than the stated formal
industrial policies of some of our world competitors.
With this as a backdrop, Socrates was conveniently dubbed industrial policy, as
Washington erroneously defined it, to equate Socrates with something taboo, “picking
winners and losers.” The charge is that picking one company or industry over another to
support is not the government’s role but, ironically, our government in fact does just that
as discussed in Chapter 6. Right or wrong on this particular topic is not the critical issue.
But the events that have taken place concerning industrial policy is a display of
Washington’s’ undisciplined political maneuvering in place of logic and exposes the
hypocrisy that results from organizational disarray and dysfunction. This should concern
us all as Washington influence is inserted more and more into our lives.
Those who actually have taken the time to understand Socrates know that Socrates was
not industrial policy but only a vehicle of carrying out whatever government policy was
assigned. President Ronald Reagan, with a reputation of being a strong supporter of free
markets, had his White House attorneys evaluate Socrates’ impact on free market
principles as well as other commerce laws and regulations. There was no question that
Socrates would in fact be used in the US to support free market principles not limit them.
The argument that Socrates was a way for government to intrude was bogus. It is just the
other way around. Socrates vividly exposes government participation of any kind, and
that may be more of the reason why Socrates was attacked.
This entire condition has gotten so far out of hand that in addition to stopping Socrates,
the competitiveness of our businesses across all industries is severely hampered and we
are feeling it worse now than ever. Here are excerpts of a posting by Declan McCullagh
on CNET News from August 24, 201089:
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Declan McCullagh, Intel CEO: U.S. Faces Looming Tech Decline, CNET News,
August 24, 2010.
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“Unless Washington wakes up and fixes policies that are driving jobs and tax
revenue offshore”, Paul Otellini (CEO Intel) says, "the next big thing will not be
invented here."
Continuing with his remarks Otellini goes on to say:
"…every business in America has a list of more variables than I've ever seen in
my career. If variables like capital gains taxes and the R&D tax credit are
resolved correctly, jobs will stay here, but if politicians make decisions the wrong
way, people will not invest in the United States. They'll invest elsewhere."
“Take factories. I can tell you definitively that it costs $1 billion more per factory
for me to build, equip, and operate a semiconductor manufacturing facility in the
United States, Otellini said.”
“The rub: Ninety percent of that additional cost of a $4 billion factory is not
labor but the cost to comply with taxes and regulations (de-facto industrial policy)
that other nations don't impose.”
Cypress Semiconductor CEO T.J. Rodgers reinforces the statements about our inability to
manufacture in the US in an interview with CNET in 2004. In the interview Rodgers says
the problem is not higher U.S. wages that make us unable to compete but antibusiness
laws. Sound like industrial policy? Here are the rest of his comments90:
“The killer factor in California for a manufacturer to create, say, a thousand
blue-collar jobs is a hostile government that doesn't want you there and
demonstrates it in thousands of ways.”
The first step is to acknowledge that we do have industrial policy and, in its present form,
is more of an obstacle to competitiveness than it is an enabler. Then we can fix it as
Sekora laid out in Project Socrates thirty years ago and was strongly supported by one
White House while the subsequent White House attempted to destroy it. This is an
example of uncoordinated industrial policy at its worst.

Conclusions about the Challenge of Change and Transformation
In 1983 the need for change was critical but is imperative today. From the beginning of
time, civilizations have struggled to survive, grow, expand and then, after reaching their
tipping points, would be required to either transform or languish and die. The US is at its
tipping point and struggling to survive91.
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Declan McCullagh, Newsmaker: Chip Off the Block, CNET News, May 18, 2004.
John McClenahen, Nicolaus Copernicus, You’re Needed Again, Industry Week, May
20, 1991.
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“Make no mistake about it. The US is now ‘at a marked disadvantage’ in trying to
capitalize on technology. We have no experience --- and the Japanese and
Europeans have a 45-year lead.”
That was a quote from Sekora in 1991 in an Industry Week article published May 20 of
that year. We have continued to deteriorate, and it is time to stop and make the necessary
adjustments before we run out of time.
The same article compares Sekora with Copernicus:
“Michael Sekora is urging a Copernicus-like shift in the way U. S. industry
manages science and technology.”
That shift would be from finance to technology-based planning enabled by automated
innovation.
I once assumed that most human beings are logical thinkers. When I first learned of
Socrates from Sekora, I actually thought that getting it implemented would be simple.
Everyone knows the problem and the consequences. I actually said to Sekora, “this is a
slam dunk.”
Was I in for a surprise and huge disappointment? Conventional wisdom, once established,
is very difficult to change and the process can be painful. The institutionalization and
normalization of our obsolete approach exacerbates the problem.
The established and highly credible thought leaders of industry, government, academia
and capital markets continue to embrace, support and in many respects make excuses for
the status quo – a finance-based, market constrained planning system. The system
pervades our institutions from the time we are born through formal education and into
careers.
The transformation job is daunting.
The solution though, is straightforward, natural and intuitive. Those characteristics will
help make the transformation successful and easier to implement. It consists of a system,
tools and processes that engage human effort in a shift to different behaviors that
effectively carry out technology-based planning via automated innovation. Symbiotic
deployment of the system, tools and processes drive cooperative relationships throughout
all economic sectors for optimum allocation of US resources.
Through this system, competitors are engaged and addressed in the technologyspace for
competitive advantage in the marketplace. The automated innovation system excels over
all competitor technology-based systems.
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The Automated Innovation Revolution is here and the US must lead it. We have had a
thirty-year head start in system development but lag way behind in execution. If the US
does not lead the way, a competitor will. If and when that happens, the US, as we knew it,
is finished.

###
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Appendix One
Project Socrates Ten Findings
1. The foundation of all competitive advantage is a matter of satisfying the customer needs better than
the competition.

־
־
־
־

Any customer need if excelled at has the potential of providing a competitive advantage.
Needs defined from the customers' point of view--even if the customers' needs appear illogical or minor.
Must go beyond just meeting customer needs; excel at satisfying one or more customer needs.
Address holistically the set of customer needs.

2. Satisfying customers' needs is accomplished with technology.

 ־Technology is any application of science to accomplish a function.
 ־The science can be very leading edge or it can be well established.
 ־The function can be very critical, high visibility or it can be significantly more mundane.
3. To satisfy customer needs better than the competition, an organization or a region must exploit
technology more effectively than the competition.

 ־Must acquire technology more effectively than the competition and/or
 ־Must utilize technology more effectively than the competition.
4. Effectiveness of exploitation of technology dictated by four attributes inherent in all technology.

־
־
־
־

The definition of the technology by the laws of physics dictates which customer needs can be satisfied.
The capability level of the technology dictates to what level the customer needs can be satisfied.
The flow of the technology dictates how technology can be acquired and utilized to satisfy customer needs.
The evolution of definition, capability and flow dictates how the other three dimensions can be exploited.

5. Four attributes for all present and future technologies worldwide comprise four-dimensional
"technologyspace".

־
־
־
־
־

Tech structure -- The interconnection between all technologies as defined by the laws of physics.
Tech capability -- The ability of all technologies to accomplish functions.
Tech flow -- The flow of all technologies internally and externally to all organizations worldwide.
Time -- How the other three dimensions evolve forward.
No discontinuities in the four dimensional technologyspace.

6. Traditional planning methods, only address limited aspects of some of the dimensions of techspace.

 ־Traditional planning methods developed by experts viewing only a very narrow slice of competition.
 ־Socrates Project had a view of all forms of competition worldwide.
7. Organizations or regions must out-maneuver competitors in one or more of the four dimensions of
technologyspace to generate a competitive advantage.

 ־Out-maneuvering in a dimension equates to using that tech attribute more effectively than the competition.
 ־Dimensions orthogonal -- Movement in one dimension can be independent of movement in other dimensions.
8. Maneuvering in technologyspace same as maneuvering on the military battlefield; the science of
military strategy can be used as the basis for strategies in technologyspace.

 ־Technology behaves like military resources when it comes to their exploitation for a competitive advantage.
 ־Thousands of years of experience of the science of military strategy can be drawn from.
9. Elements of military strategy are highly fragmented, must be consolidated into a logical structure.

 ־Science of military strategy consists of writings of the lessons learned by the great captains of war.
 ־Dissecting wide range of writings enabled universal truths to be extracted and a logical structure developed.
10. Combining logically structured military strategy elements with 4-D techspace produces a set of
elements for technology strategies that enables an organization or a region to consistently outmaneuver the competition in the exploitation of technology for the maximum competitive advantage.

־
־
־
־

The set of elements for a technology strategy are a closed set.
Each tech strategy element is precisely defined in terms of one or more of the four dimensions of techspace.
The strengths of each tech strategy element is dictated by one or more of the four dimensions of techspace.
The technology strategy elements do not change with time.
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Appendix Two
Advanced Manufacturing Program Summary Recommendation
RECOMMENDATION 1: LAUNCH THE ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
INITIATIVE
The Federal Government should launch an Advanced Manufacturing Initiative for
America’s Future (AMI). AMI should be a concerted, whole-of-government effort,
spearheaded by the Department of Commerce, Department of Defense, and Department
of Energy and coordinated by the Executive Office of the President (EOP).
The coordinating body of AMI should prepare a biennial report to the President on the
most important needs for Federal investments, including:
•

Coordinated Federal support to academia and industry for applied research on new
technologies and design methodologies

•

Public-private partnerships (PPPs) to advance such technologies through precompetitive consortia that tackle major-cross-cutting challenges

•

Development and dissemination of design methodologies that dramatically decrease the
time and lower the barrier for entrepreneurs to make products

•

Shared facilities and infrastructure to help small and medium-sized firms improve their
products to compete globally.

The report should also identify the most pressing technological challenges that merit
focused attention for these activities.
AMI should also report on the availability of financing for pilot plants and early-stage
activities within these technology areas.
It is crucial that this whole-of-government effort be complemented by parallel initiatives
in the industry and academia. AMI should develop mechanisms to involve these sectors
and to draw on their expertise in identifying technological opportunities. An external
advisory board that has access to advanced manufacturing expertise should help guide
this work.
Funds to implement the programs recommended by AMI should be appropriated to the

Departments of Commerce, Defense, and Energy to support the most promising
opportunities, at the level of $500 million rising to $1 billion over four years. Some of
these funds may be drawn from existing programs as appropriate.
AMI should work closely with industry and academia in identifying opportunities
through an appropriate advisory board.
RECOMMENDATION 2: IMPROVE TAX POLICY
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The Federal Government should:
•

Reform corporate income taxes, to bring the marginal tax rate in line with other
OECD countries, as advocated by President Obama in his 2011 State of the Union
address

•

Extend the R&D tax credit permanently and increase the rate to 17%, as advocated in
the Presidentsʼ Strategy for American Innovation and FY2012 budget request.

RECOMMENDATION 3: SUPPORT
WORKFORCE TRAINING:

RESEARCH,

EDUCATION,

AND

To ensure the health of the research enterprise that underpins innovation and national,
and to ensure that the Nation has the highly skilled workforce needed to attract and
maintain advanced manufacturing in the United States, the Federal Government should:
•

Fulfill the President’s plan to double the research budgets of three key science
agencies over the next ten years: the National Science Foundation, the Department of
Energyʼs Office of Science, and the National Institutes of Standards and Technology.
Ensure appropriate research budget levels for other research agencies.

•
•

Help fulfill the Presidentʼs goal that public and private investment R&D reach 3% of GDP.
Strengthen science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education.

Expand the number of high-skilled foreign workers that may be employed by U.S.
companies.
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Appendix Three
Senator Jeff Bingaman Legislation 1989

Bill Text 101st Congress (1989-1990) S.2349.IS
S.2349 -- To establish in the Department of Commerce an Office of
International Technology Monitoring. (Introduced in Senate - IS)
S 2349 IS
101st CONGRESS
2d Session
S. 2349
To establish in the Department of Commerce an Office of International
Technology Monitoring.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
March 28 (legislative day, JANUARY 23), 1990
Mr. BINGAMAN introduced the following bill; which was read twice and
referred to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
A BILL
To establish in the Department of Commerce an Office of International
Technology Monitoring.
• Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 of the
Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980 (15 U.S.C.
3704) is amended by redesignating subsection (e) as subsection (f)
and by adding immediately after subsection (d) the following new
subsection:
• (e)
• (1) There is established, within the Technology Administration at the
Department of Commerce, the Office of International Technology
Monitoring (hereafter in this subsection referred to as the `Office').
• (2) The Office shall be headed by the Director of the Office of
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•

International Technology Monitoring, who shall be appointed by the
Secretary.
(3) The Secretary, through the Undersecretary and through the
Director of the Office, shall-(A) establish a clearinghouse to—
(i) coordinate and disseminate information obtained by the
Federal Government regarding developments in science,
research, and technology throughout the world; and
(ii) collate and disseminate unclassified analysis by the Federal
Government of worldwide science and technology;
(B) establish and maintain a data base on worldwide science,
research, and technology;
(C) work with other Federal agencies to identify and track emerging
areas of technology throughout the world;
(D) identify the requirements of the public and private sector for
information concerning scientific and technological information and
disseminate such requirements to all Federal agencies; and
(E) assure regular reviews by relevant industry sector advisory
committees and experts at Federal laboratories.

(4) All Federal agencies shall cooperate with the Office in coordinating the
activities of such agencies with respect to the collection of information
regarding technological and scientific developments worldwide.
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Appendix Four
Congressman Frank Wolf Legislation 2010-2011
July 21, 2010 – (HR 5980)
BECOME AN ORIGINAL COSPONSOR OF THE

STRATEGIC MANUFACTURING &
JOB REPATRIATION ACT
Dear Republican Colleague:
Next week I will introduce the Strategic Manufacturing & Job
Repatriation Act to develop a national manufacturing strategy to create American
jobs. A strong manufacturing and technology development base is critical to job
creation and the economic competitiveness of the United States.
The legislation would comprehensively align existing federal funding -- at
no new cost -- to support job repatriation and manufacturing growth, study a new
tax incentive to encourage repatriation, and bolster intellectual property
protection.
It also builds on language I included in the fiscal year 2011 CommerceJustice-Science appropriations bill directing the Commerce Department to launch
a job repatriation initiative. The federal government must work aggressively to
“repatriate” jobs that have gone overseas back to the U.S. in order to grow
American jobs.
Specifically, the legislation:
Reconstitutes President Reagan’s Project Socrates as an independent American
Economic Security Commission to identify and monitor emerging technologies and
global economic threats.
Requires the secretary of Commerce to develop a National Manufacturing and Job
Repatriation Strategy and set targets for manufacturing sector job creation.
Creates federal Repatriation Task Forces to identify American companies
manufacturing abroad and work with states to facilitate the repatriation of jobs to the U.S.
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Studies the merits of a major new federal tax incentive to promote repatriation of jobs to
the U.S.
Aligns existing federal economic development aid with the objectives of the National
Manufacturing Strategy and authorizes funds for repatriation efforts.
Protects American intellectual property by restricting unnecessary foreign access to
pending patent applications.
Prioritizes patent applications from American universities to ensure that new cuttingedge technologies may be protected and rapidly deployed for U.S. firms.

I invite you to become an original cosponsor of this important effort to create
American jobs and bolster American competitiveness. Please contact Thomas
Culligan in my office by phone at 5-5136 or by e-mail at
mailto:thomas.culligan@mail.house.govby Tuesday, July 27, to be an original
cosponsor.
Sincerely,
/s/
Frank R. Wolf
Member of Congress
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Appendix Five
National Industrial Policy Illustration
Japan

Soviet Union

National Industrial Policy

Totalitarian
Centralized
Planning
-Very efficient
-Highly inflexible

Laissez-Faire
Symbiotic
Planning
-Highly efficient
-Very flexible

The Soviet Union type industrial policy was capable of matching and in some cases
surpassing US military capability. From a very small economic base government
controlled planning guided resources to military technology-based competition. However
the inflexibility of high government control industrial policy artificially disrupts natural
flow of technology across the technologyspace depriving otherwise very efficient
acquisition and utilization of technology for competitive advantage.
As a planning tool in a central planning economy, Socrates would expose these
disruptions caused by government controlled central planning; identify exactly where
these disruptions occur and how they limit ability to compete. This information would be
the foundation for corrective decision-making.
As a planning tool against the Soviet style central planning economy, Socrates exposed
these disruptions as weaknesses in the competitor’s technology strategy and exploited
them for competitive advantage.
On the other hand Japan transformed from a burned-out hulk after WWII to industrial
dominance in twenty-five years through an industrial policy of “symbiotic planning”
(which is a version of the method designed into Reagan’s Project Socrates). Symbiotic
deployment as an industrial policy in Japan enabled rapid industrial development with
minimal natural resources through the acquisition and utilization of global resources and
coordination across all Japanese industries. Counter to popular opinion in the US the
coordination of strategies in Japan was and is today completely voluntarily not forced or
government controlled. Symbiotic deployment simply provided individual Japanese
companies access to a “grand national technology strategy” where they could see benefits
of specific technology alliance with other Japanese companies for achieving a level of
competitive advantage that could not be achieved alone. In the US plan under Ronald
Reagan, Socrates would serve as the automated platform for symbiotic planning.
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In the US our laws and regulations tend to discourage cooperation in an effort to protect
consumers and support competitiveness within the domestic industry. However, our
competitors are international so Socrates had to be designed to support international
competitiveness through voluntary cooperation while simultaneously encouraging
domestic competition. The Socrates system was made to be detailed and precise in
exposing the nature of all competition, internationally and domestically so that 1),
cooperation would be voluntary and 2), vividly expose the nature of each competitive
situation to prevent unlawful and/or unfair maneuvers.
White House lawyers under Reagan legally vetted Socrates as not only supporting all
existing laws but, because it adds a new dimension to the enforcement process through
the detailed and precise exposure with a bird’s eye view of each competitive event,
Socrates enhances those laws and the spirit of free markets.
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Appendix Six
Sekora’s Fortune 100 Client List
Allied Signal
Bendix
Alcoa
American Broadcasting Corp.
Amoco
AMP
AT&T
Bellcore/Bell Laboratories
BellSouth
Best Associates
Bethlehem Steel
Binney & Smith
Black & Decker
Boeing
Caterpillar
Chrysler
Compaq
Control Data Corp.
Cooper Industries
Corning Glass

Corning
Cray Research, Inc.
Digital Equipment Corp.
Dow Chemical
Dow Corning
Duke Power
E.I. Du Pont
Electronic Data Systems
E-Systems
FMC Corp.
Ford Motor Corp.
General Dynamics
General Electric
General Motors
Goodyear
Grumman
H.J. Heinz
Honeywell
IBM
Johnson & Johnson

Lockheed Corp.
LTV
Martin Marietta
MASCO
McDonnell Douglas
Motorola
NCR
Raytheon
Rockwell International
Rohm & Haas
Royal Dutch Shell
Scientific-Atlanta
Shell Development
Tandy Corp.
Tektronix, Inc.
Texas Instruments
TRW
United Technologies
USX
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
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Appendix Seven
Lifecycle of a Society
Life Cycle of Societal, Economic and Political Systems

United States
Life Cycle Stages
Growth Stages
Stage 1:
Formation

Stage 2:
Normalization

Socialization & Gestation

Description

Operationalization & Institutionalization
* Formal processes and systems built to replicate "best practices"

* Changes occur in the environment in which we live and work

* Culture emerges from commonly accepted beliefs and values

* Functional units are created to structure and normalize activities

* Change throws operations and institutional systems out of synch

* Experiment & discover behaviors and practices that "work best"

* Sophisticated governance systems sustain normalization

* Systems, policies and procedures cease to work - chaos ensues

Replication & Refinement

Frustration, Resistance & Confusion

* Trial and error

* Standard policies and procedures guide decisions and actions

* Entrenched functions, processes and practices are irrelevant

* Uncertainty, chaos, everybody "pitches in" to get things done

* Rigidly defined roles and job specialization reduce creativity

* Conventional wisdom is protected among highly resistant leaders

* Excitement, enlightenment, variety and much freedom to test

* Incremental refinements reinforce standards and predictability

* Re-label "what used to work' as "new" and "do it harder and faster"

Learning & Growth

Results

Change, De-synchronization & Chaos

* Groups form around common needs

Experimentation & Discovery

Characteristics

Stage 3:
Disintegration

Efficiency, Stability & Stagnation

Point of No Return: Transform or Die

* Period of high learning, personal growth and satisfaction

* Improvement initiatives further entrench existing systems

* Leadership paralyzed in "normalized state", fearing risk of change

* Authentic leadership emerges from demonstrated abilities

* Competitiveness is stabilized at entrenched operational capability

* Resources depleted in the failed process to make the "old" work

* Learn and adopt what works best, i.e., "best practices"

* Leadership maintains status-quo in cultural of malaise

* Institutionalized rejection of valid solutions that disrupt the "norm"

United States
1780

1850

1945

2014

Major Mental Leap
Period of Transformation
Transformation Stages
Stage 1:
Transition
Re-socialization & Re-gestation

Description

United States

Re-synchronization & Institutionalization

* Educate & install Tech-based planning & Automated Innovation

* Re-synch all systems and processes with solution requirements

* Reprioritization and "commitment to change" emerges in culture

* Redesign system work processes to accommodate solution

* Coordinate practices across institutions and sub-organizations

* 2 transformation paths: 1) maintain order, 2) transition to new order

* Determine "Impact of solution" and address adoption issues

* Reinforce new practices through behavioral support systems

Change, Redesign & Realignment

Adaptation, Re-engagement & Predictability

* Uncertainty & chaos grow as old systems fail

* Major institutional system and process redesign projects initiated

* Changed practices, tasks and activities are operational

* Trial & error and creativity re-emerge in quest to find new solutions

* Institution policies, procedures, governance structures realigned

* Institution systems work as required in the new reality

* Mixture of excitement, enlightenment and frustration

* Change impact actions planned and executed to realign culture

* Confidence and competence in system performance grows

New period of Growth & Learning

Results

Adopt Foundation Solution

Stage 3:
Reformation

* Groups re-form around need to change to survive - reject old ways

Re-experimentation & Re-discovery

Characteristics

Stage 2:
Integration

Social, Economic & Political Systems Enabled

Growth & Performance Systematized

* Revival of learning & high personal growth across the culture

* Institutional, systems and processes transitioned to adopt solution

* Eco, socio and political systems operate in-synch to create future

* Authentic leadership re-emerges based on ability to lead change

* Culture realigned with "how things work" now

* Reformation to automated tech-based planning complete

* Technology-based planning is adopted as foundation solution

* Governance structures and process support new practices

* Competitive advantage sustained indefinitely

??
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